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Foreword

Interest in the historical development of our country, of our state,

and even of our own families has recently experienced a great surge.

This is illustrated by the wide participation in the Bicentennial pro-

gram o\' 1^76 and increased individual attention to genealogy.

An understanding of the history of a community and its growth

requires a know ledge o\' the development of many important subdi-

visions. Such understanding is particularly important in the func-

tioning of the democratic process, where the support of important

programs depends on general understanding by the electorate. The

state of Illinois has reason to be proud of many facets of its history.

An understanding of this history requires sources of information that

are factual, reasonably comprehensive, and not too difficult to ab-

sorb.

Over a century ago there developed in Illinois certain organiza-

tions that have had and will have a crucial bearing on the solutions

of the critical problems now facing our state, our nation, and our

world today. Illinois can take pride in the fact that so long ago wise

men among its citizens recognized that we should be increasingly

concerned about the quality of our environment and the adequacy of

our natural resources. They further recognized that the solution of

such problems would require new knowledge, knowledge that could

only be obtained by scientific research, both basic and applied. It is

to the credit of our state that this recognition by its leaders was

backed up by the development and funding of three particular organ-

izations known as the Natural History Survey, the Water Survey, and

the Geological Survey. The development and implementation of

these surveys included the recruiting of personnel of such high cali-

ber and the organization of programs of such quality that they

quickly became accepted in the company of the leaders of state,

national, and international scientific bodies.

While the bringing into being of each survey rested upon specific

needs of agriculture, health, mining, and industry, it is indicative of

the quality of the chosen leadership and their staff that increasingly

their task was recognized to require studies looking toward the fu-

ture and not solely to solving the pressing needs of the present. Such

long-term planning is quite unique among government agencies

where the demands of the next election too often cause a concentra-

vn



Foreword

tion on short-term crises. The determination that these surveys

should be devoted to study and analyses rather than regulatory ad-

ministration is partly responsible for their uniqueness among state

agencies.

This volume is a history of these surveys, their initiation and their

growth and development. It represents a very important part of Illi-

nois history of which we should all be proud. It tells how changes

to meet changing times have taken place while the staffs have re-

mained true to their objectives to produce information that is needed

for the present and, at the same time, to provide knowledge on

which the future can be planned intelligently. It is the result of the

scholarly research of Robert Hays, who has produced a volume both

stimulating and readable. It should make the character and objec-

tives of the surveys more widely known and understood throughout

the state and the world.

William L. Everitt

Member, 1954-79

Board ofNatural Resources & Conservation

Institute of Natural Resources

State of Illinois

Vlll



Preface

We are only just beginning to write the history of "national science"

in the United States, and especially of federal support of scientific

research and development prior to World War I. Therefore it is not

surprising that the role of state governments in the support of science

is a story that is yel to be told. Indeed, it cannot be told until the

historical development of scientific activity in each of the fifty states

is assessed, and we still lack even one such comprehensive study.

Some limited research in recent years has made slight inroads,

taking up. for example, the necessary task of collecting comparative

statistical data on state scientific activities. This type of investigation

is extremely valuable and is critical to a comprehensive view of the

place of science in state government. But there is a need. also, for

documentation of the historical development of established and re-

spected state scientific agencies, and for analyses of their contribu-

tions over a significant period of time. The three Illinois scientific

surveys offer an excellent subject for such investigation and analy-

sis.

In the case of Illinois, the state's most remarkable period o\~ social

and economic development came at a time when natural science was

rapidly gaining prominence as an American activity. Thus the

origins of the modern state scientific surveys are traced back to the

mid-nineteenth century, when Illinois was a young and vigorously

growing state. Since then, their expansion has generally been at the

leading edge o\' state scientific activity. This position is assured, in

part, by the interdisciplinary nature of their activities and their his-

torical relationship with the state's leading colleges and universities.

These three Illinois agencies are the State Geological Survey, the

State Natural History Survey, and the State Water Survey. After

separate and relatively diverse beginnings, they were brought to-

gether in a single administrative department of the state government

in 1917 and have remained under the direction of a single advisory

body, the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation. Yet. each

survey has maintained its own identity and direction—an important

consideration given the varying nature of their respective responsi-

bilities.

This work traces the histories of these Illinois scientific agencies

IX
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from their origins through 1978. Its major purposes are ( 1 ) to show

the historical roots o( the present surveys and to examine the major

influences affecting their development; (2) to recount their most im-

portant contributions; (3) to describe the specific roles of survey ad-

ministrators, with particular emphasis on their influence in shaping

the scope and direction of their respective agencies; and (4) to iden-

tify important state problems, needs, and policy issues that have

affected the surveys and to outline their responses to these. The

method of presentation is historical and therefore largely chrono-

logical, however, rather than topical. I have tried to weave the pur-

poses stated above throughout the study and not lose sight of the

larger social context in which the surveys existed at any given time.

This book is in many ways a pioneering one; as such, it neces-

sarily has some limitations. There are many areas relating to the

broader development of state-supported science in Illinois, outside

the surveys, which are not touched upon, for example. But I hope

that others will see these limitations as a challenge to further inves-

tigation. Science-related activities in state government offer a re-

markable array of opportunities for study. The few suggestions I

have made in the final chapter are only a meager sample, even for a

single state. And when the opportunities are multiplied by fifty

states, they seem boundless.

One final point: Readers will find this to be largely a positive

story, which reflects favorably upon the scientific surveys of Illinois

and the people connected with them. I tried to be thoroughly objec-

tive in this study. The history of the surveys, as I found it. is for the

most part a story of success.

Although I had the generous cooperation of many people who

were themselves personally involved with one or more of the sur-

veys, not one of them ever tried to influence unduly the direction of

my work. The choice of information included, the interpretation of

facts, conclusions drawn—all these are the author's responsibility.

And at the same time, I take full responsibility for any errors or

omissions which might mark this work.

It is impossible to complete a study of this kind without the coopera-

tion, assistance, and support of many people. I would like to list all

of those who have been helpful, but the list would be much too long.

There are a number of people to whom I am particularly indebted.

The Illinois State Board of Natural Resources and Conservation ap-
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proved this investigation and therefore helped assure its success.

Board chairman was William H Robinson, director, Illinois Depart-

ment o\ Registration and Education. Other members were the late

Roger Adams, emeritus professor of chemistry at the University of

Illinois; Robert H. Anderson, distinguished civil engineer. St.

Charles, Illinois: Roger E. Beyler. dean. Southern Illinois Univer-

sity college o( liberal arts and sciences; William L. Everitt. dean

emeritus, college of engineering. University of Illinois; Charles E.

Olmsted and Thomas Park, noted University of Chicago biologists;

and Laurence L. Sloss, Northwestern University, the board's ge-

ology representative.

My interest in this subject began during my studies at Southern

Illinois University for an interdisciplinary doctorate in political sci-

ence and journalism. Dean Beyler was a member of my doctoral

committee, a group who spurred my interest in the subject and

whose understanding and encouragement were invaluable. Other

members were George C. Brown, Journalism School director, and

Professors Jack Isakoff and David Kenney of the political science

department, all teachers and friends of long standing. A very special

word of appreciation must go to the committee chairman, Professor

Henry Dan Piper. English department. Professor Piper, who had

served earlier as liberal arts and sciences dean and Southern Illinois

University representative to the Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation, first suggested this particular study. His enthusiasm

for its importance was a critical contribution to its success, while his

suggestions were of great value in preparing this book for publica-

tion.

Throughout this undertaking. I have had the generous cooperation

of the staffs of the State Geological Survey, the State Natural History

Survey, and the State Water Survey. The respective survey chiefs,

John C. Frye, George Sprugel. Jr.. and William C. Ackermann. not

only offered their personal assistance but also cooperated fully in

placing various survey records at my disposal. They were also kind

enough to read sections of this work and offer helpful suggestions,

as did Jack A. Simon, who succeeded Chief Frye.

James C. Neill, Water Survey statistician, shared his office with

me for the greater part of a year, and Alfred H. Bell, emeritus staff

member of the Geological Survey, allowed me the temporary use of

his quarters in the Natural Resources Building. J. Cedric Carter of

the Natural History Survey also provided work space when it was

\i
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most helpful. Colleagues in agricultural communications at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, especially Professor Jim Hvans, contributed the

precious gift of an uninterrupted summer of research time in which

to finish the manuscript for publication.

Finally, I must thank my family tor their patience with me and

their understanding and cooperation during the period of my re-

search and writing. I owe a debt of gratitude to my wife Mary and

my sons Alan and David, which I can never fully repay.

Robert Hays

Urbana, Illinois

October igyg
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The Key to Hidden Riches

Natural Science in

Early Illinois, [818-1875

When early European explorers first moved into the region that is

now the American Midwest, they beheld a land rieh with virgin

natural resources, as yet hardly tapped by the native Indians. Freneh

Catholie missionaries arriving on Lake Superior in the mid- 1600s

found aneient copper ore pits worked by tribes that had long since

vanished from the area. In the Fever River district of what is now

Wisconsin. Iowa, and Illinois were rich deposits of Ordovician lead.

Father Hennepin, the Jesuit priest exploring the Mississippi Valley

in 1679. reported the discovery of coal on the Illinois River. To the

south, where the Ohio River approximated the boundary of glacial

advance, migratory Indians knew of salt springs that existed in abun-

dance. There was iron. too. and zinc and fluorspar and petroleum

—

although the full value of the latter two was not appreciated at this

early date. 1

In the spring of 1682. the French adventurer Robert Cavelier,

Sieur de la Salle, claimed the Mississippi Valley as the imperial do-

main of France. But efforts to bring European civilization to the

great interior reaches of the continent had little impact through

nearly a century of French domination. 2 When France relinquished

claim to Canada and all the territory east of the Mississippi River in

the Treaty of Paris in 1763. the British gained a vast tract o\' undis-

turbed natural wealth.

It was not only the region's mineral riches that impressed Thomas

Hutchins. a British military engineer who traversed the Illinois

country during the 1760s. but also its abundant plant and animal

life. The hills and valleys of southern Illinois, he wrote, "are shaded

with fine Oaks, Hickory. Walnut. Ash and Mulberry trees.*' while

the "luxuriance of the Soil, everywhere yielding plenty of Grass,

and useful plants, promises health, and ample returns to industrious

settlers."' He found the country tlush with buffalo and deer and the

lands between the Mississippi and Illinois rivers to be "rich, almost

beyond parallel." Hutchins reported:
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The Illinois country is in general of a superior soil to any

other part of North America that I have seen. It produces fine

Oak, Hickory, Cedar, Mulberry trees, etc., some Dying roots

and medicinal Plants;—Hops, and excellent wild Grapes, and,

in the year 1769, one hundred and ten hogsheads of well tasted

and strong Wine, were made by the French Settlers, from these

Grapes,—A large quantity of Sugar is also annually made from

the juice of the Maple tree; and as the Mulberry trees are large

and numerous, I presume the making of Silk will employ the

attention and industry of the settlers, when the country is more

fully inhabited than it is at the present . . . Indigo may likewise

be successfully cultivated—(but not more than two cuttings in

a year;) Wheat, Peas, and Indian Corn thrive well, as does

every sort of Grain and Pulse, that is produced in any of the old

Colonies. 4

He had observed settlers growing tobacco, hemp, and flax seed, he

said, while apples, pears, peaches, and other fruits common to Eu-

rope "succeed admirably." There were plenty of fish in the rivers.

And "ducks, geese, turkeys, pheasants, and partridges are in the

greatest variety and abundance." "In short," Hutchins concluded,

"every thing that a reasonable mind can desire, is to be found, or

may, with little pains, be produced here." 5

Other descriptions of the Illinois territory up to the time of state-

hood in 1 81 8 substantiate Hutchins's early report. Another British

officer, Jervis Cutler, traveling across southern Illinois about 18 10,

was impressed by the large herds of buffalo, elk, and deer. He cited

the abundance of timber and stone building materials, the salt

springs, and the excellent pottery clays found along the Wabash

River. Farther north, he noted, the Illinois River valley "is said not

to be exceeded in beauty, levelness, richness, and fertility of soil, by

any tract of land, of equal extent, in the United States." 6 Of the rich

lands north of the Illinois, he wrote: "But this extensive tract of

country has been very little explored. Almost the only white people

who have visited it, have been the traders in fur and peltry."

Illinois in 181 8 was a sparsely settled frontier. Population fig-

ures—sufficiently padded to convince Congress that the territory

qualified for statehood—showed only 40,258 residents. These were

grouped in southern Illinois, principally in river settlements. Only

two centers could fairly be called towns: Kaskaskia on the Missis-
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sippi River and Shawneetown oil the Ohio. Southern Illinois at its

center was still mostly wilderness, while the northern three-quarters

of the new state contained scarcely a white settlement except for the

small militar\ outpost at Fort Dearborn—now Chicago. There was

a sprinkling of educated and professional men in Illinois and man)

of the farmers were stable and reasonably prosperous, but on the

whole the state was a raw frontier society."

But during the next two decades. Illinois enjoyed a remarkable

period of growth. The population climbed to 157.000 by 1830 and

to 476.000 ten years later. Such Indian settlements as remained in

northern Illinois were effectively eliminated by the infamous Black

Hawk War in 1832. after which, in the words of historian Theodore

Calvin Pease, '"no other Indian in Illinois questioned the dominance

of the white race." 8 The Erie Canal, completed in 1825 and joining

the Great Lakes with the Atlantic Ocean by way of the Hudson

River, now poured into northern Illinois a stream of settlers from the

East quickly surpassing in volume the established flow down the

Ohio River into the southern part of the state.

A transportation network of roads, railroads, and waterways was

significant in the development of Illinois, which, like the rest of the

nation, had entered a period when "internal improvements" were

given high priority. The young state, historian Pease wrote, "was

trying to give expression to the pent-up energy within it. Experi-

ments flourished: the inhabitants of Illinois, conscious of hidden

riches, sought ... to discover the key which would unlock the trea-

sure and open the way to high reward."^ It was now an accepted fact

that "science" might be one such key.

Illinois statehood came at a time when a true "American" science

was just starting to appear. At the beginning of the century, the

fledgling American scientific community still had looked to Europe

for direction and training. There was little support, either public or

private, for American scientific enterprise. But in the decade after

the War of 181 2, a body of professional scientists emerged from a

"disorganized group of amateurs." 1 " By the 1820s a large number of

scientific societies had been organized, and scientific journals had

begun to flourish. Benjamin Silliman's American Journal ofScience

and Arts, established in 1818—the year of Illinois statehood— was

an important influence in the development of an American scientific

community. Silliman and others promoted interest in science from

the speaker's platform. In 18 19 the New York legislature granted
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state funds to support county agricultural societies, whose purposes

included the general advancement of science.

Although the new American scientific establishment had a deep

and continuing interest in the physical sciences, the natural history

exploration of the continent offered the most visible challenge. "Sci-

entific exploration" was intensified as the frontier moved westward.

This activity readily fit the traditional Baconian principles of collec-

tion, description, and classification, the underlying philosophy upon

which prevailing faith in science was based. It was generally be-

lieved that persistent and vigorous pursuit of these principles "would

inevitably lead not only to rich and mature understanding of nature,

but also to great material happiness." 11

Geology was a popular and respected area of scientific speciali-

zation. It was one particularly appropriate in a young land of largely

unexploited natural resources. Many American naturalists were in-

terested in the study of geology principally for the sake of new

knowledge, of course, but those of a more practical bent saw it as

the way to find and make use of valuable and abundant resources. 12

Also, geology was highly regarded as a science of observation, in

which self-trained and even untrained men could go into the field

and study the natural phenomena, collect specimens, and draw their

own inferences. Few in this early period had the necessary back-

ground to formulate sound theoretical laws of geology from these

raw data, even when the data were available in sufficient quantity.

But they formed a significant vanguard, collecting information and

recording observations wherever they found them. 13

Where deposits of valuable minerals were known or suspected,

the geologists' desire for information in the cause of science often

was relegated to secondary importance. The greater interest—and

that most likely to gain public support—lay in practical exploration.

In 1 82 1, Amos Eaton conducted a systematic geological survey of

Rensselaer County, New York, supported by private funds. Rudi-

mentary state geological surveys were authorized in North Carolina

in 1823 and in South Carolina the following year. All these studies

were based on specific economic considerations. And although they

were minor in comparison with later efforts, they were cited by the

scientific community as examples that other states might follow. A
more thorough and systematic state geological survey was autho-

rized by the Massachusetts legislature in 1830. In succeeding years

a number of other states followed suit.
14
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Most of these undertakings were short-lived and incomplete. A
number of state-supported surveys were begun, discontinued, and

then reestablished several times. Most state legislators believed that

three years or less pro\ ided enough time to complete such work, and

they would not support the projects for longer periods. Few state

leaders conceived of a geological survej as a permanent institution

with a continuing mission. 15 Hut national expansion—the movement

of population, the creation of new states, the growth of industry, the

demand for better transportation, changing conditions in agricul-

ture— led to increasing pressure for better knowledge and under-

standing of the country's natural resources.

Federal government support of science was limited, although in-

dividual exploratory expeditions and "internal improvement" proj-

ects provided a wealth of information of interest to scientists. But

the prevailing political philosophy was one in which state and local

interests were paramount; within this framework, "scientific activity

fared precisely as other kinds of activity." 16 As a result, the U.S.

Geological Survey was not established as a permanent agency until

1879. trailing early state agencies by several decades.

Land owned by the federal government which contained known

deposits of ore was leased to mine and smelter operators so that their

mineral resources could be developed and exploited. But because of

land frauds and other blatant abuses, the U.S. House of Represen-

tatives adopted a resolution in 1839 ordering:

That the President of the United States be requested to cause

to be prepared, and presented to the next Congress at an early

day. a plan for the sale of public mineral lands, having refer-

ence as well to the amount of revenue to be derived from them

and their value as public property as to the equitable claims of

individuals upon them; and that he at the same time communi-

cate to Congress all the information in possession of the Trea-

sury Department relative to their location, value, productive-

ness, and occupancy: and that he cause such further information

to be collected and surveys to be made as may be necessary to

these purpose-

As a result of this resolution. David Dale Owen was appointed U.S.

government geologist for a survey of the lead region of northern

Illinois. Wisconsin, and Iowa. Owen was a son of Robert Owen, the

visionary Scottish textile manufacturer and philanthropist who had
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spent a considerable fortune to purchase the Utopian village founded

by George Rapp on the Wabash River at New Harmony, Indiana, in

1 8 14. Robert Owen had assumed leadership of the community in

[825, and was joined there by his sons. David Dale Owen, reared

in the liberal tradition of his father, had studied chemistry and ge-

ology in Europe and medicine at the Ohio Medical College in Cin-

cinnati. He had shown exceptional administrative ability in earlier

projects undertaken for the U.S. General Land Office, which was

now authorized to direct the surveys demanded by Congress. 18

The vitality which Owen brought to his work was sorely needed.

The terms of his appointment, reaching him at New Harmony on

August 17, 1839, called for completion of the study before the onset

of winter. It was a challenging assignment. But Owen, who person-

ally organized a crew of 139 "subagents and assistants" and trained

them in the elementary principles of geology, completed a rudimen-

tary survey of this eleven-thousand-square-mile district by Novem-

ber 24. In accomplishing this remarkable feat, he and his team col-

lected, arranged, and labeled several thousand specimens and

established the region as "one of the richest mineral regions, com-

pared to extent, yet known in the world." 19

It was the geologists who founded the first truly professional sci-

entific association in America, the Association of American Geolo-

gists. That organization became the Association of American Geolo-

gists and Naturalists in 1842 and then, after slowly expanding its

membership, became the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science (AAAS) six years later. One goal of the AAAS
leadership was to increase the professionalism of American science;

men like Dallas Bache, James Dwight Dana, Benjamin Peirce, and

Joseph Henry gave it stature and served on its standing leadership

committee.

These men were concerned also with what they regarded as the

overemphasis the amateur scientists and the public placed on the

practical application of science and the expectation that scientific

activity should lead to a general "diffusion of knowledge." Joseph

Henry complained that few people realized that "the advance of sci-

ence or the discovery of new truths, irrespective of their immediate

applications, is also a matter of great importance
"20

Still, Henry, brought to Washington to head the Smithsonian In-

stitution on its creation in 1846, did not disregard entirely the im-

portance of diffusion and practical application of scientific informa-
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tion. Henr\ was more tolerant than Bache and Fence of the many

"natural historians and amateur polymaths'
1

in the AAAS. and "less

eager tor any grandiose academy of savants." 21

Henry was receptive to a request from the Mississippi Association

of Geology and Natural History, presented at the AAAS meeting in

the summer of 1849. seeking help establishing a geological survey

tor that southern state. The AAAS appointed a fifteen-member com-

mittee to make recommendations not only to the state legislature in

Mississippi but to other states as well. It was a strong committee,

including such powerful voices as Henry and Louis Agassiz. It pre-

sented a convincing case for state geological surveys in all states

which did not already have them.

Lobbying for government support of science was not new in the

AAAS. The organization's forerunner, the Association of American

Geologists and Naturalists, had called on Congress in 1844 to add a

geological survey to the linear work of the national public lands

survey (thus tied directly to an accepted federal activity). This move

apparently was instigated by Douglas Houghton, Michigan state ge-

ologist. The idea enjoyed brief success. Houghton himself signed a

contract to initiate such work, but his drowning in a boating accident

on Lake Superior a short time later left the project in limbo. Agassiz

later told the AAAS that government support of science was not

worth "the time consumed in imploring it."
::

Nonetheless, the AAAS committee created in response to the

Georgia request made a strong plea to state legislatures. Each state,

the AAAS committee suggested, had a responsibility to help com-

plete the geologic map of the United States. But there was an addi-

tional argument, one which undoubtedly was calculated by the sci-

entists to be of greater impact on governors and state legislators. A
geological survey, the committee pointed out, could be of consider-

able material value to a state's agricultural interests, to railroad con-

struction engineers, to builders using stone materials, and to the

mining and metallurgical industries. In addition, it could help solve

water supply problems and provide extensive collections of teaching

materials for the geology departments of the colleges and universi-

ties.
23

At this mid-century point, twenty-one states had established geo-

logical surveys. Many of these, as we noted earlier, had been short-

lived. But there had been highly successful efforts, too. Notable

among these was the work of James Hall in New York, commenced
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in i S43 (and continuing under his direction tor several decades, at

least intermittently). The action called for by the AAAS committee

thus had substantial precedent. Among those receiving the commit-

tee's recommendations was Governor Augustus C. French of Illi-

nois. French was a native of New Hampshire who attended Dart-

mouth College and entered law practice before moving to Illinois in

[831. He became governor in 1846 and was reelected by a large

majority in 1850.

In his message to the General Assembly on January 7, 1 85 1 , Gov-

ernor French called for the creation of a state geological survey in

Illinois. His position was supported by information from a study

commission created by the legislature four years earlier as well as

from the AAAS committee. "We have unmistaken evidence that this

state is scarcely excelled in the extent of mineral richest the gover-

nor told members of the legislature, "and all that seems to be want-

ing to render them richly productive is to point attention to them. As

some considerable time will be required for a careful and minute

geological survey of the whole state. I would respectfully suggest

whether its importance would not justify a limited appropriation, to

be followed by others thereafter, as the results and prospects of suc-

cess might render desirable." 24

In February, the legislature approved a bill authorizing the

employment of a geologist to make a complete geological and

mineralogical survey of the state. His charge would be to "proceed

to ascertain the order, successive arrangement, relative position,

dip, and comparative magnitude of the several strata or geological

formations in the State, and to search for and examine all the beds

and deposits of ores, coals, clays, marls, rocks, and such other min-

eral substances as may present themselves; to obtain chemical anal-

yses of the same, and to determine by barometrical observations the

relative elevation of the different portions of the State." 25 Also,

the geologist would be required to gather and preserve an exten-

sive collection of specimens for display in the state capitol and.

eventually, to "publish with the final reports a geological map of the

state."

Dr. J. G. Norwood was named the first Illinois State Geologist.

Norwood was a medical doctor, but he had worked with David Dale

Owen and was considered to satisfy the legislature's requirements

for "a geologist of known integrity and practical skill." 2 '1 He began

his duties the following October with an examination of the geolog-
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leal formations of the stone cliffs along the Ohio River between

Shawneetown and Cairo.

Dr. Norwood received an initial appropriation of $3,000 a year,

subsequently increased to $5,000. B> January. 1X57, alter more than

five years of work, some $27,000 in state funds had been spent on

his investigations; but no report had yet been published. The legis-

lature appointed an investigating committee to look into Norwood's

performance. Although the committee found and reported that he

apparently had done his work well, and later in the year Norwood

published his tirst report, he offered too little and it came too late to

satisfy his critics. He was summarily dismissed from his position.

Clearly. Norwood's removal was prompted by a general feeling

that a more "practical" survey was intended by the legislature. He

had pursued vigorously the collection of specimens, and it is ironic

that much of the work for which his successor received credit was

possible because of Norwood's extensive collections. 2
"

In March. 1858. Amos H. Worthen was named state geologist.

Worthen had worked for a time as Norwood's assistant. More re-

cently, he had been associated with the newly organized geological

survey of Iowa. There, he assisted James Hall, who had enjoyed

marked success earlier in New York. The choice of a successor to

Norwood had become something of a political issue, but Worthen

enjoyed the support of Hall and other scientists of national reputa-

tion, such as Louis Agassiz and James D. Dana.
;x

Worthen was a man of exceptional ability, enthusiasm, and vision.

He wore a long, unkempt beard and had deep-set. piercing eyes,

which gave him a formidable appearance. But he was described as

"'kindly, candid, and of unpretentious manner, impulsive and gener-

ous to his friends, charitable even to those with whom he had little

sympathy." 2 ' More important, he was said to be uncompromising in

his love of justice and scientific truth.

Born and educated in Vermont. Worthen immigrated to Illinois b\

way of Ohio, where he taught school for two years. In 1836 he

settled in Warsaw. Illinois, to which his wife's family had moved

earlier. He was at once intrigued by the geology of Hancock County,

particularly its abundant geodes. As he described the region later:

There is no formation of the State that presents such attractive

and interesting specimens of crystallized minerals as are to be

found in this division of the Keokuk limestone, and tons of
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these beautiful geodes have been sent from the county of Han-

cock to adorn the cabinets of mineralogists throughout the civi-

lized world. A fine section of the geode bed is exposed just

above the steamboat landing at Warsaw, where its whole thick-

ness may be seen in the bluff above the railroad grade; and

there is perhaps no locality known in the West where a few

hours' labor of a good collector would be rewarded by so large

a variety of finely crystallized specimens. 30

Such surroundings whetted his fascination with natural science.

Worthen's dry goods store in Warsaw was never a great success.

In 1842, financial straits caused him to return to the East. And al-

though he was away from Illinois for only two years, this sojourn

was to have a profound influence on the future direction of his life.

Before he left Warsaw, Worthen collected and packed several barrels

of geodes. He took these to Boston, where he traded them for a

cabinet of seashells. He brought the shells back to Warsaw on his

return to Illinois in July, 1844. 31

The shells added greatly to Worthen's curiosity about his natural

environment. He observed that similar forms had fossilized in the

limestone in Hancock County. He was intrigued by the mystery these

forms presented. What were they and how did they get there? He

spent every spare hour, hammer in hand and satchel over his shoul-

der, clambering over bluffs and ravines exploring every rock surface

he could reach.

As the number of hours Worthen devoted to the collection and

study of his fossil specimens increased, the success of his dry goods

business continued to decline. An old friend arriving in Warsaw in

the spring of 1850 found "his store as well as his house was more of

a stone shop than a dry goods shop and he evidently begrudged the

time there spent waiting for or attending upon customers

"

32 About

1852, Worthen sold his business interests and gave himself over en-

tirely to "science."

In the tradition of his day, Amos Worthen was self-trained in ge-

ology—itself still a young discipline. He studied G. A. Mantell's

Medals of Creation and Wonders of Geology, popular illustrated

works on fossils and British paleontology. These books provided

him with what he needed most, "an insight into the manner in which

the sedimentary rocks were formed and how the remains of animals

and plants came to be embedded and preserved in them."-

10
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Through vigorous exchange of specimens with other collectors

throughout the country, Worthei) built an extensive collection. He

aKo developed an impressive library o\' scientific works over the

years, exercising "a severe economy in other directions to enable

himself to purchase the rare and expensive books needed for his

studies in his favorite field."
34 Meanwhile, through his correspon-

dence he became acquainted with a number of persons with similar

interests, including men of established reputation in the academic

world. When the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence held its annual meeting in Cincinnati in 1851, Worthen was

elected to membership.

By the time he took over the Illinois Geological Survey in 1858,

Worthen had made numerous professional contacts. He immediately

reorganized the survey, hiring several well qualified specialists. 35

This was an astute move, because his own paleontological leanings

placed Worthen at somewhat of a disadvantage with a legislature

that demanded profitable economic results. 36
F. B. Meek, who

worked for the survey in the investigation of invertebrate fossils,

wrote of his chief: "Worthen makes no pretensions of a thorough

knowledge of chemistry (which department of the survey he has

placed in the hands of a competent man at Chicago), but I do know

there is no living man better acquainted with all the details of west-

ern geology than he is."
37

Nonetheless, there were still a number of Illinois legislators who

did not support Worthen's work enthusiastically. Funds were not ap-

propriated for publication of early survey reports, a failure that Wor-

then attributed to "the determined and unscrupulous opposition

manifested by the enemies of the survey."38 At one point, the General

Assembly even repealed the law under which the survey was orga-

nized, although Governor Richard Yates vetoed this act.
39 Clearly,

the lack of funds for publication seriously diminished the effective-

ness of the survey in this early period—making "practical" results

particularly difficult to demonstrate. But Worthen finally was able to

publish his first collection of reports in 1866.

Worthen began his survey with a cross-section examination of the

geology of southern Illinois. Then he moved to points along the

Mississippi River for more detailed observations and set others at

work in the northern lead district and the coal regions. Only after

these and similar regional studies were completed did he begin a

county-by-county survey.

1 1
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His view of the importance of the economic aspects of his assign-

ment was evident in the 1866 publication. Volume I of the Geolog-

ical Survey of Illinois. Economic benefits that might be expected

from the work were the primary bases for objectives he set forth for

the survey: "First, to determine the location and extent of whatever

natural resources the State may possess, in coal, metallic ores, min-

erals, hydraulic and common limestone, fire clays, free-stone, flag-

stones, marbles, etc., that properly belong to the various geological

formations in the State; and second, to prevent the unnecessary ex-

penditure of money and labor in searching after valuable minerals in

those portions of the State where such minerals do not exist." 40

The Illinois General Assembly continued to support active geo-

logical field work until 1872, when the regular appropriations were

discontinued. Four massive volumes of the Geological Survey of

Illinois had been published by this time, and additional volumes

were in preparation. Small additional funds for publications were

appropriated until 1875, when all provision for the survey ended.

Two years later, the State Museum of Natural History was estab-

lished in Springfield and Worthen was named curator. He spent the

next decade studying his fossil collections and preparing the remain-

ing volumes of geological survey reports for publication. The eighth

and final volume was unfinished when death overtook him in 1888

at the age of seventy-four, but it was completed by his successor,

Joshua Lindahl, and published in 1890.

Given the extent of Worthen's accomplishments, why did the Il-

linois legislature allow the geological survey to languish and, fi-

nally, to die? The most obvious reason is that, from the legislators'

point of view, the work was finished. As we noted earlier, few

American politicians in the nineteenth century understood or appre-

ciated the concept of a state geological survey as a continuing insti-

tution. By 1872, Worthen had completed a geological catalog of the

state, county by county. 41 He had found no gold or other precious

metals. Illinois was primarily an agricultural state; rock formations,

for the most part underground, seemed of little importance in com-

parison with the rich prairie soil. The value of coal was not yet fully

appreciated, nor had the value of oil for fuel or stone for building

fully materialized. Further investigations of the geology of the state

may well have seemed futile to most residents. Historian C. W.

Hayes, assessing various state geological surveys that had been con-

ducted over the years, noted in 191 1 that "the expenditure of large
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Minis on investigations of that nature and on the description and

illustration of fossils was unappreciated by the early citizens."42

Worthen, ver\ much aware that laymen would have difficulty

comprehending the significance of his pioneering work in paleontol-

ogy made even effort to justify its value. Imbedded organic re-

mains (plant and animal fossils), he explained, provided the geolo-

gist with a guide to the period in which a stratum of rock was

formed. Coal and other valuable minerals, which the survey was

seeking to locate, were not indiscriminately distributed through the

earth but were deposited during particular geologic periods. There-

fore, a careful and thorough investigation o\~ the organic deposits to

be found in the state was essentially the first and most important step

in the prosecution of a geological survey. "Indeed," Worthen noted

in the second volume of his reports, "without the aid of Palaeontol-

ogy, Geology would scarcely be entitled to rank as a science at all."
43

He appealed to state pride. The rocks of Illinois, he said, were un-

usually rich in fossil remains. He believed that

we can scarcely be mistaken in supposing that the citizens of

the great State of Illinois will feel a commendable pride in con-

tributing their share to the general stock of knowledge, in a

department of science now claiming so much attention from

enlightened minds throughout the civilized world. Nor can we

believe the people of Illinois desire that the students of our

schools and colleges, and others, justly ambitious to keep pace

with the great minds of other lands, in every department of

learning, should be longer dependent upon reports published by

our neighboring states for a knowledge of these wonderful

works of the Creator, so profusely scattered at our feet, even if

it were possible to find the desired information there.
44

But Worthen was determined that his contributions in paleontol-

ogy should be valued beyond more utilitarian considerations. It was

remarkable to him that the remains of fishes and seashells were

found in such number so far inland, indicating that at some age in

the far distant past the area had been covered by water. His fossils

never ceased to excite and amaze him. There was so much in the

history of "these mute relics of by-gone ages." he insisted, that they

should be of profound interest to all reflecting minds.

There is no question that Worthen's experiences with the legisla-

ture left him somewhat bitter. In a letter to Governor John L. Bev-

13
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eridge in 1875, transmitting Volume VI of the Geological Survey of

Illinois, he stressed once again that he had always kept in view the

dual considerations of economic benefit to the state and the search

for scientific knowledge, in that order.

The contributions to geological science resulting from his work

probably never would be fully appreciated by the people of Illinois,

he commented, but "I have the satisfaction of knowing that they are

[appreciated] elsewhere, and that the Illinois Reports are esteemed

a desirable acquisition to all scientific libraries." 45 He went on to

outline the financial limitations under which he had been forced to

conduct the survey, in the event that anyone might suppose "there

has been an unnecessary expenditure of money in the prosecution of

this work."

Even today, it is difficult to characterize justly the magnitude of

Amos Worthen's accomplishment. The eight large volumes of the

Geological Survey of Illinois embraced both the structural (surface

and stratigraphic) and economic geology of the entire state—an area

of 56,000 square miles. They included individual reports on the ge-

ology of each of the state's 102 counties. The productive coal field

of more than 37,000 square miles was mapped in considerable de-

tail, as were regions where lead and other minerals were to be found.

General geological principles were treated at length, along with topi-

cal subjects such as the origin and formation of the prairies.

But the most important portion of the monumental series was in

the area of paleontology—ironically, as Worthen had noted, the part

of his work that would not be fully appreciated by the people of his

own state. Charles A. White of the U.S. Geological Survey, a con-

temporary of Worthen's, described that part of the series as "so ex-

tensive and so elaborate that the volumes of the Illinois survey have

long been indispensable to every palaeontologist in every part of the

world where the palaeozoic formations are studied. . . . Some indi-

cation of the extent of this palaeontological work is shown by the

fact that it embraces the description and illustration of 297 species

of vertebrates, 1,073 species of invertebrates, and 256 species of

plants. Nearly 1,500 of these species were first made known to the

scientific world through (Worthen's] publications." 46

Amos Worthen was a fertile thinker. He was fully aware that the

cessation of his own studies did not signal the completion of the

geological survey of Illinois. New discoveries about the state's coal

resources were being made regularly, he advised Governor Bever-

14
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idge, through experimental drilling in various portions of the Illinois

coal field. He believed strongly that such information should be

available to the public. He wished tor a study equal in detail to those

of the older European nations. 41 But such a stud) would require the

expenditure of public money far beyond those levels the state had

thus tar been willing to appropriate.

Worthen was not inclined to take a narrow view of the need for

state-supported scientific activity in Illinois. His fascination with the

rich variety to be found in the natural environment precluded such a

limited perspective. Illinois, he pointed out in his first volume on

the state's geology, extends north and south for some 380 miles,

through five and one-half degrees of latitude. Because of the result-

ing climatic range, he claimed, the state "consequently comprises a

greater variety in its zoological and botanical productions than can

be found within the area of any other State in the Union." 4 " In the

extreme southern part of Illinois, he noted, animal and plant life

were almost semitropical in nature. At the northern extreme, they

were characteristic of the northern temperate zone. And although his

claims were somewhat exaggerated, he was accurate in his conten-

tion that the state offered an exceptionally varied and interesting

field of exploration for both the botanist and the zoologist, as well

as for the geologist.

Many species of flora and fauna were becoming increasingly rare,

Worthen warned. With every passing year it would become more

difficult to make a complete collection of natural history specimens

native to the state. "It is a matter of great regret to every lover of

natural science in this country." he wrote, "that a State holding the

proud position in wealth and intelligence now sustained by Illinois

should have taken no steps to secure a more complete knowledge of

its indigenous productions in these departments of natural history."49

Hitherto, industrious naturalists had done much of this work at

their own expense. Worthen believed that a moderate expenditure by

the state would permit completion of a comprehensive natural his-

tory survey and place the results, in published form, in the hands of

the public. Worthen vigorously advocated such an undertaking. He

was convinced from his years of experience with the geological sur-

vey that government support of scientific investigation was impor-

tant not only to the advancement of knowledge but also to the eco-

nomic development of the state. He and others who shared this view

would help mold the direction of scientific investigation, not only in
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Illinois but in the nation as well. But we see emerging in this early

period in Illinois certain problems that already were troubling other

American scientists in their relations with government:

First, there was the legislators' frequent demand that "science"

produce discernible results within a specified period of time. This

was coupled with an overemphasis on the immediate practical bene-

fits, without a clear appreciation of the fundamental, tedious, and

often slow investigations that had to be completed before the poten-

tial applications could be determined. Thus Norwood's fundamental

paleontology studies, which were the foundations of Worthen's later

work, were never appreciated by the legislature. Legislators did not

comprehend the necessity for a sound theoretical understanding be-

fore practical research could be undertaken. Nor did they appreciate

the need for cross-fertilization of science. It was difficult for them

to see how Worthen's interest in marine geology and collecting

seashells were important to his understanding of Illinois geology.

And, finally, legislators were generally ignorant of the importance

of the publication of scientific activity to science itself. It seems

likely they were critical of Norwood only partly because he was

slow to publish results and more so because they saw little practical

value in the results once they were published. The legislature was

reluctant to grant funds for publication of Worthen's work, making

it difficult for him to disseminate the information he had gained

through his investigations of the state's geology. These problems did

not begin with early state-supported science in Illinois, nor did they

end there. They would continue to handicap healthy government-

science relations for decades to come.
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Farmers, Naturalists, and

John Wesley Powell

Influence ofJohn Wesley Powell and

Cvrus Thomas, 1850-1880

The decade of the [85OS was one of remarkable growth for Illinois.

It was a period in which the young state moved from a position of

promise to one of prominence. Population expanded rapidly, there

was significant movement toward industrialization, and. most im-

portant, there was an almost phenomenal growth in agricultural pro-

duction. The introduction of new and perfected farm machinery,

coupled with expanded marketing opportunities provided by the rail-

road. 1 allowed the Illinois farmer to take a leading position in the

nation's agricultural production. By the end of the decade, the Prai-

rie State led the nation in production of both corn and wheat.

It was clear that a most important natural resource was the fertile

prairie soil. Surely "science" could help the Illinois farmers make

best use of this valuable asset. Men like Amos Worthen. who rec-

ognized that the practical application of scientific discovery was im-

portant to the utilization of natural resources, could readily antici-

pate the potential contributions of science to the state's agricultural

economy.

This view was not new, of course. Demands for government sci-

entific aid to agriculture, in various forms, went back to the colonial

period and included the activities of early national figures such as

Washington and Jefferson. Henry L. Ellsworth. U.S. Patent Office

commissioner, moved in 1838 to make the Patent Office a clearing-

house for plants, seeds, and agricultural information. Ellsworth

went on to call for the specific application of chemistry to agricul-

ture, promoting soil analysis. His work led John Quincy Adams to

declare that Ellsworth had turned the Patent Office 'from a mere

gimcrack-shop into a highly useful public establishment." 2

But the ability of existing government bureaus to serve the inter-

ests of agriculture was limited. State governments by the 1850s were

becoming more active in supporting agricultural assistance and pro-

moting agricultural societies, while the United States Agricultural

17
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Society sought a separate agriculture department in the federal gov-

ernment.

In the East and South, there was particular concern over worn-out

soil and a persistent hope that science would discover new plant and

animal breeds or new crops that might thrive on the depleted soil. In

Illinois, the need was somewhat different. Early settlers in the Illi-

nois country had platted their farms on virgin soil. But they soon

found that hundreds of species of native insects that fed on wild

plants readily developed a taste for cultivated crops, at times arriv-

ing in hordes sufficient to destroy the crops completely. In addition,

the pioneers often brought familiar pests with them to their new

homes: codling moths in their apple barrels, the hessian fly in the

straw of their packing crates, and bedbugs in their featherbeds. To

their dismay, they frequently found their field crops and orchards

ravaged, their livestock injured and annoyed, and their homes in-

vaded by a variety of harmful and often unhealthy insect pests. 3

The Illinois State Agricultural Society had been formed in 1853

by a group of farsighted men who were especially interested in pro-

moting the state's agrarian economy. It brought together zoologists,

entomologists, and botanists. The society's officers were acutely

aware of the destructive nature of insects and other farm pests, and

had sufficient scientific understanding to realize that applied biology

requires a full knowledge of all forms of natural life.
4 The society

offered prizes for collections of specimens in various fields of natu-

ral history to encourage a fuller awareness of the physical environ-

ment.

Three years later, in December, 1856, the Illinois State Horti-

cultural Society was organized at a meeting in Decatur. It was an

outgrowth of a special interest group in the Agricultural Society.

Dr. E. S. Hull of Alton, first Horticultural Society president, cited

the annual loss of thousands of dollars to Illinois farmers and or-

chardmen "for the want of specific information, which could only

be obtained through a system of experiments, directed by scientific

knowledge." 5

Hull's thinking exemplifies the enthusiasm for scientific informa-

tion that marked the leaders of these two organizations. Typical of

this group was Matthias Lane Dunlap, "easily one of the two or

three best known farmers and horticulturists in the state in the twenty

years preceding his death in 1875." 6 Dunlap was a native New
Yorker who came to Chicago about 1835. He became a "practical
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farmer" in Cook County, along with a variety of other jobs, and was

elected to a term in the state legislature in 1854. At about the same

time, Dunlap became an agricultural correspondent for the Chicago

Tribune, writing for the next twenty years under the pseudonym.

"Rural."

Dunlap, a vice-president of the State Agricultural Society, was

one of the founders of the Horticultural Society. He moved to Cham-

paign County in 1857, establishing a successful farm and model

nursery. In addition to the Tribune, he contributed regularly to the

well-known Prairie Farmer and other agricultural and horticultural

journals and edited a publication called Illinois Farmer from i860

to 1864. He was a leader in the movement for industrial education

in Illinois and later served as a member of the first board of trustees

of the new Illinois Industrial University. And, in addition, he carried

on an enormous correspondence with persons interested in his views

on farming and fruit-growing/

Writers like Dunlap and his forerunners in the Illinois farm press

did much to promote science in agriculture. The Prairie Farmer,

established in Chicago in 1840 as the Union Agriculturalist and

Western Prairie Farmer, became a staunch advocate of chemical

soil analysis and "expressed considerable confidence in the benefits

to be derived from the application of chemistry to farming." 8 Over

the years, this publication became one of the most distinguished

agricultural papers in the nation.

The agricultural press joined farm leaders in supporting the presi-

dent of the Horticultural Society in 1865 when he called for a salar-

ied state officer to "look after the bugs." 9 And so did the executive

committee of the older and more influential Agricultural Society,

which resolved that it would appoint a state entomologist "whenever

the sum of fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500) shall have been ob-

tained, by legislative action or otherwise, for an annual salary." 10

The General Assembly approved the appointment of such an officer

and Benjamin D. Walsh was named the first Illinois State Entomol-

ogist in 1867. An Englishman, Walsh held a master's degree from

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he had been a classmate of

Charles Darwin. He was a thoroughly capable man, but his oppor-

tunity to prove his ability as state entomologist was cut short. He

was struck by a train in November, 1869, and died a few days later.

Walsh was succeeded by Dr. William Le Baron, a graduate of

Harvard Medical College whose interest in natural history had been
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aroused after he moved to Illinois in 1X44. At the time of his ap-

pointment to this office, Le Baron was entomological editor of the

Prairie Farmer. He served as state entomologist until 1875, when

failing health forced his retirement.

But promotion of the state entomologist position notwithstanding,

the Agricultural Society and Horticultural Society membership in-

cluded a great many farmers whose interests were more inclined

toward the development of improved tools, implements, and farm-

ing methods and the kind of information diffused at county fairs than

toward biological science. John P. Reynolds, corresponding secre-

tary of the Agricultural Society, complained in 1861: 'There are, we

are sorry to say, some men who deem all Scientific knowledge

useless to the tiller of the soil and to the artisan in his shop; and so,

also, there are men who believe all education detrimental to the

human race, and that certainly no advance should, under any cir-

cumstances, be made beyond reading, writing, and arithmetic to the

'rule of three.'"" For those who wished a greater effort in the sci-

entific study of the state's natural history, something new and

broader in scope was needed; it was developing elsewhere.

At a meeting of the Illinois Teachers' Association in Decatur in

December, 1857, Cyrus Thomas, a teacher and lawyer from Jackson

County, proposed the formation of a state natural history society.

Thomas was a man of varied interests; in future years he would join

the ranks of the nation's more prominent scientists. 12 Born in Ten-

nessee in 1825, he had moved as a young man to southern Illinois.

There he taught school, studied law, and gained admission to the

bar. And he showed a talent for politics, too, winning election to the

post of Jackson County clerk.

Thomas married a sister of John A. Logan, a prominent county

politician whose subsequent military career during and after the

Civil War and service as U.S. senator from 1871 to 1877 and again

from 1879 to 1886 made him one of the state's leading political

figures. Logan probably was southern Illinois's single most influen-

tial man of his time; the family relationship no doubt was of practical

benefit to Thomas in later years. Thomas did not have the advantage

of college training, but had taught himself "the more advanced

branches of science and mathematics." 13 He chose entomology—the

study of insects—as his specialty. This was a most inexpensive un-

dertaking; the subject matter was so readily available.

Thomas's proposal at the Decatur meeting in 1857 apparently was
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well received. The following June. [858, a meeting was held at the

newly established Illinois State Normal University at Bloomington

for the purpose of forming an Illinois Natural History Society. 14

Those attending adopted a constitution and initiated a movement to

enlist the support of naturalists elsewhere in the state. The constitu-

tion, slightly revised the following year, provided that the organi-

zation's "field of observation and research shall comprise Geology,

Meteorology. Botany. Zoology. Comparative Anatomy, and Vege-

table and Animal Physiology.'* 15

Any resident of Illinois was eligible tor membership in the orga-

nization upon recommendation of two other members, with dues to

consist of an initial payment of five dollars and then one dollar an-

nually. In addition to a president, nine vice-presidents, and a trea-

surer, other officers of the society included a librarian, a museum
curator, and a secretary. Specified duties of the secretary included

collection and exchange of specimens. These were to be placed in a

museum to be located at the State Normal University.

First president of the society was Yale-educated Jonathan Baldwin

Turner of Jacksonville, who had taught Latin, Greek, and rhetoric at

Illinois College. Professor Turner also had gained a reputation as a

proponent of '"scientific farming." His development of the Osage or-

ange in the 1840s as a durable living hedgerow especially designed

for fencing livestock was transforming the landscape of the Midwest

prairie. Currently, he was at the head of a drive to promote industrial

education in Illinois. He proposed as early as 1852 that the U.S.

Congress appropriate public lands in each state to endow "universi-

ties for the liberal education of the industrial classes in their several

pursuits,""
1

an idea that finally came to fruition in 1862 in the famous

Morrill Act for the establishment of land-grant universities.

The spirit that Jonathan Turner brought to the Natural History So-

ciety is revealed in an address at the organization's annual meeting

in June. i860, in Bloomington. Professor Turner had just been

elected to his third consecutive term as president. Recalling how he

and other students at Yale had been cautioned against phrenology as

a temptation of the devil, he warned that the conservatism of the

clergy was a tradition the scientists should not be allowed to follow.

Anyway, he said, new ideas so often denounced as the work of the

devil might justly be attributed to God on occasion. It seemed pos-

sible to him "that God knows and understands several things which

we do not. and are not likely to. even in this most enlightened and
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democratic nineteenth century." As philosophers, he added, "we

shall, in this age, as in ages past, learn more by watching and re-

cording facts, than we shall by berating the devil, ever assured that

power, force, and matter, working by their own laws, are adequate

to all we see and know, without the devil's help." The devil, he

suggested, had never yet become "the father of a new science or the

creator of a new fact."
17 The struggling Natural History Society, Pro-

fessor Turner admitted, was as yet homeless and penniless. But he

was firm in his belief that the organization had accomplished as

much in its first two years as might reasonably have been expected

in ten.

Clearly, it was the hope of the society's leaders from the beginning

that they could undertake an effective natural history survey of the

entire state. An orderly plan for such a project was first presented to

the group by Cyrus Thomas in 1861. He suggested that the state be

divided into regions or districts, and that plant and animal surveys

be undertaken in each district as soon as possible. "Much of the

work has already been done," Thomas said. He believed that his

proposal would insure completion of the desired surveys in a sys-

tematic way, "that our energies may not be expended in traveling

over the same ground a second time." 18

The society by this time was seeking to broaden its base of finan-

cial support. A series of resolutions, published in 1861 but approved

some months earlier, included the following:

Resolved, that the work of the Illinois Natural History Soci-

ety is so far identical with the industrial interests of the State as

to render it not only politic but imperative that the Executive

Committee of this Society adopt measures to secure their fur-

ther co-operation.

Resolved, that a scientific survey of the State, in all the de-

partments of Natural History, for the purpose of securing a

more general knowledge of its agricultural and mineral re-

sources, is a matter of vital importance to the people of Illinois,

and worthy (ofj legislative action in furnishing means to do it

economically and successfully. 19

In other words, the support of both private and public interests

would be most welcome—including an appropriation of funds by

the Illinois General Assembly.

On February 22, 1861, Governor Richard Yates signed an act of
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the legislature legally incorporating the society and granting it a

charter as a tax-tree institution. This hill specified the purpose of the

society to be "a scientific survey of the State of Illinois in all the

departments of natural history,*' and the establishment of a museum

o\ natural histor\ at the State Normal University. 20
It also called tor

the founding there of a librar\ of scientific works. But no provision

was made for state funding.

The societ\ 's greatest strength lav in its leadership. Except for

this top layer, most of the members had little or no education in

science. Cyrus Thomas accepted the post as the society's first cura-

tor. The first corresponding secretary was C. D. Wilbur, subse-

quently to gain prominence as a mining engineer whose advice on

the location of mineral deposits was widely sought by the railroads

in their westward expansion. Dr. J. A. Sew all. chemistry professor

at the State Normal University and later president of Colorado State

University, also served for a time as curator. Other influential per-

sons active in the society were Amos Worthen; Dr. George W. Vasey,

later to serve for many years as a botanist with the U.S. Department

of Agriculture: Benjamin D. Walsh, the first state entomologist; and

Newton Bateman. state superintendent of public instruction from

1859 to 1863 and again from 1865 to 1875, wno exercised great

influence over education at all levels in Illinois. These men repre-

sented a broad range of scientific and intellectual interests. 21

But the member of the group who was to become best known

throughout the entire United States was John Wesley Powell, for

whom the society provided "the standing ground from which he

leaped into fame as an explorer."- Powell's connection with the so-

ciety probably originated through Jonathan B. Turner, with whom
he had become acquainted during a term at Illinois College in Jack-

sonville in 1 855-56.
:; Although not present at the organizational

meeting. Powell joined the society soon afterward and was selected

to head its study of conchology. He also served an early term as

secretary.

Born in 1834 at Mount Morris, New York, Powell was the son of

a Methodist minister who moved his family to Ohio and then to

Wisconsin. His father combined farming with circuit riding, often

leaving young John to manage the farm. The younger Powell be-

came a teacher, a profession enhanced by his abiding interest in

natural science. For several years he alternated terms of teaching

with field trips and periods of study in midwestern colleges. He
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spent his summers collecting freshwater shells from the Mississippi

and other rivers and streams of the region, as well as from the Great

Lakes and smaller lakes of Wisconsin.

Powell had traveled the Mississippi from St. Paul to New Or-

leans, while shorter excursions had taken him to many of the streams

of Illinois and adjacent states. He had built up a large collection of

shell specimens, and also had added some fossils and mineral speci-

mens to his private museum. In i860 his collection of mollusks won

a twenty-five-dollar second prize at the Illinois Agriculture Society's

fair in Jacksonville, as an exhibit best illustrating zoology. 24

But it was not zoology that had aroused Powell's most intense

interest in science; it was geology. As a resident of Hennepin, Illi-

nois, he became intrigued with the geology of that region. He col-

lected specimens along the Illinois River and other nearby streams

and sought fossils in the slag heaps of nearby coal mines, beginning

to take a broader view of natural history. He was curious about the

glacial drift so much in evidence around Hennepin. As he traveled

the Illinois waterways, he observed how the drift and the rock for-

mations were reflected in the soils and the natural vegetation. It oc-

curred to him that the fundamental geology of a region could have

a profound influence upon its agriculture. (Here, at this early date in

Illinois, germinated the seeds of Powell's later work as director of

the U.S. Geological Survey, particularly his efforts toward recla-

mation of the arid West.)

Powell's academic and scientific career, like that of many other

young men at the time, was interrupted by the Civil War. His right

arm was smashed by a rifle ball at Shiloh and surgically amputated.

But "the Major" returned to civilian life almost four years later with

spirits undaunted. His father, the Reverend Joseph Powell of Whea-

ton, advised him to accept his handicapped condition and "get this

nonsense of science and adventure out of your mind." 25 But he

shunned his father's advice and accepted a post as professor of ge-

ology at Illinois Wesleyan University in Bloomington. Shortly after

arriving there, he founded a chapter of the Illinois State Natural

History Society.

The society, meanwhile, had continued its struggle to carry on a

comprehensive survey of the state's plants and animals without gov-

ernment financial support. Its success depended upon the work of

unpaid volunteers, whose efforts led to the collection and prepara-

tion of material for the museum. The work had been "extremely
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irregular in amount and unequal in value/
1

and its results had not

been organized by the society into a working collection

The discouraging financial conditions led to other difficulties, in-

cluding a tailing off in active membership. Maintenance of the mu-

seum collections at the State Normal University had also become a

chronic problem. Lacking the care of a paid curator, the collections

were in a dilapidated condition. Its financial disabilities had brought

the society to the verge of collapse. So when the society convened

tor its annual meeting in Bloomington on July 30, 1866. Prolessor

John Wesley Powell called tor the creation of a committee to explore

the possibility of state support. He was named chairman of the com-

mittee, and directed to discuss the matter with the governing body

of the State Normal University (at that time called the State Board

of Education).

The active participation of Newton Bateman. the state superinten-

dent of public instruction, in the society had provided an important

influence among other state educators. Also. Powell himself had at-

tracted considerable attention in this same circle, barnstorming the

state to promote the addition of more practical science courses to the

college curriculum. With Amos Worthen's work in the geological

survey now well advanced and with a growing climate of opinion

supporting active exploration of the state's natural resources, along

with the growth of science education, the time seemed appropriate

for a concerted effort to gain state support for the society.

Powell was also considering his own future. He wanted ardently

to explore the Far West, particularly the desert areas and the Rocky

Mountains. He believed that an affiliation with the State Normal

University, coupled with a paid position as curator of the Natural

History Society's museum, could be engineered to provide the

means for such an undertaking. 2 " The Major's proposal that he give

a course of lectures on geology at the State Normal University was

readily accepted. He then proceeded to impress upon the faculty

members and the administration oi the institution the value of the

Natural History Society's collection. In November. 1866. Powell's

strategy reached its climax; the officers of the Natural History Soci-

ety, the State Normal University, and Illinois Wesleyan all agreed

that Powell should go to Springfield to seek state funds for the mu-

seum.

Powell addressed the Illinois General Assembly on three separate

occasions. He told the legislators about the State Natural History
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Society and its mission. He explained that its work was dependent

upon volunteer members and the cooperation of other organizations.

Better coordination was needed, he said. Then, as Amos Worthen

and others promoting state-supported science had done and would

continue to do, he appealed to state pride. All civilized nations in

the world recognized the value of such comprehensive natural his-

tory museums, Powell told the politicians. He cited the Royal Socie-

ties of London and Edinburgh, and America's own Smithsonian In-

stitution. Illinois, he prophesied, would find such a museum to be

of immense value to its people.

The Natural History Society's collections had great potential. But

to be fully effective in its efforts, Powell said, the society "should

have a general commissioner and curator, who can give his whole

time to the work of the Society; and whose duty it would be to

superintend the researches and collections, take charge of the mu-

seum, carry on exchanges, and make the contributions." 28 He sug-

gested an appropriation of $2,500, of which $1,500 would pay the

salary of the curator and the remainder would provide for needed

books and equipment.

The following February 15, 1867, the Illinois House of Represen-

tatives passed by unanimous vote a bill granting Powell's requests.

Eleven days later the Senate concurred. Governor Richard J. Og-

lesby promptly signed the bill. The appropriation was made to the

State Board of Education. 29 When the board met in special session

on March 26 at the university, its primary purpose was to name a

curator for the museum. To the surprise of no one, the unanimous

choice was John Wesley Powell.

Major Powell now moved to complete his scheme. He already

had made plans for an expedition to the Rocky Mountains, he told

members of the board. However, he believed that he could still serve

the museum. Would its collections not be greatly enriched, in fact,

by the addition of material from such an expedition? The board

promptly approved his plan, granting Powell half the $1,000 mu-

seum appropriation to help pay costs of the undertaking, in addition

to his salary. The directors of the Natural History Society concurred.

The first Powell expedition to the West would be Illinois State Nor-

mal University's first venture into an extensive field trip.
30

The full story of Powell's Colorado mountain expedition is too

extensive for inclusion here. Powell solicited and received agree-

ments for various other kinds of financial and material support. The
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U.S. War Department allowed the expedition to draw rations from

military outposts in the West. Transportation and shipping were pro-

vided tree by railroads and express companies. Assistance in the

form of funds, equipment, or both was provided by a number of

scientific and educational institutions, including the Smithsonian In-

stitution, the Chicago Academy oi Sciences, and the new Illinois

Industrial University at Champaign-Urbana.' 1 (The latter institution

also negotiated privately with Powell to accept a professorship of

natural history there, to commence at a mutually agreeable date.

Powell tentatively accepted, but the arrangement was kept secret. V :

Enthusiasm for the expedition, which was to leave Illinois in late

May. ran high. President Richard Edwards of the State Normal Uni-

versity told members of the Board of Education that the museum
would be greatly enriched and the university would reap credit for

"'having been among the first to explore in the interest of science, a

region supposed to be very rich in the means of guiding the thoughts

of scientific men."33

The expedition's party of twelve, including Powell and his wife,

Emma, was composed primarily of amateur naturalists. But on their

trek across the plains from Omaha to Denver and then into the Rock-

ies, they collected a vast assortment of specimens for the Natural

History Society Museum and other institutions to which Powell had

agreed to ship duplicates in return for support. The expedition lasted

through August. 1867, after which the Major and Mrs. Powell re-

mained in Denver for a time in order to prepare a great quantity of

specimens for shipment to Bloomington. Some time later these

would arrive *'in great boxes and barrels to clutter the halls while

awaiting further classification and distribution."

At the end of the year, Powell reported on the project to the Board

of Education. He estimated that the contributions of the railroads,

the express companies, the War Department, and the Smithsonian

Institution were worth a total of Si 0,000. Costs which had to be

paid amounted to S2.
1
38.

'

5 The board approved payment of these.

Also, it decided to pay Powell $300 for earlier expenses incurred in

gathering the private collection, which he had placed in the mu-

seum, and $600 for further fieldwork during the coming year. Powell

already was making plans for next summer's trip: a return to the

West for a more ambitious study of the Rocky Mountains.

In addition to his geology lectures at the university. Major Powell

undertook during the winter months of 1867-68 to "rough sort" the
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specimens obtained the previous summer. Although there were

many duplicates to be distributed among the other cooperating insti-

tutions, all the unique specimens were to be retained for the Natural

History Society Museum. Powell hired four assistants to help him

unpack and prepare the material. His accounting at the time showed

that the Colorado expedition had provided specimens of nine

hundred birds, hundreds of plants, and thousands of insects for the

Illinois museum. There were also rocks, mineral samples, fossils,

reptiles, and skeletons of larger animals. 36

Powell's second Rocky Mountain expedition departed from Chi-

cago on June 29, 1868. This time, an act of Congress had been

required to enable the party to draw rations from military outposts

in the West. But Powell had again enlisted the aid of his old com-

mander, Gen. Ulysses S. Grant. In Congress, he had the assistance

of Representative Shelby M. Cullom and Senator Lyman Trumbull

of his home state and Representative James A. Garfield of Ohio.

Garfield, whose influence extended well beyond the House of Rep-

resentatives, became involved through the efforts of Joseph Henry,

director of the Smithsonian Institution. Henry again provided as

much support as he could through the Smithsonian. 37

Nineteen persons accompanied the Major and Mrs. Powell on this

trip. As before, each member paid his own personal expenses. In-

cluded in the group were Dr. George Vasey, the Illinois botanist who

was also one of the most active members of the Natural History

Society, and Dr. Henry Wing, a member of the State Board of Edu-

cation. Dr. Wing did not intend to stay with them for the entire

expedition, but hoped the trip to Denver would improve his ill

health. 38 As scientists, most members of the party would have to be

classed as amateurs, just as they had in the previous expedition. For

Powell, this second expedition proved to be extremely significant

for two reasons: It awakened his interest in American Indian cul-

tures, and it left him determined to navigate the as yet unexplored

reaches of the Colorado River—the Grand Canyon. It was the ful-

fillment of this desire a year later which brought him national ac-

claim.

John Wesley Powell's dramatic and hazardous journey down the

remarkable canyon of the Colorado in 1869 caught the imagination

of the American public. It gained him, among other things, compar-

atively liberal financial support from Congress for his later expedi-

tions. But the spectacular canyon voyage itself was financed pri-
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manly b\ the taxpayers of Illinois. Powell once again arranged for

supplies from the army and transportation from the railroads and

express companies. His main source o\ cash, however, was his

salary as curator o\ the State Natural Histor\ Society Museum and

two $500 appropriations from the State Board o\ Education and the

Illinois Industrial University. In addition, the Chicago Academy of

Science provided another $500.
:

" Powell wrote in the Chicago Trib-

une before beginning the trip. "The expedition is under the auspices

of the Illinois Natural History Society."4

Ironically. Powell returned to Illinois in the fall o\' 1869 as a na-

tional hero only to find his luster somewhat diminished locally. In

his absence, news of his deal to transfer to the Illinois Industrial

University had leaked out. Although he had subsequently withdrawn

from that earlier secret arrangement, it seemed obvious that Powell

had not intended to return to his post at the museum. 41

But the Natural History Society collections, housed on the third

floor of the university building in what was now a separate munici-

pality from Bloomington called Normal, had been substantially

enhanced in value through Major Powell's efforts. It was reported

that the collections were now valued at $95,000. The botany collec-

tion alone, numbering 100,000 specimens, was said to be worth

S25.000. The 15.000 fossils were valued at $20,000, and 15,000

shells were valued at $15,000. In addition, a thousand books were

now shelved in the museum. 42

Among the distinguished persons who visited the museum was

Louis Agassiz. the famous Harvard scientist, who examined the col-

lections "with much satisfaction."
4

' But Agassiz expressed a fear

which was also prevalent among members of the Natural History

Society: the danger of a fire. In fact, a number of valuable contri-

butions to the museum were being withheld by the donors because

of the fire hazard. A committee appointed to study the situation rec-

ommended construction of a new, fireproof building, which they es-

timated would cost $60.000.u

But this proposal raised in the minds of the legislators at Spring-

field a question of ownership. The collections at Normal, it was

pointed out. did not belong to the state, but to the Natural History

Society. The question of a new building entirely aside, the General

Assembly demanded transfer of the museum to state ownership as a

requirement for continued state aid. The Natural History Society

agreed to the change and the museum and its contents, still under
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the direction of the State Board of Education, became state property

on June 28, [871. 45

One expense neither the Natural History Society nor the univer-

sity would now have to worry about was that of Powell's expedi-

tions. The Major succeeded in gaining a $10,000 appropriation from

Congress to support his 1870-71 studies, and an appropriation of

$12,000 the following year.
46 His research among the Indians and

his second exploration of the Colorado River were now handsomely

financed compared to his earlier efforts. In early 1872, Powell de-

termined to leave his post as curator of the museum and move to

Washington, D.C. He submitted his resignation on June 26.47 Pro-

fessor Stephen Alfred Forbes was named to succeed him as Natural

History Society curator.

Although Powell's story from this point on is one of significant

success and scientific accomplishment, including thirteen years as

head of the U.S. Geological Survey, his association with the Illinois

Natural History Society ended on a note of somewhat bitter disa-

greement. Powell and his assistants had made little progress in pre-

paring the material gathered on the western expeditions for preser-

vation and exhibit. Now, ownership of much of the museum
collection became a source of dispute. Powell possessed an exten-

sive private collection, some of which had been placed in the mu-

seum at an earlier date. But clear records had not been kept. Nor

was the actual ownership of much of the material from the western

expeditions clearly established, due to the varied sources of Powell's

support.

When Powell removed liberal amounts of material from Normal

to the Smithsonian Institution and to his new home in Washington,

the Board of Education appointed a "Committee Upon Lost Property

of the Museum" to correct what board members felt was little short

of thievery. The committee chairman, Jesse Fell, a founder of the

State Normal University, wrote to the Smithsonian demanding that

all of the material Powell had sent there be returned to the Illinois

museum. The demand was ignored, although Powell later returned

some specimens on his own initiative. This unfortunate disagree-

ment was to remain a sore point with Powell's old associates in Illi-

nois for a good many years. 48

The transfer of its museum to the state in 1871 signaled the end

of the State Natural History Society as an effective organization.

The society had accomplished in some measure the things Cyrus
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Thomas had hoped it would. In the words of Powell's successor,

Stephen A. Forbes. "There is no doubt that this short-lived soeiety

brought a body of influential public opinion to the aid ol state sci-

entific and educational enterprises appearing during its existence.

and that it did much to stimulate a general interest in scientific

knowledge and research, and thus to hasten the introduction of the

sciences into the public schools—influences which did not cease

when its own organic life ended
." 4g But much remained to be done

if the naturalists in Illinois were to succeed in bridging the gulf be-

tween scientific research and its practical applications.

Cyrus Thomas, the Natural History Society founder, continued

this struggle. Thomas was appointed state entomologist in 1875,

upon the retirement of Dr. William Le Baron. Thomas now enjoyed

an unquestioned professional reputation. 50 In 1869 he had joined Dr.

Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden's study team, which was conducting a

geological and geographical survey of the western territories for the

federal land office. He spent the next five years studying territorial

agricultural resources and entomology in the West. Reports not only

of the Hayden expeditions but also of other important surveys of the

western territories during this period included significant contribu-

tions by Thomas. Thomas left the Hayden survey in 1874 and re-

turned to Jackson County to accept a professorship in the recently

established (1869) Southern Illinois Normal University at Carbon-

dale. Governor Oglesby named him state entomologist the following

year.

Thomas's desire to promote the Natural History Society as an or-

ganization intended principally for the collection of scientific knowl-

edge notwithstanding, he also possessed a strong appreciation for

the practical values of applied science. He had written a number of

popular articles on economic entomology for such publications as

the Prairie Farmer, the Rural New Yorker magazine, the American

Agriculturist, and the Farmer's Review. Thomas published six re-

ports as state entomologist, each with particular emphasis on eco-

nomic entomology. He was fortunate in having the able assistance

of several fellow faculty members at Southern Illinois Normal Uni-

versity. Most notable among these was Professor George H. French,

an outstanding botanist and taxonomist.

Thomas was one of three members named to the newly formed

U.S. Entomological Commission in 1877, a good indication of his

standing in the national scientific community. The others were A. S.
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Packard, Jr., a nationally prominent entomological writer, and C. V.

Riley, Missouri state entomologist subsequently credited with origi-

nating entomological research in the federal government.

Thomas, meanwhile, had corresponded regularly with Stephen A.

Forbes, Powell's successor as curator of the Natural History Society

Museum. Since returning to Illinois in 1874, he had been working

quietly with Forbes and others for the organization of a new natural

history society. His foremost concern was that the catalog of the

flora and fauna of Illinois, initiated under the old society, had not

been completed.

A second major goal, Thomas wrote to Forbes in October of

1875, was the formation of "an Illinois Museum on a proper basis,

not merely a collection of objects in Nat. Hist, but a miniature

Smithsonian Inst, to gather and distribute properly named specimens

to colleges and schools/' 51 He had in mind a state-supported en-

deavor, and stated candidly, "I believe if we will commence the

work next season in earnest and be prepared to show the Legislature

what can be done with a modest appropriation we may succeed in

getting it. We can show what assistance it would give in cataloguing

and describing in familiar language insect-eating birds—injurious

insects—dangerous reptiles—medicinal and useful plants—valuable

timbers of Illinois—and thus make it of practical value." 52

Thomas was willing to cooperate with other interested organiza-

tions if necessary to avoid conflict. Also, he felt it might be desirable

to widen the new society's field of interest to attract more members.

But he left no question concerning his ultimate intent: "We want if

possible to control hereafter all scientific investigations made by

State authority." 53

Among other things, such an ambitious goal meant that the influ-

ential state geologist, Amos Worthen, would have to be reckoned

with. "I know we shall come in contact with Worthen," Thomas

wrote Forbes, "but just now it is popular to do so, and we may as

well strike for the whole hog as half of it." He warned that they must

move cautiously, however: "Neither honor or moral honesty require

us to defeat a proper measure by unnecessary publicity of our de-

signs; hence it will be best to unfold these only so fast as we feel

assured we can accomplish them." 54

Thomas's dream of a new state natural history society finally was

realized, although this second organization was short-lived and

never very influential. Organized in 1879 with Worthen as president,
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Forbes as secretary, and Thomas a member of the executive com-

mittee, it had a paid membership alter two years of onl> fifty-two.

The society held its final meeting in 1885. Forbes, recounting its

history in an address made shortly alter the turn ot" the century, eited

a major reason for its collapse. Most professional scientists in Illi-

nois were associated with the colleges and universities. And college

men at that time. Forbes said, "worked like dray-horses and were

paid like oxen."" The) simply could not afford the time nor money

to attend the society's meetings. Apparently. Thomas's desire to

w iden the field of interest to attract more members was not fulfilled.

Cyrus Thomas himself left Illinois before the dissolution of the

second society. A man of richly varied interests, he resigned both

his professorship at Carbondale and the state entomologist's office

in July. 1882. to accept a position in the Smithsonian Institution's

Bureau of Ethnology. The bureau had been created through the ef-

forts of his friend, Maj. John Wesley Powell. In the Smithsonian,

devoting his wide-ranging curiosity to the study of archaeology,

Thomas became an authority on the early mound-building Indians

of the Mississippi Valley and the Gulf Coast states. Also, he became

one of the nation's leading authorities on the Mayan language.'"

But by now the needs Thomas originally cited in his drive to form

a new state natural history society had been met in large measure by

action of the state legislature. In 1877. the State Historical Library

and the Natural History Museum—Thomas's "miniature Smithson-

ian Institution"—were established at Springfield. The old museum

at Normal was revitalized as the State Laboratory of Natural History,

with Forbes as director. This latter action freed Forbes from the

onerous burden of developing and preparing museum exhibits and

allowed him to turn his attention to research. With the resignation of

Thomas. Professor Forbes was named to succeed him as state ento-

mologist even as he retained the State Laboratory directorship. The

threads of "pure" and "practical" science were slowly being drawn

together.

Although the flamboyant John Wesley Powell had gained national

attention for his state-based scientific expeditions, it was Cyrus

Thomas, the lawyer-teacher-scientist from Carbondale. who had

done most to mold the future o\' state-supported science in Illinois.

Thomas had proved himself a most visionary scientific statesman

whose efforts in founding the two natural history societies and ser-

vice as the third state entomologist paved the way for farsighted
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activity in the years ahead. It now fell upon Stephen A. Forbes, a

young man of irrepressible genius and ability, to assume a leading

position among the state's naturalists and steer the burgeoning sci-

entific program they had launched.
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The Budding of Ecology

Stephen A. Forbes and His Environmental Studies,

/(S72-/900

Professor Stephen A. Forbes was only twenty-eight years of age

when he was named to succeed John Wesley Powell as curator of

the State Natural History Society's museum at Normal in 1872. Yet

he had already attained prominence, both as a teacher and as a sci-

entist.
1 In another man, his advancement might have seemed too

rapid, his position premature. But Forbes possessed a wisdom that

belied his youth. He had lived life with some intensity, in part

through circumstances over which he had no control, and he viewed

events from the enlightened perspective of broad experience.

Forbes was a native of Illinois, born in 1844 into a pioneer family

that had settled in the hill country of Stephenson County near Free-

port, not far from the Wisconsin border. He knew hard times from

childhood, particularly after the death of his father when Forbes was

ten. An older brother provided sufficient financial support for him to

stay in school until he was fourteen.

Even at this age Stephen Forbes held strong convictions, along

with the courage to speak out on them. On a sultry August afternoon

in 1858. he took issue vocally with the Honorable Stephen A. Doug-

las, who was in Freeport to debate his opponent in the campaign for

election to the U.S. Senate, Abraham Lincoln. 2
It was in this meet-

ing that Douglas asserted the so-called Freeport Doctrine, which

may have cost him the nomination for the presidency in i860. The

matter on which young Stephen Forbes disagreed with the illustrious

visitor is not clear. At any rate, the intrepidity of the local youngster

brought reproof from his elders—though it seems likely that Forbes

persisted in his own point of view.

Forbes thrived on intellectual challenge. He was interested in lan-

guages, and taught himself to read French, Spanish, and Italian. In

i860, at the age of fifteen, he enrolled in Beloit Academy in nearby

Wisconsin. But the following April, the long-brewing Civil War

burst out and changed the direction of Stephen Forbes's life. In Sep-

tember. 1 86 1. soon after his seventeenth birthday, Forbes joined

Company B of the Seventh Illinois Cavalry and marched off to war.
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He saw action in twenty-two military engagements and eventually

was captured in Mississippi and held for four months in a Confed-

erate prison. Even in confinement he managed to find some good in

his surroundings, despite the ravages of scurvy and malaria. He was

able to obtain some books and used his enforced idleness to study

Greek. Forbes had enlisted as an orderly, but he advanced rapidly.

He gained a commission and attained the rank of captain at the age

of twenty. Fortunately, he survived the war without serious injury.

At war's end, Forbes returned to Illinois and entered medical

school in Chicago. But he promptly encountered two serious diffi-

culties: He did not have enough money, and the suffering of surgery

patients—lacking the benefit of modern anesthesiology—made the

practice of medicine unbearable for him. He took up teaching in-

stead, turning from medicine to natural history. It was his subse-

quent scholarly activities in this field that led to his appointment to

the faculty of Illinois State Normal University and his succession in

June, 1872, to the curatorship of the State Natural History Society's

museum. Forbes held no college diploma at that time, but twelve

years later, in 1884, Indiana University awarded him a Ph.D. degree

on the basis of "thesis and examination." 3

Although it was his intellect that served him best, young Stephen

Forbes presented an impressive physical figure. He was a handsome

man, with striking eyes and a long, thin nose. His narrow face

seemed to culminate in an almost pointed chin, but this was offset

by a remarkably full, black moustache joined on either side by heavy

sideburns. (The sideburns disappeared with the changing styles of

later years, but his great moustache remained.)4

Forbes had been curator of the museum at Normal five years when

the State Natural History Museum was established at Springfield in

1877 and the old Natural History Society Museum became the State

Laboratory of Natural History. The State Laboratory was given the

responsibility to provide materials not only for the new Natural His-

tory Museum but also for various educational institutions, as well as

to carry on plant and animal surveys already begun. Also, there were

to be some modest studies in economic entomology.

After 1882, when Forbes accepted the additional assignment as

state entomologist, he made no sharp distinction between his duties

in that office and those as the State Laboratory director. Studies in

economic entomology were meshed together with such other work

as Forbes felt desirable. 5
It was the educational aspects of his work
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to which he now gave the greatest emphasis, rather than the scien-

tific or economic.

Forbes had his own definition of a "survey." It involved a great

deal more than a mere plant and animal census or the publication of

lists showing their distribution. Instead, he felt that such studies

should be sufficiently broad to include the relationships between liv-

ing organisms and their environment. This view prevailed in all of

Forbes's work, and in large measure determined his overall plan of

operations.^ In later years, this pervading interest in the interactions

of organisms earned Forbes recognition by many as the true "father

of ecology.""

It would have been relatively easy for Stephen Forbes and his

staff simply to collect material for a general survey of the state's

plants and animals, send it off to specialists in Washington for iden-

tification, and add the specimens to the state museum collections.

Instead. Forbes chose to gather the necessary scientific literature at

the State Laboratory and to train specialists so that they could do

their own work. This approach meant that the work could be adapted

to a much wider range of interests and, though slower and more

expensive, would result in more valuable information in the end.

With an appropriate publications program, these results could be

made readily available to the farmers and other interested residents

and to various institutions of Illinois. Forbes considered it one of the

most important duties of the State Laboratory to present such knowl-

edge in a form accessible to all interested citizens. 8

The natural history publications program predated the creation of

the State Laboratory. Forbes actually had issued the first report on

his research and investigations at Normal in December, 1876. under

the title. Bulletin of the Illinois Museum of Natural History. But his

second bulletin, appearing in June, 1878. was titled Bulletin of the

State Laboratory of Natural History. With subsequent title changes

to fit administrative reorganizations, these bulletins continue to the

present time. Volumes are numbered serially, beginning with the

1876 publication.
1
^

Forbes showed remarkable foresight in emphasizing the publica-

tions program to the extent he did. Not only was education (and.

hence, the dissemination of information) an important responsibility

of his agencies, but he must have recognized also the value of such

publications as an important tool in maintaining good public rela-

tions with all the various interests with which he had to deal. The
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public expected all state agencies, including scientific ones, to show

results. And a publications program highly visible to legislators

could help avoid many of the problems Norwood and Worthen had

had in their geological survey of the state.

Even after replacing Major Powell as full-time curator of the mu-

seum in 1872, Forbes had continued to teach zoology at Illinois

State Normal University as part of his responsibilities to the Board

of Education. But the university itself was now experiencing a pe-

riod of hard times. Enrollment dropped sharply in 1875, when the

state was caught in a severe economic slump. Students who could

find teaching jobs without completing their college work generally

did so. The situation was not aided by the university administration's

restricted view of the institution's role as a training school. All stu-

dents were required to sign a pledge that they would become teach-

ers. The curriculum was rigidly fixed toward that end; little devia-

tion was allowed.

President Edwin Hewett believed that the addition of such spe-

cialized academic units as literary, commercial, classics, and music

departments might ease the financial strain—in fact would cause the

university to be "overrun" with students. But by allowing such spe-

cialization, he feared, "we should cease to be a normal school in any

proper sense of the term." 10 By mid-year, 1878, the situation was

desperate. Faculty salaries had to be cut. Some teachers resigned,

but Forbes accepted a long-term reduction in pay from $2,000 to

$i,8oo."

Meanwhile, over in Champaign-Urbana, the trustees of Illinois

Industrial University had been watching developments at Normal

closely. Their youthful institution, although failing in its earlier at-

tempt to lure John Wesley Powell away from Normal, had followed

the growth of the natural history program with undisguised interest.

Back in January, 1873, the trustees had passed a resolution express-

ing support for the office of state entomologist, which they consid-

ered "very important to the agricultural and educational interests of

the State." 12 Now, eleven years later, in 1884, the board approved a

resolution inviting Professor Forbes to take a position at Illinois In-

dustrial University, teaching zoology and entomology. 13

Forbes promptly accepted the offer, at an annual salary of $2,000.

The opportunity was especially appealing because the Industrial

University plainly did not consider its mission so narrowly restricted

as the teacher-training school at Normal and so was prepared to en-
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courage the teaching of scientists and even to promote scientific re-

search. Forbes agreed to begin his duties in January. iXXs. Condi-

tions of his employment were clearly defined. Regent Selim H.

Peabody told the Illinois Industrial University trustees:

It is understood that he will continue to discharge the duties of

the office of State Entomologist, and that that office will be

removed to the University. If, in the sequel, other important

scientific interests should find a home, and a genial relationship

here, it is believed that the evident gains to both parties result-

ing from such an alliance, will not be accompanied with detri-

ment to any other interest in the State.

The University may surely be congratulated upon the acqui-

sition of so valuable an instructor and so distinguished a natu-

ralist as Professor Forbes. I am confident that the Trustees and

the Faculty will support him in every reasonable way. 14

In December. Regent Peabody reported to the board that Forbes had

moved the office of state entomologist to the university.

Professor Forbes had two immediate concerns about his new lo-

cation. First, the Industrial University had no suitable quarters for

his entomological laboratory. He proposed a remodeling project,

which Regent Peabody estimated would cost $1,336. Second,

Forbes was anxious about his other scientific post—that of director

of the State Laboratory of Natural History. There was a clearly es-

tablished precedent that the state entomologist could perform his

duties wherever in the state his professional activities took him.

Forbes's immediate predecessor, Cyrus Thomas, had held the posi-

tion while serving on the faculty of Southern Illinois Normal Uni-

versity at Carbondale, and there had been no hesitation in moving

the office to Normal. Forbes could remove himself to Champaign-

Urbana without jeopardizing that post.

But the State Laboratory of Natural History was itself an institu-

tion, established by statute at Normal. Forbes had taken a leave of

absence without pay from the directorship so that he could accept

the faculty position at the Industrial University. Yet he did not want

to give up the directorship permanently, and this gave rise to a

problem.

It was never his intent. Forbes wrote Regent Peabody, to relin-

quish the directorship. In fact, he wrote. "If I had believed that my

acceptance of a chair in this | Illinois Industrial) University neccs-
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sarily involved an interruption or serious modification of the work

which I have organized as Director of the State Laboratory of Natu-

ral History, I should keenly regret it."
1 " But in accepting the new

position he had devised "a plan of readjustment ," which he thought

would be acceptable. Quite simply, the plan was to move the State

Laboratory to Champaign-Urbana.

The placement of the State Laboratory in Normal, Forbes con-

tended, had been purely coincidental. It generally was recognized

by friends of both Illinois State Normal University and the State

Laboratory, he said, "that there is no organic connection between

their fields of labor. The essentials of my original work and of the

State natural history survey can be transferred from the Normal

building to the basement of the Illinois Industrial University without

detriment to any part of the work of the Normal School, and, indeed,

with relief and improvement to some departments of that work." 16

The trustees promptly concurred. Not only would Illinois Indus-

trial University provide quarters, they resolved, but it would coop-

erate to whatever extent necessary that the State Laboratory "may

enjoy a commodious and perpetual home within, and the generous

cooperation of, an institution founded and maintained for the pro-

motion of scientific research and the dissemination of practical

knowledge T [1 Three months later. Regent Peabody was able to re-

port that the State Board of Education, the governing body at Nor-

mal, had agreed to the move. Approval of the General Assembly

also was needed, but such action was expected in its next session.

Not only did the legislature concur in the move, but it also granted

another wish of the university's: a change in name to the University

of Illinois. The name-change was accomplished in the face of strong

opposition, many of the university's best supporters fearing that

such a shift signaled modification of the institution's mission. Unlike

the state's other colleges, organized to provide traditional classic

education and prepare their students for teaching and professional

careers, the Champaign-Urbana institution was a land-grant univer-

sity established under the federal Morrill Act of 1862 to "provide

colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts." The

intent of the land-grant provision, as envisioned by its congressional

sponsor, Representative Justin H. Morrill of Vermont, was to pro-

vide not merely agricultural or technical schools but "colleges in

which science and not the classics should be the leading idea." 18

Concern over Illinois Industrial University's faithfulness to this
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mission had grown intense. But disagreement over its academic phi-

losophy was not new: it had been under attack almost from the in-

stitution's founding. Jonathan B. Turner, the ardent promoter of in-

dustrial education and main speaker at the cornerstone ceremonies

for the university's first building, complained at a meeting of the

Northern Illinois Hortieultural Society at Bloomington in 1870:

"Champaign University tails because it makes scholarship the chief

end of the student. It doesn't allow a boy to go there and study such

agricultural or mechanical branch as he may choose without taking

everything else in the curriculum. If a man has peculiar faculties for

blacksmithing, in God's name, let him be a blacksmith. Metaphys-

ics, what is it? Ten pages will contain the substance of the labors of

all the metaphysical fools from Aristotle down. All the new theories

are simply changes of words." 19 Such feelings were voiced anew

with the university's proposal for a less restrictive institutional title.

Regent Peabody wrote each state senator, giving his personal assur-

ance that there was no intention of altering the university's purpose.

The change would not mean that the working class was losing its

"practical" university, as one prominent farmer expressed the fear to

Professor Forbes. 20

When the university trustees met in July, 1885, in Chicago, Pea-

body reported on the actions of the General Assembly. 'The kindly

feeling which exists toward this institution generally through the

State, as evinced by the public and private expressions of legislators,

and the cordial support received by the several measures in which

the University is interested." he said, "may well be considered as

grounds for encouragement." 21

Clearly. Forbes had arrived at Champaign-Urbana at an opportune

time. It was in the decade of the 1880s that the University of

Illinois gained acceptance as truly a state university, the public's

indifference toward it gradually replaced by general esteem. 22 Be-

sides the hard work of Regent Peabody and his faculty—including,

after his arrival there, Forbes—to advertise the merits of the univer-

sity, the institution had by this time produced an alumni body of

sufficient size and desire to promote its reputation in a positive fash-

ion. In the decade from 1880 to 1890, the university's enrollment

increased from 379 to 519 students, its faculty from twenty-eight to

thirty-nine, and its biennial budget from $133,088 to S 2 3 7 .
1
7 S

.

2

;

Unquestionably. Stephen Forbes was in part responsible for the uni-

versity's growing scientific stature. He was well known and re-
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spected among the naturalists of the state, including many of the

most prominent farmers. He gave freely of his time in speaking be-

fore farmers' meetings, addressing some thirty such sessions in the

spring of 1888 alone. 24

In addition to his personal influence, Forbes brought a substantial

material increase to the university's research resources as well. The

transfer of the State Laboratory of Natural History enriched the uni-

versity with 3,500 specimens of fungi, 1 1 ,700 fishes, 1 ,400 reptiles,

and 42,000 mounted insects. 25 The university's ready reception of

Forbes and his interests also led to additional laboratory acquisi-

tions. In September, 1885, Trustee Parker Earle of Cobden reported

to the board that Miss Fannie Le Baron of Elgin, daughter of the late

William Le Baron, former state entomologist, was donating to the

university the "large and valuable entomological collection made by

the doctor during his lifetime." 26

Another tangible measure of prestige was brought to the univer-

sity through the respective publication programs of the State Labo-

ratory and the office of state entomologist. The legislature in 1879

had commenced an appropriation of $250 annually for publication

of bulletins by the State Laboratory. A few months after Forbes

moved to Champaign-Urbana, this figure was increased to $300. In

addition, the legislature granted $1 ,500 for the publication of a vol-

ume on Illinois zoology. 27

The first State Laboratory Bulletin published at the University of

Illinois (1885) included articles on Illinois fishes, the contagious dis-

eases of insects, and the fungi of the state. The fungi article was

written by Thomas J. Burrill, a State Normal University graduate

who had accompanied Major Powell on his first Rocky Mountain

expedition and was one of Forbes's friends of long standing. Burrill

had been on the faculty at Champaign-Urbana almost since the

founding of the university, and no doubt was of some influence in

Forbes's decision to move there. His studies of fungus diseases, par-

ticularly those of fruits and vegetables, were an important addition

to the work of the State Laboratory. He studied and wrote exten-

sively on diseases affecting not only crop plants, but also forest and

shade trees. (Among his contributions, Burrill has been credited

with being the first scientist to report on bacteria-caused plant dis-

ease, which opened an important new field of research.) 28 Burrill

and Forbes found one another intellectually and socially congenial
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and shared a common love of science. They were among a small

group oi longtime faculty members who profoundly affected the

course of the University o\ Illinois during those early years,29 Burrill

serving on four different occasions as acting head o\' the institution.

The legislative act establishing the state entomologist position had

called for an annual report, although no additional funds had been

appropriated for it. For some years, these reports had been published

in the Transactions of the State Board of Agriculture. But in 1886.

Forbes complained that he did not have sufficient funds to include

suitable illustration in the entomologist's report. Rather than produce

what he considered an inadequate publication, he challenged the

General Assembly to provide more money: "As an elaborate mono-

graph of insects injurious to Indian corn was intended as the princi-

pal part of my entomological report for 1885. and as this article

certainly should not be published without a large number of excel-

lent figures, I have decided, under existing circumstances, not only

to withhold this paper but also to refrain from presenting any formal

report for 1885, leaving it to the State Legislature to provide for the

proper illustration of the reports hereafter." 30 The General Assembly

at its next session appropriated $500 for illustration of the report.

Forbes's bluff had been effective. Not only did the State Labora-

tory's scientific publications add to the university's prestige, but its

presence also meant two additional faculty members in zoology, paid

on a shared-cost basis. Forbes's presence alone greatly enhanced the

appeal of the university as a research institution and brought new

life to its college of science, of which he became dean in 1 8 8 8

.

? '

The university responded promptly to the Hatch Act of 1887,

which provided federal government funding for state agricultural ex-

periment stations. An experiment station was organized at Urbana,

under the control of nine directors appointed by the university board

of trustees. The station launched an ambitious program of investi-

gations headed by Burrill and George E. Morrow, frequently work-

ing in cooperation with the State Laboratory of Natural History. One

of the earliest examples of such cooperation was an extensive study

of chinch bug control. 32 Forbes was among the first to appreciate the

possibilities for insect control by disease; his work on chinch bug

fungus was among the most significant early research efforts in in-

sect pathology. -

In the fall of 1891, Forbes was requested by the Illinois Board of
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World's Fair Commissioners to plan an exhibit for the coming Co-

lumbian Exposition at Chicago. An Illinois Building at the fair

would house numerous displays, including one showing how the

State Laboratory of Natural History and the state entomologist's of-

fice worked and what they did. Forbes reported the following spring

that a task force of laboratory personnel consisting of taxidermists,

professional entomologists, ichthyological collectors, a zoologist,

four assistants, a secretary, an artist, and a librarian—a staff of six-

teen in all—was now occupied almost exclusively with the exhibit.

Such a display, he said, would help advance the natural history sur-

vey of the state "much more rapidly than usual." 34

When the Chicago World's Fair opened in 1893, the resulting ex-

hibition, occupying three thousand square feet of floor space, cen-

tered around an astonishing wildlife display. Its leading features

were an ornithological exhibit, a series of entomological collections,

and a nearly complete display of the fishes of Illinois preserved in

alcohol. The ornithological exhibit included 775 mounted birds,

most of them in natural surroundings. More than a hundred nests of

eggs were included. The entomological exhibit included a collection

of 1,600 species of common Illinois insects in various life stages. In

all, 7,606 pinned specimens were displayed. The close relationship

between the Natural History Laboratory and the University of Illi-

nois was shown, Forbes reported to the university trustees, "by the

position of this exhibit—immediately beside that of the university

college of science, and opposite the exhibits of the college of agri-

culture and of the Agricultural Experiment Station, with only an

aisle intervening."-

But while most of the laboratory staff had been at work during the

past year on the fair exhibit, Forbes had been busy with his own

particular project. He had been asked by Marshall McDonald, U.S.

commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, to assist in studies of inverte-

brate marine animal life. Forbes felt that this work greatly benefited

other natural history studies under way in Illinois. And, in addition,

it offered an opportunity for work outside the state. Two students

from the university engaged in a study of several Wisconsin lakes

under Forbes's direction, while he spent an unusually busy summer

vacation taking another small party to Colorado for similar work. 36

Of all his varied interests, that which Forbes found most absorb-

ing was aquatic biology. He studied the distribution offish of various
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kinds throughout the state, their Foods, and their diseases. He had

collected more than twelve hundred Specimens o\' fish representing

scores of species. But his interest went well beyond the mere tax-

onomy and physical distribution of fish . He was fascinated by the

complex environment of Illinois streams and lakes, especially the

"teeming life" surrounding the fish. His short paper, "The Lake as a

Microcosm,*' describing a lake or pond as an isolated environment

in which organisms are dependent upon each other, ranks as one of

the classic early studies of aquatic ecology. It was first published in

1887 and later appeared in a State Laboratory Bulletin. Forbes be-

lieved that biological study was best conducted in a natural setting.

The "laboratory grub" he contended, was likely to be as narrow-

minded as the well-known library "book worm." 37 He claimed that

both suffered from the lack of studying first-hand "the ways in which

living things limit and determine each others* activities and charac-

ters, or in which all are determined by the inorganic environment.'*

In the spring of 1894, Forbes opened a biological field station on

the Illinois River at Havana, jointly sponsored by the Natural His-

tory Laboratory and the university. It was an installation "unique in

the country," he told the university trustees, "and in some important

respects the only institution of its kind in the world." 38 The key to

the station's continued success, he believed, was acceptance of

"pure science" as part of the mission of the university, coupled with

an understanding that a state university had a special obligation to

"stand in the closest possible relation to the general public welfare,

and hence should work out in every direction the application of the

results of its investigations." The Havana station differed from most

other installations in the nation because its primary objective was

scientific investigation, he said, not instruction.

Forbes had chosen Havana for the site of his field laboratory for

a number of reasons. First, it was reasonably close to Champaign-

Urbana. with good railroad connections. The Illinois River there had

high banks along one side, where good sand beaches and plentiful

freshwater springs provided excellent campsites from which to

work. In short, the site offered good access to a relatively unpolluted

stretch of the river and a series of connected lakes. It was an excel-

lent point at which to begin a massive study, which Forbes hoped to

expand eventually to encompass.the entire Mississippi Valley. Three

rented rooms and a small houseboat served as field-station quarters.
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The houseboat was furnished with the necessary scientific equip-

ment and a working library. Forbes set an ambitious list of formal

objectives for the Havana laboratory:

to provide additional facilities and resources for the natural his-

tory survey of the State, now being carried on, under legislative

authorization, by the State Laboratory of Natural History; to

contribute largely to a thoroughgoing scientific knowledge of

the whole system of life existing in the waters of this State,

with a view to economic as well as educational applications,

and especially with reference to the improvement of fish culture

and to the prevention of a progressive pollution of our streams

and lakes; to occupy a rich and promising field of original bio-

logical investigation hitherto largely overlooked or neglected,

not only in America, but throughout the world; and increase the

resources of the zoological and botanical departments of the

University by providing means and facilities for special lines of

both graduate and undergraduate work and study for those tak-

ing major courses in these departments. 39

Beyond these immediate goals was a larger consideration: This work

would contribute ultimately to the larger study of the effects of the

periodical flooding of the Illinois and Mississippi rivers on the

aquatic plant and animal life of the region. This field of investiga-

tion, Forbes said, was entirely new, "no such investigation having

been before undertaken anywhere in the World . . . and it is one for

whose investigations we are perhaps better prepared by experience,

equipment, purposes and associations, than any other institution or

group of naturalists in the country."40

In its first summer of operation, the Havana laboratory was

manned by a resident staff of four, with various members of the

university faculty visiting for shorter periods. The greater part of its

fieldwork consisted of collecting samples of water regularly throughout

the summer at six points on the Illinois River and three points on

connected lakes. Samples were methodically studied. Specimens of

minute plant and animal life were identified and recorded. Chemical

analyses of water samples were made in the university chemical

laboratory by Professor Arthur W. Palmer. At summer's end, almost

a thousand specimens had been preserved for detailed study. Forbes

was well pleased with these results. He recommended that the trust-
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ccs plan to continue support of the Havana field station tor at least

five years.41

Professor Palmer's association with the Havana study was more

than mere coincidence. The nation had been hit hard by typhoid

epidemics in 1893 and, although bacteriological methods of inves-

tigation were insufficient at the time to identify conclusively the or-

igin of these epidemics, circumstantial evidence pointed to contam-

inated water supplies as the major factor. Through his study of

samples collected by the Havana laboratory staff. Palmer hoped to

establish significant data on the quality of surface water in Illinois.

Palmer's contribution to the study involved accumulation of data

which Forbes believed would be of even greater value in the years

ahead. "As an incidental, but by no means unimportant, result of

our work," he told the university trustees, "we shall accumulate the

material for a comparison of the chemical and biological conditions

of the waters of the Illinois River at the present time and after the

opening of the Chicago drainage canal." 42 (The crucial importance

of this aspect of the study will be discussed in the following chapter,

which covers the founding and early activities of the parallel State

Water Survey under Palmer's direction.)

In the spring of 1895, Forbes reported that state support for inves-

tigative work under his direction had reached $25,300 biennially.

Included in that figure was a special $5,500 appropriation specifi-

cally authorized for the Havana field station. He asked permission

to draw upon field station funds for expenses of a trip to the East to

visit similar installations before making final plans for outfitting Ha-

vana. He also suggested as a formal designation for the Havana in-

stallation. 'The University of Illinois Biological Experiment Sta-

tion." The university trustees accepted both proposals. 4 '

The liberal state support had allowed Forbes to replace the rented

boat at Havana with a permanent sixty-foot houseboat designed and

equipped to meet the needs of the investigations going on there. The

vessel contained an office and library, kitchen, and laboratory space.

The boat had no power of its own, but was towed by a twenty-five-

foot steam launch, the Mini, for which the boiler and engine had

been designed by Professor William H. VanDervoort of the univer-

sity's department of mechanical engineering. The engine was built

in university shops under VanDervoort 's direction. The resulting

vessel was not very fast, Forbes noted, but was sale in all kinds of

weather. 44
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Summer sessions in biology conducted at Havana henceforth be-

came an integral part of the university's curriculum. In [895, a sum-

mer course designed especially for science teachers included ten

days of rieldwork in zoology, botany, and entomology at the Illinois

River station. 45 The following summer, seventeen students from six

states, most of them high school and college biology teachers, stud-

ied there. Forbes believed that the work at Havana enhanced the

abilities of related departments of the university; he predicted that in

time it would lead to significant improvement of the institution's

instruction in biology. 46

The work of the State Laboratory of Natural History and that of

the state entomologist had now become thoroughly entwined with

that of the University of Illinois, as well as with each other. In June,

1898, the university president, Andrew S. Draper, recommended to

the board of trustees a new plan clarifying relations among the three

agencies. The plan, which originated with Forbes, simply made

members of the State Laboratory staff "subject to detail by the Di-

rector, at any time, for service at the Biological Station or in the

State Entomologist's office, where such service does not involve

change in the amount or origin of their pay." In addition, it autho-

rized the use of State Laboratory scientists and laboratory assistants

as teachers in university science departments at the discretion of the

president and "with approval of all concerned," whenever such an

arrangement was to the mutual advantage of the university and the

State Laboratory. 47 Again, the trustees approved.

The work of Forbes and his assistants was now going forward on

three main fronts: aquatic biology, centered at the Havana station;

zoological studies, concentrating on ornithology; and a variety of

projects in economic entomology. In 1899 the Illinois General As-

sembly once again expressed its support by appropriating funds to-

taling $35,500 for the next two years. 48 Thus, as the nineteenth cen-

tury drew to a close, the University of Illinois had clearly become

the major seat of scientific investigation in the state. The influence

of Stephen A. Forbes was evident. As state entomologist and direc-

tor of the State Laboratory of Natural History, he commanded re-

spect throughout Illinois. As dean of the college of science, he had

great influence with the university administration, the trustees, and

other faculty members. He was Professor Arthur Palmer's adminis-

trative superior, and actively encouraged the formation of the State
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Water Survey, under the direction of Professor Palmer, in [895. At

the turn of the century, an effort to establish a State Geological Sur-

vey was also under way; and Forbes was its moving spirit.
-

In this move (as in most of his other undertakings), Forbes had

the support of the university trustees. Thai body resolved in a meet-

ing on September 1 1 . 1900, to study the possible appointment of a

university faculty member to the position of state geologist. The

trustees hoped the university might then be authorized "to undertake

an economical [geological] survey of the State, thus doing work for

which it is qualified and which will be of inestimable value to the

citizens and taxpayers of the State."

At its next meeting, the board appointed a committee to consider

the matter further. Committee members were Thomas Burrill. then

vice-president and dean of the Graduate School as well as professor

of botany and horticulture; Charles W. Rolfe. professor of geology:

and President Draper. At the urging of this committee, a meeting of

representatives from the leading universities of the state was held a

short time later in Chicago. Dean Forbes represented the University

of Illinois. The committee, basing its action on discussions at that

meeting, subsequently recommended that the trustees seek legisla-

tive action creating a State Geological Survey.

The proposed agency's work, the committee recommended,

"should be so organized and distributed that all competent geologists

connected w ith the educational institutions of the State may have a

share of its prosecution.*' It suggested further that "such disposition

be made of the results of the survey as will best promote educational

ends and subserve the economic interests of the State." As a tinal

point, the committee recommended that the principal laboratories of

the proposed survey "shall be located at the state university."' 1

It

would be almost another five years before the Illinois State Geolog-

ical Survey became a reality, but the university had placed itself on

record as not only welcoming but in fact striving for such a body.

And so. in a sense. Illinois science at the turn of the century had

come full circle: Early scientific interests had been stirred by an

eagerness to assess the geological potential of the state, as part of

the nation's westward expansion and the interest in scientific explo-

ration that was everywhere at work as an ingredient of the frontier

experience. But inevitably—since Illinois was not rich in precious

metals

—

this interest dwindled. Parallel with this geological interest
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was a desire to discover and catalog the native plant and animal life

of the young state. Here, again, the scientists' work did not offer

immediate economic rewards.

But, precious metals or not, Illinois was potentially a rich state;

its promise lay in agriculture. Thus it is not surprising that when

old-fashioned naturalists like John Wesley Powell and Cyrus

Thomas migrated to Washington, the next period of scientific devel-

opment gained its thrust from organized agriculture—associations

of farmers and horticulturists—which was highly instrumental in the

creation of important new state science programs: the state entomol-

ogist's office and the State Laboratory of Natural History.

Over time the State Laboratory became less of a stepchild of the

old Natural History Society Museum from which it originated and

more of a research agency for the state entomologist. Its work was

strengthened by creation of the state agricultural experiment station

under the federal Hatch Act of 1887. These various scientific activ-

ities were aided significantly by the opening of the Illinois Industrial

University at Champaign-Urbana in 1868. This institution, divorced

from the limited teacher training and classic education aims of the

other state colleges, brought together Illinois's scientific interests in

a more unified program that included a commitment to scientific

research and the training of professional scientists.

Illinois had been fortunate to have a group of vigorous and imagi-

native "statesmen" of science, who played an important role in

avoiding the narrow academicism of pure research and emphasizing

the important public function of state-supported science. Men like

Thomas and Powell, Amos Worthen, and particularly Stephen

Forbes recognized the value of educating the public at every level in

the contributions of the scientific agencies through vigorous publi-

cations and public relations activities. They worked diligently to

show private citizens and legislators alike the value of science in the

everyday economy of the state.

By the end of the nineteenth century, the scientific work in Illinois

was held in high esteem not only within the state but also nationally

and internationally. The geological work of Amos Worthen and Ste-

phen Forbes's studies in natural history were recognized in scientific

circles around the world, while the work of Thomas and Powell in

Illinois before they moved into posts of national prominence was

well known. Stephen Forbes had emerged as the patriarch of state

science in Illinois; he had set the standard of leadership which ad-
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ministrators in scientific agencies of the state continue to emulate

even today. And now the hitherto separate histories ol the geological

and natural history agencies in Illinois forerunners of the present

Geological Survey and Natural History Survey are finally drawn

together. With the imminent creation of the State Water Survey, the

three are united to form the three-pronged scientific activity whose

subsequent histor\ is the subject of the rest of this book.

5*
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In the Interest of Public Health

New State Water Survey

Broadens the Base of Illinois Science, 1895-191

5

Stephen Forbes's interest in the quality of surface waters in Illinois

was a reflection of the sanitary reform movement that spread from

England to the United States in the latter part of the nineteenth cen-

tury. 1 Recurring epidemics of yellow fever, cholera, smallpox, ty-

phus, and typhoid had brought a growing awareness of the need for

public health programs, although little had been done in the way of

comprehensive public health planning. Only nine other states had

public health departments when Illinois created such an agency in

1877. Nationally, a public health department was still some years

away.

The crucial health sciences of bacteriology and immunology were

still in their infancy, and existing health departments in the 1890s

were concerned essentially with the control of contagious diseases

through environmental sanitation. Basically, this meant sewage and

refuse disposal and protection of water supplies. Illinois, with rela-

tively few large population centers, had only begun to face serious

problems of sanitation involving recognized health hazards.

But it seems logical that Forbes, with his acute understanding of

the complexities of aquatic ecosystems, was ahead of many of his

colleagues in recognizing the need for systematic monitoring of

water supply sources in the state. In Arthur Palmer, upon whom he

had relied for the laboratory testing of water samples collected by

fieldworkers at the Havana research station, Forbes recognized the

capabilities necessary for a more comprehensive laboratory investi-

gation of water quality.

In order for an extensive testing program to be carried out, how-

ever, additional funds and improved laboratory facilities would be

required. The legislature responded to this need in 1895 with a spe-

cial $5,000 appropriation to the University of Illinois. The univer-

sity trustees directed that $1,000 of this be used for physical im-

provements to the chemical laboratory, the remainder to be available

for a study of the state's water supplies by Professor Palmer. 2 Labo-

ratory analyses requested by Illinois residents would be made free of
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charge, and the State Board of Health was notified of the project and

invited to make use of it.

Palmer, an alumnus o\ the university, had returned as a faculty

member in [889 alter graduate study in Europe. For a time he taught

all the chemistry classes, as the faculty had not enjoyed growth pro-

portional to the steadily increasing number of chemistry students.

Unquestionably, therefore, the formal addition of a chemistry survey

o\ Illinois water, begun in September, 1895. was a departmental

burden o\ some significance. But Palmer shared the infectious enthu-

siasm for scientific investigation that marked the college of science,

headed by Dean Forbes. He undertook the assignment with vigor.

In his first published report. Palmer outlined the aims of the sur-

vey Sanitary conditions of the state's water supplies were to be de-

termined, he said, and local standards of purity formulated. He be-

lieved that the public was coming to understand and accept the fact

that "an abundant supply of wholesome drinking water is a most

important factor in the preservation of health, while impurities in the

water constitute a most potent means of developing and spreading

disease." 3 Palmer's report made clear the nature of the problem.

Natural waterw ays received the runoff of all the towns and villages

within their respective watersheds, and most of the streams of the

state were polluted with sewage. Even deep wells were not free from

contamination, "and the use of the water of the ordinary shallow

well must be considered as a source of great menace to the health."
4

During the first fifteen months. 1.787 water samples from sixty-

eight counties were analyzed in the university's chemistry labora-

tory.' A fire in August. 1896. destroyed the laboratory and resulted

in the loss of most of the water survey records, but the study itself

was interrupted only briefly. General supplies of the university were

drawn upon for most of the laboratory work, with funds from the

special appropriation used for additional equipment needed to pro-

cess the water samples rapidly and accurately. By the end of Decem-

ber. 1896, Professor Palmer had spent $2,894 on the study, includ-

ing S960 in salary for an assistant chemist. C. V. M. Millar. Palmer

recommended not only that the work be continued, but that it be

expanded in scope.

The Illinois General Assembly again responded positively, with a

S3.000 appropriation. This time the money was separate from the

university's general funding, and accompanied by a directive that

the university trustees establish a chemical and biological surve\ oi
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the state's water "to the end that the condition of the potable waters

of the State may be better known, and that the welfare of the people

of the various communities of the State may thereby be conserved." 6

A State Water Survey now existed as an institution created by the

state legislature, but still operating within the University of Illinois.

Most of the water samples analyzed during 1896 were from home

water supplies in communities where typhoid or diphtheria had been

prevalent. In cases where the water was found to be contaminated,

the laboratory's work frequently led to condemnation of the water

supply as endangering the health of the users. The worst conditions

disclosed were in the small villages and rural areas, Palmer reported,

but some city water supplies were also unhealthy. Analyses of sev-

eral samples from shallow home wells in Galesburg, for example,

made at the request of the city health commissioner, showed that

most of them received drainage from animal refuse. From Jackson-

ville, where typhoid had been prevalent, samples showed that very

few wells provided safe water. Similar situations were reported in

Joliet, Rock Falls, and a number of other communities. 7

Professor Palmer and his staff conducted the early work of the

State Water Survey during an exciting scientific period. The science

of bacteriology was just developing to a level of general usefulness,

and modern standards and methods of bacterial examination of water

were in the formative stages. Theirs was in many respects pioneer

work. Their routine analyses included determination of turbidity,

sediment, color, odor, residue on evaporation, and several chemical

tests. Professor Palmer explained why:

The precise relation between the content of nitrates and the

dissemination of disease by use of the water in which they are

contained, is not definitely known, although Mallet and others

long ago called attention to the fact that nitrates were abundant

in waters which were known to be in unsanitary conditions,

i.e., to have caused disease. ... In a number of instances, we

have found great quantities of nitrates in waters used by fami-

lies in which several deaths from typhoid fever occurred, and

we have found that the well waters in every fever-scourged dis-

trict from which we have received samples, are charged with

such quantities of nitrates as must on any reasonable basis be

considered excessive. 8
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Suspicious analysis, when followed up by an examination at the site,

often showed contamination from a source or sources unsuspected

by the users. As knowledge of the State Water Survey's work spread,

demand tor its services increased. By the end of [899, a total of

6,597 water samples had been analyzed. Of these, more than 2,000

had been sent to the laboratory by individual citizens; a great many

more came from local health officers and represented both public

and private water supplies.

'

In addition to the analyses of samples submitted by health officers

and individuals. Palmer undertook a limited study of the surface

waters of the Illinois, Mississippi, Des Plaines, Kankakee, Peoria,

and Spoon rivers and the Illinois and Michigan Canal. But because

of the extraordinary response to the home water testing program, he

reported in January, 1897, only limited progress had been made on

his river and canal study. Nonetheless, sufficient work had been

completed to reveal a significant increase in the pollution of the Il-

linois River and the canal over levels reported by State Board of

Health investigators in 1888 and 1889. 10

Pollution of the Illinois River had been of absorbing interest to

Palmer since he first started working with Forbes at the Havana bio-

logical field station. He had hoped from the outset of the chemistry

department's water study in 1895 to make the river's quality a major

part of the project. To gain a clearer picture, an extensive system of

collection points was planned. Water samples were to be taken regu-

larly at several points along the Illinois, from Lake Michigan at Chi-

cago, from several of the larger tributaries of the Illinois, and from

the Mississippi River above and below the mouth of the Illinois

north of St. Louis. Principal sources of Illinois River pollution were

well known. Since i860, sewage from Chicago had been carried by

the Illinois and Michigan Canal into the Des Plaines River and then

to the Illinois. Through a major engineering accomplishment in

1 87 1 , water from Lake Michigan had been channeled into the canal

by simple gravity flow. The result was a free-flowing stream into

which Chicago sewage was being dumped precipitously.

Nor was Chicago the only source. At the turn of the century. Pal-

mer reported, sewage from approximately fifty-five thousand people

in Peoria, ten thousand in Pekin, and eight thousand in other smaller

towns was feeding into the Illinois. At one time, forty thousand to

fifty thousand cattle had been kept at Pekin and Peoria and fed on
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distillery slops, with nearly all the refuse from their stables finding

its way into the river. In addition, glucose factories in these same

cities dumped some two hundred tons of dry organic waste matter

into the river every twenty-four hours and a strawboard factory at

Peoria contributed another twenty-seven tons of refuse daily."

Because of the heavy workload of the Water Survey and inade-

quate financial support, Palmer by the end of 1899 had to consider

dropping the Illinois River study. But Dr. Arthur R. Reynolds, Chi-

cago city health commissioner, negotiated an agreement with the

Chicago Sanitary District under which it took over much of the cost

of the work. A large share of the samples still continued to be ana-

lyzed in the Water Survey laboratory. 12 Chicago's interest was two-

fold: First, it was coming under increasing pressure from cities

downstream to limit pollution, and second, it anticipated additional

drainage which would increase the flow of Chicago sewage into the

Illinois River.

Palmer's report on the study at the end of 1902 held important

implications for Chicago. At that time, the city was engaged in a

bitter dispute with St. Louis—situated on the Mississippi River just

below the mouth of the Illinois. St. Louis officials claimed that Chi-

cago's sewage was a major cause of the filth prevailing in the waters

on their city's riverfront. Professor Palmer's report by no means ab-

solved Chicago of responsibility, but it did suggest strongly that the

burden of guilt might be more widely spread. Prior to the recent

opening of Chicago's new main drainage channel, Palmer reported,

water of the Illinois at its mouth had been in many respects superior

in quality to that of the Mississippi. And even with a 30 percent

increase in the quantity of organic matter resulting from the new

channel, the water of the Illinois was "practically as well aerated" as

that of the Mississippi. Anyway, he said, the water of the Illinois

did not mix thoroughly with that of the Mississippi but passed

mainly down the east bank of the larger river, opposite St. Louis. 13

Finally, Palmer implied that Pekin and Peoria should be held at least

as accountable as Chicago for the pollution of the Illinois River: "It

would seem that the wastes introduced into the Illinois at these

points are as considerable in amount and as offensive in character as

are those introduced in the sewage of Chicago, and indeed in times

of low water the condition of the Illinois River between Peoria and

Pekin and below Pekin, was often fully as bad as the condition of
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the Chicago River in tunes of its most notorious offensiveness." 14

Sewage disposal and the pollution of the surface waters of the

Illinois were to be a problem of continuing interest to the State Water

Survey. But Professor Palmer and his associates were also concerned

with another problem. They had recognized from the beginning of

their study that while deep wells offered less opportunity tor con-

tamination and afforded excellent potential for safe water supply, the

high mineral content of deep-well water often gave it a disagreeable

taste and odor. Many people submitting samples to the Water Survey

for analysis wanted reports on the mineral content, which had not

been routinely provided. Palmer was confident that, with sufficient

experimentation, proper treatment to make the deep-well water more

palatable could be found.

Plainly, there was a need for better knowledge of the water-bear-

ing strata well below the surface of the earth. Palmer's second State

Water Survey Bulletin, reporting on the years 1897- 1902, included

an article on "The Geology of Illinois as Related to Its Water Sup-

ply." The author of the article was Professor Charles W Rolfe, head

of the University of Illinois geology department. Besides its general

interest, here was perceptible evidence of the kind of interdiscipli-

nary cooperation increasingly being called for by the survey. In the

same publication. Palmer advised that it would be best for individual

householders to abandon shallow wells as sources of drinking water

and use "only the water obtained from deep strata by means of

driven wells tightly cased up so that none of the drainage of the

strata lying near to the surface enters." 1
"

Palmer and his able assistants had little time for research beyond

the routine sanitary analyses that were the survey's principal respon-

sibility. Palmer also carried a heavy teaching and administrative load

in the university chemistry department. He planned and supervised

construction of a new chemistry building, erected in 1902. in addi-

tion to his routine activities. Unfortunately, the industrious pace at

which he pushed himself apparently was too strenuous. Overwork is

said to have induced "a physical weakness." and Palmer died in Feb-

ruary, 1904. I6

Arthur Palmer was succeeded as director of the State Water Sur-

vey by Samuel W Parr, professor of applied chemistry who in later

years was to gain recognition tor his studies in the utilization of coal

and coal products. Professor Parr continued to direct the Water Sur-
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vey through the end of August, 1905. By the end of that year, the

survey had analyzed water samples from 590 towns in one hundred

counties of the state.
17

Edward Bartow, professor of analytical chemistry, assumed the

State Water Survey directorship on September 1 , 1905. He promptly

proved himself to be a dynamic and capable administrator, gaining

a cooperative agreement with the State Board of Health that led to

the addition of a bacteriological laboratory to the Water Survey fa-

cilities. In addition, the salary of a bacteriologist would be paid by

the Board of Health. 18 Bartow also moved to make the survey's san-

itary examinations of water samples more complete, adding an al-

kalinity test, and initiated a systematic study of the municipal water

supplies of the state.

Large cities such as Chicago, Bartow contended, could afford to

hire their own specialists to examine their water supplies. But

smaller towns could not afford such technicians and rarely called

upon outside assistance until problems arose. At best, examinations

made at such intervals were of little value for comparative study.

Chicago's daily analyses of its Lake Michigan water supply, in con-

trast, provided immediate warning at any sign of pollution danger.

"If a large city considers daily examinations essential," Bartow rea-

soned, "the small city should have some regular attention paid to its

supply. We consider it an important function of the State Water Sur-

vey to care for the municipal supplies of the State." 19

To begin this new investigation, the Water Survey sent detailed

questionnaires regarding water supply and usage to every munici-

pality in the state with a population of one thousand or more. Sys-

tematic analysis of samples from the municipal supplies was then

begun. The survey offered to test water for purity, and to make com-

parative tests of water from several possible sources for communi-

ties considering new supplies. It also would test filtering systems,

determine mineral content and turbidity, and provide information on

the size and cost of filter and softening plants. Finally, it offered to

determine the kinds of algae present and render assistance in its re-

moval. 20 Under the cooperative agreement Bartow made with the

State Board of Health, the Water Survey accepted as an important

additional responsibility an extensive study of sewage disposal sys-

tems. Studies were begun immediately at Champaign, Urbana, Lake

Forest, Monmouth, South Bartonville, and Quincy.

In another cooperative project beginning July 1, 1906, the survey
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joined with the U.S. Geological Survey, the university 's Engineering

Experiment Station, and the new State Geological Surve\ (created

by the state legislature a year earlier) in a study of the mineral con-

tent of Illinois waters. This investigation was concerned principally

with the surface waters, with a view to their potential use tor indus-

trial purposes and their relations to geological formations. Provision

w as made for sampling stations along a number of streams and rivers

as well as for regular sampling of groundwater at designated points.

Mineral analyses of the samples were to be made, with those from

sources used as public water supplies also subjected to sanitary

analysis. In addition, the cooperating agencies agreed to include ex-

periments concerning the effects of various waters on steam boilers

and studies of various methods of water treatment.

The U.S. Geological Survey was committed to paying $5,000 to-

ward the costs of the project, or nearly half the $10,200 total. The

State Water Survey was to expend $3,200 and the State Geological

Survey and the Engineering Experiment Station $1,000 each. Bar-

tow was designated director of the cooperative project. 21 Work of the

Water Survey was rapidly becoming more complex. Bartow not only

encouraged these extensive cooperative projects but also initiated

within the survey "several experiments of a research nature." 22 Most

important among these were a study of bacteria in deep water-bear-

ing strata, experiments in quantitative bacteriological examination

of water samples in the field, and studies in the chemical examina-

tion of bacteria.

Still, by far the largest share of the Water Survey's work continued

to consist of the routine analysis of water samples sent to the labo-

ratory from throughout the state. A total of 1 ,420 samples from pub-

lic and private drinking water supplies were received in 1907, most

of them suspected of contamination. Sixty percent of the samples

—

and 85 percent of those from shallow wells—were found to repre-

sent unsafe water supplies. 23 The cooperative agreement with the

U.S. Geological Survey and other agencies increased the laboratory

chores. In the year beginning August 1, 1906, the survey received

additional samples taken daily from twenty-eight collecting stations

on various Illinois streams as part of that project.

Working conditions within the survey were improved somewhat

in the summer of 1907 with expansion of the laboratory space. Sur-

vey offices remained on the first floor of the university's Chemistry

Building, while the laboratories and other work rooms were moved
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into newly-acquired basement quarters. The added space was sorely

needed; the following year brought the greatest number of water

samples yet received for analysis as the Survey continued its coop-

erative work with other agencies as well as expanding its regular

public service activities.

Bartow's staff in 1908 consisted of himself, a chemist, a bacte-

riologist, two assistant chemists, a summer assistant, a clerk, and a

stenographer. Three members of the University of Illinois faculty

were listed as consulting staff members. That December, President

Edmund James presented to the university trustees a report from

Bartow on the scope and function of the Water Survey. The survey's

work, he said, could be considered as "analytical and experimental,

diagnostic, and educational." 24 President James made it clear that the

survey had been unable to make much progress in the systematic

study of municipal water supplies. Not only should it be doing so,

Bartow believed, but it should also be expanding its work to meet

other crucial state needs in areas such as water treatment, conserva-

tion, and the investigation and control of water pollution from do-

mestic sewage and manufacturing wastes. But expansion would ne-

cessitate a significant increase in state funding.

Bartow's discouragement was becoming apparent. The Water Sur-

vey staff was kept so busy making routine analyses, he wrote Presi-

dent James, that critical state problems that deserved survey atten-

tion simply could not be studied. "The State Water Survey was

established to make a chemical and biological survey of the waters

of Illinois, with special reference to the general public welfare," Bar-

tow wrote. 25 The public welfare was not served, he complained, by

analyzing water from some little-used well just to satisfy someone's

curiosity, or by analyzing water used by manufacturers only in their

boilers, or by determining the mineral content of a water supply so

that it might be commercially exploited as a medicinal water. Such

analyses should be paid for by those requesting them, Bartow con-

tended. On the other hand, he recommended that sanitary analyses

of samples sent by health officials and analyses of samples collected

by or for the survey "for the study of the normal waters of a section

of the State or of a geological stratum" should continue to be pro-

vided free.

Meeting on January 15, 1909, the university trustees agreed to

Bartow's recommendations, stipulating only that free sanitary analy-

ses should be provided in any instance when a health hazard was
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suspected. Further, they voted to seek funds from the legislature tor

the addition o\' field engineers to the Water Survey stall Such per-

sons could make on-site studies and collect water samples as

needed, the trustees said, "to the end that a pure and adequate [pub-

lic water] supply tor each municipality may be maintained." 2 ' 1

But this time, the board's request tell on deaf ears in Springfield.

Instead of increasing the Water Survey's appropriation, the Forty-

sixth General Assembly provided less money. The 1909 Illinois leg-

islative session, historian Allan Nevins has observed, "witnessed a

more stirring discussion of University [of Illinois) requests than had

any other. Opposed to the University's chance of obtaining its three

millions [requested] were the facts that other public demands were

also great, that the State income was not materially larger, and that

the Administration was interested in making an economical show-

ing. The opposition took the double form of criticism of the Univer-

sity and attacks on specific items." r Ultimately, the university itself

fared well at the hands of the legislators that year. But the Water

Survey, though it usually shared the university's fate, this time

did not.

With the next regular session of the legislature two years away,

Bartow undertook measures to cut back survey operating costs. One

staff assistant was dropped from the payroll, and the director ar-

ranged to have a portion of his own salary paid by the university's

chemistry department. Also, he decided not to publish a report for

1909. Finally, he was forced to seek from the board of trustees a fee

structure for all water analyses, ranging from three to ten dollars

according to the number and type of analyses requested. The board

approved his request: the fees went into effect July 1. 19 10, result-

ing in a substantial decrease in the number of water samples sent to

the survey by outside parties. 2 * Only 410 such analyses were made

in the last half of that year, as compared to more than 1 ,000 during

the same period the preceding year.
29

President James, meanwhile, was taking his battle for more gen-

erous financial support for the University of Illinois directly to the

public. Using a method successfully employed earlier by Dean Eu-

gene Davenport of the college of agriculture. James had regularly

called upon various state interest groups to support the needs of spe-

cific units of the institution. (In 1906. for example, the Illinois

Bankers Association gave strong support to appropriations for busi-

ness courses.) Now, James called upon the largest interest group the
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university could reach—its alumni—for a concerted effort in cham-

pioning the cause of the university. "The members of the Legislature

are friendly to the University," he advised the alumni body in 1909,

"but it is natural that they should feel that if the people of the State

really want a great University they should be willing to express their

desire.""'

Evidently taking his cue from President James. Bartow also began

to outline the work of the Water Survey more distinctly in terms of

specific benefits to those who used its services. For example, offi-

cials of the various waterworks, both publicly and privately owned,

shared a common interest that was quite apparent. The greater the

problems with contaminated water, the greater the likelihood that

local water officials would be blamed. The Water Survey should be

used as a clearinghouse by waterworks officials, Bartow suggested. 31

Since they were not competing with each other, it would be to the

advantage of all of them if information learned at one water plant

could be passed along, by way of the survey, to all the others. The

survey would like to be of even more help—if it only had sufficient

professional staff to do so: it should have "engineers in addition to

the chemists and bacteriologists . . . engineers who should give

suggestions as to the best methods of engineering work and who

should inspect and approve plans for new construction."

Still, the group which stood to benefit most from the survey's

services was the larger public, the individual water users. Bartow's

statistics were impressive. Outside Chicago, he estimated, more

than $15.6 million was invested in waterworks plants in Illinois.

These plants served more than a million people. "Not only is a con-

siderable sum of money invested," he pointed out, "but also the

health and welfare of a large proportion of the inhabitants. . . . With

this amount of capital invested and with so many people needing

pure water there should be a State Bureau with sufficient personnel

and equipment."-

The concerted, statewide lobbying efforts of President James be-

gan paying off handsomely. By 191 1, Nevins reports, it was a "dull

legislator" in Springfield who did not fully appreciate the public in-

terest in the University of Illinois. 33 The Water Survey, meanwhile,

enjoyed the additional support of the Illinois Water Supply Associ-

ation and the Illinois Society of Engineers and Surveyors.' 4
In 191 1

,

the General Assembly appropriated not only more than $5 million
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for the university but also $30,000 for the Water Survey—convinc-

ing evidence that Bartow's efforts, too, had been successful.

The Water Survey's appropriation bill also authorized the hiring

of field investigators "to visit municipal water supplies and inspect

watersheds to make such held studies and to collect such samples as

are necessary, to analyze and test samples and to make any investi-

gations to the end that a pure and adequate public water supply for

domestic and manufacturing purposes may be maintained in each

municipality."' It further directed that the survey return to providing

sanitary analyses free of charge.

Paul Hansen, a 1903 graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and the Kentucky state sanitary engineer, now joined

the Water Survey staff as head of a new section Bartow variously

referred to as both the "field" and "engineering" division. Two assis-

tant engineers and two additional chemists also were hired. One

chemist and one bacteriologist already on the survey staff were also

assigned to fieldwork.

The Water Survey immediately launched an extensive study of

public water supplies. Detailed reports on each supply were made

and filed for ready reference. Updated over the years, these reports

provided the core of the survey's extraordinary collection of Illinois

water supply data, which continues today as one of its most valuable

assets. In this early period, the reports combined information on

stream pollution and sewage disposal with data on water supplies.

It was not the survey's intention, Bartow said, to undertake regu-

lar engineering work. Rather, the primary duties of the survey field

staff were to see that water companies and municipalities proceeded

along proper lines in making additions to their facilities or in the

construction of new works. With more than a hundred municipalities

of a thousand or more inhabitants lacking any water system at all,

the field staff faced a challenge of considerable magnitude. But Bar-

tow saw the encouragement of new and improved water systems as

an important responsibility of the survey. "We propose to carry on

what might be called a 'Campaign of Education,'" explained the

director in his 191 1 annual report. "We are prepared to give illus-

trated lectures to assist in influencing public opinion in favor of the

introduction of general water supplies, the filtration of surface sup-

plies, or in methods of sewage disposal."' 6

Director Bartow had an abiding interest in the study of sewage
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treatment. Water-borne disease was a serious concern; many Illinois

counties still had a high death rate from typhoid. Eight southern

Illinois counties in the period 1904 through 1908 suffered an average

annual rate of more than forty typhoid deaths per hundred thousand

persons, while another dozen counties had rates averaging more than

thirty. "A comparison of the maps showing the distribution of ty-

phoid fever with the maps showing the distribution and character of

the water supplies of the state shows that the typhoid fever death

rate is dependent to a considerable extent on the character of the

water supply," Bartow suggested. 37
In the northern third of the state,

where most municipal water supplies came from deep wells, the

death rate from typhoid was significantly lower than for the rest of

the state. Surface water supplies and shallow wells such as those

supplying water to most communities in the rest of the state were

much more easily contaminated through improper sewage disposal.

In the first six months after expansion of the Water Survey activi-

ties in mid-191 1 , survey engineers made field studies at seventy-five

sites where construction of new water plants was planned or under

way or where tests of existing public water supplies were desired.

Three studies involved pollution from industrial wastes, and a fourth

was an investigation of the water supply and filter system at Rock

Island, where typhoid had reached epidemic proportions. In the fol-

lowing year, one hundred and three on-site investigations were con-

ducted. Conferences were held with officials from four other towns

concerning installation of water treatment facilities.

By modern standards, public water supplies in Illinois in 191

2

still were in a comparatively primitive condition. Although effective

methods of chemical purification of water had been developed in

Europe in the 1890s, such treatment remained relatively rare in the

smaller towns of the American Midwest. Of sixty-one municipalities

in Illinois with water systems drawing from surface supplies, only

twenty-eight had filtering installations. Most of these also treated the

water before distribution with calcium hypochlorite, a process first

used in Chicago at the Union Stock Yards water plant in 1908. This

treatment was recommended by the Water Survey, which had tested

samples from the Chicago operation in its laboratories.

The General Assembly in 191 3 increased the Water Survey's ap-

propriation from $15,000 to $21,500 annually. The trustees of the

University of Illinois granted the survey another $7,500, principally

because of the extent to which survey personnel were also contrib-
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uting to the academic program. 38 These additional funds allowed fur-

ther expansion of survey work, although this took the shape of in-

creased activit) alone existing lines rather than the inauguration of

new types of study.

The engineering division in [913 carried out 170 inspections and

investigations of water supplies and sewerage systems, along with

eight) -three conferences with waterworks officials on new installa-

tions. Routine analytical work in the laboratories continued to be an

important part o\~ the survey's work. More than two thousand

samples were received during the year, bringing to more than

twenty-six thousand the number analyzed by the survey since its

founding in 189s.

Director Bartow chose to interpret the Water Survey's added sta-

tutory responsibilities rather broadly. The engineering staff by 19 13

was vigorously seeking out information about all kinds of activities

relating to water supply in the state. They regularly reviewed news-

papers and engineering periodicals to learn of new water projects.
!l

'

Local authorities were asked to submit their plans to the Water Sur-

vey for review before any construction was begun. Projects involv-

ing new water systems were considered especially important, in that

the survey engineers might be able to forestall the use of known

sources that were unhealthy or treatment processes that were inade-

quate. In the case of new sewerage systems, local authorities were

advised about the disposal of sewage in ways designed to avoid un-

necessary pollution of surface water supplies.

Even though the State Water Survey had no legal authority to en-

force its recommendations, it issued a report on each new project

which came to its attention, conveying approval or disapproval. "In

actual practice." Bartow reported, "it is rarely necessary to submit

an outright disapproval and in most cases approval is given with

certain conditions attached." 4" When the survey was able to consult

with local authorities in advance, it strongly advocated the hiring of

a consulting engineer to direct a project. The survey's role, as Bar-

tow saw it, thus became more that of an advisory board.

In matters involving potential or actual water pollution, however,

this system of regulation by "cooperation" manifestly left something

to be desired. Citizens who were quick to raise their voices in alarm

when the Water Survey pointed out flaws in their community's water

supply system were often much less alarmed about the dangers of

allowing their sewage and industrial wastes to be dumped on their
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neighbors downstream. At this point, cooperation often faltered or

failed altogether!

Bartow found an effective solution. The Rivers and Lakes Com-
mission, created by the state legislature in 1909, had clear legal

authority to issue abatement orders in cases of stream or lake pollu-

tion. But the commission, for a variety of reasons including lack of

funds, had rarely exercised this authority. In December, 1913, a co-

operative agreement was entered into by the commission and the

Water Survey. 41 Ostensibly drawn to prevent duplication of effort,

the agreement actually empowered the Water Survey to investigate

cases of pollution and to report its findings directly to the commis-

sion. The commission in turn could conduct hearings and issue nec-

essary orders under its legal authority to correct such abuses. The

nature and scope of the problem was succinctly stated by Bartow in

his year-end report:

With possibly very few exceptions there are no sources of

surface water supply in Illinois that are entirely free from pos-

sible contamination of a dangerous character. All running

streams are in danger of pollution and none of the various res-

ervoirs from which municipal supplies are obtained is ade-

quately protected against contamination by the public. . . .The

majority of towns having reservoir supplies make practically no

effort to protect them, and in one instance several private sew-

ers were until recently permitted an outlet in the city reservoir.

Along the shore of Lake Michigan north of Chicago there are

23 sewer outlets scattered at distances apart averaging about

1.2 miles. Interspersed between these outlets are ten water-

works intakes, drawing water at distances of from 400 feet to

about one mile from shore. The frequent outbreaks of typhoid

fever along the north shore have made very apparent the dan-

gerous character of this pollution. 42

The "dangerous character" of the situation was made even more ev-

ident in another section of Bartow's report, which revealed that close

to 30 percent of those people of the state who were dependent on

surface water sources were still drinking raw, untreated water.

Industrial wastes also constituted a serious and growing pollution

menace. A notable example existed at Decatur, where the Sangamon

River was heavily contaminated not only by sewage but also by

wastes from a corn products factory. Paul Hansen, the Water Sur-
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vey's chief engineer, reported in [913 that factory wastes "roughly

six to eight tunes as strong as normal domestic sewage" were being

allowed to flow into the river at the rate of a million gallons daily.^

For three to six months during the year, he said, the river How was

inadequate to handle the wastes and the daily two million gallons of

domestic sewage by simple dilution. In low-water periods the pol-

lution from Decatur caused odors as tar as twenty miles downstream

and rendered the Sangamon "unfit tor cattle watering, recreation

purposes, or any other legitimate uses."

During the summer of 1 9 14, Bartow traveled to Europe to observe

sewage disposal facilities and practices in a number of European

cities. Reporting on his trip in an article in the Journal of the Ameri-

can Water Works Association, he said no specific itinerary was set in

advance, "beyond a plan to visit certain prominent men who would

know the latest developments along the lines to be investigated." 44

He studied a variety of sewage treatment techniques and some water

treatment activities, visiting the German cities of Hamburg, Mun-

ich. Dresden, and Bergedorf, and Manchester and some smaller

towns in England. The visit seemed to heighten his personal interest

in treatment methods, and no doubt spurred research activities in

that field by the survey.

Bartow felt strongly that greater control over water supplies

should be exercised by government, in the interests of public health.

National, state, and local agencies should cooperate in regulative as

well as investigative activities, he believed. Because state and mu-

nicipal organizations necessarily had had restricted levels of influ-

ence, a national body with central and branch laboratories should be

established and maintained.

Bartow outlined his philosophy in an address before an American

Public Health Association meeting in Jacksonville, Florida, in De-

cember. 1 9 14. State bureaus should have responsibility not only for

the quality of water, he said, but also for the quantity—to see not

only that the water was pure but also that there were abundant sup-

plies. The state bureau should serve as a clearing house for local

agencies, with a federal water bureau coordinating cooperation

among the various state agencies. Work at all levels should encom-

pass a broad range of research and control activities. 'The bureau

may be in (the] charge of a physician, a chemist, a biologist, a bac-

teriologist, a statistician, or an engineer." the Illinois director told

the group, "but in any case a man should be chosen who will be
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broad minded enough to understand the necessity for the investiga-

tion of all water problems." 4 '

Bartow regarded education as a primary responsibility of his

agency. This took the form of both educating the public as to the

need for safe water, and formal academic cooperation with the Uni-

versity of Illinois through the chemistry department. Members of the

Water Survey staff regularly taught two courses in water chemistry,

while survey engineers frequently lectured on water purification and

sewage treatment in the engineering college. Also, both undergradu-

ate and graduate chemistry students were allowed to work on proj-

ects associated with the survey's work, sometimes writing theses

under the direction of survey staff members. The university trustees

regularly allotted additional funds to the survey for these activities.

In April, 1916, the Water Survey moved into quarters in a new ad-

dition to the university Chemistry Building, occupying thirteen

rooms.

In the relatively short span of twenty years since its beginning as

a function of the University of Illinois chemistry department, the

Water Survey had grown into a complex bureau engaged in wide-

ranging educational, advisory, investigatory, and even regulatory ac-

tivities. The General Assembly in 19 15 appropriated annual funds

of $23,500 for its operation over the next two years, plus a special

$5,000 appropriation for a sewage experiment station. The Univer-

sity of Illinois continued to allot $7,500 annually for the educational

and scientific work carried on in cooperation with the chemistry de-

partment.

Also, the survey continued extensive cooperative work with other

agencies, notably the U.S. Geological Survey. The engineering sec-

tion continued a heavy schedule of site inspections, investigations,

and conferences regarding local water supplies and water and sew-

erage installations throughout the state. And, fulfilling its original

commitment, the survey continued annually to analyze thousands of

water samples sent to it—most of them by public health officers or

private citizens.
4fl

In a practical sense, the Illinois State Water Survey had outgrown

the university department that had spawned it. The Water Survey,

the natural history activities being carried out under Dean Stephen

A. Forbes, and the younger State Geological Survey—composing as

they did the bulk of the public scientific activity of the state—were

coming under increasingly close scrutiny by observers who believed
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their place in the scheme of Illinois government merited careful

study and possible reorganization. The weight of this thinking found

expression through the Efficiency and Economy Committee, created

h\ the Forty-eighth Illinois General Assembly in [913. The impact

of that committee's findings, published in [915, are the subject of a

later chapter. But before taking up this next crucial development, it

is necessary to go baek and discuss the creation of the new State

Geologieal Survey and its role in the exploration and development

of Illinois mineral resources.
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A New Foundation for the Mineral Industries

New Geological Survey

and Growth of Natural History Agencies, 1905-1915

On February 1 , 1905, the Western Society of Engineers held an im-

portant meeting in Chicago. The organization met for one principal

purpose: to promote the organization of a permanent State Geologi-

cal Survey in Illinois. For over three decades, ever since the termi-

nation of Amos Worthen's earlier geological fieldwork in 1872, the

state had lacked a formally organized institution to direct geological

investigations. Activity in the field had not entirely ceased. Trained

geologists such as Professor Thomas C. Chamberlin of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, Professor Charles W Rolfe at the University of

Illinois, and H. Foster Bain and others working under the auspices

of the U.S. Geological Survey had made substantial contributions to

the knowledge of Illinois geology during the interim period. The

national survey had begun topographical mapping of the state. But

there was no organized state scientific agency to respond to the

unique and growing possibilities for development of the state's

known mineral resources or to identify those still unknown.

Professor Chamberlin was among the most respected proponents

of the idea of a State Geological Survey. An Illinois native, he was

a nationally known scientist who had spent the last two decades of

the nineteenth century studying the geology of his home state. He

had been one of the first to recognize the full significance of glacial

topography, and in 1886, sponsored by the U.S. Geological Survey,

he had undertaken detailed studies of the Illinois glacial drifts.
1

There was a growing desire on the part of Chamberlin and a number

of other professional geologists that the state again undertake a sys-

tematic study of its fundamental geology and make the resulting

knowledge available to education, business and industry, and other

interested agencies.

Chamberlin's feelings on the matter were shared by such geolo-

gists as Professor R. D. Salisbury, his colleague at the University of

Chicago; Professor U. S. Grant of Northwestern University, and

Professor J. A. Udden of Augustana College. He also had the sup-

port of a number of professional engineers, notably A. L. Bement,
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an influential member of the Western Society of Engineers, and sueh

coal operators as Francis Peabod) and Carl Scholz. 2 The University

of Illinois administration, at the urging of Dean Stephen A. Forbes.

Professor Rolte. and others, had already gone on reeord as support-

ing the organization of a State Geological Survey. A common thread

in their thinking at that time. H. Foster Bain reported some years

later, was "that the mineral industries of the State needed the foun-

dation that only a well rounded out geological survey can give

and . . . that the consequent growth of the industries would repay

many times the necessary expenditure of common funds for a com-

mon purpose."

A number of these individuals were among those present at the

Western Society of Engineers meeting in 1905. Also attending were

representatives of labor, state geologists from other states, geolo-

gists from the U.S. Geological Survey, and numerous professional

engineers. A petition urging the formation of a State Geological Sur-

vey in Illinois, originating at that meeting, was approved by the

society's board of directors at a meeting on February 11, 1905.

Copies were sent to Governor Charles S. Deneen and other state

officials, to members of the legislature, and to prominent business-

men throughout the state.
4

With Governor Deneen's support, the General Assembly re-

sponded quickly. Effective July 1, 1905, the State Geological Sur-

vey was established at the University of Illinois. The enacting leg-

islation provided for a three-member Geological Commission to

govern the survey and to appoint a director as its administrator. The

commission itself consisted of the governor and the president of the

University of Illinois as ex officio members, and a third member to

be appointed by the governor to a four-year term. Members of the

commission, with the governor as chairman, served without pay.

The new State Geological Survey was charged with four primary

responsibilities:

1

.

A study of the geologic formations of the State with spe-

cial reference to its products—coals, ores, clays, building

stones, cements, materials for use in the construction of roads,

gas. mineral and artesian water, and other mineral sources.

2. The preparation of geologic and other necessary maps to

illustrate the resources of the State.

3. The preparation of reports, with necessary illustrations
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and maps which shall include both a general and detailed de-

scription of the geologic and mineral resources of the State.

4. The consideration of such other scientific and economic

questions as in the judgment of the commissioners shall be

deemed of value to the people. 5

Governor Deneen appointed Professor Chamberlin as third mem-
ber of the commission. H. Foster Bain, a former student of Cham-

berlin's who had recently completed a survey of the fluorspar district

of southern Illinois and had also studied the lead and zinc regions in

northwestern Illinois for the U.S. Geological Survey, was named

director. "In organizing the Survey," Bain afterward recalled, "it

was decided to make it as far as possible serve both educational and

economic needs and it was further agreed that the latter should not

be interpreted narrowly."6

Under Bain's vigorous leadership, the Illinois State Geological

Survey made rapid strides from the beginning. The collection of

numerous statistics on the state's mineral resources began, with par-

ticular attention to coal, lead, and zinc deposits. An investigation of

the geology of the newly discovered petroleum field of southeastern

Illinois was initiated, as were a number of studies in paleontology

and stratigraphy. A cooperative topographic mapping agreement was

made with the U.S. Geological Survey. Clays were studied and

quarry products sampled. A series of educational bulletins describ-

ing the state's geology and mineral products, designed expressly for

classroom use, was promptly undertaken.

The survey worked closely with the mining industry from its in-

auguration, cooperating on both technical and economic studies.

The first survey Bulletin, published in 1906, was an updated "Geo-

logical Map of Illinois," incorporating new information into the old

Worthen map, and relying in part on data supplied by the coal in-

dustry. 7 The author of this bulletin was Professor Stuart Weller of the

University of Chicago, who assumed direction of the survey's gen-

eral stratigraphic work as a summer staff member.

Bain relied extensively on part-time consulting staff members.

Among these were Professor Rolfe, who conducted the clay inves-

tigations; Professor Salisbury, who prepared the educational bulle-

tins; and Professor Grant, who became consulting geologist for stud-

ies in the lead and zinc regions. Professor Samuel W. Parr of the

University of Illinois chemistry department, whose work in the State
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Water Surve) has been cited previously, now began an association

with the Geological Surve) which would last for many years.

Perhaps because of his own background as a member of the U.S.

Geological Survey, Bain seems to have shared the long-standing

uneasiness among many other geologists concerning the encroach-

ing influence of the federal agency. There was a question, he wrote

later, "whether so much eentrali/ation might not lead ... to a con-

dition under which there would not always be that independent

thinking and criticism that is necessary to progress in science."*

Hoping to offset this trend. Bain and a number of others organized

the Mississippi Valley Association of State Geologists, headquar-

tered in Chicago. They were optimistic that, through the exchange

of data and personnel, their state geological surveys could build

staffs with expertise in various areas of specialization and have to

rely less on the national survey.

The usefulness of this exchange plan soon became apparent in

Bain's approach to the study of the new Illinois oil fields. Following

the discover) of oil and natural gas in commercially important quan-

tities in southeastern Illinois in 1905. a preliminary petroleum study

was one of the first projects undertaken by the new Geological Sur-

vey. Arthur W. Lewis began the work, but was sidelined by illness.

Bain then called upon Raymond S. Blatchley. the state geologist of

Indiana who was well trained in petroleum geology. Blatchley spent

April and May. 1906. in the Illinois oil fields. He wrote the second

survey Bulletin. The Petroleum Industry of Southeastern Illinois."*

published later that year. Oil was soon to become an extremely im-

portant Illinois mineral product, w ith significant impact on the state's

economy." It would join coal as a major subject of continuing study

by the State Geological Survey.

Also appearing in 1906 was the third survey Bulletin. "Composi-

tion and Character of Illinois Coals.*' by Professor Parr. The report

was based on Parrs work in the University of Illinois chemistry

department over the past several years. Parr's work. Director Bain

noted in his introductory statement, offered a summary7 of the best

information currently available on the subject. "The Survey has been

in operation for such a short time that it would be quite impossible

to present any such report on the basis of its own investigations"

Bain wrote. But he said there had been "so many and such persistent

calls for information regarding Illinois coals that it was thought wise

to prepare this report for immediate use.**
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Bain took a long-range view of the state's coal resources. The

Illinois coalfields, extending 275 miles north-south in length and

225 miles east-west in width and covering approximately 42,900

square miles in area, were the largest known in any American state.

But even though the reserves were so large that no estimate of value

could be placed on them, Bain realized, "they are not inexhaust-

ible .

,,H He noted that many square miles of the coal reserves were

wholly untouched, and few of the present mines were working at

anything like their capacity. Nevertheless, he believed it "sound

policy to look forward to the time when the coal reserves will be

much less extensive, and even to that far time when they will be

exhausted. To make the best uses of our resources, it is necessary to

study, and to improve where possible, the methods of finding the

coal and using it." To aid in finding the coal, the Geological Survey

had undertaken extensive investigations of the general geology of

the coalfields and detailed surveys of individual coal beds. Also,

there were plans for studies of the gas content in coal, of mine roof

and floor characteristics, and of the various natural phenomena af-

fecting mining operations with the hope that actual mining methods

might be improved.

Bain, in this early publication, showed a remarkable grasp of the

challenges facing the state in regard to coal production. Despite its

abundance and low price, he pointed out, Illinois coal did not com-

mand the entire market even within the limits of the state. In January

and February, 1906, Illinois contributed only 52 percent of the more

than two million tons of bituminous coal shipped to Chicago. Other

supplies came from Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. Il-

linois coal should gain a larger share of this market, Bain believed.

But this could be done only through improved mining and marketing

methods, with particular attention to sizing, screening, and washing

of the coal. Also, more attention should be given to the varying

demands of different industries and to improved shipping methods. 12

Bain said the Geological Survey would carry on boiler tests and

other studies in cooperation with the University of Illinois Engineer-

ing Experiment Station to learn the best methods of burning or oth-

erwise using each size and grade of coal. He stressed the demand for

a Midwest coal capable of producing suitable metallurgical coke. It

was possible, he believed, that certain of the Illinois coals might

prove valuable for this purpose, either when coked alone or mixed
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with available coking coals. But the first step toward these investi-

gations was a thorough know ledge of the character of the coal in the

ground. To this end. a systematic collection o\' coal samples was

well under way. 13

The 1905 legislation that founded the Geological Survey called

for annual allocations of $25,000, with $10,000 to be used exclu-

sively to finance the cooperative topographic mapping with the U.S.

Geological Survey. In his administrative report for 1906, Bain rec-

ommended that the total appropriation be increased to $50,000 a

year. Such an increase would allow the expansion of survey activi-

ties to include investigation of cement materials, building stones,

sands, and other quarry products, as well as a study of the state's

swamp and overflow lands and research in mining techniques and

mine accidents. 14

This request was partially met through a special appropriation of

$15,000 for drainage surveys. Topographical studies were begun im-

mediately in bottom lands along the Kaskaskia, Big Muddy, and

Embarrass rivers, with work scheduled to begin in 1908 along the

Wabash and Sangamon. 15 The immediate goal was adequate map-

ping of the respective floodplains, essential to solving the engineer-

ing problems of reclamation.

Bain argued strongly for an increased role for the Geological Sur-

vey in mining technology, for which he believed only the necessary

financial support was lacking. He cited the enormous waste resulting

from practices in Illinois coal mines which in extreme cases left as

much as 60 percent of the coal in the ground or ruined in the mining

process. 16 Of even greater importance was the danger faced by the

miners. The causes of many of the mining hazards were complex.

Bain realized. But experience, he wrote, "has abundantly proven

that careful and impartial investigations of such conditions will point

the way to remedying of some at least of the abuses, and in view of

the enormous importance of the subject to the State and the public

at large, such studies are believed to be amply warranted." I?

F. B. Van Horn, assistant geologist and office manager for the

survey before leaving in 1907 to join the U.S. Geological Survey in

Washington, initiated the Illinois survey's annual statistical report on

the output and value of mineral products of the state. Many of these

data, which became an important resource of the survey over the

years, were collected in cooperation with the national survey's min-
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eral resources division. In 1906. the total value of Illinois mineral

products was set at S68.296.90X. Coal accounted tor more than half

of this amount. In 1907 the total was up to $92.364.763.
|H

In its stratigraphic studies, the survey relied heavily from the start

on the collection and compilation of deep drill records. These pro-

vided the only practical source of geological information for much

of the state, where rock outcrops are relatively rare and over which

there is quite generally a thick drift cover. Deep holes drilled in

search of water, coal, or oil and gas provided important information.

Drill records and core samples were carefully studied and. when

coupled with studies of the rock outcrops, helped the geologists in

their difficult task of working out the stratigraphy of the deeply bur-

ied portions of the coal and oil fields. By the end of 1908, the survey

had compiled records of nearly five thousand deep drillings, sup-

plied in large measure by mining companies, drilling firms, and in-

dividuals in response to the survey's general request for such assis-

tance. |g

Bain served as director of the State Geological Survey until mid-

1909. In his final administrative report, covering the preceding year,

he once again urged increased appropriations for the survey. The

value of mineral production in Illinois had increased by 65 percent

in the four-year period since the founding of the survey, and the

demands on the agency had increased greatly. Bain cited the new oil

industry as a matter of particular concern. There had been no oil

production in the state at the time of the survey's founding; by 1909

annual oil production was nearly forty million barrels.

The basic geologic investigations needed to map the oil fields

were a good example of the kind of scientific activity Amos Worthen

had championed decades earlier, recognizing that the public would

not fully comprehend its value. A thorough understanding of the

paleontology and stratigraphy was necessary before any practical

interpretation could be provided. This was the kind of information

the Geological Survey should develop and publish, so that the infor-

mation would be available to all. The alternative would be to allow

the large oil producers to conduct their own investigations and keep

the information secret.

This research necessary to develop the oil fields was not only a

proper activity of the Geological Survey but also a manifestly prac-

tical step in state economic development. While the potential eco-

nomic benefits of much of the survey's basic work might not be
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immediate!) recognized b\ the public (as Worthen had understood

so well), Bam could easily demonstrate the need for investigations

relating to oil production: "This [oil production] has brought mil-

lions of dollars into the State and has also brought hundreds of re-

quests to the office of the Survey for information regarding depth to

various horizons, location of anticlines, etc. It has not been possible

to give satisfactory service to this industry because we have not had

the men nor the money to hire them. ... If the information asked

for by the oil men could be promptly and accurately supplied now

that they are in the mood for prospecting, very large developments

would undoubtedly result."20 The accuracy o\' his forecast would be

proved in just a lew \ears.

Frank W. DeWolf, assistant director of the survey, was named to

replace Bain. Like Bain, he had worked with the U.S. Geological

Survey before the Illinois agency was founded. The survey staff,

including the director and personnel from the U.S. Geological Sur-

vey assigned to the state for full-time service on the cooperative

mapping project, now included four geologists, three geographers,

four topographers, a ceramist, and a chemist, plus a number of as-

sistants, fieldworkers. and other supporting staff members. In addi-

tion, the survey continued to use the part-time services of various

consulting authorities, including faculty members from the Univer-

sity of Illinois, the University of Chicago. Northwestern University,

and Augustana College. 21

Dewolf made no significant changes in the programs of the sur-

vey, already firmly established by Bain during his four-year direc-

torship. Coal studies continued to be of greatest interest, and the

director personally supervised work in that field. Many of the sur-

vey s activities continued to be conducted through cooperative ar-

rangements with other agencies, most notably the U.S. Geological

Survey, the State Water Survey, and the Engineering Experiment Sta-

tion of the University of Illinois.

Another important agency w ith which the survey worked closely

was the Mine Rescue Station, established in Urbana in the spring of

1909 by the U.S. Geological Survey. In conjunction with the sta-

tion's opening, the university held a three-day "Fuel Conference"

designed, among other things, to enlist the aid of the mining com-

panies and related interests in obtaining legislative support for a uni-

versity program in mining engineering. :: Conference delegates ap-

proved a legislative-action committee, composed o\' three members
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each from the Illinois Coal Operators Association, the United Mine

Workers of America, and the Illinois Manufacturers Association,

and three mine inspectors.

The committee's work culminated in appropriations by the Gen-

eral Assembly in 191 1 for cooperative work in mining engineering

by the university, the State Geological Survey, and the Mine Rescue

Station (which was now operated by the newly established U.S. Bu-

reau of Mines). The legislature allotted $5,000 to the university and

$4,500 to the State Geological Survey for the first year of the proj-

ect, which the Bureau of Mines also agreed to support at the level of

$7,350 annually. 23

The value of Illinois mineral production continued to climb. By

191 1 , the state ranked second only to Pennsylvania in the total value

of mineral production, exclusive of pig iron. It was the nation's lead-

ing producer of fluorspar; second in silica production; fourth in

coke, clay products, and sand and gravel; fifth in cement; and sev-

enth in stone. In coal, the state ranked second in dollar value of coal

produced, and third in actual tonnage. The total value of Illinois

mineral products reached $123,068,867 in 1 9 1 2 .

-

4

The growth of both the coal and petroleum industries in the state

had been dramatic. From a total of only about twenty-five million

tons at the turn of the century, coal production climbed to more than

fifty-one million tons in 191 2. Illinois ranked behind only Pennsyl-

vania and West Virginia in total tonnage, and was second only to

Pennsylvania in dollar value of its coal. Illinois coal operators were

favored by the availability of large markets nearby, where lower

transportation costs gained them a higher profit.

Illinois coal production remained relatively stable in 191 1, when

the industry nationally was hard hit by a serious depression in the

iron and steel industry. Illinois coal was not used for coking, and

therefore largely unaffected by faltering steel production. Fifty-one

Illinois counties—half the counties in the state—had some commer-

cial coal production in 191 1. Sixteen of these produced more than

three million tons each. 25

The economy of many of these counties was dependent on the

coal industry. In Williamson County, the state's leading coal pro-

ducer with an output of more than seven million tons in 191 2, the

mines employed eighty-six hundred men. Sangamon, Macoupin, St.

Clair, and Saline counties all had more than five thousand miners.

Thirteen counties had annual coal production totaling more than
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s: million in value. Just as important was the fact that so main of

these mines were in the agriculturally poorer sections where coal

mining was the primar) economic activity.

Oil produetion in Illinois, actually dating back to the 1880s. en-

dued a sharp rise in [904 with the rediscovery of oil in Clark

County. Crude oil shipments from that tield began in June. 1905. by

railroad tank ear. and the Ohio Oil Company eonstrueted pipelines

from the distnet in the spring of 1906. By late 1907 pipeline ship-

ment had reaehed a monthly high of nearly three million barrels. 26

Refineries were built at Wood River and Robinson, and development

was partieularly active in 1907. That year more than five thousand

productive wells were drilled and the oil-produeing area was ex-

tended into Cumberland. Crawford, and Lawrence counties. In

1908, Illinois accounted for more than 1 8 percent of total U.S. crude

oil production. 2
"

Raymond S. Blatchley, the Indiana petroleum geologist upon

whom Bain had called for initial studies of the Illinois oil fields,

joined the staff of the Illinois State Geological Survey permanently

in 1908 and assumed primary responsibility for its petroleum stud-

ies. Blatchley wrote extensively about the Illinois oil fields, particu-

larly in the mining and engineering journals. His detailed study,

"The Oil Fields of Crawford and Lawrence Counties." was pub-

lished in 1 91 3 as Geological Survey Bulletin, No. 22, a 442-page

work.

Expansion of the Illinois oil production had been remarkably

rapid, Blatchley pointed out. While large fields in other states had

taken as long as thirty years to develop, Illinois had become the

nation's third-largest oil producer in a period of only two years. This

was accomplished despite the fact that the state's oil-producing area

in 191 1 consisted of a tract of only 250 square miles. 2K Blatchley

reported that almost twenty thousand wells had been drilled for oil

and gas in Illinois by this time, of which fewer than 16 percent had

proved barren. The successful wells had produced 157,905,084 bar-

rels of oil valued at S101 .666.473. From an economic point of view,

the Illinois fields had to be considered "among the greatest in the

world." Blatchley gave liberal credit to the oil producers:

The successful growth of the Illinois fields may be attributed

particularly to the quiet efficiency of experienced and capable

oil men. The Appalachian fields supplied the greatest influx of
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operators, and these, through many years of training, deter-

mined the trend of development. They soon established the lim-

its of the field and thus prevented useless explorations. . . .

. . . The Illinois fields are somewhat different from others

because of local conditions and the necessity of properly and

economically caring for enormous quantities of oil. The busi-

ness is divided into many branches, each of which, from the

first step of leasing to that of an established production, re-

quires careful and systematic attention. The Ohio Oil Company
(Standard) controls most of the production and under its man-

agement, there have sprung up various departments necessary

to cope with the rapidly increasing yield of oil. This has been

done remarkably well and as has been truthfully said, "there

never has been an oil field so well taken care of in so short a

time as that of Illinois." 29

After oil and coal, the third most valuable mineral product of Il-

linois in 191 2 was its clay, used in brick and tile. The latter ac-

counted for sales amounting to $15,210,990. Stone products

brought in a total of $3,841,504, an amount almost equally matched

by the sale of Illinois cement. Other products with sales of more

than $1 million included sand and gravel, and sulphuric acid from

zinc smelting. 30

The state had a virtual monopoly over the domestic production of

fluorspar, about 90 percent of the national total coming from mines

in Pope and Hardin counties near the Ohio River. In view of the

continuing decrease in the importation of foreign spar and the in-

crease in the quantity of domestic spar required by steel producers,

the fluorspar market seemed to be one of great promise. Production

in 1912 totaled 1 14,410 tons, valued at $756,653.

In the face of such statistics, Director DeWolf was not unrealistic

when he noted in his annual report for the year ending June 30.

191 3, 'The increasing development of the natural resources of Illi-

nois makes necessary a gradual broadening of the Survey's activi-

ties."
31 One area DeWolf particularly wanted to expand was that of

the survey's mining studies. He not only planned to step up the col-

lection and study of drill records from the mining companies but

also placed increased emphasis on mapping of the state's coal beds.

In the ongoing cooperative project with the University of Illinois

and the Mine Rescue Station, he now initiated a more ambitious
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systematic investigation thai drew more extensively on the services

of geologists, mining engineers, and chemists. This work, which

lasted for a decade, resulted in an inventory o\ state eoal resources,

studies of mining practices to effect greater safety and efficiency,

and the determination of those chemical and physical characteristics

of Illinois eoal which most affected its suitability tor fuel, coking,

and gas manufacture.

'

:

Like the Water Survey, the Geological Survey by 191s had be-

come a complex agency of state government. In a span often years,

it had grown into an important investigative body whose work was

of critical consequence to the mineral industries—especially oil and

coal—and therefore the economy of the state. It. too, now fell under

the scrutiny o\' the Efficiency and Economy Committee, whose re-

port was anxiously awaited by DeWolf and his staff.

Many of the challenges faced by the young Geological Survey

were similar to those met earlier by the Water Survey and by Stephen

Forbes in his agencies. Both the Geological Survey and the Water

Survey had found it difficult to get funding for field investigations.

The need finally had been met in the Water Survey through special,

earmarked funds. In the Geological Survey, Bain and DeWolf relied

principally on part-time investigators, often college faculty members

on summer vacation who pursued aspects of fieldwork related to

their individual studies. Forbes had been more successful, partly

because of his freedom to intermix staff members of the state ento-

mologist's office and the State Laboratory of Natural History and

assign them at his discretion.

Forbes made it a policy that all technically trained staff members

of both agencies under his direction should collect field specimens

as a regular part of their activities. Every effort was made to obtain

materials from all regions of the state, although that was not a simple

matter in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Railroads pro-

vided adequate transportation, but access by rail was limited. Side

trips away from the rail junctures had to be made by slower methods

of travel. Although Forbes encouraged high school science teachers

and others in all parts of the state to provide specimens from their

own communities, collecting efforts continued to center around a

few central points, notably Champaign-Urbana. Havana (site of the

biological field station on the Illinois River), and Carbondale. ,?

Not only was Carbondale a growing center of interest in science

because of the presence there of Southern Illinois Normal Univer-
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sity, but it also provided a focal point for activity in southern Illinois,

a markedly different region from the rest of the state in many re-

spects. Also, Carbondale was situated on the main line of the Illinois

Central Railroad, giving it direct connection with Champaign-Ur-

bana.

Entomologist Charles A. Hart, who had been placed in charge of

the State Laboratory collections in 1894, was named systematic en-

tomologist and curator of insect collections in 1903. Hart and his

assistants traveled to various towns by train, set up headquarters in

a local hotel or rooming house, and made series of short collecting

trips in the surrounding territory.

Herbert Ross, discussing the historical development of faunistic

surveys in Illinois, has held that such a system was more effective

than it might seem to modern biologists. The land was not so exten-

sively cultivated then, and "within a very short distance of almost

any town, tracts of virgin forest, prairie, marsh, or other undisturbed

habitats could be reached with little effort. . . . Because of the

abundance and accessibility of varied habitats, the early collections

were both large and diversified. The very nature of the substation

headquarters method encouraged the collection of all species of in-

sects in a given locality, rather than specialization of any one group.

Human labor was relatively cheap; hence, preparators and collectors

could be hired and trained at a nominal cost." 34

As a result of the systematic collecting practices instituted by

Forbes, Hart, and their staff, an extensive collection of natural his-

tory specimens from all parts of the state was built up over the years.

The insect collection, according to Ross, "became the finest which

had ever been assembled for any one state, and early in the twentieth

century the collections of fishes and certain other groups were

equally fine." 35 Enhanced through the years by continued fieldwork

as well as the acquisition of a number of notable private collections,

these holdings increased until today the number of insect specimens

alone surpasses two million.

Wildlife research had become an important part of the work of the

State Laboratory even before the turn of the century. Forbes himself

pioneered this work in his ornithological studies. His research on

the food of birds, published over a period of years, earned him re-

cognition as a respected authority. His early reports revealed the

need for special attention to the high mobility of birds and their food

preferences, and their ability to diversify their diets, as well as the
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importance to bird populations of a number of specific environmen-

tal factors like seasons and geographical location/" He believed that

the numbers and kinds of birds in particular Illinois habitats needed

to be known, and systematic censuses were carried out in 1906 and

afterward. These studies were pioneering works in the use of de-

tailed statistics for the study of bird populations.

Ever since 1876, and particularly since the opening of the bio-

logical field station at Havana, much of Forbes's personal interest

had been devoted to the study of the freshwater fishes of Illinois.

With the help of various assistants working at irregular intervals, he

finally concluded his Illinois ichthyological survey in 1903. The re-

sulting book. The Fishes ofIllinois, published by the state in 1908,

was a classic in the literature of natural history. Collaborating with

Forbes on the publication was Robert E. Richardson, an aquatic bi-

ologist who joined the State Laboratory staff in 1903 and, except for

a brief interruption, was to remain there for thirty years.

In preparing The Fishes of Illinois, Forbes and Richardson drew

upon a collection of more than two hundred thousand specimens

representing 150 species and collected from more than 450 loca-

tions.^ The largest section of the book included detailed keys for

use in identifying the various kinds of fish found in the state's wa-

ters. The book was extensively illustrated, with many of the more

important species shown in color. As a state publication on fresh-

water fishes, it remained a unique contribution to natural science for

four decades. '

Forbes had become increasingly concerned that the state's natural

history publications should be of practical use to as many people as

possible. He believed they should help the classroom science

teacher, especially: "While brief technical papers should undoubt-

edly be published from time to time as new results of merely scien-

tific value are obtained," he told the University of Illinois board of

trustees in September. 1901, "I intend that our principal bulletin

articles shall be prepared with the needs of the science teacher and

the advanced science student especially in mind."39 The State Labo-

ratory of Natural History, he said, faced a "considerable demand"

for practical publications, "college professors especially seeking for

them eagerly as a means to a knowledge of the zoology and botany

of their immediate neighborhoods."

The importance Forbes attached to the various publications of his

agencies is revealed in a report to Edmund James, president of the
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university, in December, 1906. "I am impatient to enter energetically

upon the preparation of the next volume of the series of biological

reports," he wrote, "which I propose shall be devoted to the eco-

nomic entomology of the State. A very great amount of material has

been made ready for this latter report, which I hope to make a com-

prehensive and amply illustrated treatise on the whole subject of

Illinois insects in relation to all phases of human welfare." 4"

Forbes's 1907 annual report showed the extent of activity in the

two natural history agencies. In addition to ornithological studies

and preparation of various publications on the fishes of the state and

the Illinois River plankton, a systematic study of Illinois mammals
was also under way. Collections of the insects of greatest economic

importance were being prepared for distribution to the public

schools. Also, a list of the Orthoptera (the insect order including

crickets, grasshoppers, etc.) of the state was nearing completion. In

the coming year, Forbes planned to begin extensive forestry survey

work "in the hill-lands of southern Illinois."
41

But the pressing administrative load was an ever-increasing prob-

lem. At the end of 1904, Forbes had decided he could no longer

continue to carry the full burden of duties as dean of the University

of Illinois college of science, director of the State Laboratory of

Natural History, and state entomologist. In a letter to President

James, he asked for clarification of his position with a view toward

simplification and reduction of his responsibilities. When the trust-

ees met in January, Forbes was allowed to step down as dean, effec-

tive at the end of June, I905. 4: President James was directed to dis-

cuss somewhat further with Forbes the latter's position relative to

the university. Meeting in June, the trustees accepted the president's

recommendation that Forbes be continued at his $3,750 annual

salary, with one-quarter of his time devoted to the university and

three-quarters to his duties as state entomologist and director of the

State Laboratory. 43 He also continued as chairman of the zoology

department of the university.

Although the State Laboratory of Natural History and the state

entomologist's office still continued to be funded separately, Forbes

no longer made any distinction between them so far as their activi-

ties were concerned. Many of these, he told the university trustees,

were so intertwined "that it is difficult to give a separate account of

them." 44 Yet he was fully aware of the differences in administrative

authority applicable to them, as provided by the state statutes. In
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8, when the trustees postponed disbursement of a $5,000 appro-

priation to the state entomologist, Forbes complained that the) were

going beyond their authority. His position was upheld by the state

attorne) general. William H. Stead. Stead, in a letter to William L.

Pillsbury, secretar) of the hoard of trustees, said the duties and re-

sponsibilities o\ the state entomologist were clearly defined by law

and the trustees had no authority to supervise the operations of that

office

On January 15, 1909. President James presented to the board

Forbes\ resignation as professor of /.oology and zoology department

chairman—a position he had held for nearly twenty-five years. His

duties as state entomologist and direetor of the State Laboratory of

Natural History. Forbes said, simply had become too demanding for

him to continue in his academic post. The board responded with a

resolution, offered by Francis G. Blair, state superintendent of pub-

lic instruction and an ex officio trustee. It stated succinctly just what

Forbes"s presence had meant to the university and the state: "In ac-

cepting the resignation of Dr. S. A. Forbes as professor of Zoology

in the University of Illinois, the Board of Trustees desire to record

their high appreciation of the great services he has rendered to the

cause of science and the material welfare of the State during his

more than a quarter of a century of connection w ith this University.

His devotion to truth, his patience in research and his success in

applying the results of his investigations to the economic needs and

conditions of the State have done much towards giving the Univer-

sity a name and standing amongst the universities of the world.

"

4h

There is no indication that Forbes was any less interested in the

scientific work going on in the university than he had been in the

past. The work of the two state agencies for which he was respon-

sible was simply growing more complex, and his administrative du-

ties with them more demanding. Activities of his staff were scrut-

nized closely by Forbes; as these grew more extensive, the demands

on his time increased. During this period he took considerable re-

sponsibility for the careful editing of all papers issued by the agen-

cies. He was meticulous about detail, and not easily satisfied.
4
"

His release from the administrative duties of a dean and. subse-

quently, those of an academic department chairman allowed Forbes

to devote more time to the forestry survey in southern Illinois. This

undertaking was strongly supported by the Illinois Horticultural So-

ciety and other state organizations. 4 * For the next two years, this
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study was the most important project of the State Laboratory of

Natural History. An article in a State Laboratory Bulletin in 191

1

described forest conditions in Illinois and recommended adoption of

an adequate state fire protection system, inauguration of a campaign

to educate landowners in scientific and practical forest management,

and further investigation of problems involved in development and

expansion of farm woodlots. 49 In brief, the forestry study had shown

that in only a few instances were the surviving forest lands being

properly handled.

Among other areas of study that were given high priority by

Forbes and his staff during this period before 191 5, aquatic biology

was the most noteworthy. Robert Richardson, collaborator with

Forbes on The Fishes of Illinois, conducted an extensive series of

studies on the bottom fauna of the Illinois River. Richardson was

especially interested in the increasing amount of pollution in the

river and its effects on aquatic life. As the level of organic wastes

from Chicago increased, Richardson discovered, organisms living

on the river bottom were reduced by millions of pounds, accom-

panied by similar losses in the number of fish supported by the

river. 50

But the administrative work necessary to manage two separate

agencies with such broad responsibilities as those of the state ento-

mologist's office and the State Laboratory of Natural History grew

more and more burdensome. Given his dual administrative role and

his confusing relationship with the University of Illinois, Forbes had

good reason to await with some sense of anticipation the report of

the Efficiency and Economy Committee, cited earlier. As expected,

when the committee issued its report in 19 15, it recommended an

extensive reorganization of state-supported scientific activities in Il-

linois, including that of the two agencies headed by Forbes. The

Efficiency and Economy Committee's recommendations and the

subsequent modifications in the structure of Illinois government are

the subject of the following chapter.
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Seeking a Scientific Branch of Government

The New Board ofNatural Resources and

Conservation. 1915-1925

Elmer E. Brown, chancellor of New York University and former

U.S. commissioner o\' education, wrote in Science in 19 14 that "a

scientific branch of government, complete in itself, with its own

traditions and its own methods, is as essential to the health of the

modern nation as is a judicial branch, complete and sufficient to

itself, and with its own judicial forms and procedure." 1 He called for

reorganization of the various scientific investigative agencies of the

federal government as part of a national university—an idea pro-

posed more than a century earlier by George Washington and es-

poused by John Quincy Adams and others in later years—where

such units would be separate from other administrative agencies.

Only through some such "unitary organization," Brown believed,

would the agencies have behind them "the whole force of estab-

lished scientific methods, standards, and processes, of scientific at-

mosphere and the ethics of science" that would enable them to meet

their responsibilities effectively.

Chancellor Brown's article appeared at a time when state govern-

ment in Illinois was undergoing thorough study by the Efficiency

and Economy Committee, created by the General Assembly the pre-

vious year. Among many apprehensions voiced by the committee in

its 191 5 report was one that paralleled his: the fact that there was no

clear line of distinction between the scientific, investigational, and

research functions of government and those which were strictly of a

police or administrative nature. 2

In Illinois, the committee noted, the state government maintained

a number of scientific bureaus, including agricultural and engineer-

ing experiment stations, the State Laboratory of Natural History, the

state entomologist, the State Water Survey, the State Geological Sur-

vey, and the State Museum of Natural History. All were engaged

primarily in investigative and educational work with reference to the

natural resources of the state. All were closely related to the Univer-

sity of Illinois, and at the same time to other agencies of state gov-

ernment and to the public. Yet they operated under several different
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forms of administrative organization, "and no definite policy has

been established as to the status of these services, and their relations

with each other and with other State agencies." 3

The reason for the muddled organizational structure of the various

scientific agencies was clear. Except for the agricultural and engi-

neering experiment stations, which had been established by the Uni-

versity of Illinois as part of its research program, they had emerged

at different times, under different laws, and to meet different kinds

of state responsibilities—from economic development to public

health needs. In authorizing them, the Illinois General Assembly

had provided different methods of management and support.

Responsibilities of the respective agencies had continued to ex-

pand in divergent directions, the Efficiency and Economy Commit-

tee said in its report. And the relationship between them and the

University of Illinois—although "it appears to have developed be-

cause of the mutual cooperation thus made possible"—raised fun-

damental questions. The committee believed that "the diversity in

the organization of the scientific bureaus and their official relations

to the university shows the absence of any clearly defined policy;

and a better coordination should make possible more active coopera-

tion and more effective results." 4

But the committee's greatest concern appeared to be the lack of a

coherent administrative system. The Water Survey and the Labora-

tory of Natural History were administered by the Board of Trustees

of the University of Illinois but received separate appropriations.

The Geological Survey was administered by an independent com-

mission and received separate appropriations, while the state ento-

mologist was subject to direct appointment and removal by the gov-

ernor. Further, although both the Geological Survey and the state

entomologist were located at the University of Illinois and closely

related to it through personal and practical relations, neither had any

official relationship to it.

"There seems to be room for improvement in the administrative

organization of the State scientific services, by placing them under

the same general supervision," the report concluded. This could be

accomplished either by placing them all under control of the Board

of Trustees of the University of Illinois or by creating a separate

governing commission. Its recommendation was "that the State

Geological Survey, the State Water Survey, the State Natural History
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Survey, the scientific work of the State Entomologist and the Natural

History Museum, be placed under the general supervision of a Com-

mission on Natural Resources, to consist of the Governor, the Presi-

dent of the University of Illinois and three unpaid members to be

appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Sen-

ate.'"

Although it documented the need for the restructuring of state

go\ ernment in great detail, the Efficiency and Economy Commit-

tee's recommendations were not adopted. But Frank O. Lowden,

Republican candidate for governor, campaigned in 1 916 on the issue

o\ state government reorganization. Lowden was elected with a

comfortable Republican majority in the legislature. He promptly

won approval o\' a new Civil Administrative Code that plainly drew

on the Efficiency and Economy Committee's work. And although

the governor himself was not entirely pleased with it, the "Lowden

Code" became a model for governmental reform in the American

states.
6

It took effect in 1 9 1
7.

The code provided for nine executive departments, in addition to

various state elective offices. One of the new units was the Depart-

ment of Registration and Education. It had administrative responsi-

bility for the Geological Survey and Water Survey, in addition to a

"new" State Natural History Survey (formed by combining the State

Laboratory of Natural History and the research activities of the state

entomologist's office). Other units falling under Registration and

Education were the state "normal" universities and teachers col-

leges, the boards of livestock commissioners, and various other state

boards of examiners for the licensing of trades and professions rang-

ing from horseshoeing to optometry. 7

Within the department, a Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation was created to administer the scientific surveys. It was com-

posed of the director of the Department of Registration and Educa-

tion as ex officio chairman, the president of the University of Illinois

or his representative, and one appointed member from each of the

five fields of biology, geology, engineering, chemistry, and forestry

"qualified by ten years' experience in practicing or teaching their

several professions."' Members would not be paid.

The seven-member board— it was later expanded to eight with

inclusion of the president of Southern Illinois University or his rep-

resentative—was charged with responsibility to
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1

.

Consider and decide all matters pertaining to natural his-

tory, geology, water and water resources, forestry and allied

research, investigational and scientific work;

2. Select and appoint, without reference to the State Civil

Service law, members of the scientific staff, prosecuting such

research, investigational and scientific work;

3. Cooperate with the University of Illinois in the use of

scientific staff and equipment;

4. Cooperate with the various departments in research, in-

vestigational and scientific work useful in the prosecution of

the work of any department. 9

The new administrative code legally abolished the previously exist-

ing administrative entities to which the Department of Registration

and Education was successor by repealing the respective enacting

legislation. This left the department free to reorganize the surveys

and other agencies under its direction along lines consistent with its

clearly defined responsibilities.

Governor Lowden appointed to the Board of Natural Resources

and Conservation a group of men who were among the most highly

respected members of the Illinois scientific community. In addition

to Professor Thomas C. Chamberlin of the University of Chicago,

whose contributions to Illinois geology and the State Geological

Survey were described earlier, they included John W. Alvord, a

prominent Chicago consulting engineer; John M. Coulter, a Univer-

sity of Chicago botanist; and William A. Noyes, professor of chem-

istry, and William Trelease, professor of botany, at the University of

Illinois. To this group was added David Kinley, economist and dean

of the graduate school (and later president) of the University of Illi-

nois, who represented the president of the institution.

This initial board was composed of members whose individual

credentials were impressive; collectively, they formed an imposing

interdisciplinary body consisting of or having access to the best sci-

entific and engineering opinion. 10 Alvord, who specialized in hy-

draulic and sanitary engineering, was well known as a designer of

the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. He served as con-

sulting engineer to a number of municipalities and later became a

member of the Cook County Board of Health. Professor Coulter,

later to serve as president of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, was a nationally recognized authority on
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plant breeding and genetics. Appointed to the board as forestry rep-

resentative, he was a former president of Indiana University who

had been head of the University of Chicago's botany department

since 1896. Professor Trelease was nationally known as a botanist

and entomologist, particularly for his work in plant pollination and

parasitic fungi. He had studied insects harmful to the cotton plant as

an agent of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and served as direc-

tor of the Missouri Botanical Gardens in St. Louis for more than two

decades before joining the University of Illinois faculty as head of

the botany department in 19 13. Among his colleagues there was

Professor Noyes, who had served as chief chemist for the National

Bureau of Standards before coming to the university in 1907 as di-

rector of the chemistry laboratory. Noyes was editor of the important

Journal ofthe American Chemical Society at the time of his appoint-

ment to the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation and also

the author of a number of chemistry textbooks."

Francis W. Shepardson. named by Governor Lowden as first di-

rector of the Department of Registration and Education, assured

members of the board at their first meeting in 1917 that they had

maximum freedom to develop the agencies under their control, lim-

ited only by statutory authority. These agencies, Director Shepard-

son might have pointed out, now had a collective record of services

going well back into the previous century. But their development in

the period 1900-1915 had been particularly dynamic. This was in

keeping with their traditional close relationship to the general eco-

nomic and industrial expansion of the state. Discovery and devel-

opment of natural resources had been an important part of this ex-

pansion, at times leading the way and at other times—as, for

example, in the case of growing public health needs—responding to

particular problems. By 191 5, the continued expansion of the two

natural history agencies, the establishment of the State Water Sur-

vey, and the reorganization of the Geological Survey served as a

reflection of Illinois's position among the richest and most populous

states.

The scientific agencies had developed a close continuing relation-

ship with the industrial and business community. Various economic

interests in the state had enjoyed generous benefits resulting from

their work. Modest amounts of money invested in research in agri-

culture and coal and oil had led to remarkable increases in economic

productivity. At the same time, the agencies had been called upon
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with increasing frequency to serve the needs of other state and mu-

nicipal offices.

Another important development that could be seen clearly by

19 1
5 was the increasing cooperation between the scientific agencies

and other private, state, and federal units involving cost-sharing, so

that the state's investment went further. This was paralleled by a

similar trailblazing involvement in cross- and interdisciplinary re-

search that avoided the traditionally narrow and orthodox disciplin-

ary research of academic and other more conventional scientific au-

thorities.

And, finally, state-supported science in Illinois had been greatly

strengthened by the continuing emergence of scientist-statesman-ad-

ministrators. The traditions established by Stephen Forbes continued

to flourish. These men understood that "fieldwork" at all levels was

an essential foundation for successful administrative leadership.

And while the careful scrutiny by state government through oversee-

ing bodies such as the university board of trustees undoubtedly was

an occasional source of frustration, they had effectively used the

reports mandated by this system to educate key public officials and

other administrators about the activities of their agencies and the

role that science can play in the general health and prosperity of the

state.

But in view of the complete reorganization provided for by the

new administrative code, Director Shepardson pointed out to the

new board at that first 19 17 meeting, "it is evident that this Board in

its deliberations and recommendations is not restricted in the slight-

est degree by any of this history or traditions of the formerly existing

surveys, except so far as courtesy to respected division heads may

suggest, but, within the limits of the powers expressed it may make

freely its decisions and recommendations." 12 He said a primary ob-

jective of the new code was better coordination of the various activ-

ities of the state. Although the code contained "apparent duplica-

tions," he added, on closer examination these "seem to approach the

same general problem from different points of view rather than du-

plications of authority."

Actually, the "apparent duplications" were more serious than She-

pardson's statement indicated. For example, he cited provisions of

the code relating to the Department of Public Health that were con-

cerned with such things as the purity of water and chemical, bacte-

riological, and biological laboratories for the examination of water
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and sewage. In relation to the Department of Public Works and

Buildings. Shepardson pointed out references to duties in conserva-

tion, use. and development of water resources. And he noted that

the Department of Agriculture had now been given authority to as-

sume some of the previous powers and duties of the state entomol-

ogist. Shepardson was confident that these apparent areas of conflict

would be resolved through administrative cooperation. The direc-

tor's optimism notwithstanding, however, some were to lead to quite

serious disagreements in time.

Director Shepardson also noted that the new code provided that

the activities of the scientific agencies now under the Department of

Registration and Education should continue to be administered at the

University of Illinois.
15

In the past, the line between the work of the

agencies and that of various departments of the university had not

been clearly drawn. While there was no question that this "pleasing

scientific comradeship" should be continued, he said, the matter had

been called to his attention by the Department of Finance and "is not

a business method of procedure." 14

Upon taking office on July I. 19 17, Shepardson had directed the

scientific surveys to continue their activities along established lines

until such time as the new Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation could assume a greater role in their direction. Both the Geo-

logical Survey and the Water Survey were functioning under acting

directors. DeWolf and Bartow having been pressed into wartime

service. DeWolf had been granted a leave of absence to work with

the U.S. Bureau of Mines in Washington. Bartow was also on leave

and serving as a major in the U.S. Army in Europe, assigned to the

sanitation corps.

T. E. Savage and George C. Habermeyer had been designated as

acting heads of the Geological Survey and Water Survey, respec-

tively. Meanwhile, Shepardson had requested that each of the

agency heads accept the title "chief* to avoid confusion with the

"directors" of the code departments, and that for administrative pur-

poses they consider their respective agencies "divisions" of the De-

partment of Registration and Education. 15

By this time the impact of World War I was having a serious effect

on the programs of the surveys. In Bartow's absence, engineering

work in the Water Survey had been reduced to a minimum. Eighty

percent of the state's 410 municipalities with populations of a thou-

sand or more now had public water supplies, although only 46 of
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these received any kind of water treatment. Yet in spite of the clear

need, only ninety-six engineering studies were carried out by the

Water Survey in 1916. But the number of water samples analyzed in

the laboratory had continued to increase.

Acting Chief Habermeyer's annual report for the Water Survey for

1 9 16 reflected a growing interest at the survey in more sophisticated

"scientific and special studies." An example was a pioneering study

of the radioactivity of Illinois waters conducted by Clarence Scholl,

a University of Illinois doctoral student in chemistry. Scholl, who
based his Ph.D. dissertation on the investigation, used an electro-

scope to analyze spring waters showing unusual radioactivity. He
found the radioactive level of waters in the Ozark uplift in southern

Illinois to be the highest in the state and reported further that the

level of radioactivity bore no apparent relation to the mineral con-

tent. In no case was uranium or thorium found, and Scholl attributed

the radioactivity to radium emanation. 16 In later years, the study of

radioactivity in Illinois waters would become a significant Water

Survey activity.

In the Natural History Survey, meanwhile, Stephen A. Forbes

continued to direct efforts toward the "solution of specific problems

in the biology of the State" and publication of "the results of this

problem work" in articles and bulletins. 17 This was the way the

Natural History Survey and its forerunners had operated for many

years, he told members of the Board of Natural Resources and Con-

servation. As Forbes saw it, most of the existing state natural history

surveys in the nation could be categorized as one of three principal

types. The first used the traditional "survey" approach, merely cata-

loging the plants and animals in their domain. The second, which

Forbes cited as a more recent type, went somewhat further. It di-

vided subjects into separate problems and sought to work them out

"one by one by intensive and often very elaborate methods, with a

view to arriving, by exhaustive investigations, at the causes and in-

ter-relations of phenomena." 18 The third and newest approach was

that of the "ecological survey." This approach, as yet mostly on pa-

per, he described as one which "deals primarily with the local group-

ing of plant and animal species in associations or societies due to

varieties of reaction of the several species to the different features of

their environment." The well-rounded state natural history survey.

Forbes contended, should not go to the extreme in either of these

three directions. Rather, it should fuse them into a comprehensive
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plan of operation. He believed this had been the concept by which

the Illinois Natural History Survey's predecessor organizations op-

erated from almost the beginning.'
1'

Wartime conditions also affected the work of the Natural History

Survey, leading Forbes to curtail the undertaking of any extensive

new studies except those of immediate economic interest. Instead,

the survey staff turned its attention to the preparation of manuscripts

for publication and to plans for a new comprehensive forestry survey

of the state. In its entomological work, emphasis was placed on the

study of insects posing the greatest threat to Illinois agriculture, cou-

pled with extension work in economic entomology designed to bring

the survey's talents to bear on local emergencies. 20

In the Geological Survey, too, wartime shortages had a direct im-

pact on the direction of the agency's work. The coal investigations

had been continued, along with the search for new oil- and gas-

producing areas. A serious shortage of materials suitable for use in

making optical instruments led to a concentrated investigation of

southern Illinois fluorspar. This Illinois mineral was found to be use-

ful, members of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation

were advised, "and the attention of the operators has been called to

this use for the high grade fluorspar material." 21

During the war, in its effort to develop new and expanded markets

for Illinois mineral products, the Geological Survey seriously con-

sidered the prospects for converting coal to gas. But a thorough

study was forestalled because of the lack of trained personnel. In

June. 1918. W. A. Dunkley, a U.S. Bureau of Standards scientist,

was hired by the survey to direct concerted coal-to-gas conversion

studies in cooperation with the University of Illinois and the U.S.

Bureau of Mines. Although related investigations were already

going on. notably in private industry, research conducted by the

Geological Survey in the coming years would provide some of the

pioneer developments in this field.

One of the survey's most consistent activities, the topographic

mapping carried out in cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey,

also was interrupted during the war. But at war's end, this work was

promptly resumed. Illinois had a new and especially pressing need

for topographic surveying because of plans for the construction of

an extensive network of new highways. In 1918, the citizens of the

state passed a $60 million bond issue to support the construction of

"hard roads" in the state, "an act which was to accomplish much in
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getting Illinois out of the mud." 22
Initially, the Geological Survey

responded with a plan for locating sand and gravel deposits to supply

road construction materials.

But once the cooperative topographical mapping work had been

resumed, an effort was launched immediately to direct this program

more specifically to the needs of the state. DeWolf, recently returned

from Washington, told the Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation at its meeting in April, 19 19, "I have invited the Chief High-

way Engineer to indicate parts of the state in which he especially

desires topographic surveys, and will as far as possible try to serve

both the geological and the highway interests in the selection of

further areas for survey during the coming year." 23 The investigation

of sources for construction materials was well under way, he added.

Bartow, like DeWolf, returned to Champaign-Urbana in 1919 and

resumed his civilian duties. He had visited a number of sewage treat-

ment plants in Europe during his wartime tour of duty. He had be-

come particularly interested in the new activated sludge process of

sewage disposal, which the Water Survey had already investigated

on a small scale. Bartow now decided to intensify research on this

promising process. The Sanitary District of Chicago was installing

an activated sludge unit in Maywood, and planned a second treat-

ment plant at the Stockyards. Decatur also had announced plans for

a sewage purification plant, which Bartow hoped would improve the

condition of the Sangamon River, "one of the most polluted streams

in the State." 24 Bartow wanted to establish an experimental treatment

plant for the Water Survey. In the meantime, he arranged for a co-

operative study of the activated sludge process to be carried out by

survey personnel at Milwaukee's experimental treatment plant.

The activities of the Water Survey continued to show a broadening

diversification of interests involving both the quality and the quan-

tity of water available to the people of Illinois. In addition to the

continuous routine of laboratory analyses, the survey carried out

field investigations and a variety of scientific and engineering studies

according to the capabilities of its staff. In the last half of 1919,

stream pollution studies were launched at Carbondale, Rochelle,

Hoopeston, and Lake DePue. Chemical and biological surveys of

the Kaskaskia and Embarrass rivers were undertaken, and the San-

gamon River study continued. One operation which was of particu-

lar interest to municipal water plant operators was the survey's con-
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tinuing investigation of the corrosion o\ metal by water its effect

on service pipes, water meters, valves, and the like.

By the end of [920, it seemed clear that reorganization of the

scientific agencies under the "Lowden Code" had actually worked

relatively little change in the operation of the three state surveys.

Because o\ the war. DeWolf and Bartow had been absent for most

oi~ the period since the new administrative organization went into

effect, and the work o\ all three agencies had been drastically re-

duced.

Certainly, it was clear that the existing cooperative spirit among

the surveys and the University of Illinois hardly had been affected.

What Director Shepardson had referred to as that "pleasing scientific

comradeship'" was apparent in such cooperative undertakings as the

Geological Survey's coal-to-gas studies. And Stephen Forbes made

it clear that so far as the Natural History Survey was concerned, the

cooperative nature of his programs had in no way been diminished

by the reorganization. 2
'

The new direction of the Water Survey's efforts, toward a broader

investigation of sewage treatment, offered obvious potential for in-

creased cooperation between that agency and the Natural History

Survey. The Natural History Survey's continuing biological study of

the Illinois River, with special reference to the effects of pollution

on its plant and animal life, was its principal project. Forbes was

convinced that through this particular study his agency was provid-

ing important information "of a kind nowhere else available to those

representing the public interest." 2 ' 1

Like the Water Survey, the Natural History Survey was engaged

in an increasingly broad array of activities. Besides the Illinois River

study, these included the state forestry survey; vivarium experiments

on the effects of weather conditions on the chinch bug. codling

moth, and hessian fly: a search for effective methods of protecting

crops against chinch bug. army worm, and grasshopper infestation;

economic entomological research in cooperation with the county

Farm Bureau organizations and the agricultural extension depart-

ment of the University of Illinois; and continued work on the sur-

vey's insect collections. In 1922, through the work of F. L. Stevens.

a University of Illinois plant pathologist, the forestry studies were

expanded to include an extensive survey of plant diseases affecting

Illinois forests.
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The Natural History Survey now had a number of projects that

had been going on for several decades. Not only was it the oldest of

the three scientific surveys that were now grouped together under

the administration of the Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation, but it also had enjoyed the strongest leadership. Highly re-

garded as both scientist and administrator, Stephen Forbes had been

director of the Natural History Survey and its forerunners for nearly

five decades. The continuity of leadership was evident in the effec-

tiveness of the survey's work. This was an element still lacking in

the direction of the Geological and Water surveys.

It is probable that neither DeVVolf nor Bartow—their interests con-

siderably broadened by their absence on wartime service—returned

to his position as survey chief with the expectation of remaining.

Bartow, who had recently been appointed a member of the National

Research Council's committee on sewage disposal, resigned his post

with the Water Survey in 1920 to take a position at the University of

Iowa. DeWolf remained but a short time longer, going to private

industry as a petroleum geologist (although in later years he would

return to the University of Illinois as head of the geology depart-

ment).

Their successors, Arthur M. Buswell as chief of the Water Survey

and Morris M. Leighton as Geological Survey chief, would prove to

have far more effect on the long-term direction of these two agencies

than had either Bartow or DeWolf. Buswell and Leighton would

finally bring to the other two surveys the administrative continuity

Stephen Forbes had provided in the Natural History Survey, direct-

ing the activities of their respective agencies until the mid-1950s.

Arthur Buswell was a Wisconsin native with a Ph.D. degree

from Columbia University. He taught chemistry at Columbia from

191 3 until he assumed the post of State Water Survey chief in 1920.

He appeared to appreciate fully the value of the Illinois agency's

sewage treatment studies and the chemical-biological survey of the

state's streams, which he immediately sought to expand and

strengthen. An important factor in the Water Survey's future efforts,

the experimental sewage treatment plant and testing station previ-

ously planned by Bartow had been approved and by mid- 1920 was

under construction.

But Buswell believed that some important changes in direction

were needed. Most important, the survey's investigations relating to

the quantity of water available in Illinois should be expanded. Tak-
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ing a long-range view, the new chief outlined a program by means

of which the survey would measure and record the water-producing

capabilities of wells in various parts of the state and gauge the vol-

ume of water in streams and rivers. Records would be kept on water

levels, rainfall over specific watersheds, volume of water pumped at

various sites, and the overflow of selected reservoirs. "This data will

be of little value until many years' observations have been made,"

Buswell realized, "but with proper cooperation it will be possible to

secure data at small cost after the first year or two." 27 By 1922 the

engineering staff of the Water Survey had been detailed exclusively

to the study of water resources, including an inventory of municipal

groundwater supplies. New industries setting up, or expanding into,

Illinois were particularly in need of this important information.

Buswell also sought to gain tighter control over the work of Uni-

versity of Illinois graduate students in chemistry who were working

part-time for the water Survey. It had become apparent, he told

members of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, that

there was a need for a more definite "understanding" with university

authorities as to how much time part-time chemists should spend in

work for the survey and how much in their graduate studies at the

university. 28 At the same time, he sought through better organization

of the survey's research work to eliminate energy wasted on "too

large a variety of small problems."

Previous and ongoing cooperative arrangements the Water Survey

had with the university and with other state agencies were fully re-

spected, however. The new experimental sewage treatment plant

was to be operated in cooperation with the university's departments

of municipal and sanitary engineering and farm mechanics, for

which the university would pay a major portion of the operating

expenses. In its water supply studies, the Water Survey expected to

work in conjunction with the waterways division of the State De-

partment of Public Works and Buildings, as well as with the State

Geological Survey. Also, the Water Survey's special investigations

included a study of the corrosion of oil well casings carried on in

conjunction with both the State Geological Survey and the U.S.

Geological Survey; and it was cooperating with the Natural History

Survey in the latter's comprehensive study of the Illinois River.

Buswell believed that the Water Survey was in a position to offer

greater service to the citizens of Illinois if they took fuller advantage

of the information it had to offer. There were, he suggested, "several
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lines along which savings equal to many times the division's annual

budget could be made if the information in its files were applied in

actual practice." 29 He cited as an example the data the survey had

gathered on hardness of water in certain regions of the state and the

resulting production rate of boiler scale.

Although its investigations of the quantity of water in Illinois

were now receiving greater emphasis, the Water Survey also contin-

ued to stress its vital interest in the quality of public water supplies.

In June, 1923, at the request of Stephen Forbes, the Water Survey

took over the old Illinois River study begun by the Natural History

Survey almost three decades earlier. Forbes felt that the project had

evolved into one almost exclusively concerned with sanitary condi-

tions and therefore was more appropriate to the Water Survey. Also,

the Chicago Sanitary District planned to install extensive sewage

treatment works within the next few years and Buswell was anxious

to monitor the change this action would bring to pollution levels in

the river.
30 The Natural History Survey's floating laboratory was

turned over to the Water Survey and later was placed on a permanent

concrete pier at Peoria.

Municipal sewage treatment plants also were getting a close look

from Water Survey personnel. For purposes of systematic study, mu-

nicipalities of the state were classified according to the type of pre-

liminary treatment their sewage received. Included were 143 cities

and towns with sewerage systems discharging directly into streams

without any kind of treatment. More than 70 percent of the people

in the state now lived in homes connected to some type of sewerage

system. 31
Still, more than 46 percent (some three million) were not

served by any sewerage system at all or one which dumped raw

sewage directly into rivers and streams.

The magnitude of this problem notwithstanding, Buswell tended

to feel that the vitality of the Water Survey lay in the variety of

services it was able to perform, not merely the important sanitation

studies. One of these, he pointed out, was permanently visible on

the campus of the University of Illinois. When construction was

commenced on Memorial Stadium, the university's new football sta-

dium, George Habermeyer, the survey's chief engineer, was asked

to design a filter to remove the iron from water used in wetting down

the concrete after it set. Tests showed vividly the discoloration

which resulted from the use of unfiltered water. "Considering the

magnitude of the stadium project, this is probably the most valuable
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service to the state during the past six months.'" the survey chief

suggested, not entirely tongue in cheek. 32

By mid-1924, Buswell was able to report to the Board of Natural

Resources and Conservation that some progress was being made in

preparing the surve) 's accumulated data on groundwater supplies tor

publication. The survej had on tile a vast amount of information

concerning these resources. But it was scattered through a disar-

med collection ot reports, memoranda, and abstracts made over the

past quarter-century by various persons. The chief estimated that it

would cost the state more than $200,000 to duplicate the data the

Water Survey now had on hand.'"' Meanwhile, the collection of new

data continued at an accelerated pace.

While Buswell was bringing new emphases to Water Survey activ-

ities. Morris M. Leighton was similarly effecting changes in the

operations o\' the State Geological Survey. Leighton assumed the

post o( survey chief after serving four years under DeWolf as part-

time geologist in charge of Pleistocene studies while also a faculty

member at the University of Illinois. He was a native of Iowa and a

University o\ Iowa graduate with a doctorate from the University of

Chicago. Leighton. in assuming the survey leadership, noted his

admiration for the administrative and scientific policies of DeWolf.

and announced that he saw no need for "decided departures" in

either the organization or the policies of the agency.- 4 But within six

months he had outlined some significant changes in direction.

First, there would be greater emphasis on publication. In earlier

years, the new chief explained, survey staff members had been too

busy with vital data collection to prepare adequate material for pub-

lication. He promised that key staff members would now be given

more time for preparation of manuscripts. Publication of the survey's

"fundamental studies.** Chief Leighton said, "have a most important

bearing upon the accurate handling of our practical problems and

incidentally will further promote the scientific standing of the Illi-

nois Geological Survey in the geological profession."""

In addition. Leighton felt that a new approach to the survey's oil

research was necessary. The new effort, he explained, "is to ascer-

tain the chemical character of the groundwaters of our various geo-

logic horizons, with a view to determining what waters betray an

association with oil and what waters do not. This line of attack has

been of much help in the California fields, and is now being under-

taken in the southern fields. Renewed activity is beginning in the
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Illinois field and the time seems opportune for initiating these stud-

ies."
36 The necessary chemical studies, he added, could be made in

conjunction with the Water Survey, "which has generously offered

to cooperate."

The new chief also revised the method of reporting on coal re-

sources. Instead of the separate district coal reports for various parts

of the state, which the survey had issued in the past, it would now

combine these into a general coal report for the whole state and

include information on the chemical makeup of the various coals,

mining conditions, and any other factors affecting the coal mining

industry in Illinois. This last item illustrated the final new direction

initiated by Leighton at this early point in his tenure: a strengthened

interdisciplinary approach to the Geological Survey's work.

It had been customary, Leighton noted, to confine survey reports

to the field of geology. But he believed that, because of this, impor-

tant information relative to the practical recovery of mineral mate-

rials in the state had been eliminated. In many instances various

economic factors in addition to the geological data were of impor-

tance to the mining industry and others with mining interests. A
number of these factors fell within the field of economic geography,

and Leighton believed that greater attention must be paid to geo-

graphical studies and their inclusion in survey reports. For example,

he suggested that the state coal report as he viewed it might well

contain a chapter devoted to competitive factors, quality of coal,

transportation available, power resources accessible to prospective

mining operations, and other such considerations. 37 Clearly, this

broader approach would enhance the cooperative nature of the Geo-

logical Survey's relationships with other agencies, particularly the

Water Survey and the University of Illinois.

In October, 1925, Chief Leighton reported that the Geological

Survey deserved full credit for "the largest discovery of oil produc-

tion which has been made in Illinois for some years."38 Two survey

geologists, D. M. Collingwood and Gail F. Moulton, had singled

out a region north of Allendale in southeastern Illinois as one with

exceptional potential for oil production. After an initial test failed to

produce oil, two successful drillings followed. By mid-October, ten

wells were producing oil, the best "coming in" at eight hundred

barrels a day.

"The operators know the importance which geology has played in

the new development and show eagerness in securing geologic ad-
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vice and in endeavoring to work out geologic theory/' Leighton re-

ported. 'It seems likeh that a fail valuation of the prospective pro-

ducing territory, which was discovered through drilling on the

Survey's recommendations, would be about three million dollars,

and it is entirely probable that the volume of production in the new

area will more than offset the usual annual decline which we have

had for a number o\~ years and make the total production for 1926 in

excess of that for 1925."^

Given the obvious potential commercial value of Geological Sur-

\e\ data. Chief Leighton stressed his agency's policy of not permit-

ting advance information on mineral deposits to reach individuals

before it was published and became generally available to all mem-
bers of the public. The demand for prompt reporting of geological

information relating to oil led to the initiation of a new press bulletin

series. "Illinois Petroleum," published twice quarterly.

Such expanded activities were not accomplished without added

cost to the taxpayers of Illinois. The three scientific surveys were

continually calling upon the state for increased appropriations,

which were not always easy to win. As the nation's postwar

economy went into a serious recession in 1924, Governor Len Small

called for generally tightened budgets. The Geological Survey bud-

get had increased from $91,819 for the 1922-23 fiscal year to

$112,695 tne following year. (The latter figure included $55,412

earmarked for topographical surveying in cooperation with the U.S.

Geological Survey.) But for the 1924-25 period, the total appropria-

tion was cut to $105,863. The Water Survey's budget had grown

from $75,000 for the 1 919-21 biennium to $90,700 for 1921-23,

but dropped to $74,700 for 1923-25. And the Natural History Sur-

vey was granted $124,185 for its 1921-23 operations but only

$109,100 for the following biennium. 40

In the case of the Natural History Survey, Chief Stephen Forbes

told members of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation

in 1924, the cutback was posing serious problems. Forbes had pre-

viously cited difficulty in replacing key members of the survey's

scientific staff "because the salaries were too low to tempt the men

we wanted." 41 Now, he complained, the new cutback in funding had

"seriously crippled" the survey's work, especially in the area of re-

search: "In economic entomology, for example, I have been unable

to find any person who would accept the highest salary which I was

able to offer, and that especially important position is consequently
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vacant for the biennium." 42 As the new biennium approached and

the prospects tor a significant increase in funding did not appear

likely, Forbes predicted that a portion of his agency's most promis-

ing experimental work in economic entomology—research of "fun-

damental importance, both to science and to its economic applica-

tions"—would have to be suspended. 43

But there were brighter moments, also. Expressions of apprecia-

tion from citizens of the state, Chief Arthur Buswell pointed out,

brought great satisfaction to personnel of the surveys and encour-

aged them in their work. One testimonial from an unidentified mu-

nicipal health officer particularly intrigued the Water Survey staff:

"You tested sample for me for lady here in town about two months

ago, same was condemned. The lady, a trained nurse, boiled same

for her child, but she was not afraid of it herself. Well, she is now

pushing up daisies near your city. This is bitter proof that you know

your business when it comes to testing water.
,,44
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Some Utilitarian Measures

Practical Application ofState Science

to Economic Problems, 1926-1933

The practical application of state science to economic problems in

Illinois reached new levels in the late 1920s, as the scientific surveys

marshaled their resources to meet new demands. The half-decade

beginning in 1926 gave rise to a vitally enlarged research function

for the Geological Survey but was marred by confusion over the role

of the Water Survey and increasing apprehension over water supply

problems. It was a period in which the venerable Stephen Forbes, in

the final years before his death, guided the Natural History Survey

through some of its most challenging fights against insect invasion

and plant diseases. And it was a time of renewed general prosperity

and growth for the surveys until slowing economic conditions once

again brought their advancement to a discouraging halt and jeopard-

ized long-term investigations critical to successful scientific activity.

The state-supported scientist, working in the public interest, is

continually challenged to recognize problems at the earliest possible

juncture and help the community prepare defenses against them. A
notable example was the problem faced by economic entomologists

of the Illinois State Natural History Survey in the mid- 1920s. The

challenge was a sinister one: the European corn borer, which first

appeared in the United States in Massachusetts in 19 17 and then

spread relentlessly westward. By the autumn of 1926 it had reached

northern Indiana; its arrival in Illinois seemed imminent, perhaps as

early as the following year. The most destructive insect pest that

ever infested corn in America, the borer had an impact so great that

corn acreage was reduced by as much as 90 percent in regions of

heavy infestation and yields from remaining acreage had fallen off

as much as 50 percent. 1

The Natural History Survey was making every effort to prepare

Illinois farmers for the corn borer's arrival. Laboratories for the in-

sect's study and control had been established by the national govern-

ment and various states. Chief Stephen Forbes pointed out, but "the

problem varies so widely in different regions and under different

conditions that a separate laboratory in Illinois is absolutely neces-
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sary to a study of it under our climate and in different parts of the

state." 2 Natural History Survey scientists had been studying the corn

borer through the years, Forbes said. Their work included extensive

visits to areas of infestation. The insect's advancement had been

watched closely, and laboratories established in other states to study

corn borer control had been visited and inspected in preparation for

similar work in Illinois.

Of the four scientific sections within the survey (aquatic biology,

entomology, forestry, and plant diseases), the entomology section

was the only one adequately staffed to meet a threat of the magni-

tude presented by this insect. There were now fifteen full-time sci-

entists on the survey staff, nine of whom were entomologists. And
in spite of the budget restrictions of recent years, the entomology

section was well organized and well equipped as the result of the

survey's absorption of the state entomologist's office and its facilities

a few years earlier. Entomological studies had been supported by the

state for more than a half-century precisely because of their eco-

nomic importance to the farmers and agricultural interests of the

state; the battle against the corn borer would prove their value once

again.

In response to an urgent request from Forbes for an additional

appropriation for corn borer control studies, the legislature provided

$10,000 in earmarked funds in 1927. The survey outfitted a special

laboratory and, in cooperation with the University of Illinois Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, rented a forty-acre experimental field

near Champaign. Wesley P. Flint, the chief entomologist, and other

survey scientists made frequent and extended visits to borer-infested

regions in Ohio and Indiana, where active operations aimed at con-

trol of the insect were in progress. By the end of October, Forbes

learned, the corn borer's advance had reached a point within fifty

miles of the state's eastern border. 3 In the following winter months,

the attack on the borer was stepped up.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture made an important contri-

bution to the survey's work, providing a twenty-acre experimental

plot near Toledo, Ohio, for use in corn borer studies. The survey, in

cooperation with the Agricultural Experiment Station, was granted

use of the land for five years to test the effects of the borer on those

varieties of corn best adapted to Illinois conditions and most widely

grown in the state. Survey entomologists would be placed on the
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Ohio farm during the summer months to record full data on the ef-

fects of the corn borer on corn grown under a three-year rotation of

corn, soybeans, and wheat.4

One of the most promising avenues o\' study was the potential use

of parasites. Biological control o\' insect pests was an old idea. Ben-

jamin Walsh, the first Illinois state entomologist, had written in 1 86

1

that "one o\ the most effectual means of controlling noxious insects

is to be found in the artificial propagation of such cannibal species

as are naturally designed to prey on them."' Entomologists had

learned that an egg parasite. Trichogramma minuta, was one of the

most effective enemies of the European corn borer. This parasite

was well distributed throughout the nation, although unable to sur-

vive the harsh northern Illinois winters in large numbers. But Natu-

ral History Survey scientists, considering previous studies in both

the United States and Europe, believed they could breed the parasite

artificially and rear it in large volume at small expense.

Chief Forbes believed the parasite offered "one of the most prom-

ising lines of attack on the corn borer," and a large-scale experiment

with it was undertaken. 6 By early October, 1928, the survey was

producing and releasing in Illinois cornfields ten thousand to twenty-

five thousand of the parasites a day from its one solitary breeding

room. A second breeding room was under construction, with output

expected to reach fifty thousand parasites a day upon its completion

the following spring." And though the corn borer, contrary to predic-

tions, had not yet arrived in Illinois, the parasite was expected to

survive and bring other benefits; it was also known to parasitize the

eggs of more than sixty other insects.

Ultimately, the European corn borer control studies proved to be

of less immediate importance than survey scientists had anticipated.

A unified national program of borer control and a prolonged drought

reduced the borer population and slowed the insect's migration. In-

festation did not reach Illinois cornfields until 1939—more than a

decade after it was expected. But the delay provided an opportunity

that scientists often do not have: generous time to prepare for a natu-

ral emergency before it occurs. The interim allowed Natural History

Survey entomologists, working in cooperation with the U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture, U.S. Bureau of Entomology, and the Uni-

versity of Illinois, to concentrate on the continued breeding of para-

sites and to search for corn varieties offering greater resistance to
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borer damage. The impact of the European corn borer, when it fi-

nally did arrive in Illinois, was greatly lessened by the survey's

work.

Even at its most concentrated level, the corn borer project repre-

sented only a small part of the Natural History Survey's activities.

Some other studies going on in the entomology section included

research in the control of insect pests affecting greenhouse plants

and studies of the grape root worm, codling moth, termites, plum

curculio, the Oriental fruit moth, army worm, and the ubiquitous

chinch bug. Other investigations related to the use of chemical in-

secticides as control agents, among these a forward-looking project

involving the aerial spraying of southern Illinois peach and apple

orchards.

In the aquatic biology section, the most extensive single project

was a study of the Rock River in northern Illinois. The survey had

an informal understanding with the state Department of Conserva-

tion that led to a number of cooperative activities in aquatic re-

search. Problems of practical importance to fish culture were empha-

sized, including a biological survey of conditions prevailing in and

around the state's fish hatcheries and other important fish breeding

grounds. In addition, the survey made a systematic preliminary ex-

amination of all waters the conservation agency planned to stock

with fish.

Forbes believed that this type of research was of immediate, pri-

mary importance to the state. It had been generally neglected, he

noted, not only in Illinois but in other states as well. "We have abun-

dant evidence of general wholesale waste of money and loss of valu-

able material by fruitless efforts to propogate, introduce, or simply

to multiply, game fishes in places and waters where success is im-

possible and where for lack of cooperative relations with the Natural

History Survey Division no application had been made of our estab-

lished and undeniable conclusions," he wrote. 8

The work of the survey's forestry section had deteriorated pri-

marily into studies of farm woodlots and their management. The

single forester still in the survey was paid in part through funds

provided by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Most of his work

was done in cooperation with the University of Illinois Agricultural

Experiment Station.

In the plant disease section, survey botanists were involved in a

comprehensive, statewide study designed to locate and identify all
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the plant diseases occurring in Illinois. Not only were the diseases

catalogued, but their prevalence, destructiveness, and relations to

weather and other environmental conditions were also studied. Re-

sults of these findings were widely published. In addition to a num-

ber of sur\e\ publications and articles in various scientific journals

and farm periodicals, information on specific diseases was taken to

farmers through conferences and exhibits.

Disease, like insect damage, could be extremely costly when it

affected important commercial crops. Scientists involved in the

plant disease studies estimated that "stinking smut" in wheat cost

Illinois farmers $2.3 million in 1927. when more than a fourth of

the grain marketed was graded as "smutty." The magnitude of the

attack on wheat smut is revealed in a report by Forbes:

During the summer and early fall of 1927 every possible effort

was made to encourage the treating of seed wheat as preventive

of the stinking smut in the crop for 1928. A circular was mailed

to farm bureaus, grain dealers, and individual farmers; a dem-

onstration of seed treatment, including material, apparatus, and

method was made at the State Fair and several county fairs; and

numerous articles were given to the new spapers throughout the

state; and as a result much of the seed wheat received the proper

treatment with copper carbonate dust. This year 1.000 letters

w ere sent to grain dealers to ascertain the amount of the losses

from stinking smut in the 1928 harvest and reports thus far

received indicate that the loss this year will not exceed S2,8oo.
w

Efforts at discover) and control of many other plant diseases, al-

though not so dramatically successful as that concerning wheat

smut, also were of considerable economic importance to Illinois

farmers and orchardmen.

Clearly, the emphasis in these projects was on the practical appli-

cation of the Natural History Survey scientists' findings, especially

as they affected the economy of the state. At the same time, much

of the work was of importance to the scientific community as well.

Early in the plant disease survey. Forbes reported that botanists in-

volved in that project had collected and identified specimens of dis-

eases, "over one hundred species of which are either new to science

or call for changes in their nomenclature." 10
In the aquatic biology-

section, studies such as that of the Rock River produced significant

data on the ecology of freshwater marine life. The entomologists
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continually enriched the survey's large collection of insect speci-

mens as well as providing extensive information on insects of the

state through their publications and responses to requests from vari-

ous sources. The scope of some of these enterprises is illustrated by

the example of a study of the plant lice of Illinois. It was the work

of Theodore Frison, systematic entomologist, and Professor Freder-

ick C. Hottes of Millikin University. For this single project they

prepared nearly ten thousand microscope slides, all permanently

numbered, labeled, and filed in the survey's entomological series,

along with maps of the state showing distribution and other essential

data."

The standard that led to such energetic pursuits, of course, was

the standard set by Chief Stephen Forbes. The remarkable Forbes

now had directed natural history activities for nearly six decades,

beginning with his appointment as curator of the State Natural His-

tory Society's museum in 1872 to replace John Wesley Powell. As

head of the State Laboratory of Natural History, state entomologist,

and finally, chief of the Natural History Survey, he had exercised a

profound influence over the direction of state-supported science in

Illinois. He remained vigorous in mind and spirit and, although ad-

vanced in age, delighted in driving an automobile. He is said to have

derived some pleasure from his arrest for speeding on his eightieth

birthday. 12 Forbes became ill in early March, 1930, and died nine

days later, on March 13. On May 29 he would have been eighty-six

years old.

Professor Henry B. Ward of the University of Illinois, writing in

Science, assessed Forbes 's contributions. Under Forbes 's leadership,

he said, the Natural History Survey had gained wide recognition for

its scientific work. He cited Forbes's specialized studies of "those

relations between organisms and the environment which constitute

the basis of the new and rapidly growing field of ecology." He noted

that Forbes's publications, more than five hundred in number, cov-

ered topics in entomology, ornithology, ichthyology, limnology,

ecology, and other phases of biology. Chief Forbes, Ward said, "car-

ried on studies in natural history, which were independently devel-

oped not merely in a single field but in several to an extent that made

men speak of him as the first economic entomologist in America, as

the leader in the study of aquatic biology and as the founder of the

science of ecology. He was not only a pioneer in these and other

fields, but one whose pioneer work laid out intuitively the roads to
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he followed in future cultivation of those fields."" Stephen Alfred

Forbes, Professor Ward concluded, "ranks not only as the greatest

Illinois naturalist, but among the tew leading students of natural

history which our country has produced."

Meanwhile, in the State Geological Survey. Chief Morris Leigh-

ton and his staff had embarked on what Leighton called a "balanced

program" of service. Leighton's design, introduced in 1926, called

for eight principal areas of activity: coal research, petroleum studies,

work in the nonfuel mineral products of the state, fundamental stra-

tigraphic studies, quadrangle studies, subsurface investigations, the

survey's publications program, and topographic mapping. These did

not represent new directions, on the whole, but merely a more eq-

uitable distribution of Geological Survey resources.

The coal studies program included extensive geologic mapping,

paleontological studies, and mapping of strippable coal reserves. In

the petroleum section, the most important activities centered around

geochemical water studies and scouting for oil reserves. Primary

effort in the nonfuel products work was devoted to fluorspar, sand

and gravel, and fire clays. The quadrangle studies involved detailed

investigations of the geology and mineral resources of specific, de-

fined regions, while subsurface studies relied in large measure on

core samples from well-drilling bore holes.

The mapping of strippable coal reserves did represent a new and

important activity for the Geological Survey, and one which Leigh-

ton considered "highly utilitarian."
14 On the basis of survey recom-

mendations, he reported, strip-mining operations in Illinois had in-

creased significantly. Coal stripping was especially important from

the standpoint of conservation, he suggested, "since the recovery [of

coal in the ground] approaches one hundred percent, as compared

with fifty percent in shaft mining."

At the same time, the survey's studies centering on the nature of

coal itself were taking a new turn. Fundamental research on coal up

to this time had been devoted mostly to analyses of the fuel value of

Illinois coal. A large fund of information on the comparative quali-

ties of different types of coal had been accumulated. But as indus-

trial research had progressed along such lines as the combustion of

powdered fuel, low temperature carbonization, and coal hydrogen-

ation and gasification, it had become apparent that increased atten-

tion must be focused on the chemical makeup of the various types

of coal. Geological Survey scientists. Leighton believed, "must as-
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certain what organic ingredients are present in the alternating bright

and dull hands which make up our coal beds.'" 1

'

Leighton also organized within the survey a new section in "en-

gineering geology." which he charged with responsibility for "the

field between engineering and geology in general, and the geological

problems encountered in highway design, construction, and main-

tenance in particular." 16 Also, the cataloging of the state's road-

building materials continued.

Chief Leighton believed strongly that an enlarged research pro-

gram was needed by the Geological Survey. The new emphasis on

laboratory studies of Illinois coal was indicative of a direction he

hoped to advance in a number of survey activities. In October, 1930,

he outlined to the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation a

proposal for greatly expanding research capabilities.

First, Leighton said, the survey must obtain modern equipment

for field studies, including geophysical instruments, drilling and cor-

ing tools, and other instruments necessary "for securing those facts

on the occurrence, abundance, availability, relationships, and

quality of the mineral deposits in the ground, which the public can

reasonably expect our Geological Survey to possess." 17 Secondly, he

called for adequate laboratory facilities for fundamental studies of

the physical, geochemical, and mineralogical constitution of earth

materials necessary to gain full information on the economic value

of the Illinois rock formations and mineral deposits and the funda-

mental problems of their utilization. In addition, he asked for "an

enlarged staff of broadly trained and experienced technical special-

ists." including geologists, geophysicists, geological engineers, phy-

sicists, geochemists, petrographers, and economists and geog-

raphers who could study the significant competitive factors that

affected the commercial exploitation of the state's mineral resources,

including markets and transportation.

In addition to these capabilities, Chief Leighton noted that the

ability to publish the results of such research activities was essential.

He also believed the Geological Survey should prepare and maintain

an exhibit and reference collection of the state's mineral raw mate-

rials and resulting products. And, finally, he called for a "state min-

eral industries building" which would serve as the headquarters for

research and information regarding the mineral resources of Illinois

and their utilization. In essence, what Leighton was suggesting was
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a program for the mineral industries similar to that existing in vari-

ous governmental agencies for the service of agricultural interests.

The resulting "organization and unified research" he said, had

worked enormous benefit to agriculture. He believed an equally ef-

fective program for the mineral industries should be ottered."

The Geological Survey chief provided extensive evidence sup-

porting his request tor funds adequate to commence aetion on his

enthusiastie proposals. On November 6. 1930. he submitted to the

direetor o\ the Department o\~ Finance a budget request of $524,740

tor the coming biennium. The sum. approved by the Board of Natu-

ral Resourees and Conservation, represented a significant increase in

the level of survey funding. Biennial appropriations, including funds

for topographical work in cooperation with the U.S. Geological Sur-

vey, had amounted to only $234,460 for 1925-27. $250,720 for

1927-29. and $299,710 for 1 929-3 i.
|g

Leighton promptly organized a group called the Illinois Mineral

Industries Committee, "for the purpose of promoting a favorable

hearing of the program." 2 This committee was composed of thirty-

tive representatives of important mineral industries in the state, no-

tably coal, oil, and gas. as well as the engineering profession and

prominent business and financial organizations. Thurlow G. Essing-

ton. counsel for the Illinois Coal Operators Labor Association and

former Republican state senator, was named chairman. C. C. Whit-

tier, a member of the Chicago engineering firm of Robert W. Hunt

& Company and chairman of the mineral industries committee of

the Western Society of Engineers, was named secretary.

The new committee's activity developed in two directions. First,

its representatives held meetings with President Harry Woodburn

Chase o\~ the University of Illinois and members of the university's

board of trustees to seek support for a new building on campus to

house the Geological Survey and the geology department of the uni-

versity. Leighton reported a short while later that the trustees had

unanimously endorsed the idea. "President Chase," he said, "told

me personally, in effect, that I could be as frank as I desired in

stating to the Mineral Industries Committee that the board was en-

thusiastic about the program and that they were anxious to partici-

pate in a way that their own budget would be conserved." 21 Sec-

ondly, the committee arranged a meeting with Governor Louis F.

Emmerson to discuss the Geological Survey program and voice its
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support. The organization's specific recommendations were spelled

out in a letter to the governor and the director of finance, dated

December 18, 1930:

1

.

That you include in the State Budget for the biennium

1931-33 the sum of $524,740 for the State Geological Survey

Division of the Department of Registration and Education, as

approved by the State Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation.

2. That you include in the said State Budget the sum of

$600,000 to be appropriated to the Board of Trustees of the

University of Illinois, over and above the amount that they ask

for their regular functions, for the purpose of providing the site

and for constructing thereon a State Mineral Industries Building

for the use of the State Geological Survey.

Governor Emmerson, although he declined to support the recom-

mendation for a new building, was sympathetic to the survey's re-

quest. He was "deeply interested" in expanding the research capa-

bilities of the survey, accepting a revised budget request of

$468, 890. 22 As a compromise on the need for additional quarters,

President Chase offered to provide temporary laboratory space on

the campus of the university. The appropriations bill then proceeded

rapidly through the General Assembly and was signed by the gov-

ernor.

The results of Chief Leighton's concentrated effort to expand the

activities of the Geological Survey soon became quite visible. Eight

additional positions on the survey's scientific staff were promptly

approved and filled. The additions included a sedimentary petrog-

rapher, a physicist, an associate geologist and assistant to the chief,

a chief chemist, an organic chemist, a physical chemist, a research

analyst, and a mineral economist. The survey was reorganized to

include a "research branch" with geological resource, geochemical,

and mineral economics sections. A vacated residence adjacent to the

University of Illinois Ceramics Building (where the survey was lo-

cated) was acquired by the university and converted to added labo-

ratory space. Geological Survey facilities now included multiple

laboratories for geochemical and geophysical studies and research in

nonfuel minerals and single laboratories of coal microscopy and

sedimentary petrography. In addition, it was equipped with "the

most modern devices for field investigations," and was in a position
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to use special equipment in the laboratories of the university.-

But while LeightOD was enjo) ing this marked success in expanding

the activities of the Geological Survey, Chief Arthur Buswell in the

State Water Survey was having serious problems. The Water Sur-

\c\'s main difficulty was one that had plagued it before the 1917

reorganization and. it was now clear, had not been adequately re-

solved at that time. The Water Survey was still operating without a

clear definition of its role in regard to other state agencies. There

was continuing anxiety that many of its activities duplicated those

of others, particularly the Illinois Department of Public Health. Rep-

resentatives of the two agencies had met in Chicago in December,

1924, and worked out an agreement covering a wide range of con-

cerns. Generally, it was agreed at that time that the health depart-

ment would be responsible for testing public water supplies with

reference to their potability, while the Water Survey would be re-

sponsible for testing mineral content. It was also agreed that the

Water Survey's responsibilities would include field surveys relating

to the quantity of water available, and experimental studies concern-

ing water or sewage treatment. Regarding stream pollution, it was

agreed that "the investigation of stream pollution from the stand-

point of natural resources shall be considered the function of the

Department of Registration and Education." 24

Personally, Chief Buswell continued to maintain an absorbing in-

terest in water and sewage treatment. Planning to take his vacation

in the summer of 1927 in Belgium as delegate from the Urbana Ro-

tary Club to the Rotary International Convention, he asked for and

received permission from the Board of Natural Resources and Con-

servation to spend an extra month in Europe at his own expense. He

took the opportunity to study public water supply systems in Ostend

and Brussels, Belgium, and Paris, Berlin, and London. He also vis-

ited a number of sewage treatment plants.

"Europeans are much more fastidious about their drinking water

than are Americans, and they are apparently willing to go to consid-

erable trouble and expense to obtain water of high quality," he re-

ported on his return. 2 ' The Water Survey laboratories, meanwhile,

continued to make routine analyses of various types. But these were

now decreasing in proportion to other survey activities. In the sum-

mer of 1927, a total of 1.633 analyses were made, slightly more

than half of them involving only bacteriological data.

Buswell believed that the Water Survey needed to move in one
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important new direction. That involved experimental studies relating

to water treatment for industrial purposes. Illinois was gaining a

reputation as a hard water state, he pointed out. This was not con-

ducive to attracting industry, but it was a problem that could be

overcome. Industrial water problems of Illinois had been neglected

by the Water Survey in recent years, he said, because of the staff

time devoted to sewage treatment studies.

An adequate industrial water supply involved both quantity and

quality of water. In Buswell's estimation, the two went hand in

hand. Industry relied primarily on groundwater; a comprehensive

study of the deep-well waters available would provide information

on both quality and quantity. The first step in such an investigation,

he suggested, would be the employment of a "water scout" who

would visit wells at frequent intervals as they were drilled and obtain

data on material penetrated, samples of cuttings, and samples of

water at various levels. These data would be supplemented by analy-

ses of water samples obtained at various depths in existing wells and

by well logs provided by drillers.

The study Buswell envisioned would be especially important in

northern Illinois—the portion of the state most heavily industrial-

ized—because of the increasing number of deep wells there and a

marked lowering of water tables due to the rapidly increasing de-

mands. This was especially true of the area within a fifty-five-mile

radius of Chicago. 26 The study could also be extended to include the

central portion of the state, where the supply of water was in some-

what less jeopardy and where the deep glacial drift presented differ-

ent geological formations. In southern Illinois, surface supplies were

used to a much greater extent. Rainfall and runoff data such as the

Water Survey already had begun to accumulate—although that pro-

gram had not been aggressively pursued—would be the basis of

water quantity investigations for that region. In proposing what he

viewed as a program extending over a considerable period of years,

Chief Buswell suggested a cooperative undertaking by the Water

Survey and the Geological Survey. The "water scout" could hold a

joint appointment.

In the meantime, the Water Survey was forced to reduce the level

of activity on some of its established projects, including the ven-

erable Illinois River study. Instead of maintaining a staff and equip-

ment at Peoria as had been done in past summers. Buswell decided
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to send out sample-collecting parties from Urbana only three or lour

times during the summer of 1929.

The Water Sur\e\ 's studies in sewage treatment during this period

led to an interesting and fruitful series of experiments in the use of

various waste products tor the production of fuel gas. C. R. Breden,

a biophysical chemist trained in the study of chemical reactions pro-

duced b\ bacteria, was hired by Buswell to assist in this work. Bre-

den. C. S. Boruff, and other survey scientists developed techniques

for using barnyard manure and fermenting crop residues (notably

cornstalks) to produce methane gas in sufficient quantity to provide

heat and light for farm homes. Much of this work was done in con-

junction with the University of Illinois college of agriculture."

But Busw ell's greatest concern continued to be the growing prob-

lem of groundwater supply in Illinois. The thrust of this problem

was well defined in his report to the Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation in January, 1 93 1

:

The thoughtlessness of many persons in the use of well wa-

ters was brought forcibly to our attention a few weeks ago by

the receipt of a letter from the representative of a pump manu-

facturing concern asking if it would be possible to secure 4,000

g.p.m. from wells at Lockport. Our reports indicate that this is

as much water as the City of Joliet secures from its thirteen

wells. It was evident that this very large volume of water was

to be required for condensing purposes, and that after such use,

it would be discharged to waste in the sewer, a conclusion

which was later verified.

The indiscriminate use of well water for condensing purposes

in this amount will quickly result in water shortages at nearby

municipalities, and it appears to be of sufficient importance to

make it a subject of a conservation measure.

The demand for well water is constantly increasing, water

levels are receding year by year, and pumping costs are conse-

quently increasing. It would appear that some measure of con-

trol in the location and construction of wells must come very

soon, similar to those provided and enforced for oil wells. M

It was this growing anxiety that led the board later in the year to

arrange for a geologist to serve as "water scout," as Buswell had

requested two years earlier. But instead of providing an additional
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staff position, the board called upon Morris Leighton to assign one

of his Geological Survey geologists to the post. Leighton was not

happy with this arrangement, which served to intensify a growing

rift between him and Buswell.

Leighton 's reluctance seems to have stemmed from fear the Water

Survey was encroaching upon Geological Survey responsibilities.

His apprehension was manifested in the language of a written

memorandum of agreement, which specified among other things that

'The duties of the Geological Survey to study the sub-surface stra-

tigraphy and structure of the state are not altered by the arrange-

ment. . . . The geologist assigned to the Water Survey will imme-

diately turn over to the Geological Survey any geological data which

he collects." 29 Further, the memorandum stated that the Geological

Survey would "continue to keep its contacts with well drillers and

engineers and their organizations."

Nonetheless, this agreement provided the Water Survey with a

field geologist and made possible the beginning of an intensive study

of the groundwater supplies of Illinois. In another decade, with the

nation gearing up for critically needed wartime industrial produc-

tion, the Water Survey's groundwater studies would be of great im-

portance. This 1 93 1 agreement also provided some impetus for for-

malizing an arrangement between the Water Survey and the U.S.

Geological Survey under which the latter agency would join in a

vigorous cooperative study of surface water supplies. Specifically,

the federal agency agreed to expenditures of $10,032 for stream

gauging in Illinois during the 1931-32 biennium and promised to

open a district office in Urbana by mid-1932. 30

For all three state scientific surveys, 1932 brought the full impact

of the Great Depression. The Geological Survey, just beginning to

enjoy the benefits of its recent expansion, was forced to restrict its

activities to "major projects" and its requisitions for equipment, sup-

plies, and printing to those "urgently needed" in carrying those pro-

jects forward. 31 Theodore H. Frison, the Natural History Survey's

systematic entomologist who became chief after the death of Forbes,

reported similar belt tightening in his agency. "Because of the pres-

ent financial condition of the state," Frison said, "every effort is

being made to eliminate needless expenditures and to purchase only

the materials which are necessary to the maintenance and successful

conclusion of the investigations now in progress." 32 In the Water

Survey, Buswell was forced to replace five staff members who left
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the agenc) between October i. 1932. and October 1. 1933. with

part-time or lower salaried personnel in order to reduce expendi-

tures

Appropriations for all three surveys suffered significant reduc-

tions for the [933—35 biennium, ranging from almost 7 percent for

the Geological Survey to 1 1 percent for the Water Survey and more

than 14 percent for the Natural History Survey. 34 But these early

depression years also proved the value—and, from another perspec-

tive, the strength—of the scientific surveys of Illinois. Each was

able to maintain a relatively high level of service, despite critical

cutbacks.

When Governor Henry Horner visited the Geological Survey in

June, 1934. Chief Morris Leighton pointed with considerable pride

to a series of accomplishments in his agency's new laboratories.

Outstanding among these was the work of survey scientists in break-

ing down Illinois coal into its organic components and thereby as-

suring its proper scientific classification. There had been a danger,

Leighton pointed out, that much Illinois coal might be classed as

subbituminous. But studies in the survey laboratories proved it to be

of higher quality. And these findings, accepted by the American So-

ciety for Testing Materials, probably averted the loss of millions of

tons in coal sales. 35 Other important advances involved methods of

briquetting coal dust, studies of coking and gas-making properties

of Illinois coal, improved recovery methods in oil production, and

research into the potential for commercial rock wool production in

the state. Leighton believed the expanded program undertaken by

the Geological Survey was proving successful despite financial cur-

tailments because the staff had "caught the vision of the great pos-

sibilities of the program and gave their full talented loyalty to their

work."' 6 The full-time technical staff now numbered thirty-two, thir-

teen of whom held Ph.D. degrees.

In contrast to the work being carried on in the Geological Survey,

Buswell was attempting to meet the public demands at the Water

Survey by curtailing research. At the same time that funds had been

cut back, he reported, requests for such Water Survey services as

on-site field investigations had doubled. But he viewed the retrench-

ment in research as a temporary measure that could not continue

indefinitely, "since the researches and investigation furnish the ma-

terial on which our service is based."
"

But the service requests were also of considerable importance.
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One. for example, was a request from Governor Horner tor a list of

Illinois municipalities needing waterworks improvements that might

be eligible for financing through the National Recovery Act. Water

Survey staff members compiled a list of forty-two cities and towns.

A short time later they were called upon to visit twenty-five of these

to determine local sentiment and willingness to accept NRA aid.

Stream-gauging activities by the U.S. Geological Survey also suf-

fered from depressed financial support, with the thirty-nine measur-

ing stations reduced to twenty-nine in 1933. This action was particu-

larly unfortunate, District Engineer J. H. Morgan pointed out,

because stream flow records were of little value until complete data

had been kept for at least a decade. Paradoxically, Morgan had

$13,000 in NRA funds to be spent on rehabilitation and improve-

ment of gauging stations, but not one cent of this fund could be

spent for operation of the facilities. 38

In the Water Survey laboratories in Urbana, 2,172 water samples

were analyzed during the year. Most were bacteriological analyses

only; 300 of them came from the survey's experimental sewage

treatment plant. At the same time, the Illinois River study was con-

tinued, as were research programs on fluorides in drinking water and

fuel gas production from farm wastes. One investigation Buswell

was most excited about—and anxious to pursue as vigorously as

funding would permit—was a new study in Peoria involving labo-

ratory investigation of untreated wastes from distilleries making ace-

tone and butyl alcohol. These distilleries were grinding twenty thou-

sand bushels of corn daily and producing wastes equal to the sewage

from a million people. With the imminent repeal of Prohibition and

resulting legalization of distilled liquors, it was expected that the

distilleries would increase their grind to as much as one hundred

thousand bushels of corn daily. The resulting wastes, exceeding

those of the entire city of Chicago, would go untreated unless a

feasible treatment system was discovered. 39

The feelings of the survey administrators regarding the financial

straits in which they found their agencies were summed up best by

Theodore Frison, the Natural History Survey chief. A native of Ur-

bana, Frison had received all of his degrees from the University of

Illinois and had been a friend of Stephen Forbes and other scientists

of the surveys since his youth. Although he had now been head of

his division but two years (and one of these in the capacity of acting

chief), he understood the necessity of vigorous continuation of the
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programs of the scientific agencies at the fullest possible level. Fri-

son might well have been speaking for all three of the surveys when

he reminded members o\ the Board of Natural Resources and Con-

servation that responsibilities o\ his agency prescribed by the state's

Civil Administrative Col\c included important investigations and ac-

tivities which, "prosecuted over a long period of years, represent a

large capital investment that must be protected by continuity of op-

erations in the interests of various industries and the wise utilization

and conservation of our natural resources." 4"
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Taking the Longer View

Conflict and Success in Inventorying

the State's Natural Assets, 1934-1945

The Illinois State Water Survey, originally founded to combat the

menace to public health posed by unsafe water, had gradually pro-

gressed year by year through a series of pragmatic expansions de-

signed to meet specific problems. Rarely were Water Survey person-

nel encouraged to engage in the kinds of basic scientific research

now relatively common in the Geological and Natural History sur-

veys. While these two agencies were specifically concerned with a

variety of natural resources, the Water Survey was limited in its mis-

sion to practical studies of the state's water supplies.

But this situation suited Chief Arthur Buswell, who—like many

of his colleagues in all three agencies—believed strongly that a for-

ward-looking state scientific establishment should be alert and an-

ticipate problems affecting the state's welfare before they became

severe. It was this interest that led him, in the autumn of 1934, to

propose a comprehensive survey of the volume of groundwater

available in Illinois.

There was a critical need, Buswell told members of the Board of

Natural Resources and Conservation, "for the study of the move-

ment of water, both vertically and horizontally ... to the end that

a clear understanding may be had of the amounts of water available

as ground storage." 1 This phase of water supply investigation had

never been undertaken. Earlier limited studies had indicated that

groundwater levels might be receding at a startling rate. Ground-

water levels in the Chicago region were believed to have receded as

much as 330 feet in the previous seventy years. But no authoritative

data were available.

In their search for water supplies that would be stable over long

periods of time, the Water Survey chief explained, planners should

not rely on water from deep sandstone aquifers. Such supplies might

be important in some regions as short-term solutions to water short-

ages, but the rate of replenishment was much too slow for them to

be considered permanent sources. For example, the deep-lying aqui-

fers under Chicago and northeastern Illinois held water initially ab-
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sorbed into the ground mainly in the region of southern Wisconsin.

And in light of contemporary knowledge of the rate of water seepage

from the surface of the earth to and through these geological for-

mations, water now being pumped from deep wells in northern Illi-

nois probably originated as rain or snow "several thousand years

ago." But if it were only a hundred years ago. the net result was still

the same: The rate o\ replenishment was mueh slower than the rate

of extraction. '"If this is the eondition after seventy years." Buswell

asked, "what will be the eondition at the end of the next fifty or

seventy years
?"

:

The study he proposed did not represent a significant new direc-

tion by his agency. It was a logical step that would continue a line

already well established. Collection of data on surface water sup-

plies, most notably through stream-gauging activities in cooperation

with the U.S. Geological Survey, had become an important Water

Survey activity. Various "typical" reservoirs had been selected

throughout the state for consistent monitoring so that yields of given

watersheds might be calculated. Also, using methods developed by

George Habermeyer. chief engineer. Water Survey personnel had al-

ready gathered extensive data on the yield of wells in all parts of the

state. This activity had been greatly enhanced in recent months by

an extensive Civil Works Administration (CWA) project.

With funds provided by the CWA. a staff of 233 people was or-

ganized by the Water Survey in December. 1933. to conduct an in-

ventory of the wells in all but 2 of the state's 102 counties. (Cook

and Lake counties, both highly urban in character, were excepted.)

In the first three months of 1934. records of 47.600 wells were ob-

tained.' Water samples totaling more than one thousand in number,

drawn from "typical" wells, were collected and analyzed. The CWA
workers also marked well locations on county maps, while preparing

a separate data sheet on each well for the survey files. They also

collected some data on lakes and reservoirs. The project cost

Si 13.058 in CWA funds, compared to an investment of only S3. 939

(the cost of staff time and materials) by the Water Survey. It would

have taken perhaps a century for the Water Survey, with its limited

staff, to accomplish the task alone, according to BuswelLs estimate.'

Calls for information of this kind had increased by the time Bus-

well voiced his proposal for an extensive study of groundwater to

the board. In the months of July and August. 1934. for example, the

survey received sixty-one specific requests for information related to
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the quantity of groundwater available in various parts of the state."

These included a number from state and county agencies concerned

with drought relief and others from municipalities facing increasing

demands for groundwater as public supplies. With the state going

through a prolonged period of drought, Buswell reported the follow-

ing year that tabulation of data from the CWA project had borne out

the fact that groundwater levels were indeed receding at a significant

rate.
6

But the support Buswell had garnered from other quarters for this

expansion of Water Survey activities was seriously offset by internal

disagreement, specifically from Chief Morris Leighton of the Geo-

logical Survey. Leighton believed that the investigation of ground-

water, which plainly involved the study of geological formations,

was not an appropriate field for the Water Survey to enter. The

emerging differences between the two agency heads finally reached

open disagreement. The seriousness of the conflict is disclosed in a

series of brief, formally worded letters exchanged by the two men.

Leighton wrote to Buswell on January 27, 1936 (italics added):

"In connection with our geological studies of the Chicago region,

will you kindly make available to the State Geological Survey your

data on the hydrostatic water levels of that area. We desire to use

these data to determine the water resources of the aquifers under the

structural and geologic conditions prevailing in that area, and the

geological factors that control the ground water levels."

Buswell initially agreed to the request,
7 although he specified that

resulting information must be published in accordance with guide-

lines set down by the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation.

But six weeks later, he informed Leighton that further study had

revealed that the data requested were "not in shape to serve your

purpose." 8 They would be provided after they had been "calculated."

Further, he wondered whether the Water Survey might not receive

data from Geological Survey electrical resistivity surveys, "which

we requested some time back." (The resistivity surveys indicated

subsurface sand and gravel deposits, and were important in locating

groundwater supplies.)

In the exchange of letters that followed, the tone grew more bitter.

Leighton informed the Water Survey chief, "We do not care for any

computed data. I shall appreciate it if you will make these data avail-

able . . . without further delay, as we need them in our present geo-

logic studies of the Chicago area."
1

' Meanwhile, he added, his
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agency's work on the resistivit) survej data had been delayed by

staff illness.

Buswell's response was equally pointed: "I must insist that the

data at present available is not suitable tor your purposes and I do

not feel justified from a scientific standpoint in turning it over to a

geologist." 11
' He added that, '"some years ago." data from chemieal

anal\ses given to the Geological Survey had been interpreted *'in a

manner whieh was utterly unsound from a chemical standpoint. . . .

I do not feel justified in allowing an opportunity for a similar mis-

interpretation of our hydrostatic data."

This partieular dispute finally was resolved—three months after it

arose—through the intervention of John J. Hallihan. director of the

Department of Registration and Education. But Hallihan succeeded

only in bringing temporary conciliation. Although Buswell and

Leighton managed to all external appearances to remain relatively

friendly, this deep-seated discord continued to smolder. It would re-

surface in the years ahead, forcing careful deliberation on the re-

spective roles of the Water Survey and the Geological Survey by

members of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation.

In the meantime. Buswell and his staff in the Water Survey were

busy with other problems. The agency's extensive work in sewage

treatment had led to important developments in the sludge digestion

process and in advanced processes and equipment for anaerobic fer-

mentation of fibrous material. Such processes were of increasing

interest, not only because of industrial wastes but also because of

the anticipated increase in pulverized garbage being added to the

sewers." A demonstration plant capable of treating up to one

hundred thousand gallons of distillery wastes daily was opened in

Peoria, and by early 1937 the Peoria Sanitary District was operating

a 2.400 horsepower engine fueled by gas produced from a distillery

waste treatment system developed by the Water Survey. This work

led to a number of patents awarded to the survey and the University

of Illinois, some of which provided significant income over a period

of years. : Chemists in the survey laboratories, meanwhile, made

important contributions to improved water analyses methods.

But the foremost immediate concern of the Water Survey re-

mained the quantity of water available in Illinois. Surface water sup-

plies were not neglected, in spite of the increased interest in ground-

water. In cooperation with the University of Illinois college of

engineering. Water Survey researchers designed and undertook a de-
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tailed investigation of spillway discharges using precisely scaled

models and rainfall runoff data. The first model was based on the

city reservoir at West Frankfort. 13

At the same time, stream-gauging work carried on in cooperation

with the U.S. Geological Survey continued at an increased level. In

January, 1939, Buswell reported to the Board of Natural Resources

and Conservation that $151,085 had been spent on this project in the

past eight years, the state's share amounting to slightly more than

one-third. 14 Seventy-six stream-gauging stations were in operation

by 1940.

In the Geological Survey, Chief Leighton's research program dur-

ing the later 1930s continued to stress coal studies, with greater at-

tention to coal deposits suitable for strip-mining operations. The

continuing investigations of the chemical breakdown of Illinois coal

had led to a successful method for processing coal dust into bri-

quettes, which produced significantly less smoke than corresponding

lump coal.

But it was the Geological Survey's petroleum studies that led to

the most dramatic activities in these late depression years. As early

as 1930, Alfred H. Bell of the survey's oil and gas section had pro-

duced maps indicating excellent prospects for commercial oil pro-

duction in the Illinois basin, centering in Marion and Clay counties.

Bell had made exhaustive studies of stratigraphic data and the sur-

vey's immense file of well logs and bore-hole samples collected over

the years. His work had led to renewed interest in Illinois on the part

of oil producers, whose activities in recent years had centered in the

Southwest. 15 In 1937 geologists representing the Pure Oil Company,

interpreting their seismograph studies in light of information pub-

lished by the Geological Survey, directed a test drilling that struck

oil in the heart of the Illinois basin. By August 1, more than a

hundred drilling operations were in progress. 16 The Illinois basin

production soon boosted the state back into third place nationally

among oil-producing states, a position it had held in the first decade

of the century.

In December, 1938, again following published recommendations

of Bell and other Geological Survey geologists, drillers struck oil

pools in the Devonian limestone formations in an old oil field near

Sandoval. The Devonian levels were again tapped in the Salem

field, which rapidly became the second most productive oil field in

the nation, ranking only behind east Texas. By mid- 1939, a total of
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3,480 producing wells had been drilled in the new pools of the state.

This figure had risen to 6,653 a > car ' atcr - Dv which time monthly

production had increased to almost seven million barrels. 1 ' Sixty-six

new oil pools had been found. Only two of these, both relatively

insignificant, were outside the region marked as most promising by

Bell in his original 1930 classification map.

The Geological Survey published monthly oil- and gas-drilling

reports and issued an extensive array of technical papers and devel-

opment maps. And although such activities meant an "enormous

overload" for Geological Survey staff members, Leighton told mem-

bers of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, the Illi-

nois basin oil boom was "unique in that it had been directed in a

scientific manner." IS Recalling this period some years later, he de-

scribed how an economist from an eastern banking institution had

visited the Geological Survey in the summer of 1936 to "discuss

what the total oil resources of the Illinois basin might reasonably

be"—apparently with some skepticism. He returned a year later,

"but this time it was a courtesy call to express his gratification" for

the valuable information provided by the survey. 19

The Great Depression notwithstanding, the decade was proving

an especially productive one for the Geological Survey. The suc-

cesses in coal research and the Illinois basin oil production offered

continuing proof of the agency's dedicated work. And yet it was a

historical note that proved most revealing of the survey's growth:

"Transfer has been made of the Worthen collection of fossils, with

the exception of the paleobotanical specimens, from the Illinois

State Museum to the Survey. This collection consists of about 4,000

lots of fossils and is supposed to contain the types of 482 species

described in the old Geological Survey of Illinois reports. Because

of neglect it is in very bad condition, but it will be carefully worked

over as soon as the Survey moves into its new quarters." 20 The "new

quarters" referred to the new Natural Resources Building, housing

both the State Geological Survey and the State Natural History Sur-

vey, which was completed in 1940 as the culmination of several

years of planning.

Morris Leighton's ambitious programs had been seriously handi-

capped because of the limited space available to the Geological Sur-

vey. Not only was the amount of space insufficient, but the "tempo-

rary" facilities often failed to meet standards essential to survey

research work. The chemistry and physics laboratories, for example.
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became so hot at times during the summer that calorific determina-

tions had to be done during early morning hours—beginning as early

as 4:00 a.m.—because of the heat. 21

President Arthur H. Daniels of the University of Illinois had made

it clear early in the decade that the university could not be counted

upon to provide additional space. The university, he wrote Leighton

in November, 1933, "is not able to extend any further facilities to

the Survey in the way of room, equipment, or services unless the

expense is assumed by the Survey." But the General Assembly, with

Governor Henry Horner's support, appropriated $300,000 for a new

building to be constructed on a site provided by the university. Later,

during a personal visit to the White House, Governor Horner gained

the approval of President Franklin D. Roosevelt for the project and

a federal Public Works Administration grant of $245,454 to supple-

ment state funds. 22

Much of the planning for the structure, Leighton recalled later,

was done by survey personnel after working hours: "When I recall

the pressing demands on the Survey ... I wonder how it was pos-

sible to plan this new building. Many a night the lights burned until

one or two o'clock in the morning. The staff rendered loyal service

to the state's industries during the day, and enthusiastic effort to

design the new building at night." 23

The geologists' activities were matched by those of the staff of

the Natural History Survey, whose needs for additional space also

had been acute for several years. Natural History Survey quarters

had been scattered over six different buildings, with half the

agency's total floor space located in "exceedingly poor basement

quarters." 24 Chief Theodore Frison had complained in 1934 that

"nearly all our files of records, business transactions, research data,

equipment, and priceless collections of Illinois material collected

over a period of fifty years and essential for our investigations are

housed where the fire hazard is great." 25

Like the Water Survey and the Geological Survey, the Natural

History Survey had attempted to maintain a significant level of pub-

lic service during the depression years. Among its activities was a

new game management and research section that initiated a compre-

hensive census of game animals in the state, which Frison saw as an

important service to hunters. Further, he suggested, it was consistent

with President Roosevelt's wildlife restoration and general conser-

vation program and had received strong support from the Izaak Wal-
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ton League, the American Game Association, and various agricul-

tural and conservation agencies

Undoubtedly, this activity stemmed in large part from the personal

interests of Frison, himself an enthusiastic hunter. Prison was re-

sponsible for formation of the Midwest Wildlife Conference, which

held its first meeting in Champaign-Urbana in December. 1935. This

formative session is recognized as the first regional conference of

wildlife scientists in the nation. The Natural History Survey chief

described it as 'a fish and game clinic at which scientists from all

the north-central states, without being dominated by administrators

or the political type of conservationists, freely discussed wildlife

management practices in an effort to winnow out the chaff from the

wheat, to coordinate such researches and to orientate scientific stud-

ies o\ wildlife resources in such a way that demonstrable sound man-

agement practices would result." 2 " The survey's wildlife research ac-

tivities were strengthened by the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration

Act of 1937. under which a variety of cooperative studies would be

undertaken in subsequent years.

The role of the survey's botanists and plant pathologists also

gained increasing prominence in this period. Work in the area of

field crop and other plant diseases continued to hold a high priority.

This work was complemented by new studies of tree diseases. In-

vestigations of the w ilting and dying of elm trees led to identifica-

tion of various fungi, diseases, and other infestations that seriously

affected elms, while a disease called phloem necrosis was identified

as the most frequent killer of the popular shade tree. (The deadlier

Dutch elm disease was not found in Illinois until 1950. ) Anthracnose

on sycamore and oak also was of increasing concern. The survey's

tree studies were significantly aided by the assignment by the Uni-

versity of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station of 4.5 acres of

land on which to plant trees for research. In the spring of 1937. more

than two thousand trees were planted on the site.
2.

During the winter months, much outdoor fieldwork of the survey

had to be suspended in favor of laboratory investigations. A signifi-

cant w inter project of the entomology section involved the rearing

of more than fifty thousand codling moth larvae for use in insecticide

studies. This research helped identify promising control chemicals,

which underwent more extensive testing in the fields and orchards

of Illinois as the summer months arrived. These insecticide and fun-

gicide studies led to a number of cooperative research projects with
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other agencies, most notably the horticultural department and the

Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Illinois and

several commercial chemical firms. 29

The Natural History Survey lost one of its strongest supporters in

September, 1939, with the death of Henry Chandler Cowles. 30 Pro-

fessor Cowles, a University of Chicago faculty member from 1895

until his retirement as chairman of the botany department in 1934,

had been appointed to the Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation in 1925. He had a distinguished record of scholarly and sci-

entific achievements and had played a prominent role in the devel-

opment of modern plant ecology. Professor Cowles, as forestry

advisor on the board and a member of the subcommittee on the

Natural History Survey, maintained a vital interest in the survey's

work until his death.

Professor Cowles probably would have felt at home among the

two hundred delegates from learned societies, colleges and univer-

sities, scientific groups, and other organizations from throughout the

United States and Canada who joined an estimated four hundred

local residents on the campus of the University of Illinois November

15, 1940, for the dedication of the new Natural Resources Building.

The dedication program centered about the theme, "Our Better Or-

dering and Preservation." The main address of the day was delivered

by Isaiah Bowman, president of Johns Hopkins University and a

former member of the staff of the Illinois State Geological Survey. 31

For Geological Survey and Natural History Survey personnel, the

day was one of unquestioned triumph. They now had permanent

quarters they could call their own.

The state scientific surveys of Illinois not only had survived the

depression but had managed to provide continued, valuable ser-

vices. From the "bare bones" budget appropriations of the mid-

1930s, the level of state financial support had increased to a gratify-

ing extent by 1940. The Geological Survey's biennial appropriation

for 1939-41 totaled $491 ,780; funds for the Natural History Survey

had been increased to $291,226; and the Water Survey's appropria-

tion totaled $101, 750. n In addition, the legislature provided special

funds of $200,000 for the Geological and Natural History surveys

to furnish their new building. Another special appropriation of

$300,000 was granted the Geological Survey for coal studies, al-

though this measure was vetoed by Governor Horner. But the

governor allowed special funds of $180,000 for an applied research
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laboratory for the agency's coal studies and for continuing research

into the production of "smokeless" briquettes. This action was seen

as a direct response to a concentrated smoke abatement program by

city officials in St. Louis, a major market tor southern Illinois coal.'
1

This economic upturn had come none too soon. It was becoming

increasingl) clear that the financial resources of the state might be

sorel) pressed to meet the surveys' needs in troubled times ahead.

For already the shadow of the war in Europe was beginning to reach

out to Illinois.

By early [941, plans were well under way for large ordnance

works south of Joliet. Early planning called for munitions produc-

tion requiring groundwater supplies in excess of fifty-seven million

gallons of water daily, mostly for cooling. When State Water Survey

representatives pointed out that this was an unheard-of volume for

groundwater and that such extraction would rapidly diminish sup-

plies for the entire region, production plans were changed to reduce

the amount of water used and to make use of the Des Plaines and

Kankakee rivers as a primary source of supply. Still, at times of peak

cooling needs, groundwater in amounts reaching seventeen thousand

gallons a minute would be required. Drilling had commenced on

deep wells to serve the project, Chief Arthur Buswell told members

of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation meeting in Feb-

ruary. The wells would reach sixteen hundred feet, much deeper than

any previous water wells in the state. The effect on groundwater

levels would be dramatic.

The second immediate concern of the Water Survey's was the

water supply of the Peoria-Pekin region. That region, too, had ex-

perienced serious lowering of the groundwater level as industrial use

expanded. Apprised of the situation there and pressured by the Peo-

ria Association of Commerce, Governor Dwight H. Green sought

and received a special appropriation of $25,000 for emergency in-

vestigations by the Water Survey. A field staff was promptly dis-

patched to Peoria to undertake a crash study.

Water Survey engineers, supported by data from the U.S. Geolog-

ical Survey, believed that Peoria had excellent potential for replen-

ishment of groundwater through "artificial recharge." This process,

by which surface water was pumped into deep pits from which it

infiltrated the ground, had been successfully used in Europe and

elsewhere in the United States. Peoria's location on the Illinois River

assured adequate surface water for infiltrating, and the support of
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local interests necessary to such a project was evident in the com-

munity. ,4

As the magnitude of the groundwater supply problem became

more obvious, the General Assembly, meeting in special session in

the spring of 1942, appropriated an additional $100,000 to the Water

Survey to support its studies. This appropriation not only made pos-

sible immediate investigations of a critical nature but also led to

what subsequently proved an invaluable data collection on water

table decline in one of the most important industrial regions of the

state, together with vital information on methods for supplementing

groundwater supplies. 35

The priorities of all three surveys were now affected by the na-

tion's entry into World War II. Projects not directly related to the

war effort were reduced extensively or shelved entirely. In the Water

Survey, the efforts of the engineering staff would continue to be

concentrated on problems of water supply affecting critical defense

industry. The chemical staff, meanwhile, devoted much of its labor

to a cooperative project with the Chemical Warfare Service devel-

oping methods of detection and removal of chemical warfare agents

in water. As a result of this program, two important defense devices

were developed and produced in considerable numbers for use in the

event of employment of toxic chemicals by an enemy. 36

In the Geological Survey, principal emphasis was placed on an

invigorated search for oil, gas, and nonmetallic industrial minerals,

and on studies of processing methods allowing more extensive use

of Illinois coal. Five members of the survey staff were assigned full-

time to studies of the fluorspar deposits of southern Illinois. With

the normal supply of cryolite (used in processing aluminum) from

Germany cut off, fluorspar for making artificial cryolite was essen-

tial. The search for high-purity dolomites for use in the steel industry

also was intensified, as was the renewed geological exploration of

the old zinc and lead fields of northwestern Illinois.

The Geological Survey, Chief Morris Leighton pointed out, was

well prepared for these activities. After almost four decades of con-

tinuous investigation the survey was the depository of "considerable

information vitally needed by various government agencies and bu-

reaus in establishing factories, locating industries, locating and ex-

ploiting necessary and strategic mineral deposits, gathering statisti-

cal information in regard to production and depletion of mineral
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resources, and in the preparation of topographical maps lor meeting

engineering problems." 3

In its coal research, the survey turned its attention to studies of

the potential for Illinois eoal in metallurgical coke production. With

coking eoal being hauled from West Virginia to the steel plants of

south Chicago by an already overburdened railroad system, this

problem was given relatively high priority. The survey, working un-

der a eontraet with the War Production Board's Office of Production

Research and Development, developed an experimental coke oven

in which blends o\' Illinois and eastern coals were tested. Much of

this work was done in cooperation with the Koppers United Com-

pany's Granite City plant, which coked more than 800 tons of coal

daily in forty-nine ovens, and with the Inland Steel Company's East

Chicago. Indiana, plant. Following formulas developed in the sur-

vey's experimental oven, the Koppers plant in early 1944 began re-

placing 550 tons of Appalachian coal daily with southern Illinois

coal.
38 At the end of the year, Koppers company officials reported to

the War Production Board that the switch had led to transportation

savings of nearly 1 .5 million railroad car miles. 39

Much of the Geological Survey's laboratory space was given over

to defense needs, including projects specifically requested by vari-

ous federal agencies. Chief Leighton revealed some years later that

the survey's fluorine laboratories played a small but significant part

in the Manhattan Project and the development of the atomic bomb:

On November 29. 1944, a chemist from the Manhattan District

came to our laboratories to discuss the work done and to obtain

a sample of one of our fluorine compounds with specifications

as to its preparation and purification. A letter in the files from

the area engineer, under date of December 4, 1944, acknowl-

edges the receipt of these things and expresses his appreciation

of them, stating that "It will permit certain work to start almost

ten days before schedule." Also, on August 30, 1945. the area

engineer, in replacing the fluorine compound which we had

sent, stated that our loan of this material "enabled us to fulfill

our most critical requirements at a time when we could ill af-

ford any delay."4

The value of a research laboratory, the chief concluded, "can never

be estimated or predicted."
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In the Natural History Survey, the war effort turned primarily to

matters relating to increased food production. An immediate concern

was the heavy infestation of the European corn borer, seen by survey

entomologists in early 1943 as being serious enough to offset the

extra war production efforts of Illinois farmers. 41 The survey was

well equipped to respond to these wartime demands. Chief Frison

pointed out, because its existing programs of research and extension

required little modification. 42 The number of projects in the eco-

nomic entomology section aimed at decreasing the insect hazards to

crop production grew significantly. Plant disease survey studies by

the applied botany and plant pathology section also were acceler-

ated.

In addition to these regular activities, the Natural History Survey

also contributed to some distinctive war effort projects. Early in the

war, the survey was called upon to work with Water Survey person-

nel in a National Defense Research Council study of the effects of

poison gas and other chemicals on aquatic life. The survey's exten-

sion forestry division carried out an exhaustive inventory of timber

in the state aimed at meeting specific needs such as black walnut for

rifle stocks.

At the same time, survey mycologists devoted a great deal of ef-

fort to a search for Penicillium fungus strains more productive of

penicillin than strains then in use in the drug's production. The op-

eration of this project was spelled out succinctly in a report to the

Board of Natural Resources and Conservation: 'it is intended that

. . . each staff member shall devote five or more hours per week to

this project, that search shall be made in likely places for the desired

fungus, that preliminary testing of captured strains shall be carried

out, and that promising strains shall be delivered to the Northern

Regional Laboratory in Peoria for further testing and possible distri-

bution to manufacturers of the drug." 43 During succeeding months,

this effort led to the discovery of twenty-four strains of penicillin-

producing fungus which equalled or surpassed the production of

strains then in commercial use.

But the increasing homefront burdens of the war in Europe inevi-

tably brought problems to the state surveys. Probably the greatest of

these was the loss of valuable staff members. With the urgent need

for skilled scientific and technical personnel, private business and

industry and other government agencies and institutions became in-

creasingly competitive. In many instances. Chief Frison noted, com-
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Debtors offered salaries "that cannot be met or even approached un-

der the present state budgets." 44 Three members of his entomological

Staff had received outside otters ranging up to double their present

salaries. The spirit of loyalty that holds these men with us at present

is commendable, but we cannot long hope to retain high caliber men

at mediocre or interior salary levels," Frison concluded. Many staff

members from all three surveys were drafted into the armed forces,

while others were sought by various federal agencies for important

work in their respective specialties. Among those serving in the

armed forces was Chief Arthur Buswell, who was granted a leave of

absence from the State Water Survey effective July I, 1943, for ac-

tive duty with the U.S. Army.
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The Surveys' Expanding Roles and Commitments

1946-1950

With Arthur Buswell's return to peacetime science in 1945 it was

almost inevitable that the old quarrel between him and Morris Leigh-

ton should break out afresh. It had been held in abeyance during the

war years, partly because of Buswell's absence on military duty but

also because of a common commitment to the nation's war effort.

Their disagreement centered not so much in the different tempera-

ments of the two chiefs but rather in the lack of a clear definition of

the mission of the Water Survey. Leighton believed that groundwater

studies were the responsibility of the more broadly based Geological

Survey, since groundwater clearly fell within the purview of tradi-

tional geology. (Nearly twenty years after the end of World War II,

recalling highlights of his own agency's history, Leighton included

"the work on water resources
,,

during the 1930s among the Geolog-

ical Survey's most significant activities.) 1 With war's end and Bu-

swell's homecoming, the old dispute quickly flared up again.

Groundwater, Leighton insisted, was a geological phenomenon.

Groundwater studies, then, were "part and parcel of the science of

geology." 2 Most of the important questions concerning groundwater

resources, groundwater development, and groundwater conserva-

tion, he declared, had an intimate relationship to geology. And al-

though he did not question the importance of engineering, chemis-

try, and economics in groundwater studies, geology "must be dealt

with all along the line."

Unquestionably, the science of geology had developed rapidly in

recent years. Many of the newest concepts and techniques of petro-

leum geology, especially, had important applications to groundwater

geology. In addition, geophysics had developed to a remarkable de-

gree as a geologic tool. Its importance in groundwater exploration,

proper construction of new wells, and the rehabilitation of old wells

had been amply demonstrated.

Chief Leighton expressed his "considered opinion" that both the

State Geological Survey and the State Water Survey were providing
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"greater and more efficient service to the people o\ Illinois than the)

ever have in their history." He said he believed that a cooperative

spirit prevailed among staff members o\ the two agencies, and that

the) were intent upon working together. But reporting to the Board

of Natural Resources and Conservation at a meeting in the spring o\

1945. he added:

It appears to me that the chief of the Water Survey Division

desires that a sharp line be drawn between the fields of activity

of the Water Survey and the Geological Survey that does not

naturally exist. I firmly believe that it would be a mistake to

curtail the potential contributions of either the Geological Sur-

\e\ or the Water Survey because it would not only affect sci-

entific progress but it would be at the sacrifice of the best ser-

vice that can be rendered to the people of the state. My
judgment tells me that we should recognize that the work of the

two surveys dovetails, and that we should not interfere with or

curtail the efforts of those actively engaged to fully develop the

contributions that can be made from the respective sciences. 3

This conflict was the subject of "considerable discussion" 4
at that

1945 board meeting, although details were not recorded. The board

finally agreed that, pending further action at a later date. Buswell

and Leighton should continue to act in accordance with an agree-

ment worked out a decade earlier, in the early years of their coop-

erative work on underground water resources. Meanwhile. Frank G.

Thompson, director of the Department of Registration and Educa-

tion and ex officio board chairman, called on the board's designated

subcommittees for the two surveys to study the matter and make

recommendations.

The areas of disagreement centered on three paragraphs in Section

58 of the Illinois Civil Administrative Code—the "Lowden Code"

—

adopted in 1917 and revised in 1 93 1 . Eleven paragraphs of this sec-

tion concerned the responsibilities of the Geological Survey and the

Water Survey/ Duties specified by the code had been assigned by

the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation to the individual

surveys, and it was certain of these assignments that had led to the

discord between Buswell and Leighton. At a subsequent board meet-

ing, the responsibilities specified in the troublesome portion of Sec-

tion 58—paragraphs 24. 28. and 29—were reassigned. The revi-
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sions came in the form of a new operating agreement recommended

by the appropriate subcommittees of the board after consultation

with the chiefs.

Paragraph 24 established the obligation to "study the geological

formation of the State with reference to its resources of coal, ores,

clays, building stones, cement, materials suitable for use in the con-

struction of roads, gas mineral and artesian water and other prod-

ucts." Because of the reference to water, the paragraph had been

jointly assigned to both the Geological and Water surveys. Under

terms of the new agreement approved by the board, the Water Sur-

vey was directed to limit its activities under this paragraph "to the

study of artesian water from the standpoint of mineral quality, quan-

tity, and treatment but without reference to any geological implica-

tions." 6 The Geological Survey was directed to limit its work with

respect to water "to the geological implications."

Paragraph 28 directed the collection of "facts and data concerning

the volumes and flow of underground and surface waters of the

state." This responsibility had been assigned to the Water Survey

only. In the new directive, it was assigned jointly to the Geological

and Water surveys. Their respective duties were further defined:

It is the intent to leave the responsibility for the collection of

facts and data concerning the volume and flow of water with

the State Water Survey but to permit the collection of such data

on ground water by the Geological Survey whenever it is inci-

dental to the collection of geological data. Any information so

collected shall be promptly reported to the Water Survey so that

the file on volumes and flow shall be complete. All such data

collected by either the State Water Survey or the State Geolog-

ical Survey shall be kept in the files of the State Water Survey

and shall be available at all times to both surveys.

All information given out regarding volume and flow of un-

derground water shall be through the State Water Survey. The

Geological Survey may give out such information only when it

will assist in interpreting the geological data and when the

Water Survey and the Geological Survey are in agreement as to

the information to be released. 7

The third problem area, paragraph 29, prescribed responsibility to

"determine the mineral qualities of water from different geological

formations and surface waters for the various sections of the State."
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It. too, had been assigned sold) to the Water Survey. The new di-

reetive provided for the Geological Survey to share in this respon-

sibility, with the understanding that all analytical work and its inter-

pretation should remain the province of the Water Survey. But

interpretations o\' mineral qualities of water with reference to differ-

ent geological formations would henceforth be a matter of joint re-

sponsibility'

In addition to these specific assignments of responsibilities, the

new agreement dictated cooperation by the two agencies in acknowl-

edging and responding to requests for information regarding under-

ground water resources. Responses to such requests were to include

the reports of both surveys. Differences of opinion were to be re-

solved "by conference" before responding, and "in case of inability

to agree any controversial matter shall be deleted." 9 The family quar-

rel would not be carried on in public view. Although this agreement

clearly did not resolve all the questions of overlapping responsibility

between the Geological and Water surveys, it helped clear the air

and provided specific direction regarding the most important areas

of conflict.

Buswell and Leighton, whatever their personal differences, were

professional administrators who sincerely desired to serve the best

interests of the state and its citizens. They respected the authority

and direction provided by the Board of Natural Resources and Con-

servation. The issue of responsibility for groundwater investigations

was not completely removed, but it was significantly reduced in in-

tensity by the 1945 agreement.

In the Natural History Survey, meanwhile. Chief Theodore Fri-

son. ill with cancer, had temporarily relinquished direction of that

agency to Leo R. Tehon. Tehon had been with the survey since 192 1

,

when he was appointed its first botanist. 10 As head of the botany and

plant pathology section, he had expanded the survey's botanical re-

search program significantly, especially in the fields of mycology,

plant pathology, and taxonomy. Tehon himself had described a num-

ber of new genera and species of fungi. He was particularly inter-

ested in diseases affecting economic crops such as fruits, vegetables,

grain, and forage crops and diseases of ornamental plants and trees.

When Frison died in December. 1945, Tehon was named acting

chief.

The immediate postwar work of the Natural History Survey was

marked by increasing cooperation with other agencies. An extensive
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survey of the fish resources of the Mississippi River in the segment

between Keokuk and Dubuque, Iowa, was launched in 1946 as a

joint study with Iowa. The Natural History Survey provided its labo-

ratory boat, the Anax, and a biologist, who was joined by a biologist

from the Iowa Conservation Commission. Various other equipment

and nontechnical staff for the project were furnished by both agen-

cies and by the Illinois Department of Conservation."

Other Natural History Survey research projects involved coopera-

tive work with the University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment

Station, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, private industries, and

the Illinois Canners Association. The work with industry and the

canners association involved insecticide studies and included re-

search in the effectiveness and potential side effects of various

chemicals as well as the use of different types of spraying methods

and equipment. 12

A significant portion of the survey's work with insecticides in-

volved its investigation of DDT. In cooperative studies with the U.S.

Public Health Service, the departments of animal pathology and an-

imal husbandry of the University of Illinois, and various other inter-

ested agencies, the survey was attempting to gain all the information

possible on the effects of DDT on humans and animals. One impor-

tant investigation involved the use of DDT and other insecticides in

controlling the European corn borer, which posed a serious threat to

the 1946 Illinois corn crop. Although the use of insecticides in borer

control was still experimental, Tehon told members of the Board of

Natural Resources and Conservation, it had yielded favorable results

the previous year. He felt that it might be "unwise" to attempt to

delay use of insecticides by farmers, even though data from earlier

studies by the survey were still considered tentative and were to be

tested through additional research. 13

Tehon continued to serve as acting chief of the Natural History

Survey until early 1947, when Harlow B. Mills was permanently

appointed to the post. Mills was a native of Iowa, who had worked

for the U.S. Department of Agriculture and taught in Texas before

receiving a Ph.D. degree from Iowa State College in 1934.
I4 Then

he went to Yellowstone National Park as a naturalist and wildlife

technician. He also served as assistant state entomologist for Mon-

tana before becoming head of the zoology and entomology depart-

ment at Montana State College in 1937, then moving to the Illinois

post a decade later.
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One of Mills's first steps as chief of the Natural History Survey

was to reorganize some of the sections within the ageney. The sepa-

rate sections of game management and research, migratory water-

fowl, and cooperative wildlife research were combined into a single

section of game management and research. The insect survey section

was redesignated as the section o\' faunistic surveys and insect iden-

tification. The six other sections (economic entomology, forestry,

aquatic biology, applied botany and plant pathology, publications,

and the technical library section) were retained.

Mills, according to one of his contemporaries, brought to his

work as Natural History Survey Chief "the same consuming interest

in wildlife research which had marked Frison's leadership." 15 He

continued to encourage studies of fish and game animals and game

birds such as waterfowl, the bobwhite quail, and the ring-necked

pheasant, all of which had been subject to long-term investigation.

Also. Mills fully appreciated the importance of getting new infor-

mation from survey studies into the hands of the public. When an

article on lead poisoning among waterfowl, resulting from the birds'

consumption of commercial lead shot, appeared in a popular sports-

man's magazine, 16 writers of wildlife columns in newspapers picked

up the story and seemed for the first time to be aware of the serious-

ness of the problem. This incident. Mills said, illustrated "the edu-

cational value and widespread influence of the popularized research

article in the non-technical magazine." 17

Public information activities were a routine but important continu-

ing responsibility of all three state surveys. But the Natural History

Survey had traditionally made a greater effort at reaching mass au-

diences within the state. In the third quarter of 1947, for example,

thirty news stories were released to selected newspapers and radio

stations in Illinois and adjacent states. These stories also were dis-

tributed to press associations, farm and wildlife writers, various spe-

cialized periodicals, and individuals, including most farm advisors

in the state.
IK In addition, the survey provided educational exhibits

for the Illinois State Fair and many county fairs. A sound, color

motion picture film. Ridding the Farm of Flies, was completed dur-

ing the period, and planning and scriptwriting was begun for a new

educational film on the life history, propagation, and management of

the pheasant in Illinois.

Activities in the faunistic and insect identification section had

been enhanced in the immediate postwar period by the acquisition
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of some important insect collections. Among these were the per-

sonal collections of Emil Beer of Chicago and M. W. Sanderson, a

survey staff member. The Beer collection included about eighty-five

hundred specimens of moths and butterflies, while Sanderson's con-

sisted of some ten thousand pinned beetle specimens and thousands

more preserved in alcohol. 19 In early 1948, Chief Mills reported the

transfer of the Andrew Bolter collection from the University of Illi-

nois department of entomology to the survey. The Bolter collection,

subsequently found to contain forty thousand specimens, added sig-

nificantly to the research value of the survey's holdings because it

included a large number of unusual Illinois species and many west-

ern and southern species not previously represented in the survey's

collections. 20

As had been the case since its inception, the Natural History Sur-

vey continued to serve as the state's first line of defense against

harmful insect pests. Survey entomologists accurately predicted a

heavy infestation of grasshoppers in 1948, making specific recom-

mendations to farm advisors and others influential in agriculture re-

garding the availability of new insecticides to combat the menace.

Commercial chemical companies also were alerted. Within little

more than a week, adequate supplies of chemical insecticides were

available in every county. Chemical application reduced infestations

that in many instances ran as high as three hundred grasshoppers per

square yard to insignificance almost overnight.

Because of their prompt action, Chief Mills reported later, Illinois

farmers were harvesting "hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of

clover and alfalfa seed that would have otherwise been destroyed by

the grasshoppers." 21 But even more remarkable, he suggested, "was

the almost complete elimination of serious damage to the corn and

soybean crops. In years past, farmers have quite commonly con-

ceded the pastures and the meadows to the grasshoppers and did not

begin to fight until the grasshoppers had moved in and destroyed or

seriously damaged a considerable portion of the adjacent crops. This

year, in most instances, the grasshoppers were stopped at the fence-

row." Because of the effectiveness of the survey's efforts to alert

farmers to the problem and identify appropriate insecticides avail-

able to combat the pest, more than a quarter-million acres of farm-

land were treated in a month's time.

But financial considerations once again were making it difficult to

attract and hold the scientific and technical personnel necessary to
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can) out such projects. In mid-1949, Mills reported a salary survey

that presented a discouraging picture. In comparing the average

salary paid by the Natural History Survey with beginning salaries at

five randomly selected research institutions with similar responsibil-

ities, he found the salaries of professional scientists on the survey

staff to be from 23.2 percent to 39. 1 percent below the others. The

immediacy and seriousness of the problem was illustrated by the fact

that the survey had lost twenty-two permanent employees in the past

four years. ::

State appropriations for the three state surveys had increased sig-

nificantly in the postwar years. For the Natural History Survey, state

funding totaled $414,256 for the 1945-47 biennium. Funds were

increased to $540,713 for 1947-49, including a special $50,000 ap-

propriation for European corn borer control. In the Geological Sur-

vey, appropriations during the same period amounted to $985,266

and $1,146,590, respectively. And for the Water Survey, funding

had been increased from $252,122 for the 1945-47 biennium to

$352,307 for the 1947-49 period. 23 But the growing generosity of

the General Assembly had been largely offset by increased operating

costs and expanded activities needed to catch up after wartime lim-

itations. Funds simply had been inadequate to provide competitive

salary increases.

Still, shortages in the operating budgets were overcome to some

extent by provisions in another area of need: physical facilities. New
wings on the east and west ends of the Natural Resources Building

—

completed only a decade earlier—were finished in 1950, constructed

and equippped at a total cost of $1,003,739.
24 This provided addi-

tional laboratory and office space for both the Geological and Natu-

ral History surveys. (The Geological Survey continued to conduct

pilot plant tests in its nearby applied research laboratory.)

The State Water Survey, too, was gaining new housing. Buswell

had described the Water Survey's needs for a research hydraulic

laboratory as early as the spring of 1945, when a new survey build-

ing was proposed for the postwar period. He said such a facility

would allow needed investigations of both groundwater and surface

water supplies. And the cost, he said, "is inconsequential when

compared with its possibilities for increasing the wealth of the state,

as such wealth relates to underground and surface water utilization

and control.*' 2 ' The General Assembly, in response to Buswell 's re-

quest, appropriated $386,250 for a new Water Survey building. But
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construction was delayed at the request of the University of Illinois,

which was responsible for providing a site. When the project was

again funded in 1947. tnc appropriation was reduced to $318,000.

This decrease, coupled with inflated construction costs, meant a sig-

nificantly smaller structure than that envisioned earlier. 26

Chief Buswell, reviewing the new plans, noted that the total

space allotted to offices and chemical and bacteriological laborato-

ries in the new building actually would be less than that already

occupied by the survey. But the addition of the proposed hydraulic

laboratory would be a critical advancement. The shift in space as-

signments, Buswell pointed out, "reflects the increasing trend in

work and personnel toward engineering studies."
27 He said this trend

was a direct outgrowth of the problems faced by the survey. It had

begun a decade earlier and had developed rapidly during the war

years. And, it was expected to become even more marked once the

new hydraulic laboratory became a reality. Fundamental research in

such areas as spillway structures, percolation effects on earth dams,

and erosion prevention could be carried out in the laboratory under

conditions closely simulating actual situations. In addition, impor-

tant studies concerned with problems of groundwater supply could

be carried out.

Nor was the new building in Champaign 28 the only one approved

for the Water Survey. Buswell and various other interests, notably

community leaders in Peoria, had continued to press for increased

state support for infiltration studies in the Peoria region. In October,

1947, Buswell was able to report to the State Board of Natural Re-

sources and Conservation that a site had been approved and plans

nearly completed for a Water Survey laboratory at Peoria. 29 The

General Assembly appropriated $150,000 for the laboratory struc-

ture, while Peoria businessmen undertook a $250,000 fund-raising

campaign to provide for the construction and operation of a large

infiltration pit nearby. The new Peoria laboratory would deal chiefly

with groundwater problems, Buswell explained, while the larger hy-

draulic laboratory in Champaign would work principally with sur-

face water studies.

Buswell now saw the responsibilities of the State Water Survey in

broad but explicit terms. An immediate study was to be undertaken,

he said, "to take stock of Illinois' water resources of today, to esti-

mate future demand on these resources, to find ways to meet these
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demands, and to set up a program ot study aimed at securing the

information needed for the most beneficial development of the state's

water resources."' Manifestly, his agency was ready to move in

some hold new directions. A radar consultant from the University of

Illinois department of electrical engineering was called on to assist

in a summer "rainmaking" study, while an engineer previously used

in groundwater studies was assigned new responsibilities planning a

new meteorological program.

Still, the traditional work ot" the survey could not be ignored.

Water quality must be assured along with water quantity. The sur-

vey's chemistry section could not be neglected. Increased attention

to soil conservation in the state had led to greater demands for data

in such areas as sedimentation. Stream-gauging activities, now

benefiting greatly from the continuous records maintained over a

period of years, had to be continued. Research results must be pre-

pared for publication. And routine requests for information from

Illinois citizens had to be answered.

But foremost, still, among the concerns of Buswell and his staff

was the continued drop in Illinois groundwater levels. In the heavily

industrialized Chicago, Peoria, and East St. Louis regions in par-

ticular, groundwater supply posed a critical question: How long

would it be adequate even for minimum needs? At the end of the

decade, citing U.S. Geological Survey reports, Buswell pointed out

that Peoria and East St. Louis were among the most intensive users

of groundwater in the nation. At Peoria, Water Survey test wells

were showing levels a mere six to eight feet above bedrock. One

brewery there had stopped using its wells because they no longer

provided enough water to meet its requirements.' 1 Hundreds of wells

were being monitored in the Chicago region, and their continuous

records graphically illustrated that levels there were still dropping

rapidly.

The conflict between Buswell and Leighton over groundwater

studies had been effectively reduced by the 1945 agreement dis-

cussed earlier. But the possibility of continued overlapping respon-

sibility in this area had not escaped the attention of others. The Illi-

nois Legislative Council reported alarm in 1948 over the prospects

for duplication of activities. 32 The council noted that laws regarding

water sanitation and water supply were scattered throughout the stat-

utes regulating a number of stale agencies. And in 1950 a State
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Government Study Commission headed by Jack F. Isakoff reported

to the General Assembly that a "regrouping" of functions was

needed to "eliminate inter-agency conflicts.

"

33

In its more detailed staff studies, the Isakoff commission pointed

out that water research duties were distributed among a variety of

state agencies, including the Water and Geological surveys. Al-

though some diffusion was necessary, the commission found, "the

possibility of unnecessary duplication remains and there is a neces-

sity for further and more thorough study of the water problems of

this state."
34 Possibilities considered by the comission included

merger of the Water and Geological surveys if the inherent possi-

bility of "overlapping and friction in the field of groundwater sup-

plies is deemed significant."

Going beyond the problems of groundwater studies, the commis-

sion suggested that administration of all the state's programs relating

to natural resources should be integrated more fully. It said that

placement of the three scientific surveys in a new Department of

Natural Resources and Conservation with "agencies charged with

actual operations in related fields" would be a step in this

direction. 35 And so the place of the surveys in Illinois government

was again under scrutiny.

Thus for the survey chiefs, the end of the 1940s found them en-

gaged with the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation in a

penetrating assessment of their respective agencies' positions—par-

ticularly in light of their expanded activities in the immediate post-

war period. Morris Leighton observed that the prestige of any state

is determined by two basic factors—its natural resources and the

caliber of its leaders and its citizenry. Illinois, he believed, was "sin-

gularly fortunate in both respects." 36 Most of the state's rich prairie

was covered with fertile soil, he observed, while beneath this rich

surface lay mineral deposits of great value. Geographically, Illinois

was favored by a location offering navigable waterways and access

to the Great Lakes. And an "enlightened and industrious" citizenry

and able leaders in government, industry, and science had brought

the state to a position of national eminence "through proper exploi-

tation and conservation of this natural endowment." Leighton

pointed out that Illinois ranked sixth in the nation in terms of the

value of mineral production. That production in 1949 had been

worth nearly half a billion dollars. 37

Since its founding forty-five years earlier, the State Geological
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Survey had had as its primary objective the development and dis-

semination of basic Information on the mineral resources of the

state, leading to the discovery of new mineral deposits and new and

improved uses tor mineral materials. Leighton believed that the sur-

ve\ had been successful in keeping pace with the developments in

research technology necessary to meet the demands of the twentieth

century industrialized society. The agency's studies of coal, in par-

ticular, had attracted the attention of numerous other research agen-

cies, both in the United States and abroad.

The Natural History Survey, too, had enjoyed remarkable expan-

sion during the first half o\' the century. Chief Harlow Mills believed

that the work o\ his agency touched directly or indirectly most of the

people of the state. "As a relatively new comer," Mills told the mem-

bers of the board. "I can say that the Natural History Survey com-

mands great respect as a research agency, and is a pattern for orga-

nization throughout North America. Since I came to Illinois I have

found that the value of this agency to the state is much greater than

most people have realized in the past.'"

In its investigations during the past year, Mills said, the Natural

History Survey had cooperated with dozens of international, na-

tional, and state agencies. Among these were such diverse institu-

tions as the British Museum, the Wildlife Institute, the American

Phytopathological Society, the Federal Plant Disease Survey, the

U.S. Army, the Museum of Comparative Zoology, the Federal Se-

curity Administration, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the

U.S. Department of the Interior. Others included private business

and industrial firms and the conservation departments of Illinois and

several other states. Also, the survey had been host to visitors from

a half-dozen other countries

For the State Water Survey, completion of the Peoria laboratory in

1949 and construction on the new building in Champaign were rap-

idly bringing to realization plans that Chief Arthur Buswell and his

staff had been working on for the last five years. Buswell believed

that conservation of the state's water resources would be the premier

challenge to his agency in decades ahead. Planning ahead was es-

sential: problems of water supply are solved by slow processes.

"Twenty years is a short period in water resource history." Buswell

had noted two years earlier. "Plans should be made with a view to

conditions which will develop during the future fifty- to one

hundred-year period.'
-
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Perhaps more than either of the other two survey chiefs, Arthur

Buswell appreciated the threat posed by the careless consumption of

the earth's natural resources. He had been profoundly impressed by

Fairfield Osborn's book, Our Plundered Planet, a compelling ex-

position of man's destruction of his surroundings. 41 And he knew

from a coincidental Water Survey discovery just how fragile the

natural environment could be. Field engineers from the survey, run-

ning a continuous measurement on a deep well at the University of

Illinois airport south of Champaign, had been puzzled by a small but

frequent fluctuation of the water level. 42 The disturbance amounted

to only about half an inch and was always temporary. But sensitive

monitoring equipment recorded it regularly. The well was 169 feet

deep and the water level was about 70 feet below the surface.

After observing the phenomenon for some time, the engineers dis-

covered what seemed to be a relationship between the times of the

disturbance and the schedule of freight trains on the Illinois Central

railroad tracks more than a half mile away. They watched this pattern

closely. The relationship was too prominent to be ignored. Finally,

with the cooperation of the railroad, a series of experiments was

conducted. In addition to the regularly scheduled trains, freight

trains of various lengths carrying different weight loads and travel-

ing at different speeds were moved past the well. The experiments

bore out the engineers' suspicions. Seventy feet below the surface

of the earth, the water level was affected by passing freight trains at

a relatively remote distance. The "solid ground" of the Illinois prai-

rie was but a fragile crust!
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New Leadership Brings Continued

Economic Contributions, 1950—1970

Administrators in the state surveys at mid-century held a common

view of the roles of their respective divisions in serving the eco-

nomic interests of the state. Morris Leighton. in a Bownocker Lec-

ture at Ohio State University, cited the need for every state geologi-

cal survey to provide scientific research "to serve the state's

industries, its agriculture, its commerce, and its institutions." 1 Ar-

thur Busvvell told members of the Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation that, in terms o( importance, the Water Survey made

no distinction between public water supplies and industrial supplies

because the "development of Illinois industry is of very great public

benefit." 2 And Harlow Mills noted that the Natural History Survey's

oldest and largest section, economic entomology, "largely benefits

the agricultural population." 3 Even the aquatic biology research car-

ried out by his agency was aimed in part at renovation of the Illinois

fishing industry, which Mills recognized had been the third largest

in the nation at one time.

The survey chiefs found it easy to justify such attention to eco-

nomic interests, of course. Statistical data were readily available to

show a direct cost-benefit relationship. For example, market reports

from the U.S. Bureau of Mines showed that in the five-year period

ending in 1952. an average 519,300 tons of Illinois coal had been

used each year in the production of metallurgical coke. This repre-

sented an average value of $2,550,000 and had provided employ-

ment for more than four hundred miners. This market had not ex-

isted prior to the Geological Survey's studies on the coking potential

of Illinois coal, research that had cost only about $50,000 a year. 4

In the Natural History Survey. Chief Mills recalled a mid- 1940s

expenditure of less than $5,000 to collect and distribute European

corn borer parasites. That modest investment in biological control

was now resulting in millions of dollars in savings to Illinois farm-

ers. One species of Tachinid fly had become so well established in

the state that it was considered an extremely important factor in corn

borer control. Farmers were treating about a million acres a year
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with DDT and other insecticides by 1951. hut the fly parasite still

effected greater reduction in the overall corn borer population than

was accomplished with the chemicals."

In contrast. Mills pointed out an example in which the farmers

were less fortunate. A sudden and highly destructive outbreak of

northern corn leafblight cost Illinois farmers an estimated $53,-

700,000 in 1951. The outbreak illustrated the dangerous nature of

diseases that might seem unimportant for years, he suggested, and

also dramatized the need for research aimed at finding control mea-

sures while the disease still could be controlled. And the money lost

to Illinois farmers in a single season "would support large-scale re-

search over a long period of years." 6

Chief Arthur Buswell saw in examples like these important rea-

sons why strong state scientific agencies were necessary. He com-

plained that President Harry Truman's Water Resources Policy Com-

mission had largely ignored state work. The commission's report

tacitly assumed that the trend toward centralization of resource pro-

grams in the federal government would continue unabated. Buswell

suggested, while state and local interests would exert continually

diminishing initiative. And while he granted that these assumptions

might be correct, he believed "there are many who feel that such

trends are highly undesirable and that greater initiative by local and

state units is highly desirable in resource development." 7 He said

this school of thought favored a more limited role for the federal

government, one in which it would supply technical counsel and

comparatively small federal grants-in-aid—and these only to proj-

ects where the national interest could be demonstrated clearly.

Buswell might have offered the Water Survey's groundwater re-

charge project at Peoria as an example of the kind of "greater initia-

tive" he preferred. The Peoria operation was formally dedicated on

May 18, 1 95 1, when Ira W. Wolfner, chairman of the Peoria Asso-

ciation of Commerce's water conservation committee, presented to

the state the deed to the new infiltration plant building and pit. The

Peoria plant was to operate as a cooperative state-local project, with

the commerce association paying operating and maintenance costs

and the Water Survey providing personnel. This arrangement al-

lowed the survey complete control of pit operations and assured

proper chemical and bacteriological testing of the water. At the same

time, the survey could conduct important research on the artificial

recharge method of groundwater replenishment.
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The Peoria recharge pit was placet! in full-time operation in early

October, fed b\ simple gravity How from the Illinois River. There

were some early problems with algae growth that clogged the sand

filters and w ith short interruptions caused by a variety of minortech-

nical problems. Operation was limited to the period in which river

water temperature was below sixty degrees so that groundwater

would not be warmed too much. Also, the pit had to be closed down

when the water became too muddy.

In its tirst full season, extending into late April, the recharge pit

actually operated only 146 days. But 260 million gallons of water

was infiltrated into the groundwater supply serving the Peoria re-

gion/ Results were clearly visible at test wells. Groundwater levels

w ithin a half mile of the pit were up an average 4.35 feet by the end

of the initial infiltration period. Water Survey scientists and techni-

cians constantly monitored the process, checking the water tempera-

ture and chemical composition and conducting bacteriological stud-

ies to guard against contamination. They also made thousands of

bacteriological tests on samples from observation wells.

Meanwhile, work had begun on a model infiltration pit, one-

eighth actual size, for use in studying specific problems and condi-

tions as they arose. Water Survey scientists and engineers believed

the model would be extremely valuable in allowing them constant

control over many factors affecting artificial recharge, the influence

of which could be seen in real pit operation only over a long period

of time.

The infiltration pit was not impressive in size, with a water sur-

face area of only about 4,800 square feet. But it proved impressive

in performance. After completion of a second, adjacent pit in 1956.

the Water Survey was successful in recharging Peoria groundwater

supply by more than a billion gallons in the 1956-57 season. The

success of the venture led some larger industries to initiate their own

artificial recharge efforts and gained nationwide attention as a model

of success. After eight seasons of operation by the Water Survey,

during which most of the desired research was completed, the re-

charge facility was turned over to local agencies. The Water Survey

continued to cooperate informally and maintained its Peoria labora-

tory, but the city and the Peoria Association of Commerce assumed

responsibility for groundwater recharge.

Back in Champaign, meanwhile, the first fundamental research

undertaken in the survey's new hydraulic laboratory concerned
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changes in the physical properties of fluids due to turbulent flow.

Only limited investigation of this problem had been conducted, and

available data were found to be of little analytical value because of

the type of apparatus used. 4 Water Survey scientists and engineers

believed that a mechanical breakdown of the strong bonds between

molecules could be found in water and other fluid in turbulent flow.

If so, this "disassociation" might lead to changes in a number of

physical properties of the fluid. This had potential implications for

a number of problems in which the survey was interested.

A staff shortage was seriously hampering the development of a

strong research program in the hydraulic laboratory, however. Ear-

lier, Buswell had reported substantial problems in finding field en-

gineers experienced in groundwater work. And even those with ex-

perience still needed on-the-job training in hydrology because "few

organizations doing groundwater work use techniques as advanced

as those used by the Water Survey/' 10 Now, the problems in staffing

stemmed in part from a shortage of personnel with appropriate tech-

nical training for the hydraulic laboratory investigations and in part

from inadequate funding. To make the laboratory fully productive,

the chief estimated, the Water Survey needed to spend an additional

$10,000 annually for staff.

The Water Survey was turning more often to outside sources for

research funds. As of July I, 1952, it had federal research contracts

totaling $181 ,477, an amount equal to about 60 percent of its annual

operating budget." The largest projects were a cloud physics study

conducted for the U.S. Air Force in cooperation with the University

of Chicago, a radar rainfall study for the U.S. Army Signal Corps,

and research in radar weather forecasting sponsored by the U.S.

Navy Bureau of Aeronautics.

The Geological Survey was not receiving significant outside funds

as yet (and would not until the mid-1960s), but the Natural History

Survey had nine outside research grants totaling $49,385. More than

half of these involved chemical insecticides. Ironically, the recent

rapid advances in the chemical insecticide field, instead of reducing

the load on entomologists, had forced them into the wild race of

insecticide development and testing. As Harlow Mills explained it,

discovery of the insecticidal properties of DDT had set off a chain

reaction. The nation's large chemical companies were pouring mil-

lions of dollars into research on agricultural chemicals. New and

more efficient insecticides appeared on the market almost monthly.
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The chemicals made it possible for farmers to attain a level of insect

control never possible before, but they also created a need tor

greatly increased laboratory and held testing.

Researchers in tax-supported institutions such as the Natural His-

tory Survey, Mills felt, were obligated to help meet this need. 12
It

was important that they address not only complex questions about

the formulations, toxicity, residues, and the like, but also immediate

practical questions from farmers: What is the best insecticide for this

problem? How much should I use? When should I use it?

If Illinois farmers had any lingering doubts about the benefits of

chemical insecticides, the spring and summer of 1953 must have

removed them. These months were marked by favorable weather for

the survival of insect pests, which showed up in numbers surpassing

those recalled by entomologists for decades past.

In April and May, hay crops and pastures were severely damaged

by clover leaf weevils and pea aphids, which became active in warm

mid-March weather and enjoyed an exceptional survival rate when

cold weather in April prevented the normal development of parasites

and insect diseases that usually controlled them. Thousands of acres

of clover were lost, and thousands more saved by the application of

chemical insecticides.

Early June brought a heavy army worm infestation. Chemical in-

secticides were credited with saving an estimated quarter-million

acres of wheat, rye, and grasses from army worm destruction. Thou-

sands of acres more across the state's wheat belt were sprayed by

plane to combat a heavy infestation of English grain aphids. And at

just about the same time, the common bean leaf beetle appeared in

ominous quantity, damaging fields of soybeans just after the seedling

plants emerged.

By mid-June the corn flea beetle was present in Illinois cornfields

in staggering numbers, attacking corn plants only four to six inches

tall. Not only did the beetles themselves cause severe damage, but

they also spread Stewart's disease, a bacterial infection of the plant.

Much of the state's sweet corn crop, especially susceptible to Stew-

art's disease, was lost. The first wave of beetles was soon followed

by a second generation of the hardy pest and Stewart's disease be-

came an increasingly serious threat. To make matters worse, the

black cutworm was prevalent over most of the state throughout June,

damaging or destroying thousands of acres of young corn. And the

problem was further complicated by almost daily reports of the yel-
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low-striped army worm, normally only a novelty in Illinois but now
present in seriously destructive numbers and adding to the onslaught

on the state's young corn crop.

The insect problem worsened as the summer progressed, with an

unusually severe European corn borer infestation. The tomato russet

mite, reported in Illinois for the first time only the previous year,

heavily damaged hundreds of acres of commercial canners' crops.

In addition, there was more than the usual amount of damage to corn

and other crops from wireworms, false wireworms, grape colaspis,

billbugs, sod webworms, grasshoppers, corn rootworms, and the

corn root aphis. 13

If there was a bright spot anywhere in the entomological picture

of the state that summer, it was in the chinch bug count. Early sea-

son weather conditions had not been favorable for chinch bug de-

velopment. This destructive pest proved fewer in number than an-

ticipated. But even here there was a sinister qualification: The large

second generation chinch bug population in July and August led

Natural History Survey entomologists to warn that over-wintering

populations could be the highest since records were begun in 1934,

promising a devastating chinch bug outbreak the following year.

George C. Decker, head of the Natural History Survey's economic

entomology section, believed that in general "Illinois farmers did

the best job in history in meeting one insect emergency after an-

other" that summer. 14 The survey provided a weekly insect warning

and insecticide bulletin and made a great effort to channel needed

information through county farm advisors to the farmers. Despite

these efforts, though, many calls and letters seeking information

came directly to the Natural History Survey offices in Urbana. As

the crisis for farmers reached an early peak. Decker received so

many phone calls one day—June 5—that he was often from five to

ten minutes behind on the survey switchboard. Calls during this

critical period began as early as 5:30 a.m. and came as late as

11:30 P.M.

Unquestionably, such severe insect outbreaks led to a dramatic

increase in the use of chemical insecticides. This led, in turn, to

more questions about the effects of insecticide application. By the

mid-1950s, Natural History Survey scientists were deeply commit-

ted to research on broad problems relating to insecticide use.

An important early study conducted in the spring and summer of

1954 was related to a concentrated effort to control a Japanese beetle
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outbreak. About tit teen hundred acres of central Illinois farmland

received heavy applications of dieldrin insecticide, some of the land

sprayed and some treated with granules. Members of the survey

Study team made extensive daily field observations to compare ani-

mal populations on treated and untreated fields, fencerows, and

roadsides. They also made chemical analyses on dead animals to

determine if dieldrin was the cause of death. Their findings were

startling. Birds and ground squirrels, normally plentiful in the re-

gion, were virtually eliminated from the treated area. Muskrats

along creek banks were killed by the spray: rabbits died in the fields.

Only small field mice appeared to be unaffected. 15 The study thor-

oughly substantiated the need for increased awareness of environ-

mental problems caused by chemical insecticides.

Although the routine testing of new insecticides took much of the

time of survey entomologists, there was continuing interest in re-

lated problems of a fundamental nature. Researchers were now de-

voting more attention to the causes and nature of insect resistance to

insecticides. Other research dealt with the general insect ecology of

pastures and meadowlands. with factors other than insecticides af-

fecting insect populations in orchard and shade trees, the distribution

and economic importance of subterranean insects, and with airborne

insect migrations.

In other sections of the Natural History Survey, studies relating to

the plant and animal life of the state in a variety of ways com-

manded attention and concern equal to that of the entomologists.

Plant disease studies—Dutch elm disease was now rampant in Illi-

nois—and wildlife investigations continued to get high priority

among survey activities. One testing program going on in the survey

laboratories was unique in that it involved compounds entirely new

to science and not available anyplace else. These were fluorine com-

pounds that offered significant promise as fungicides and were syn-

thesized by the State Geological Survey.

The Geological Survey's fluorine chemistry, originating in rela-

tion to the fluorspar industry in southern Illinois, was by this time

attracting international attention. After receiving requests for fluo-

rine samples from the Radium Institute in Paris for use in cancer

research. Chief Morris Leighton observed that the Geological Sur-

vey's fluorine chemistry laboratories had now served interests as di-

verse as the Manhattan Project and international medical research

—

a scope never dreamed of when the research laboratories were initi-
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ated. 16 Actually, the fungicides undergoing tests in the Natural His-

tory Survey were developed as part of a research project for the U.S.

Air Force. Fungus and mildew deterioration of plastics and fabrics

used in airplane construction had plagued the Air Force for years. A
number of fluorine compounds synthesized by Geological Survey

chemists proved to be potent fungicides.

Activities like this one were an important part of the Geological

Survey's continuing service to various economic interests of the

state. Although the fluorspar industry was small compared to the

coal and oil industries, Illinois continued to produce a large share of

the domestic fluorspar used in the United States. But there was

growing apprehension over increasing competition from foreign

sources, notably Mexico. The Illinois fluorspar industry included a

number of small operators who did not hire geologists, relying prin-

cipally on information and stratigraphic interpretations provided by

the survey.

But the Geological Survey's main contribution to the state's eco-

nomic welfare continued to be its assessment of major mineral re-

sources. In 1952 the survey published its notable Bulletin No. 78,

"Minable Coal Reserves of Illinois," which offered for the first time

a comprehensive inventory of the occurrence, distribution, and char-

acter of Illinois coal beds. This publication served as the culmination

of the professional career of its author, Gilbert H. Cady, venerable

senior geologist and head of the survey's coal section, who retired

just before its appearance. It represented almost a year's intensive

work by some dozen scientists in the coal section working under the

immediate supervision of Jack A. Simon, survey geologist, and in-

volved field study as well as the synthesizing of massive amounts of

information collected by the Geological Survey over four decades.

Cady's report described and mapped the geographical and geolog-

ical distribution of the various coal beds, listed pertinent geological

reports concerning various coal-producing areas of the state, and

provided detailed statistical data on the coal resources of seventy-six

Illinois counties. It showed proved and "probable" minable coal re-

serves of more than sixty billion tons underlying the state, with an

additional sixty billion tons "strongly indicated" by information at

hand. "The coal resources of Illinois are of great importance to the

present and future economy of the state," Cady wrote in the intro-

duction to the 138-page bulletin. "Coal probably represents quanti-

tatively the most important of the fuels. The prosperity of many
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communities is dependent in a substantial degree upon the coal re-

serves localK accessible.*
1

Morns Leighton retired as chief of the Geological Survey at the

end of June. 1954, after more than thirty years of service. He had

shaped the surve) into a research institution of recognized stature,

and he obviousl) felt great pride in the agency he was leaving. He

believed that the siirve\ staff was well organized to carry out com-

prehensive research in the geolog) and mineral resources of the

state.
"

Its scientific and technical staff now included forty-nine ge-

ologists, twenty-one chemists, five engineers, a mineral economist,

two physicists, two editors, a librarian, a photographer, and more

than thirty-five specially trained research and technical assistants.

The Natural Resources Building, with new wings completed in

[950, provided the survey with adequate administrative and research

offices and some forty laboratories equipped with the most modern

scientific apparatus available for research in geology, chemistry, and

physics, including x-ray spectrograph). The survey's separate labo-

ratory building provided facilities for large-scale experimental work.

Its [953-55 biennial appropriation totaled $1,658,500. (By com-

parison, the Natural History Survey received $809,950 and the

Water Survey $665.322. 1

i And so Leighton "s pride was understand-

able: the Geological Survey's expansion during his tenure had been

remarkable.

Leighton was succeeded as chief by John C. Frye. who came to

Illinois from a similar post in Kansas. Frye was a native of Ohio

who had studied at the University of Iowa, receiving his Ph.D. de-

gree in geology in 1938. He then joined the U.S. Geological Sur-

vey's groundwater division in Kansas, moving to the Kansas State

Geological Survey in 1942. The Kansas agency had served as an

excellent training ground for his responsibilities with the Illinois

survey.

The change in leadership in the Geological Survey was followed

the next year by the resignation of Arthur Buswell as Water Survey

chief. Buswell perhaps gained some satisfaction in outlasting his

venerable rival. Morris Leighton. Like Leighton. he had controlled

his agency for more than three decades, having held the post of

Water Survey chief for thirty-five \ears at the time of his retirement

on September 30. 1955. And. also like Leighton. Buswell was leav-

ing a strong agency with clearly established directions in research

and service. Groundwater supply problems— nagging source of the
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earlier Buswell-Leighton conflict—had continued to occupy a large

proportion of the Water Survey staff. Frequently, these problems

were pressing. They commonly involved municipalities faced with

inadequate water supply, new industries seeking suitable water

sources, or growing industrial plants whose expanded needs had cre-

ated problems.

But vital work in areas other than groundwater was going on also.

Surface water supply, of particular importance in southern Illinois,

had recently come under more detailed investigation. This work in-

cluded sedimentation studies which gained recognition by the

American Waterworks Association as "an exemplary effort." the na-

tional organization recommending nationwide research in reservoir

sedimentation patterned after that of the survey. 20 Surface water

shortages had grown more severe during a prolonged drought that

marked the early 1950s, bringing greater urgency to this field of

study.

Another water Survey activity gaining increasing attention in-

volved the use of radar in meteorological analysis and weather fore-

casting. A survey team directed by Glenn E. Stout, working under

research contracts with the U.S. Navy and combining computer

analyses with sophisticated radar equipment and a dense network of

ground gauges, developed techniques for measuring rainfall amounts

by radar. The agency's meteorological studies with radar gained na-

tional notice in the spring of 1953 when radar observers were able

to view and record on radar photographs for the first time the devel-

opment, growth, and partial disintegration of a severe central Illinois

tornado. 21

But such technological advancements notwithstanding, it was the

routine collection of data on rainfall and surface runoff—now cov-

ering an extensive time period—that loomed of greatest immediate

importance in helping to prevent future water shortages like those

suffered by many drought-stricken communities in the state. Sev-

enty-five communities experienced shortages in the prolonged pe-

riod 1952-55. Every one of these drew water from a reservoir

dependent on rainfall and surface runoff, frequently from small

streams. Most of these reservoirs, Buswell pointed out, were con-

structed prior to 1940. At that time information available for design

of adequate reservoirs was meager. But the cooperative Water Sur-

vey-U.S. Geological Survey streamflow measurement program, re-

porting from a large number of gauging stations on the smaller
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streams of Illinois, now provided data for a period of more than two

decades. These data had been used extensively by Water Survey staff

members and consulting engineers. Their comprehensive analyses.

Buswell suggested, would help prevent future shortages. 22 Water-

shed research had been intensified, with broadly based investiga-

tions of Crab Orchard Lake, Lake Decatur, and Lake Springfield as

models. These projects involved studies of the total drainage area,

including smaller lakes and ponds within the watershed, and in-

cluded soil erosion and lake sedimentation research.

Much o\' this work was carried out in cooperation with the Soil

Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. In the

U.S.D.A.. all watershed research came under the direction of the

Agricultural Research Service's Watershed Hydrology Section,

headed by William C. Ackermann. Ackermann was familiar with

the Water Survey work in Illinois, having visited in Champaign in

relation to the watershed studies. In May, 1956. he was named to

replace Arthur Buswell as Water Survey chief. Thurston E. Larson,

head of the chemistry section and a Water Survey scientist since

1932. served in the interim as acting chief.

Ackermann brought an interesting background and broad profes-

sional experience relating to water resources to his new post. 23 He
was a native of Wisconsin, trained as a civil engineer. In 1935, he

joined the Tennessee Valley Authority's water control planning de-

partment, assuming major responsibilities in TVA water resources

planning, research, and operations. He was appointed to President

Harry Truman's Water Resources Policy Commission (with whose

report Arthur Buswell had taken issue, as mentioned above). He
joined the U.S.D.A. in 1954, with responsibility for a nationwide

program of research in soil and water.

In retrospect, it probably was important to the future of the sur-

veys that the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation chose to

go outside for new chiefs. Both the Geological and Water surveys

had capable and distinguished staff members who no doubt were

well qualified to serve as chief. But with Morris Leighton and Arthur

Buswell having served so long as heads of the agencies, addition of

the broadened perspectives of men like Ackermann and John Frye

was in order.

This influence showed up immediately. In the Geological Survey,

Frye brought to the staff an array of distinguished scientists known
nationally and internationally in their fields of specialization. The
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first o\' these was Charles H. Marshall, head of the Department of

Geology at the University of Sydney, Australia. Frye described Mar-

shall as "'one of the world's foremost authorities on coal geology and

coal petrography," 24 bringing him to Urbana for a six-month stint as

visiting scientist to conduct fundamental studies of the character of

coals used in coking blends. Others brought to the survey for short

periods included two former Frye associates from the University of

Kansas, A. Bryon Leonard and M. L. Thompson. Frye called on

Leonard to review the Pleistocene molluscan fauna both in the sur-

vey collections and in the field and to relate these forms to their

stratigraphic applications. Leonard, professor of zoology at Kansas,

had been engaged in research on late Cenozoic molluscs for the past

twenty years, including work at the Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy at Harvard, the University of Michigan, and the Philadelphia

Academy of Science, as well as in England and Italy. Frye believed

him to be "generally recognized as the country's outstanding au-

thority on this group of organisms." 25

Thompson, chairman of the geology department at Kansas, had a

distinguished professional and academic record and was recognized

as "the leading specialist in the study of fusilinids," Frye told mem-
bers of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation. 26 Brought

to Illinois initially for a short period to work on some problems of

Pennsylvanian strata by application of data not available at the time

the Geological Survey had made its last general study of that field,

he later became a permanent staff member and head of the survey's

geological resources group.

And among others added to the staff of the survey by the new

chief was Kozo Nagashima of the Tokyo University of Agriculture

and Technology. Nagashima spent more than a year as a special as-

sistant chemist conducting research on the trace metal content of

Illinois crude oils. The mechanics of temporary and short-term staff

additions like these had long since been worked out. The Geological

Survey historically had relied on scientists from various academic

institutions conducting highly specialized research as summer ap-

pointees.

Coal studies continued to account for a major portion of Geolog-

ical Survey expenditures. More than 26 percent of the agency's bud-

get in 1955 was devoted to coal studies, as compared to about 20

percent for nonfuel minerals and about 16 percent for petroleum

studies. But in terms of the value of the mineral product, oil had
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temporaril) surpassed coal. The survey's mineral production report

tor [955 estimated the total value of Illinois oil production at S2^i

million, while coal production was valued at $180 million. 27 Not

only was the state's oil production on the upswing, hut the price ot"

crude oil also had continued to rise. The survey's [956 "Annual

Report" was prophetic:

All indications point to an increase in the price of crude oil

produced in the United States to meet higher producing costs

incident to deeper drilling, increased cost of equipment and

supplies, and increased labor costs. This will further sharpen

the issue between domestic producers and importers with re-

spect to an oil import policy. A policy of restriction of crude

imports put into effect in [955, together with an increase in

demand for residual fuel oil in excess of production increases

o\ this product, has brought price increases and some substitu-

tion by coal-owning public utilities on the Atlantic Seaboard.

If a national policy of greater self-sufficiency and less de-

pendence upon foreign mineral supplies is adopted—and such

a policy is under discussion— it can result only in higher prices

for crude oil and the refined products of crude. Self-sufficiency

in oil requirements will carry with it a need for supplementary

sources of oil. Under these circumstances, an investigation of

the oil shale deposits of Illinois is pertinent.

Black shales underlying much of Illinois could produce oil, the re-

port noted, but veins were too thin to make production economically

feasible under current conditions.

In the Natural History Survey, meanwhile, insecticide residue

studies continued to get high priority. Each insecticide used on any

crop intended for human consumption, either directly or indirectly,

had to be thoroughly tested to determine safe levels of intake. These

tolerance levels were assigned by the federal Food and Drug Admin-

istration after correlating residue data with the chemical's mamma-
lian toxicity and pharmacology. This kind of information could be

arrived at only after extensive testing; the insecticide residue labo-

ratory of the Natural History Survey was well equipped to conduct

such tests. Specifically, the survey had measured the persistence of

aldrin and dieldrin in soil, of toxaphene on oats and wheat, and of

aldrin. dieldrin. and heptachlor on alfalfa. Under a research contract

with the Shell Chemical Corporation, survey scientists also had un-
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dertaken extensive research on the storage of dieldrin in animal tis-

sues and eggs and the amounts of dieldrin found in milk from dairy

cows consuming the substance as residue on feed and pasture. Later

studies were expanded to test milk for DDT, methoxychlor, hepta-

chlor, and aldrin contamination.

Among a number of significant findings by survey researchers,

perhaps the most startling resulted from studies of by-products of

insecticide breakdown in the field. Aldrin and heptachlor residues,

both on plants and in the soil, were found to be converted to other

materials even more persistent—and also more toxic to both insects

and warm-blooded animals. Because FDA tolerance levels had been

assigned on the basis of data obtained by analytical methods specific

to the parent compounds, heptachlor and aldrin, but not the by-prod-

ucts, this meant that revision of tolerances might be needed. 2H
In

succeeding years Natural History Survey scientists would continue

to contribute an array of such research findings important to the con-

sideration of safe limits on the use of chemical insecticides and,

eventually, the banning of some.

At the same time, economic entomologists in the survey contin-

ued to catalog the benefits of judiciously applied insecticides. In

1958, well over a million acres of Illinois farmland was treated with

chemical insecticides. The entomologists estimated that the resulting

financial benefit to farmers amounted to more than $3 million. An-

nual statistical reports on insecticide use and estimated benefit to

farmers became a regular activity.

But the persistent problem of inadequate salaries to hold top sci-

entists needed in projects like these still plagued the Natural History

Survey. In a letter to Vera M. Binks, director of the Department of

Registration and Education, in the spring of 1959. Chief Harlow

Mills reported the loss of nine survey staff members with important

research responsibilities during the last two years because salaries

were not competitive. 29 One staff member left for a position paying

nearly double his survey salary, Mills wrote, "and another is leaving

to take a position which pays him approximately $200 per month

more than we have been able to afford."

With state appropriations again failing to keep pace with increased

costs, the survey continued to rely on cooperative projects with other

agencies and institutions for added funding when such arrangements

were found practical. For example, a number of research projects in

the wildlife section were carried out in cooperation with the State
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Department of Conservation with federal funds provided by the

Pittman-Robertson Wildlife Restoration Act. Funds from outside

grants, according to a polic) m effect for many years, were admin-

istered through the University of Illinois business office.

The Natural History Survey was operating with a 1957-59 bien-

nial appropriation o\' $1,213,021, nearly $1 million of which was

for salaries The Water Survey's appropriation was $1,014,239,

while the Geological Survey was funded at $2,266,385. 30 This level

of state support did not allow for significant program expansion by

the surveys. And there were a number of areas where expanded ac-

tivity was not only desirable, but in fact was badly needed. One of

these was the study of groundwater supply, a continuing need that

had not been met. Both Ackermann and Frye were concerned with

the lack of progress their agencies were making in that quest. The

retirements of Buswell and Leighton had greatly abated the long-

standing competitiveness between the Geological Survey and Water

Survey. But there remained a need for more cooperative effort. It

w as apparent that a satisfactory program of groundwater research

could not be accomplished by studying and reporting geologic and

hydrologic facts separately.

A State Sanitary Water Board request for studies of the geological

aspects of water pollution and contamination added a new dimension

to the need for stepped-up groundwater research. Because of the

varying conditions under which pollution and contamination oc-

curred, each study desired by the Sanitary Water Board would be

virtually independent from others.^ 1 At the same time, added pres-

sure for increased cooperation between the two surveys had grown

out of the 1950 report of the Commission to Study State Govern-

ment, discussed earlier, and a newer legislative study commission

on water resources and drought.

Ackermann and Frye agreed upon a cooperative arrangement by

which designated personnel from their respective agencies would

work as a team on individual areal groundwater studies. The need

was greatest in the northeastern region of the state, particularly in

the Chicago metropolitan area. To facilitate work there, the two sur-

veys opened a joint regional office in Naperville. Work was to be

focused on four principal activities. First, the deep sandstone strata

underlying much of the region would be subject to continued intense

study to find and evaluate water sources. Second, staff members

from the surveys would begin an extensive effort to collect and
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evaluate data on shallow strata which might bear water. Studies of

shallow groundwater resources in DuPage County, already under-

taken, would be completed. And finally, a parallel study of the Chi-

cago region drainage basin would be initiated to determine the po-

tential surface water supply.

This approach represented the type of investigation which Chief

Ackermann felt should be made statewide. "The time is long past

due," he told the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation,

"when the responsible state agencies must map our underground

water resources as we map other valuable natural resources such as

soils or coal." 32 Ackermann pointed out that, in the past, studies of

this type had been limited to locations in which the water supply

situation already had become critical. There was no parallel to the

statewide stream-gauging program, which provided extensive data

on surface water supply, applicable to underground water resources.

He cited Peoria as an example of a location where Water Survey

studies had led to remedial measures that had largely solved the local

groundwater supply problem. But the Peoria studies never really

amounted to much until the situation there became desperate. Simi-

larly, the Chicago region studies now being undertaken by the Water

Survey and the Geological Survey had come only after the burgeon-

ing suburban area faced a potential critical and immediate water

shortage.

Except for special study areas like these, Ackermann said,

groundwater information in the survey's files consisted primarily of

the voluntary offerings of well drillers and engineers. The survey

had served as a clearinghouse for information, making these data

available to the public on request. But no consistent progress had

been made toward comprehensive mapping of the groundwater re-

sources of the state. The cooperative northeastern Illinois regional

study was seen as a modest beginning; Ackermann hoped it would

help accelerate statewide mapping.

The regional study represented an important shift in the traditional

scope of the Water Survey's studies, in fact. In the past, the survey

had dealt primarily with water supply problems of single municipal-

ities, industries, and even individual homes. Increasingly. Acker-

mann hoped to work more with planners concerned with county,

regional, and statewide interests. The Chicago area study was being

carried out in close cooperation with the Northeastern Illinois Met-
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ropolitan Planning Commission, which was moving to develop a

comprehensive plan.

Early information from the study, added to data in the Water Sur-

\e\ tiles, showed a dramatic decline in water resources in the met-

ropolitan region. Groundwater levels in deep sandstone wells that

had declined a total often feet in the preceding fifteen years declined

by thirteen feet in 1960. In 1961. the water level was lowered an

average eleven additional feet, ranging from eight feet in Aurora to

fifteen feet in Des Flames and Elmhurst. In DuPage County, al-

though the water levels had not yet dropped to a critical point, the

shallow dolomite and glacial drift aquifers were found to have de-

clined as much as fifty feet in some places since 1890. The reason

for the decline was obvious. Groundwater pumpage in the Chicago

region had increased from about 80 million gallons a day in 1940 to

about 171 million gallons a day in i960.

The northeastern regional study was spurred by a dispute among

Illinois and other Great Lakes states over the use of Lake Michigan

water. The volume of water diverted into the Illinois River to main-

tain navigation was seen as a threat to existing lake levels by the

other states, who also wanted Lake Michigan water drawn through

the Chicago water system returned to the lake as treated effluent.

The disagreement finally reached the U.S. Supreme Court, whose

ruling favorable to Illinois was based in part on the testimony of

Chief Ackermann. 34 Ackermann's testimony centered on water re-

sources available to the Chicago region and the projected needs

through the year 2000. Even with an anticipated increase of 100

percent in the use of groundwater, he testified. Lake Michigan still

would have to supply by far the largest part of Chicago's water.

Although it was only one of several state and federal agencies and

institutions now invoked in an extensive analysis of the Great Lakes

basin, the Water Survey developed a specific research program re-

lating to Lake Michigan. Its studies were designed to provide better

information on both the quality and the quantity of Lake Michigan

water.

With the northeastern regional study available as an ongoing

model, it was now expected that the new Illinois Board of Economic

Planning would be interested in a statewide water resources plan.

Ackermann promised that the Water Survey would devote a portion

o\ its work to information needed by that agency. Of initial mipor-
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tance was an observation well project in which water levels in 141

wells in thirty-live counties were monitored more or less regularly.

Among these. 8 key observation wells were equipped with auto-

matic recording gauges. In addition, potential artificial recharge

areas throughout the state were mapped. The northeastern regional

study was supported by a joint $75,000 supplemental Water Survey

and Geological Survey appropriation for the 1961—63 biennium, al-

though support for what was hoped would be a long-term investi-

gation ultimately proved short-lived. In addition, the Water Survey

was granted $725,000 for an addition to the Water Resources Build-

ing, its Champaign headquarters.

But the Water Survey, like the Natural History Survey, was having

serious problems maintaining its staff. The total number of Water

Survey employees had been reduced from 107 to 80 in the five years

ending with 1962. It was imperative that further staff cutbacks be

avoided if the agency was to meet the increasingly complicated

water problems and assure adequate water resources for the state's

expanding economy, Ackermann contended. And the key to holding

trained staff, he added, "is to pay prevailing salaries.'*'

Getting and holding outstanding scientific and technical personnel

was getting to be a continuously greater challenge. Once the funding

of an agency dropped to a level at which key staff persons began to

be lost or vacancies could not be filled, the situation tended to be

self-feeding. It was difficult to conceive and carry out a broad and

comprehensive research program without scientists and engineers of

high caliber, and it was difficult to attract such people without an

ongoing research program that offered good opportunity for profes-

sional achievement. And no matter how promising an agency's re-

search plans might be, it never could be truly productive without

qualified staff members to carry out the work.

The Geological Survey, with its larger program, had been some-

what more successful than the other two surveys in maintaining a

full staff. John Frye believed that the reason for this went beyond

funding, and resulted in part from the strong interdisciplinary orga-

nization within his agency. This interdisciplinary organization al-

lowed a combination of approaches to be brought to bear on any

mineral resources problem that occurred in the state. A single proj-

ect might draw upon the work of scientists representing as many as

a half-dozen specialties. And furthermore, Frye pointed out, al-

though every member of the staff might be called on for service
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activities, the program was organized so that "the more routine as-

pects of sen ice do not become a time-consuming burden to the staff

members concerned primarily with research problems

This is not to imply that the Geological Survey did not carry out

considerable activity of a routine service nature. It was the reposi-

tory of extensive information not available anywhere else, and a

major function of the survey was to make this information readily

available to the public. As an example, the mineral resource records

office and its auxiliary map room constituted the permanent reposi-

tory o\ all well logs, drilling sample studies and other drilling data,

geophysical logs, field notes, maps and folios, technical photo-

graphs, and unpublished manuscripts by survey personnel. All this

material was systematically indexed and filed so that every item was

accessible. These records were used daily by representatives of the

mineral industries and by landowners, mine operators, well drillers,

and others seeking authoritative information, as well as by

members of the survey staff.

Each of the three surveys provided a number of direct public ser-

vices of this type. And although these might account for only a small

part of the overall activity, they often were that part most visible to

the larger public in the state. It was easier for an Illinois farmer to

understand and appreciate the help he received when he called the

Natural History Survey to find out what kind of insect was attacking

his clover than to care about its studies in pesticide residues or the

long and tedious hours that went into insect identification research.

It probably is safe to assume that, by and large, the people of Illinois

did not fully comprehend the extent of the work carried on by the

three scientific surveys, nor the quality and importance of their

work.

There was a growing feeling among members of the Board of

Natural Resources and Conservation that this lack of understanding

too often carried over into state government as well. Alfred E.

Emerson, distinguished zoology professor at the University of Chi-

cago and biology representative on the board, stated this concern.

Emerson suggested that the board should be given independent sta-

tus, reporting directly to the governor, or at least be transferred to

some agency other than the Department of Registration and Educa-

tion.

"It is felt by some of us that operation under the Department of

Registration and Education is somewhat anomalous," Emerson
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wrote.- 7 The department was no longer concerned with education,

he said, and its registration function, although important, had no

direct relationship to the activities of the surveys. He said the sur-

veys "need advice and leadership from state officers and administra-

tors who have a deep concern for the role of scientific research in

the welfare of the people of Illinois. The maintenance of scientific

research in state-supported institutions depends upon communica-

tion with the governor, the administration, political bodies, educa-

tional institutions, and the public." The three Illinois scientific sur-

veys, Emerson said, "are now considered to be the best or close to

the best of any such state institutions in the nation." He believed that

maintaining and advancing these standards should be a primary aim

of state government.

When yet another governmental study commission was created by

the General Assembly in 1965, it came to much the same conclusion

as that voiced by Emerson. This body, the Commission on State

Government-Illinois, was charged with responsibility to study the

state agencies in the executive branch with an eye toward simplifi-

cation and coordination of the state's organizational structure. In its

report on programs relating to natural resources, the commission

contended that "the organization of the state's natural resources

function is excessively fragmented, and the dispersed organization

prevents the development of an adequately coordinated overall pro-

gram no matter how well the individual segments are handled.""

The best approach, the commission suggested, would be to estab-

lish a Department of Natural Resources. Its nucleus would be the

existing Department of Conservation, to which would be added the

Natural History Survey, Geological Survey, and Water Survey, and

the Division of Waterways. The commission believed that such an

approach would "attack diffused responsibility directly, would clar-

ify the decision-making process, and would improve communication

among the several administrative and research elements of the total

program." This would remove the "undue isolation" from the state's

other natural resources agencies, which the surveys suffered in the

Department of Registration and Education. The commission noted,

further, that Governor William G. Stratton had included a Depart-

ment of Natural Resources in a reorganization plan submitted to the

General Assembly in 1959, but the legislature had not approved his

plan.

Quite simply, members of the Board of Natural Resources and
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Conservation fell that they often lacked a strong voice in Spring-

field. Too often, the director o\ their department had not shown the

"deep concern for the role o\ scientific research*" Emerson had called

for. The) felt that in the budgeting process, m particular, the surveys

often fared poorly because of this.

Whether or not the new outspokenness of the hoard and the sug-

gestions of the legislative commissions had anything to do with it is

speculative, but in its [965 session the General Assembly was more

generous with the surveys than it had been in some time. The Water

Survey appropriation for the [965-67 biennium was increased by

more than S400.000 over the previous period to S1.87S.697. The

Geological Survey appropriation of $3,660,721 and the Natural Mis-

ton Survej "s $2.055. 873 each represented an increase of more than

$700.000.
:g
Chief Ackermann speculated that, for the Water Survey,

the increase was "probably the most generous increase in funds

within the history of the agency."

For the Water Survey in particular, the more generous support

came at a propitious time. Ackermann and his staff had just set forth

a comprehensive statement on future program directions. Essen-

tially, these took three forms: First, there would be a greater empha-

sis on water resources planning. Second, the Water Survey would

launch a comprehensive program of research in urban hydrology.

And a third future goal would be to extend the Survey's cooperation

with other state agencies.

Although the Water Survey was not itself a planning agency, this

staff report pointed out. water resources planning was a young sci-

ence requiring a great deal of research support of the kind the survey

could provide. Planning groups—the Board of Economic Develop-

ment was the principal planning agency for the state—could enjoy

the kind of research support that the survey had provided for engi-

neering design for water supply, for pollution control, and for agri-

culture, to cite some important examples. The survey staff felt that

it could assist planning agencies both by furnishing information and

by identifying gaps where more information was needed.

The report stressed a need for more research in urban hydrology,

which the Water Survey staff had found "almost devoid of modern

research investment." Empirical methods developed in the nine-

teenth century were still in general use. Research on small or ex-

perimental watersheds by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and

others had been devoted almost entirely to agricultural, forested, or
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wild lands and was not applicable to the largely paved urban area

with storm drainage systems designed for rapid runoff. The Water

Survey had made a modest but useful start in the held of urban

hydrology in its rainfall and runoff studies on Boneyard Creek in

Champaign and newer but more comprehensive studies in the Du-

Page River basin in DuPage County.

In terms of the survey's relations with other state agencies, the

staff believed there were substantial opportunities for increasing

both the degree and the forms of cooperation. Examples of agencies

with which there appeared to be a clear need for expanded areas of

cooperation were the State Sanitary Water Board and the Waterways

Division of the Public Works and Buildings Department. The Water

Survey, Chief Ackermann said, was simply trying to adjust to chang-

ing needs. As Arthur Buswell had pointed out years before, gener-

ous lead time is highly desirable because many important studies

require long periods of data collection and interpretation to be effec-

tive.

This discerning assessment of future directions was brought about

by several things, including the completion of the survey's building

addition. But Ackermann candidly admitted that a primary impetus

had been his service for a year in Washington as water resources

advisor in the Executive Office of the President. Working initially

under Jerome Weisner, science and technology advisor to President

John F. Kennedy, and later under Donald F. Hornig, who held the

same post under President Lyndon Johnson, Ackermann was the

first technical assistant for water resources in the Office of the Presi-

dent. He served in that position for a year, beginning in September,

1963, while on leave from the Water Survey.

Thurston Larson assumed responsibility for day-to-day adminis-

tration of the agency during the chief's absence, though Ackermann

returned to Champaign about every two weeks to confer with his

staff and be brought up to date on Water Survey activities. Donald

Hornig described Ackermann 's work in Washington:

In the federal government there are some twenty-five different

agencies—this is a measure of the diversity of the water prob-

lem—which are concerned with water problems . . . and Dr.

Ackermann was responsible for developing a basis upon which

water resources research could be coordinated through the fed-

eral agencies. He put together, among the federal agencies, the
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first coordinated water resources research budget, first coordi-

nated water research plan in the federal government, and trans-

ferred much of the precious experience he has acquired in the

history o\ the Illinois Water Survey to helping us to begin to

produce more order and better planning in our federal activi-

ties.
40

Among other things, Ackermann organized and served as first chair-

man of the Committee on Water Resources Research, with members

from various government agencies dealing with water resources. A
key contribution of the committee was initiation of a system of re-

porting all federal water projects through the Smithsonian Institu-

tion's Science Information Exchange "so that there was full aware-

ness throughout the scientific community of what was going on in

other places." in Ackermann's words. 41

Of all the needs in national water policy, Ackermann found the

need for more advanced planning in regard to water resources to be

among the most pressing. This was one area upon which he focused

a great deal of his attention. The Committee on Water Resources

Research placed considerable emphasis on planning. This attention,

coupled with the availability of the relatively new computer tech-

nology of systems analysis developed in the aerospace industry, led

to the application of much more sophisticated resources planning

techniques. It also led to Ackermann's increased concern for better

planning at the state level, as reflected in the Water Survey's stated

goals upon his return to full-time service as survey chief.

In 1965, Illinois Governor Otto Kerner designated Ackermann as

director of a task force to formulate a comprehensive state plan for

water resources. The Water Survey and the Geological Survey were

being called on at this time for comprehensive information relative

to Illinois sites proposed for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's

planned National Accelerator Laboratory, a 200-billion electron volt

"atom smasher." Five potential sites in the Chicago metropolitan re-

gion were under consideration, along with more than two hundred

sites in other states. Because of the extensive studies the two agen-

cies had carried out in the region, they were able to provide detailed

information on critical geologic conditions and water supply and

location at the five sites.
42 A number of staff members were involved

in additional studies, briefings, and on-site inspections as the selec-

tion process continued.
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When it was announced on December 16, 1966, that the Weston

site, sixty-eight hundred acres in DuPage and Kane counties near

Batavia, had been selected for the $300 million installation, Gene

H. Graves, director of the Illinois Department of Business and Eco-

nomic Development, acknowledged the contributions of the two sur-

veys. 'Though the selection was based on our state's merits," Graves

said in telegrams to chiefs Ackermann and Frye that day, "much of

the credit is due to your support and help during the periods of re-

search and contact."

Graves said later that the state sought the accelerator because of

the "great benefits that would accrue to all the communities of Illi-

nois, particularly those in the immediate area." But he also recog-

nized the broader importance of the installation itself: "We have in

our grasp what is probably the most important scientific tool to be

conceived and built in the world today."43 As construction and oper-

ation of the accelerator proceeded, the surveys continued to work

closely with other state and federal agencies on the project.

On September 30, 1966, Harlow Mills retired as chief of the

Natural History Survey. Like Buswell and Leighton before him,

Mills had enjoyed a productive and professionally active stint as

chief; like them, he was leaving an agency whose vitality was un-

questioned. Natural History, the oldest of the surveys, had a large

and talented staff that included a number of outstanding scientists.

Men like George Bennett, J. C. Carter, George Decker, and Glen

Sanderson, all scientists of national reputation, had directed their

respective scientific sections efficiently. Harold Hanson's Canada

goose studies, as just one example, had brought a great deal of at-

tention to the quality of the survey's work. Herbert Ross, in addition

to serving as head of the faunistic surveys and insect identification

section, also had been assistant chief. (It was the ability of Ross to

fill in capably as acting chief that allowed Mills to take a year's leave

of absence in 1962-63 to assist the National Science Foundation in

setting up a Brazilian office to study the quality and needs of science

education and research in Latin America.)

Among the older members of the Natural History Survey staff,

the longevity of service had been remarkable. When John Bigger

retired from the economic entomology section in May, 1965, he had

completed almost forty-three years with the survey. But younger

staff members had been more difficult to hold as salaries became

less competitive with other institutions in the later fifties and early
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sixties. The survey's permanent scientific and technical staff now

numbered more than a hundred. About a fourth of these were work-

ing on cooperative projects with other agencies on research spon-

sored b\ nearly a halt-million dollars in outside funds.

The survey's reputation in scientific circles rested to a large extent

upon the competence of its personnel. o\' course. But it also rested

upon a tradition of exceptional performance. In its varied and exten-

sive entomological studies, for example, the survey enjoyed the

fruits o\ almost a century o\' research. The survey's collections were

outstanding: for example, the bulk o\~ the fish specimens collected

by Forbes and Richardson prior to 1905 were still available to sci-

entists now working on a new survey of Illinois fishes. In all, the

agency's collections contained some seven million specimens of

various plants and animals specially prepared for reference and

study.

But this is not to imply that the Natural History Survey had been

less than progressive in meeting its research and service responsibil-

ities. In the decades of the fifties and sixties it had, in fact, vigor-

ously pursued advanced and forward-looking work in the natural

sciences. A prominent example was its substantial accomplishments

in the field of chemical insecticide research. Techniques for detect-

ing insecticide residues in food, feedstuffs, and animal products had

been perfected to the point where scientists could measure residues

in picogram quantities—a level so minute as to be "almost spiritual"

in nature.
44 The outstanding work of the survey had become ex-

tremely important to various government agencies that, over the

years, were responsible for difficult decisions regarding the use of

chemical insecticides such as DDT, aldrin. heptachlor, and others.

George Sprugel. Jr.. was named to succeed Mills as Natural His-

tory Survey chief. Sprugel was chief scientist for the U.S. National

Park Sen ice. and a nationally known ecologist. 4 " He was a native of

Massachusetts, but attended Waldorf College in Iowa and Iowa State

University, from which he received a Ph.D. degree in 1950 and

where he taught zoology and entomology. He served as acting head

of the Biology Branch in the Office of Naval Research and was pro-

gram director in environmental biology for the National Science

Foundation before joining the Park Service. He now joined Chiefs

Ackermann and Frye to give the Illinois scientific surveys a trio of

energetic and progressive administrators.

Sprugel brought to the Natural History Survey a balanced aca-
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demic and scientific background which was especially appropriate

in his new post. Ever since Stephen A. Forbes first arrived in Ur-

bana, Natural History Survey scientists had maintained a close

professional relationship with the University of Illinois. Forbes him-

self, in addition to his formal academic appointments, had served

without formal appointment as a consulting entomologist to the uni-

versity's Agricultural Experiment Station. Other survey staff mem-
bers had done the same. This arrangement was formalized in the fall

of 1966, when research staff members in the survey's economic en-

tomology section were granted appointments at no additional salary

in the University of Illinois college of agriculture. This step was

important, because it opened the way for survey personnel to par-

ticipate in international agricultural research and education programs

sponsored by the U.S. Agency for International Development. The

university immediately approved the assignment of William Luck-

mann, head of the survey's economic entomology section, as an ad-

visor in entomological research at Jawaharlal Nehru University, Ja-

balpur, India, for three months in the summer of 1967. Under

Sprugel's direction, the academic and scientific ties between the sur-

vey and the university would continue to be strengthened.

Sprugel also brought to the Natural History Survey a deep concern

for the environment, which fit well into the agency's established

research program. Chemical pesticide investigations continued to

get high priority. Laboratory study of insecticide residues in water

were complemented by analyses of raw and untreated water from

twenty selected municipal supplies across the state. Biological con-

trol of insects also continued to get attention; an international store-

house of information and samples relating to microsporidian dis-

eases of insects was established in the survey, while studies of a

predator beetle found to parasitize the cattle face fly led to mass

release of the beetle in 1967. The environmental research program

of the survey got a boost when the University of Illinois agreed to

assign nearly twenty-five acres of land just south of campus to the

survey. This provided space for test plots and outdoor research

ponds, essential to studies of the aquatic environment.

Sprugel also pursued vigorously the search for outside grants, es-

pecially looking to agencies such as the National Science Founda-

tion, the U.S. Public Health Service, and the National Institutes of

Health. Funding from agencies like these, the chief explained,

would "permit development of the breadth and depth of research
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competence and the instrumentation to mount a significant program

of research on numerous facets of terrestrial pollution and yet not

detract from the other research obligations of the Survey staff."
4 ''

Chief Spnigel's statement is revealing. In retrospect, it illustrates

an important change in emphasis not only for the Natural History

Survey but for the other two surveys as well. Through the 1950s

they had continued to accentuate their service to the state's economic

interests. But in the decade of the 1960s, environmental pollution

had surfaced as a critical parallel concern. This interest was not new;

important research related to environmental problems had been a

significant part o\ survey activities for many years. But as the new

decade o\' the 1970s arrived, the energies of survey scientists and

technicians would be refocused in ways that affirmed a growing

awareness o\ the need to protect and preserve the natural environ-

ment. If not a change in direction, this new concentration at least

represented a rearrangement of priorities.
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Environmental Emphases and

a New Place in Government , igyo-igyS

Declining environmental quality had become a worldwide issue by

the early 1970s. The U.S. State Department, in a national report

prepared for the United Nations Conference on Human Environment

in Stockholm in 1972, suggested that the "present challenge to the

United States—and to every developed and developing nation—is

to determine a more rational way of using resources so that eco-

nomic growth and social progress can continue without jeopardizing

the health, safety, and well-being of people." 1 The report dealt with

environmental problems relating to the principal natural resources:

the land; the water; living resources such as forests, cultivated crops,

wildlife, and domestic livestock; and energy resources. It suggested

that the American "frontiersman" view of nature as an enemy to be

subjugated had slowly given way to the realization that a degraded

environment diminishes the quality of life. But there was a limit on

the price willingly paid. "The public appears ready," the report

noted, "to respond at all political levels to efforts for achieving a

quality environment as well as a steady improvement in the standard

of living

r

2

And so it remained critical for agencies such as the Illinois sci-

entific surveys to continue to fit environmental studies into broader

frameworks reflecting operating goals of long standing. Clearly, the

use of fossil fuels could not be sacrificed entirely for the sake of

clean air. The world demand for food might well mean that never

again would there be an environment entirely free from chemical

pesticides. And although water was a resource renewed regularly by

nature, it was a resource that could be used over and over only with

adequate management to preserve its quality and systematize its dis-

tribution.

The challenge of preserving the quality of the environment was

made more complex by the energy crisis, which finally gained gen-

eral recognition in the mid-1970s. Along with continually increasing

demands for more energy came a growing public awareness that

energy-producing natural resources were not inexhaustible. There
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was a growing awareness, too, of the need to know and manage the

nation's resources better. Here, again, the traditional strengths of the

scientific surveys were of utmost importance.

But despite all these qualifications —or, from another perspeetive.

because of them—environmental issues commanded a large and in-

creasing share o\ the surveys' time and resourees. As we noted ear-

lier, environmental studies in the surveys were not new. The Water

Survey had been eoneerned with the quality of water in the state

sinee the agency's beginning. The Natural History Survey already

had gained a potent voice in the consideration of environmental de-

struction by pesticides, and general ecological investigations dated

back to the work of Stephen Forbes before the turn of the century.

The term "environmental geology" had been applied to certain stud-

ies in the Geological Survey as early as 1963, but significant geolog-

ical and mineral resource investigations important to environmental

problems had been carried out long before that.

In the Geological Survey, in fact, much of the work in what came

to be called environmental geology was the kind that had gone on

for many years. For example, data on the sulfur content in Illinois

coal dated back to the 1930s, when extensive washability studies

relating to flyash were conducted. When the federal Environmental

Protection Agency sought to implement coal sulfur investigations in

1965. it found the Geological Survey to have a wealth of informa-

tion, accumulated over a long period, on which to base the needed

research.

But even though some environmental investigations were of long

standing, demands from other agencies for information and services

relating to environmental problems had increased dramatically in re-

cent years. Moreover, the kinds of questions and problems posed

were becoming progressively more complicated. No longer. Chief

John Frye suggested, could they be answered simply from the sur-

vey's stock of general geologic information.' More often, they re-

quired the combination of several types of data and in some cases

they compelled special studies and even basic research. And at times

these problems went well beyond the capabilities of the two Geolog-

ical Survey sections (groundwater geology and engineering geology)

that had traditionally specialized in environmental problems, and

involved the combined special abilities of other sections as well.

As in much of its other work, the Geological Survey was applying

forward-looking methods to problems of environmental pollution.
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For example, in its radiochemical laboratories, survey scientists

were developing new techniques in neutron activation analysis of

coal. Because neutron activation provided critical data without de-

stroying the sample specimen, it made it possible for reserachers to

compare the mineral content before and after burning and thus look

more closely at the changes that occurred in combustion. This had

vital implications for studies of Illinois's high-sulfur coal and the air

pollution resulting from its use. Neutron activation involved analysis

of radiation spectra after bombardment by neutrons in the University

of Illinois TRIGA nuclear reactor, and again illustrated the advan-

tage of the survey's close proximity to the university.

Neutron activation was only one method survey geochemists used

in their analyses of trace minerals in Illinois coals, however. Mineral

matter studies begun in the Geological Survey in the early 1960s had

pioneered techniques of low temperature ashing, which are widely

used throughout the world today. Such developments allowed the

scientists to use multiple methods to substantiate findings in their

mineral content tests.

The high-sulfur content of Illinois coal was becoming a critical

problem. By 1970, the coal industry was seriously affected by air

pollution legislation establishing maximum allowable levels of sul-

fur in power plant fuels in urban areas. The demand for low-sulfur

coal to be used in metallurgical coking already outstripped the lim-

ited Illinois low-sulfur coal production; large utility companies were

forced to reduce consumption of Illinois coal and seek alternate

sources of energy. 4

In the face of such environmental constraints, survey mineral eco-

nomics specialists stepped up their studies of the market for Illinois

coal. These involved a comprehensive look at existing markets and

anticipated future trends as well as the critical analysis of promising

new developments. Among the latter was one which they believed

held significant potential for the seventies and eighties: the produc-

tion of gas or synthetic liquid fuel from coal. The outlook was es-

pecially bright for coal gasification, which would convert the high-

sulfur coal to fuel containing little or no sulfur. Illinois had plenty

of water, essential to the gasification process, and was close to major

gas markets. At the same time, gasoline refiners, forced by air pol-

lution standards to remove lead from their product, might well turn

to coal-based synthetic fuels as high octane blending stocks. If these
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processes became economically competitive, they could open up

large new markets for Illinois coal.

For the Water Survey, too. the challenges of dealing with environ-

mental pollution were becoming increasingly complex. The survey

had developed what Chief William Ackermann called "a strong ad-

visor} and supporting role with the newly created state environmen-

tal agencies." particularly the Pollution Control Board. 5 But no

longer could the specialist from a given discipline be expected to

solve complex pollution problems alone; the effort called for closely

coordinated multi-disciplinary cooperation.

An example of the new complexities was represented by a 1970

study of nitrate contamination of water supplies. The initial, limited

study in Washington County led to a broadened investigation of the

contamination of shallow aquifers throughout southern and western

Illinois. Investigators found that a high percentage of the shallow

wells in heavily farmed areas produced water containing excessive

concentrations of nitrate. As the study grew in scope, it came to

involve personnel not only from the Water Survey and Geological

Survey but also from the Illinois Department of Public Health, the

Illinois Department of Agriculture, the U.S. Soil Conservation Ser-

vice, the University of Illinois Water Resources Research Center,

and the university's colleges of agriculture, engineering, and veteri-

nary medicine.

The Water Survey itself was now organized in five principal sec-

tions: water quality, chemistry, atmospheric sciences, hydrology,

and hydraulic systems. Increasingly, investigations were crossing

section lines. A team approach to environmental research also pre-

vailed in the other surveys. In the Geological Survey, members of

an environmental geology committee were drawn from various sec-

tions. Projects involving environmental geology drew scientists ac-

cording to project need, disregarding section assignments. Chief

Frye's success in organizing interdisciplinary research teams, re-

fined particularly through the survey's geochemical studies,

strengthened the agency's position in meeting the unique interdisci-

plinary needs of environmental research.

In the Natural History Survey, team studies were administered by

the economic entomology section but drew personnel from other

sections and. in some instances, from various departments of the

University of Illinois. Much of the resulting research effort was de-
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voted to the "integrated control" concept of regulating injurious in-

sects. The emphasis here was not on the use of chemical insecticides

but on a combined attack using insecticides, parasites, predators,

diseases, crop rotation, resistant plants, and any other factors that

might be important.

An example was a control program recommended to combat the

alfalfa weevil, which had become a serious economic threat to Illi-

nois alfalfa growers. Stated simply, the recommended program in-

corporated the use of an insecticide applied either in the fall or early

spring to suppress the over-wintering egg-laying adults and to kill

larvae hatching during the late winter so that the spring generation

of larvae was better synchronized with the emergence of an exotic

wasp parasite. Earlier studies had shown that, in many parts of the

state, the wasp had reduced the number of alfalfa weevil larvae to a

point where further insecticide treatments were not necessary.

Equally important, parasitized larvae had been found to terminate

their development and pupate two or three days earlier than nonpar-

asitized larvae and thus do considerably less damage to alfalfa.

In the laboratory, the Natural History Survey had developed

model aquatic ecosystems with an eight-element food chain through

which survey scientists could trace the fate of an insecticide through

absorption by various plants and animals. This approach was en-

hanced by completion in 1972 of a new laboratory-office complex

just south of the University of Illinois campus and a series of adja-

cent outdoor research ponds. As chlorinated hydrocarbon and car-

bamate insecticides were developed by the chemical industry as al-

ternatives to DDT and other more toxic substances, the survey

initiated extensive studies of their persistence in the environment. 6

In time, research pond work was expanded to include studies of

plasticizers and herbicides as well as insecticides. The survey staff

also made extensive use of the ponds in their investigations of such

things as fish nutrition, algae control, and aquatic fungi. In addition,

the ponds served one very utilitarian purpose; they were used to

produce various aquatic organisms needed for a large number of

laboratory experiments.

By the mid-1970s, survey entomologists had expanded the inte-

grated control concept into a more comprehensive system of insect

"pest management ." Central to this was their recognition of the po-

tential environmental hazards posed by chemical insecticides and the

ever-present possibilities of insects developing genetic resistance.
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Chief George Sprugel told members of the Board of Natural Re-

sources and Conservation that the system would allow "the intelli-

gent selection and use of pest control actions that will assure favor-

able economic, environmental, and sociological consequences." 7
It

would include careful monitoring of the density of injurious insects

and increases in their numbers, the judicious use of a pesticide when

necessary, "or the effective communication that no action is neces-

sar\\
%

In many instances, Sprugel explained, a given field had no

insect problem and the use of insecticide was not warranted. Effec-

tive pest management called for a field-by-field, "no pest, no prob-

lem" approach rather than the general application of an insecticide.

Effective pest management would rely in part on natural biologi-

cal control. For this reason, a "residue" of the insect would be es-

sential to maintain its natural enemies (disease pathogens, parasites,

and predators). The goal of pest management was to suppress a

pest, not to eradicate it. The survey entomologists believed that this

approach not only would be less damaging to the environment, but

also would save the farmer a great deal of money that might be

wasted on unnecessary insecticides.

Obviously, the ability to identify fields where insects were likely

to reach damaging levels of infestation was essential to the success

of comprehensive management programs like those envisioned by

the entomologists. Much of their research involved more effective

ways to calculate the potential threat from specific insects in a given

area—for example, the number of corn rootworms in a given field.

Survey scientists and technicians made important advancements to-

ward effective application of pest management principles to root-

worm control when they found ways to differentiate between the

eggs of northern and western rootworms and developed improved

techniques and apparatus for finding and counting the tiny eggs in

soil samples.

In 1973 the survey's aquatic biology section began an investiga-

tion of phthalate plasticizers, used in the manufacture of polyvinyl

chloride plastic (PVC), as stream pollutants. Not only were these

plasticizers found to be extremely persistent, but their presence was

biologically magnified in the aquatic environment as they got into

the food chain. Other studies concerned lead, mercury, and other

trace elements in stream ecosystems and herbicide bioassays which

in many ways paralleled long-standing investigations of pesticides.

The effects of various pollutants on the biology of the Illinois
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River continued to get considerable attention. A survey program to

regularly monitor river water was intensified in 1976 with the outfit-

ting of a new laboratory at Havana in a building leased from the

Illinois Department of Conservation. Other studies involved the bi-

ology of the Illinois coast of Lake Michigan (a cooperative project

with the state Department of Transportation), and a series of inves-

tigations of selected watersheds in cooperation with the U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture. One of the more extensive undertakings

was an investigation of the impact of pollution on aquatic life of the

Rock, Wabash, Ohio, and upper Mississippi river basins. This ex-

pansive project was initiated in cooperation with the Illinois Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency.

Chief Sprugel reported to the Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation in mid- 1975 that the demand for environmental base-

line data and information on specific ecological requirements of

various animals had increased so markedly that staff members in the

faunistic surveys and insect identification section were finding little

time for traditional activities: basic taxonomic research, specimen

identification, animal group inventories, and research and reference

collection maintenance. And as a result, he said, "our bank of in-

ventory information will soon be outdated, and little new faunistic

and revisionary data can now be published." 8 But many of the more

traditional kinds of activities continued, particularly in the botany

and plant pathology and wildlife research sections of the survey.

Certainly, these sections also were involved in environmental stud-

ies, through often to a lesser extent.

The Water Survey, meanwhile, was engaged in a sweeping study

of the migration through groundwater of hazardous material pollu-

tion from industrial wastes in land disposal sites. This investigation,

supported by the federal Environmental Protection Agency, also

came to involve the Natural History and Geological surveys, as well

as a variety of other agencies. The Water Survey also began re-

search on nonpoint pollution (that is, pollution from sources away

from the point of discovery) in sediment in the Spoon River. Al-

though this particular study was not a long-term one, Chief Acker-

mann believed that a statewide investigation of erosion and sedimen-

tation was needed both to help conserve the soil and to map and

measure pollution from sources such as agricultural chemicals. 9

In this and other projects, the value of the Water Survey's exten-

sive experience and expertise in water quality studies was evident.
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Because of this expertise, the federal Environmental Protection

Agency called on the survey to develop a statistical base for data

collection in stream and lake water quality investigations. Specifi-

cally, the EPA wanted to know how often samples and analyses

would have to be taken to determine accurately water quality trends

in a short-term (one- to two-year) investigation. Money for this

$300,000 project was provided by the EPA. 1
''

Ackermann suggested that the growing number of studies of this

type for other agencies stemmed from both an increased awareness

of the survey's capabilities and the survey's active efforts to obtain

such projects
—

"scrambling." in his words. Greater reliance on out-

side funding, although it tended to "reduce our initiative in choosing

research activities and has given more applied and short-range di-

mensions to our activities," helped the survey maintain its staff in

periods when rising costs were not adequately offset by increased

state appropriations."

In mid-
1 975, Water Survey activities included some two dozen

projects financed in whole or in part through outside grants and con-

tracts totaling nearly $2.8 million. 12 The largest of these was a

$494,000 study of the urban environment's effects on precipitation

at St. Louis, sponsored by the National Science Foundation. At the

other end of the scale was a $4,496 statistical consultation and

evaluation contract with a private firm involved in a U.S. Environ-

mental Protection Agency project. At the same time, the survey con-

tinued to carry out the traditional work. It still made routine analyses

of water samples—historically, the agency's first public service. And

its long-established interest in water quantity remained a high prior-

ity. A continuing series of reports on groundwater supply, county-

by-county, was published as articles of the survey's Bulletin No. 60.

Data on both groundwater and surface water supply were drawn on

for a comprehensive report on water available in Illinois for coal

gasification. This work paralleled the Geological Survey's reports on

coal resources.

Ironically, one situation in which the survey was called on for

assistance involved the reversal of an old problem in the East St.

Louis region. Groundwater levels there, once critically low, were

now causing trouble because they were too high. Groundwater

pumping in the region had dropped from more than 1 10 million gal-

lons a day in 1964 to 72.1 million gallons a day in 1973. This,

coupled with greater than average recharge from Mississippi River
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flooding and heavy rains, had reversed the receding groundwater

levels. Now, sewer lines installed when water levels were at their

lowest point were breaking as the levels rose again.

Much of the important data on the East St. Louis region came

from the Water Survey's massive Metropolitan Meteorological Ex-

periment, or "Metromex." This five-year study began with fleldwork

in 1 97 1 and was designed to discover the effects of the urban envi-

ronment upon the frequency, amount, intensity, and duration of pre-

cipitation and related severe weather in the St. Louis metropolitan

area. The Water Survey worked with a number of other agencies on

cooperative and related projects and used a dense network of rain

and hail gauges in recording stations over an area of twenty-five

hundred square miles. The study also made use of radar systems and

sensitive apparatus to measure and record thunder, atmospheric elec-

tricity, and raindrop size, as well as temperature, humidity, and

winds. In addition, a sophisticated system of time-lapse photogra-

phy was used to record cloud formations.

Among other things, the Metromex study found that the urban

environment produced a significant increase in summer rainfall and

doubled the amount of severe storm activity. 13 Changes were found

to occur over the city itself and range as far as ten to twenty-five

miles eastward beyond the St. Louis urban industrial area. Among
results reported were more local flooding, more serious soil erosion

and resulting stream and lake silting, and more water pollution. At

the same time, however, a positive benefit of 3 to 4 percent average

increases in local crop production was found. As the Metromex proj-

ect drew to a close in 1976, the Water Survey's atmospheric sciences

staff began preliminary planning for future similar studies in the

Chicago region. These would involve extensive investigations of

Lake Michigan meteorology and general urban water resources as

well as urban effects on the weather. 14

Increasingly, these larger projects were coming to involve coop-

erative or parallel investigations by two or even all three scientific

surveys. Research in contamination by plasticizers is an example.

The Geological Survey initiated a study of polychlorinated bi-

phenyls (PCBs) in 1977 that was significantly related to groundwater

and stream and lake pollution studies in the other two surveys. The

Geological Survey research was aimed at finding to what extent

PCBs and PCB manufacturing wastes disposed of in landfills might

be leached through the soil into groundwater. The study wasparticu-
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larly important to the East St. Louis region, where large quantities

of PCB wastes known to be a significant health hazard were dumped

in landfill disposals each year.

But for ail its environmental research, the Geological Survey's

direct economic studies continued to be of undiminished impor-

tance. The value of the state's mineral production continued to

climb, reaching $1.5 billion in 1977.
I3 Coal production totaled 53.5

million tons and represented almost $1 billion in sales, while crude

oil production amounted to 25.8 million barrels and $276,833,000

in sales. Illinois ranked fourth among all states in the production of

coal and peat, was approximately fifteenth in the production of crude

oil, and second in the output of crushed stone. It continued as the

leading state in the production of fluorspar, tripoli, and expanded

perlite.

In much of its minerals work, the survey relied heavily on data

accumulated through years of research and data collection. For ex-

ample, when the Illinois Department of Transportation and the U.S.

Railway Association needed information regarding coal reserves ad-

jacent to the Penn Central Railroad in Illinois, the data was readily

at hand. The survey reported that more than twelve billion tons of

coal reserves lay within a ten-mile corridor along the railroad from

Stonefort to Danville and from Paris to Decatur. This kind of infor-

mation was critical to the state and federal agencies studying the

future of the railroad in 1976. The survey's report led James R.

Blaze, manager of strategic planning for the Railway Association in

Washington, to label the Illinois report "perhaps the best technical

presentation on coal reserve data that USRA has received." 16

Because much of the Illinois bedrock is buried deep under glacial

deposits or loess, the Geological Survey historically had relied heav-

ily on test-boring records and samples in its data collection. These

data generally were of four types: cuttings of rock penetrated, cores

from rock layers, logs of rock layers prepared by well drillers, and

logs mechanically or geophysically prepared (principally through

measurement of electrical resistivity or radioactive emission). But

regardless of the type of data, their maintenance represented a for-

midable task. Through 1977, the survey had on hand for reference

the records and samples from an estimated 240,000 drill holes, in-

cluding borehole cuttings from some 73,000 separate drillings.
17

Basic investigations of the mineral commodities of the state and

applied research continued to get high priority: geologic mapping,
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stratigraphic studies, the development of improved chemical analy-

ses, paleontology, and the like. And, while this work helped provide

fundamental data required for the survey's own research programs,

the data generated were also widely used by industry, other govern-

ment agencies, and the public.

The Geological Survey did not depend upon outside research

grant and contract funds to the extent that the other two surveys did,

but by the mid-1970s outside funds had become increasingly impor-

tant. In 1977, the survey added a Sponsored Research and Projects

Office to computerize the financial transactions of externally funded

projects and assist with the preparation of project proposals. The

office was directed by Julian H. Lauchner, former engineering dean

at Southern Illinois University who had joined the survey staff as

head of its administrative group.

John Frye retired as chief of the Geological Survey in 1974 and

became executive director of the Geological Society of America.

Like his predecessors, he had significantly affected the direction of

the agency. He had greatly strengthened the interdisciplinary ap-

proach to survey projects—critical to much of its environmental

work—and was largely responsible for important advances in the

agency's Pleistocene geology.

Frye was succeeded by Jack A. Simon, a veteran geologist on the

survey staff. Simon was a Champaign native who had worked for

the survey as a part-time technical and research assistant during his

undergraduate years at the University of Illinois, 1937-42. He re-

turned to the survey as an assistant geologist following World War II

service in the army air force, earned his master's degree at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, and did further graduate work at Northwestern

University. He became head of the survey's coal section in 1953 and

later served as principal geologist in the geological group and, fi-

nally, as assistant chief under Frye. Ironically, Simon became chief

at a time when many of his long-time colleagues in the survey were

at or nearing retirement age. A number of the most able and experi-

enced scientists and technicians in all three surveys retired in the

period 1974-78, including a half-dozen section heads and other

ranking staff members with twenty or more years of service.

Even with a scientific and technical staff as large and complex as

the Geological Survey's, it was not easy to compensate for these

losses. The Geological Survey now had a staff of some 180, orga-
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nized first by group and then by section. The geological group in-

cluded sections on coal, oil and gas, earth materials technology, geo-

logical records, educational extension, hydrogeology and geophysics,

stratigraphy and areal geology, industrial minerals, and topographic-

mapping and the geological samples library. The chemical group

was subdivided into sections on analytical chemistry, minerals en-

gineering, and geochemistry.

These scientific groups were supported by a large administrative

group that included the Sponsored Research and Projects Office,

mentioned earlier, and also such critical technical supporting sec-

tions as publications, computer services, and the survey library. One

group where staffing had presented particular problems was the min-

eral economics group. This staff had been hard hit by losses to busi-

ness and industry as well as to other agencies. Chief Simon was

faced with the need to rebuild a mineral economics staff almost from

scratch.

As had been true many times throughout their history, the scien-

tific surveys were again finding fiscal restraints to be a serious prob-

lem in facing their personnel needs. Chief Sprugel reported in mid-

1978 that because of budget restrictions of the past four years, the

Natural History Survey had twenty-eight professional and technical

positions vacant. 18 A number of these were in the new research

laboratories opened in late 1972, but which still had not been totally

equipped nor adequately staffed.

The Natural History Survey now had a scientific and technical and

support staff of about 170. The salaries of nearly half of these were

paid at least in part through outside research grants and contracts.

The survey normally had more than one hundred of these projects

going on at any one time in the mid-1970s. In the Water Survey,

whose reliance on outside funds was discussed earlier, the scientific,

technical, and support staff of about 160 included 75 employed on

outside grant or contract projects at the end of 1977.

State support for the surveys, after disturbing fluctuations in the

first half of the decade, showed general increases again in 1978. The

Water Survey appropriation for fiscal 1978 totaled $1,533,400, of

which about 80 percent was earmarked for salaries. Included was

$65,400 for the state's share of the long-term cooperative stream-

gauging program with the U.S. Geological Survey. For the same

period, the Geological Survey appropriation was $2,694,100, while
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the Natural History Survey was allotted state funds amounting to

$1,847,200. About 80 and 75 percent, respectively, of these funds

were for salaries. 19

And although printing and distribution costs did not represent a

large portion of their respective budgets, the surveys continued to

produce an impressive list of publications each year. During the two-

year period from mid- 1976 to mid- 1978, the three agencies com-

bined published some two hundred reports, at least fifty of these

related to major research projects. In addition, members of the sur-

vey staffs authored more than three hundred outside papers and ar-

ticles, many published in leading scientific and technical journals.

All told, the three surveys distributed more than two hundred thou-

sand copies of publications, including reprints.

The organization of the surveys had continued to interest observ-

ers concerned with state government administration in Illinois. In

1972, a reorganization study coordinated by John F. Briggs for

Governor Richard Ogilvie proposed that the surveys be placed in a

new Department of Scientific and Cultural Affairs. The suggested

department, which would have cabinet status, would also include

the state museums, the State Historical Library, the Arts Council,

the Institute for Environmental Quality (a relatively new but impor-

tant regulatory agency), and parts of the conservation and personnel

departments.

The "Briggs Report," as the study came to be called, suggested

that the proposed reorganization would return Illinois to the "lead-

ership position" in government modernization the state once en-

joyed: "Illinois once held that position of leadership, in 1917, when

Governor Lowden implemented the first comprehensive reorganiza-

tion of a state executive branch by consolidating more than 100

separate agencies into nine code departments. Illinois now has the

opportunity, 55 years later, to regain the leadership; ironically, the

challenge now is almost identical to the one Governor Lowden suc-

cessfully met." 20 The Briggs proposal, like others in the past poten-

tially affecting the organizational structure in which the surveys op-

erated, was not carried through.

But the idea that the scientific surveys were out of place in the

Department of Registration and Education persisted. The matter

arose again in the following administration, that of Governor Daniel

Walker. And although no reorganization proposal gained strong sup-
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port, the surveys chiefs and others were called on with increasing

frequency to explain their thinking regarding the surveys' position.

Dean Barringer, director of the Department of Registration and Edu-

cation, wrote to a state legislator in early 1973:

We are happy with the present arrangement of the Surveys and

Museums, and we feel that there are good reasons why previous

recommendations regarding their placement in the governmen-

tal structure have not been implemented. One important reason

is that the Surveys' and Museums' activities of service to the

public have led to the support of organized interest groups and

legislators in resisting efforts to change the existing structure.

One of our main reasons for liking the present organizational

structure is that under this structure our Surveys and Museums
have attained a state of excellence which has brought them wide

recognition and has put them in the forefront of such institu-

tions in the country. . . .

... It is questionable whether another organizational ar-

rangement would be an improvement. Indeed, we feel that an-

other organizational arrangement might even prove to be a det-

riment. 21

But finally, more than sixty years after the Lowden Code took

effect, the Illinois General Assembly in 1978 approved legislation

that removed the scientific surveys from the Department of Registra-

tion and Education. The legislation, taking effect in January, 1979,

created the Illinois Institute of Natural Resources with responsibility

"to investigate practical problems, implement studies, conduct re-

search and provide assistance, information and data relating to the

technology and administration of environmental protection; energy;

the natural history, entomology, zoology and botany of this State;

the geology and natural resources of this State; the water resources

and weather of this State; and the archeological and cultural history

of this State." 22

The new institute, with a director appointed by the governor,

would include the surveys and the state museums. It also assumed

the functions of the Institute for Environmental Quality and the En-

ergy Division of the Department of Business and Economic Devel-

opment. (Governor James Thompson already had merged the latter

two agencies through administrative order.) Of great importance to
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the surveys, it would continue the Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation and provide the same close geographical association

with the University of Illinois.

Both the survey chiefs and key legislators sponsoring the reor-

ganization believed that the change would give the surveys clearer

identity and, they hoped, a stronger position in Springfield. "As we

see it," Chief Sprugel told a local newspaper reporter, "aside from

being under a different umbrella in Springfield, our activity

wouldn't change." But he said the new arrangement potentially

could provide "a more sympathetic view of survey interests in the

long run." 23 And Representative James Houlihan of Chicago, the

measure's principal House sponsor, said he believed their new posi-

tion in state government would "just give us a clearer idea of what

the surveys do." 24

It seems likely that the decade of the 1970s will prove to be a

turning point for the Illinois scientific surveys—not so much be-

cause of the long-anticipated government reorganization but because

of their larger interest in problems of the environment coupled with

a growing public demand for new energy sources. The reorganiza-

tion seemed to show little potential to effect significant changes in

the long-range direction or functions of the surveys, except perhaps

to enhance even further their involvement in the search for energy-

environment compromises. This involvement itself, on the other

hand, had led to significant changes in the kinds of research the

surveys did and the kinds of services demanded of them.

As was pointed out earlier, however, it would be a mistake to

suggest that this represented whole new directions for the surveys.

The change was one of emphasis. The surveys were thrust into the

vanguard of environmental concerns in Illinois and the nation simply

because they were singularly prepared to deal with them. They of-

fered hope in the energy crisis for the same reason. Looking ahead

to the 1980s and beyond, it was clear that there would be few easy

answers. Preserving the environmental quality and yet meeting the

necessities of a growing world population would present difficult

choices. If suitable answers were to be found, most likely they

would come from long-term research and the application of its find-

ings to the use and management of our natural resources. The chal-

lenge was urgent, but the approach was not new. The Illinois scien-

tific surveys would continue to build on more than a century of

experience.
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What Has Come and Gone

A Century and More of

State Science in Illinois

There is no logical end to a story such as this one. The state scien-

tific surveys in Illinois are ongoing, dynamic institutions. Every

da\ s activities add a segment—perhaps only a brief detail or per-

haps an important chapter—to their collective history. By practical

necessity that part of the story closest at hand is given rather short

shrift in this work. Some contemporary projects, important as they

are, are not treated here. But these will be the subject of other re-

ports in later years, no doubt, when the perspective provided by

passing time allows them to be dealt with more completely.

Illinois, during the century and more covered by this study, never

had a comprehensive science policy. In Illinois as elsewhere, influ-

ential state officials tended to look upon agencies doing scientific

work as '"instruments available to state government to use in the

performance of its usual activities," a view Frederick Cleaveland

found prevalent in his study of the science agencies in a small group

of selected states. 1 Cleaveland found that formal policy appeared

only in the statutory powers of such agencies, while informal policy

most often was defined through budgetary decisions.

The work carried on by the three Illinois scientific surveys during

the past century has had a significant impact on public prosperity,

but this again was often a piecemeal historical development. Rather

than providing general support of science, state government initiated

and continued scientific activity mainly as a response to specific

problems and the demands of well-organized special interest groups.

State-supported scientific activities expanded gradually, largely

through the efforts of these interest groups and energetic, politically

acute administrators.

In the early decades of Illinois statehood, legislators' respect for

science came principally through the promise it offered for short-

range economic development. These legislators endorsed the work

of Dr. J. G. Norwood and Amos Worthen in the early geological

survey primarily because they were interested in the discovery and

development of the state's mineral wealth. The Natural History Sur-
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vey's origins extend back through the old office of state entomolo-

gist, which grew out of organized farmers' demands for government

assistance in controlling insects.

Legislators in this early period understandably found it difficult to

grasp the value of long-range scientific investigations that were not

of immediate practical and economic importance. This sometimes

posed problems for men such as Worthen and Cyrus Thomas, two

early and vigorous proponents of state support for natural science

investigations in Illinois. Worthen recognized the necessity for prac-

tical economic geology, but he also saw the importance of funda-

mental studies in paleontology. And Thomas's main goal for the

original State Natural History Society was that it amass basic scien-

tific information.

Agriculture dominated the Illinois economy. The rich prairie soil

over much of the state was one of its most important natural re-

sources. Jonathan B. Turner succeeded in mobilizing substantial

support for scientific activity that served agricultural interests. A
Turner protege, John Wesley Powell, was instrumental in drawing

increased attention to the need for government support for various

types of science, first through his activities in Illinois and later as a

national figure. Powell's successor as Natural History Society cura-

tor, Stephen A. Forbes, was one of those in the state most successful

in drawing the threads of pure and applied science together. Forbes's

concurrent positions as state entomologist and director of the State

Laboratory of Natural History also made him one of the most influ-

ential scientists in the state in the 1880s and 1890s.

Forbes's resolute move to the new Illinois Industrial University

(later University of Illinois) in 1885 with the rather bold assumption

that his state offices went with him indicates his confidence that he

had staunch government support. This move also solidified the uni-

versity's position as a growing center of scientific activity. And his

academic affiliation continued to reinforce Forbes in his insistence

that both fundamental and applied science were part of the state

scientist's responsibility. Research projects carried out by university

scientists, often in cooperation with one of Forbes's agencies, pro-

vided important information which was readily applicable on the

farms and in the orchards of the state. The plant disease studies of

Thomas Burrill, for example, made notable contributions to scien-

tific knowledge and were of enormous economic benefit to Illinois

farmers and orchardmen.
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Forbes, like Worthen and others among the nineteenth-century Il-

linois naturalists, believed strongly that an adequate publications

program should be given high priority. Results of scientific investi-

gations were of little practical benefit until the information was made

available to those who could use it. The publications programs were

notable features of the earlier agencies as well as the scientific sur-

veys which came after them.

Stephen Forbes's personal contributions to science were many and

varied. His studies in ornithology and aquatic biology were particu-

larly noteworthy. Through these, he revealed his remarkable under-

standing of the relationships between living organisms and their en-

vironment, the foundation of modern ecology. This perceptive view

led him to recognize the need for water quality studies and initiate

the work of Arthur Palmer and subsequent formation of the State

Water Survey. At the same time, Forbes was among those who, as

the century drew to a close, called for the creation of a new State

Geological Survey to take up the work abandoned when the old sur-

vey was phased out years before.

Because of the work of men such as these, legislators gradually

came to accept somewhat more readily the value of basic science.

At the turn of the century, the situation in Illinois was much like that

described by E. A. Birge, director of the Wisconsin Natural History

Survey, in his state:

It appears that the state is quite willing that a considerable

amount of money should be devoted to investigations whose

value is scientific in the fullest sense of the word, and it also

expects a considerable amount of attention to be given to sub-

jects of economic value and of immediate practical importance.

This seems to me to be entirely right. The state has a right to

expect an economic return for money expended in a state sur-

vey, especially as there are subjects of economic value which

demand immediate investigation and whose study is the duty of

the survey. On the other hand, the survey ought not to allow its

attention to be directed to subjects of immediate interest only,

since, as we all know, the pure science of the present becomes

the applied science of the future, and it is eminently the task of

the survey to work for the future as well as for the present. 2
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As Birge pointed out, though, legislators still expected an "eco-

nomic return" on state funds spent for science. Chemical investiga-

tion of the state's waters could hardly be expected to yield an im-

mediate direct economic benefit. This made it easier to gain funds

for such action through the university than to seek a new, separate

agency. So the State Water Survey developed as something of a step-

child, fostered by the university's chemistry department under the

sympathetic administration of Dean Stephen Forbes. Modern stan-

dards and methods of bacterial examination of water were in the

formative stage. But sanitary analyses of the Water Survey often led

to suspicion of water supply contamination. This, in turn, led to

important studies of pollution in this early period.

Geology was a different matter. The old geological survey had

produced valuable information on the mineral resources of the state.

This work surely was unfinished. When professor Thomas Cham-

berlin of the University of Chicago pursued the creation of a new

agency, he was joined by engineers and coal operators who believed

a new survey would be of great benefit to the mineral industries.

Growth of the industries, they told the legislators, would repay the

state's investment many times over. The legislators responded ex-

peditiously, forming the new State Geological Survey in 1905. Di-

rector H. Foster Bain and, later, Frank DeWolf stressed economic

studies. The new survey was highly instrumental from its beginning

in the dramatic growth of the mineral industries in Illinois.

Both the Geological Survey and the Water Survey developed rap-

idly during the early twentieth century. Edward Bartow, upon assum-

ing direction of the Water Survey, promptly added a bacteriological

laboratory to its facilities and expanded the sanitary testing program.

Also, he initiated tests of mineral content, which had important im-

plications for industrial use. With the active support of professional

engineers and the Illinois Water Supply Association, Bartow won

more generous appropriations. This permitted the addition of field

investigators and the establishment of an engineering division. By

now the public understood more clearly the role of pure water in

disease prevention; there was a growing demand for these new ser-

vices. Bartow was especially concerned about sewage treatment and

water pollution, and through cooperation with the Rivers and Lakes

Commission led the Water Survey indirectly into pollution regula-

tion.

Stephen Forbes, meanwhile, was intermingling the staff members
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in the State Laboratory ot Natural History and the state entomolo-

gist's office in a wide variety of research activities. Many, such as

the economic entomology investigations and the early forestry sur-

vey, produced immediate economic benefit. Others, such as Forbes's

classical study of the tish of Illinois and the long-term investigation

of the Illinois River, were more important for their general contri-

butions to the knowledge of natural history (although Forbes was

careful to justify them in part on the basis of economic assistance

—

in this instance aid to commercial fishermen.)

But the freedom with which Forbes could intermix the staffs of

the two agencies indicated the lack of a coherent administrative sys-

tem for the state's scientific agencies and the need for a more defini-

tive approach to state government organization in this area. Substan-

tial change in this direction was brought about with adoption of the

"Lowden Code" in 19 17. The new state administrative code pro-

vided a framework within which the Department of Registration and

Education served as parent agency for the Water and Geological sur-

veys and the new Natural History Survey. The latter combined re-

sponsibilities previously assigned to the state entomologist and the

State Laboratory of Natural History.

An unpaid advisory body, the Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation, was established to coordinate the activities of the sur-

veys. The board, appointed by the governor, provided an opportu-

nity to give outstanding scientists and engineers a policy-making

role in Illinois government. One of the most important reasons for

the subsequent success of the surveys was the high caliber of the

board, the standard for which was set by the appointees of Governor

Frank Lowden in 1 9 17. Also, the new administrative code continued

the affiliation of the surveys with the University of Illinois. On the

negative side, the code provided duplications of authority, particu-

larly in areas relating to water resources, which were to prove

troublesome in years ahead.

The activities of the agencies brought under the direction of the

Board of Natural Resources and Conservation showed little imme-

diate effect from the reorganization. There were no hasty changes in

direction. Personnel, including the survey administrators (now to be

called "chiefs"), were encouraged to stay on. Also, the entry of the

United States into World War I brought defense projects, shortages,

and manpower demands that slowed the work of all three agencies.

Arthur Buswell and Morris Leighton, who became chiefs of the
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Water and Geological surveys, respectively, at the end of the decade,

brought about the first marked changes of direction. Buswell, al-

though maintaining and encouraging cooperative arrangements with

various other agencies, had an intense desire that the role of the

Water Survey be expanded. He pushed for greater activity in water

quantity studies. He also strengthened efforts in sewage treatment

and water pollution investigations. And he took steps to publish

more of the data gathered by the Water Survey, making it more read-

ily available to the public.

Leighton also stressed greater attention to publication, although

he was somewhat more concerned about reporting results of funda-

mental research than Buswell seemed to be. His agency already was

highly proficient in publishing information of more immediate eco-

nomic importance, an activity now given high priority by Buswell

in the Water Survey. (Leighton was concerned, though, that data of

obvious commercial value not reach individuals until it was pub-

lished and therefore generally available to all.) At the same time,

Leighton sought to reflect the interdisciplinary nature of the Geolog-

ical Survey's work more accurately through its publications.

The state's mineral riches, especially oil and coal, made it easier

for the Geological Survey to show dramatic economic results from

its studies, of course. The opening of the southeastern Illinois oil

fields in 1925, for example, was a significant economic boost to that

region. But Leighton directed a balanced program of activities that

stressed such things as fundamental stratigraphic studies and work

in the nonfuel mineral products of the state as well as coal and pe-

troleum research. Even in the coal studies, he placed greater empha-

sis than his predecessors had on laboratory investigations, such as

research in the chemical makeup of various Illinois coals. This work

led to more accurate classification of Illinois coal and, as a result,

an increased market for it.

Leighton organized an impressive group of mineral industries rep-

resentatives, engineers, and others in 1930 to support his successful

bid for more generous state support for the Geological Survey. The

dramatic increase in funding, which grew out of this move, resulted

in expanded laboratory facilities and equipment and an enlarged

staff of scientists capable of adding the interdisciplinary approach

Leighton wanted.

Again in the late 1930s, the Geological Survey enjoyed striking

success in its work with the oil industry in opening the Illinois basin.
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Another notable contribution was its experimental studies in the pro-

duction of metallurgical coke. These studies greatly enhanced the

market for southern Illinois coal during the World War II period and

afterward. The laboratory research capabilities of the surve) (and

aKo the Natural History Survey) were strengthened with the opening

of the new Natural Resources Building in 1940.

In the Natural Histor\ Survey, the venerable Stephen Forbes con-

tinued as chief until shortly before his death in 1930. His agency's

response to the European corn borer threat is a good example o\ its

capabilities in this later period. Lacking the advantages of modern

pesticides, survey entomologists made important contributions to

the know ledge o\ biological control of insects. Nonetheless, insec-

ticide studies were of growing interest to the agency. Other substan-

tial contributions included plant disease studies, which often brought

prompt and direct economic benefit to farmers. Other activities, such

as many of the aquatic biology investigations, were more important

for their fundamental information than for immediate practical ap-

plications.

Theodore Frison. who succeeded Forbes, greatly strengthened the

Natural History Survey's work in wildlife research and conservation.

Studies of field crop and other plant diseases by the survey *s bota-

nists and plant pathologists also got high priority under his admin-

istration.

Natural History Survey work in the post-World War II period was

marked by increasing cooperation with other agencies. Leo Tehon

and Harlow Mills continued to expand the survey's wildlife research

program. Studies of chemical pesticides such as DDT were becom-

ing increasingly important. The heavy grasshopper infestation in

1948 and the survey's success in handling it showed dramatically

how effective the new chemical controls for insect pests could be.

The failure o\' the state's civil administrative code to clearly define

responsibilities for water resource studies plagued the Board of

Natural Resources and Conservation throughout the thirties and for-

ties. Buswell's determination to step up investigation of groundwater

supply and Leighton's opposition led to alarming dissension. As a

result, the vital cooperation between the Water Survey and the Geo-

logical Survey was jeopardized. Responsibilities in other areas

(water pollution, for example) also were subject to agreements that

had to be worked out by the Water Survey with various other agen-

cies. The new interpretation of statutory responsibilities adopted by
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the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation in 1945 on ly

partly alleviated the problem. But it was also important as showing

that the board was prepared to use its authority tactfully but firmly

to resolve rationally what otherwise might have been a festering ad-

ministrative problem. At any rate, by the end of the decade a number

of interested citizens were beginning to question the effectiveness of

the administrative organization of the scientific surveys and their

positions relative to each other and to other state agencies.

Information on surface water supply was more easily collected

than on groundwater, and with fewer problems. The massive Civil

Works Administration survey of wells in the state in 1934 had pro-

vided a great amount of data. This information was enlarged upon

through cooperative work with the U.S. Geological Survey, espe-

cially its stream-gauging efforts. Reservoir studies brought addi-

tional data.

Buswell envisioned an expansion of the Water Survey program in

the postwar years to include more basic engineering studies. This

became a practical goal once he gained approval for the new survey

building, complete with hydraulic laboratories. At the same time,

the addition of facilities at Peoria opened the way there for spectacu-

lar success in artificial groundwater recharge.

In a sense, the shifting emphases of the 1940s reflected a marked

success on the part of the scientific surveys in meeting and then

moving beyond their original goals. The Geological Survey had its

study of the general geology of the state and its mineral resources

well in hand by 1940. From there it moved into new and improved

product development, for example the processing of metallurgical

coke from Illinois coal. The Water Survey, for which the early thrust

was sanitary analysis, was able to move ahead when the develop-

ment of improved water purification methods eventually made the

availability of safe drinking water commonplace. It then broadened

its interests to include not only the quality but also the quantity of

water available for expanding populations and industrial growth.

The Natural History Survey, which brought together from its incep-

tion the dual demands for research and practical application to a

greater extent than either of the other two surveys, had enjoyed re-

markable success in tackling a formidable array of specific problems

such as insect infestations and plant disease epidemics. At the same

time, its scientists contributed valuable fundamental research in a

number of areas of natural history.
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Strong-willed, capable administrators have dominated the scien-

tific surveys and their predecessor organizations. These men were

outstanding scientists as well, gaining national and even interna-

tional recognition. They also brought the necessary permanence and

professionalism to the surveys' scientific programs.

While administrative competence was a foremost requirement for

gaining approval of survey programs and the financial support nec-

essary to see them carried out. scientific or technical talents proved

essential in providing direction. A look at the three most recent sur-

vey chiefs. Ackermann. Simon, and Sprugel, and their standing in

the scientific community illustrates their level of success in meeting

this particular need. Ackermann, for example, served as president

of the American Geophysical Union and headed the committee on

water research of the International Council of Scientific Unions. He

served four years as a member of the leadership bureau of the Inter-

national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics and was president of the

International Association of Scientific Hydrology. He held numerous

important engineering chairmanships, including that of the national

Academy of Engineering committee on environmental engineering

and several committees of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

And a number of other affiliations included the National Research

Council and the National Academy of Engineering.

Simon became Geological Survey chief as successor to John Frye,

who was among the most respected American geologists of the

post-World War II period. Simon, too, had a solid reputation in the

scientific community. A fellow of both the American Association for

the Advancement of Science and the Geological Society of America,

he served as a national vice-president and a member of the policy

board of the Association of Professional Geological Scientists. He

held key chairmanships in the American Association of State Geolo-

gists, the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, and the

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engi-

neers. Among a number of federal and state government advisory

activities. Simon served on the committee on chemistry of coal uti-

lization of the National Research Council's Commission on Natural

Resources and several study "task forces" and advisory committees

for the Federal Power Commission.

Sprugel was president of the American Institute of Biological Sci-

ences and vice-president of both the American Association for the

Advancement of Science and the Ecological Society of America. He
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also served on the advisory committee for environmental biology for

the National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's committee on the environment, and the sci-

ence advisory board of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

In addition, he was on a number of important committees for the

National Research Council and the National Academy of Sciences,

was a member of the advisory panel for ecology of the U.S. Bureau

of Reclamation, and served on committees or advisory bodies for

the Department of Commerce, the Corps of Engineers, the Council

on Environmental Quality, and the U.S. Congress.

These represent but prominent examples drawn from extensive

scientific and engineering affiliations and professional activities by

all three men. In addition, all served in a variety of science advisory

and policy positions for state organizations and government agencies

in Illinois and played prominent roles in science-related faculty ac-

tivities at the University of Illinois. (Since all three are still active as

survey chiefs at this writing, the offices and affiliations detailed here

may merit updating at some future point.)

Probably the greatest fault of survey administrators in the period

covered by this report was a disturbing failure in certain instances to

cooperate with one another. The relationship between Buswell and

Leighton, heightening almost to open conflict in the 1930s, did not

serve the best interests of their respective agencies or the state. This

dissension illustrates the critical role of the State Board of Natural

Resources and Conservation, which in a very real sense sat in judg-

ment on the survey chiefs and shared responsibility for their separate

as well as cooperative performances.

The board itself proved surprisingly effective. Created with a fun-

damental potential for abuse through appointment for political con-

venience, it withstood this danger. It inherently lacked a strong mea-

sure of political accountability but still served the public interest

effectively. The board had members with abundant vision, who

served with longevity rare to such an instrument of government.

Few indeed are the appointive state boards that have enjoyed com-

parable periods of service from persons of such caliber as Thomas

Chamberlin, William A. Noyes, William Trelease, and Henry Chan-

dler Cowles, to name but a few.

Another important ingredient was the assured University of Illi-

nois and Southern Illinois University representation on the board.

This provided a necessary link with scientific thinking in the state's
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academic community. The importance attached to this relationship

is indicated by the fact that Delyte W. Morris, longtime SIU presi-

dent, chose to serve personal!) as his institution's representative for

a number of years, until the pressures of administration finally

forced him to delegate the responsibility to another. On such occa-

sions as Morns was unable to attend board meetings his place was

tilled by the venerable liberal arts and sciences dean, T. W. Abbott.

This particular deanship for a time came to carry a sort of ex officio

responsibility to serve as the institution's board member. In more

recent years, the SIU representative was John C. Guyon, dean of the

Graduate School and associate vice-president for research.

Also among board members with remarkable periods of service

was William L. Everitt, distinguished University of Illinois engi-

neering dean who continued to serve as his institution's representa-

tive even after retirement from active teaching and administrative

responsibilities. In addition, the chemistry representative on the

board for many years before his death in 197 1 was the university's

brilliant Professor Roger Adams, head of the Department of Chem-

istry and Chemical Engineering from 1926 to 1954 and the recipient

of "virtually every major prize for which American chemists are

eligible."'

The board provided a cushioning layer of professional interest and

scientific and technical expertise between the survey administrators

and the department head under whom they functioned (although the

department head was chairman of the board). It played a material

role in the effective operation of the surveys. This was the intent of

those who authored the "Lowden Code" and, before them, the Effi-

ciency and Economy Committee. But the structure that emerged

from the 191 7 reorganization of Illinois government left something

to be desired. The Department of Registration and Education, con-

taining such diverse units as the scientific surveys and the examining

committees for plumbers and horseshoers, surely demanded scru-

tiny. In retrospect, it seems surprising that no clear recommendation

for repositioning of the surveys within the state administrative or-

ganization was made before 1950.

Ironically, the peculiar departmental arrangement, which might

have led investigators to single out the surveys for closer analysis.

may have been an important factor in their effectiveness. The De-

partment of Registration and Education, because of the queer mix it

included, was a bureau that made few demands on the survevs. In
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other words, instead of functioning as the research arm of a single

division of state government, the surveys found themselves in a

highly independent position. This independence allowed them to

work readily with developmental interests like agriculture and the

mining industry, preservation interests (environmental groups, for

example), and regulatory interests such as other state and federal

agencies, without taking advocacy positions. This, coupled with the

accuracy of their work, led to a reputation for credibility. Policy

makers representing those various other interests trusted information

from the surveys as dependable and impartial. The surveys' publi-

cations programs, making results of their studies available as general

information, were extremely important in this respect.

Another vital strength of the surveys—one that gained in impor-

tance over the years—was the remarkable data base they offered.

Through years of accumulation, the surveys became the repository

of a wealth of information not available anywhere else. Much of this

information was the kind gained or made reliable only through long-

term and continuous research. In addition, the surveys developed

extensive staff expertise in the use of this data base. And while an

increasing number of other agencies have undertaken similar work

in recent years—and even though their own studies often had na-

tional and even international significance—the surveys were the

only ones doing such work exclusively for Illinois.

Among other things, their collection and evaluation of informa-

tion about the resources of the state helped survey scientists antici-

pate future problems and needs. For example, Geological Survey

scientists recognized the impending energy crisis and its potential

environmental impact long before it gained significant public aware-

ness. Members of the Water Survey staff warned years in advance of

the dangers of overreliance on groundwater supplies. And research

in the Natural History Survey was among the earliest conducted any-

where relating to the hazards of many chemical pesticides. Thus, the

surveys in many instances were able to sound early alerts and help

avoid more serious problems.

These alerts were not always heeded. Because of their nonadvo-

cacy stance, the surveys themselves rarely were in a position to in-

fluence public response to the information and advice they offered.

And this related, in turn, to one of the most serious frustrations faced

by the survey administrators: Given the oftentimes slowness of pub-

lic response, the legislature frequently was equally slow to provide
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financial support for research that might have given answers before

problems became critical. Research funds too often were provided

onl) after crises arose. For example, following the interstate liti-

gation over u ithdrawal o\ Lake Michigan water, it was clear that the

court would demand maximum use of existing resources by Illinois

before allowing increased use o\' Lake Michigan water at any future

date. The Geological Survey and the Water Survey jointly proposed

an extensive but moderately priced long-range study to locate and

map shallow aquifer groundwater supply in the northeastern Illinois

region, seen as an essential first step toward better management of

water resources in the Chicago metropolitan area. Although this

project was included in budget requests for several years, it was not

funded by the legislature.

In the Natural History Survey, scientists in recent years hoped to

launch a long-term investigation of the effects of atmospheric pol-

lution on the crop plants of Illinois. Such studies were among those

envisioned at the time the survey's new laboratory facilities were

opened in 1972. If research showed that pollution affected corn and

soybeans as the scientists suspected, then it might well be feasible

to seek resistant plant varieties. This work would parallel that of

other survey specialists who were believed to be well on their way

to developing insect-resistant soybean varieties. (In this latter effort,

the scientists felt that they were working against a pressing deadline.

Large-scale soybean production had only become significant in Illi-

nois in recent decades; soybean insect pests, which caused serious

problems in southern states where soybeans had been produced ex-

tensively for many years, were not yet a problem in Illinois, but that

situation was likely to change.) But the survey's proposed studies of

crop damage from pollution were not funded by the legislature.

One result of the failure to gain state appropriations for activities

like these was an increasing reliance on outside funds through re-

search grants and contracts. Historically, the Water Survey in par-

ticular pursued these projects aggressively. The Geological Survey,

in contrast, resisted such arrangements until the mid-1960s, and

even after that relied on them to a lesser extent than the other two

agencies. All three surveys readily entered into cooperative work

with other agencies, however. Both the topographic mapping carried

out over the years by the Geological Survey and the Water Survey's

stream-gauging activity were cooperative projects with the U.S.

Geological Survey. And the Water Survey began a new long-term
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cooperative study with that same federal agency in 1978, a continu-

ous inventory of water use in Illinois.

As a practical matter, other government agencies and private in-

dustry alike often found one of the surveys to be the best-qualified

research agency available for needed investigations. Thus, in 1965

when the federal Environmental Protection Agency sought particular

studies of air pollution from burning coal, it found the Illinois State

Geological Survey to be admirably suited for the undertaking. Simi-

larly, when the insurance industry needed better information on

which to base more competitive crop hail insurance rates to Illinois

farmers, it found the State Water Survey the best place to turn. (That

study, paid for by the industry, led to adjusted rates that provided

substantial savings for many farmers. At the same time, it allowed

the survey to complete some research vital to its own weather stud-

ies.) And the electric power industry, forced to submit extensive

environmental impact information to both state and federal regula-

tory agencies before building new generating plants, found that the

Natural History Survey was an investigative agency whose data

were considered completely reliable by those regulatory bodies.

This latter example also serves to illustrate some of the advan-

tages which accrue to the surveys in conducting studies like these.

The Natural History Survey was called on with increasing frequency

in recent years to make broad environmental impact studies of lakes

and waterways providing water for large power plants. Typically,

such an investigation might include ''before and after" studies of the

aquatic biology and the effects of heated water being returned to the

lake. As a practical matter, this research—contracted and paid for

by the industry—provided a great deal of information important to

other investigations conducted by the survey. Many of the data

would be similar to the type collected by the survey in a statewide

biological index for the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency,

initiated in the mid-1970s to provide a baseline against which to

measure future pollution and its effects.

Another factor in the success of the surveys over the years was

their unique relationship with the University of Illinois. Their close

physical proximity made possible an enormous amount of sharing of

talents and opportunities. Certain technical installations and instru-

ments that the surveys could not justify on their own—computer

facilities, as one example—were readily available through the uni-

versity. Access to the university library alone was a significant asset.
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Still more important was the sharing of personnel, including stu-

dents, graduate assistants, and top-ranking scientific and technical

staff.

In summary, several factors in the strength and effectiveness of

the Illinois scientific surveys during the period o\' this study are eas-

ily identified. The first of these is the quality oi leadership offered

by the survey chiefs. A second is the independence they had, under

the peculiar administrative framework the surveys were in. to estab-

lish the directions oi their agencies in light of contemporary needs

and to build strong staffs of excellent scientists and technicians. This

independence, in turn, helped assure credibility and also helped the

surveys pursue farsighted research in anticipation of future needs.

Another factor was the responsible attitude of the Board of Natu-

ral Resources and Conservation, the membership of which included

many of the leading scientists and engineers of the state. The data

bank accumulated by the surveys was of inestimable value, espe-

cially when coupled with the staff expertise in its use. These two

assets were particularly important in the pursuit of outside research

funds. And finally, the surveys' relationship to the University of

Illinois also played a significant role in their success.

Some major problem areas are apparent, also. Some factors

viewed as positive from one perspective may be seen negatively

from another. For example, the differences in purpose between the

university and the scientific surveys were not always kept clearly in

view. Stephen Forbes, in particular, did not always make this dis-

tinction. There was an evident danger in too-close cooperation; the

surveys could have been "swallowed up" by the university. Fortu-

nately, this did not happen.

More important, the administrative arrangement under which the

surveys operated—while allowing the independence cited above

—

provided the surveys with but a minimum of political accountability.

Their proposed programs and budgets often went to the governor

and the legislature with precious little detailed screening by the

Board of Natural Resources and Conservation. The director of the

Department of Registration and Education, although sitting as chair-

man of that board, surely was hard put to stay abreast of survey

activities and their implications for public benefit. Other members

of the board, even though highly competent and conscientious, had

busy professional lives and limited time to devote to the surveys.

They were, after all. unpaid advisors only.
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On the one hand there was a continuing danger that survey pro-

grams might have too little scrutiny—that projects based on little

more than personal interests of an individual survey chief might be

approved without question. Paradoxically, there was also the ever-

present prospect of an economy-minded governor or legislature

seeing the budgets of the surveys—lacking, as they did, a strong

political voice—as a convenient place to trim expenditures. As a

result, survey chiefs often sought the active support of friendly spe-

cial interest organizations.

It may be argued that this is not an unusual situation in state gov-

ernment. Joseph A. Schlesinger, among others, contends that inter-

est groups are among the most powerful influences on state govern-

ment, along with political parties. But Schlesinger goes on to point

out that interest groups are strongest when "there are no clear expec-

tations about the functions of a unit of government
" 4 Because of

the "indeterminate character" of state government in the eyes of the

citizen, he says, those who have the clearest and most direct in-

volvement in state government are the organized interest or pressure

groups. Most citizens of the state had little or no knowledge about

the work of the scientific surveys. The legislators were not much

better informed. Under these circumstances, it was logical for the

surveys to actively seek support from organized groups whose inter-

ests matched their own.

In the final analysis, public accountability for the effectiveness of

the Illinois scientific surveys during the greater period of this study

fell squarely upon the governor and his appointed Department of

Registration and Education director. These top executives had to

have confidence in the professional personnel who administered the

surveys and served on the Board of Natural Resources and Conser-

vation. 5 There was, then, a delicate balance between the benefits of

executive accountability and the possibility that state science might

be subjected to the caprices of politics.

No attempt will be made here either to evaluate the new admin-

istrative arrangement that became effective in 1979 or to anticipate

the long-term effects of this reorganization on the surveys. Such an

evaluation must come at a later date, with the advantage of at least

limited historical perspective. It is hoped that this account may serve

as the starting point for such a study, among a number of others. For

example, an investigation of the state's budgeting process as it ap-

plied to the surveys, drawing upon the records of hearings, legisla-
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live committee sessions, and the like, would be a significant contri-

bution to the knowledge of state government support of science.

Similarly, an examination of the roles of individual legislators who

supported or opposed the surveys to a notable degree would be of

interest. Yet another study might consider the role of the professional

scientist as an administrator in state government. Obviously there

are many topics related to. but beyond the scope of, this work that

deserve further examination.

But any of these would be lacking if it ignored the historical de-

velopment of the scientific surveys. A lifetime ago, Stephen A
Forbes observed that the history of a scientific organization is "a part

of the history of the progress of civilization, and especially educa-

tion."" Forbes did not choose to look backward but, rather, to look

ahead toward the future. But he realized that "what has come and

gone" is of practical importance, too. It is through the study of the

past, he told the founders of the Illinois Academy of Science in the

early part of this century, that we may establish and direct our insti-

tutions in such a way as to assure their permanence and growth.
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1 . Frederick N. Cleaveland. Science and State Government: A Study of

State Government Activity in Six States (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Caro-

lina Press. 1959). p. 95. Cleaveland reported on a 1954 National Science
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ments. Summary Report on a Survey. Fiscal Year 1954 (Washington: Gov-
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: "State Natural History Surveys' (Abstracts of addresses made before

the Naturalists, meeting in Chicago, December. 1
900)." Science. NS 13

( [901 ). 5(14 68.

3. "Roger Adams. Dean of U.S. Chemists. 1 889-1971 .'* Chemical and

Engineering News, July 12. 1971, p. 9.

4. Joseph A. Schlesinger, "The Politics of the Executive." in Politics in

the American Slates, ed. by Herbert Jacob and Kenneth N. Vines. 2nd ed.

(Boston: Little. Brown. 1971). p. 216. Scientific activity in state govern-

ment is only peripheral to discussion cited here and in the following note.

5. The role of the professional personnel in state government needs fur-

ther study. See Ira Sharkansky, "State Administrators in the Political Pro-

cess," in Jacob and Vines. Politics in the American States, pp. 238-71

.

6. Stephen A. Forbes, "History of the Former State Natural History

Societies in Illinois." Science, NS 26 (1907). 892.
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Three types of sources provided most of the information for this

work. The first consists of unpublished materials, the second in-

cludes publications relating directly or indirectly to science in Illi-

nois and its social and historical setting, and the third is made up of

publications not relating specifically to Illinois but still pertinent to

this study.

The most valuable group of sources was the first, the extensive

collection o\~ unpublished materials. Manuscripts, official records,

and miscellaneous unpublished documents were drawn from several

locations. The most important among these were the offices of the

three scientific surveys themselves. Records and documents on file

there provided the bulk of information used in this report. Each sur-

vey had an almost complete collection of reports by the respective

survey administrators to their superiors. In the period before 1917.

these were directed to the Board of Trustees of the University of

Illinois and. in the case of the Geological Survey, the Geological

Commission. After 1 9 1
7, the survey chiefs' reports were directed to

the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation.

Some items from the earlier period are missing, and the reports

tend to be less complete. But administrative reports frequently were

published at that time, as publications of the agencies or within the

regular published reports of the university and other agencies. The

collection of later, unpublished reports is vitually complete in each

of the three surveys. These reports were prepared more frequently

(at least quarterly, as a rule) and written in much greater detail. They

include extensive descriptive information on most of the important

survey activities. They also include financial reports and budget re-

quests, personnel actions, and cooperative research agreements, to

cite just a few examples. These unpublished administrative reports

served as the single most important source of information, supple-

mented by personal interviews.

The survey chiefs' regular reports to the Department of Registra-

tion and Education also were available in the respective survey files.

These varied in frequency, but usually were issued annually. They

provided less detailed summaries of survey activities. Each survey

also maintains file copies of the unpublished, typewritten minutes of
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meetings of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation.

These also proved extremely useful. And, finally, the survey files

contain many miscellaneous reports and documents, including cor-

respondence, which were especially valuable in expanding on par-

ticular episodes covered by this study.

Among published works, the publications of the three surveys

proved most helpful. Each survey has had an extensive publications

program. Fortunately, each has issued a bibliography. The Water

Survey's bibliography was especially useful because of its careful

annotation, while those of the Geological Survey and the Natural

History Survey include publications of their predecessor organiza-

tions. Each of the surveys updates its published bibliographies with

periodic supplements. In addition, the Geological Survey's Bulletin.

No. 92 (1968), is an extensive bibliography not only of the survey's

own publications but of many others relating to Illinois geology as

well.

Among the various survey publications, one in particular merits

special note here. That is the Natural History Survey's 1958 Bulle-

tin, 27, art. 2, "A Century of Biological Research." This small book,

arranged topically, touches upon much of the historical development

of the Natural History Survey and was of immeasurable assistance

in this present undertaking. It also includes an extensive bibliog-

raphy.

Publications by other agencies of state government also were of

help. These are referenced by footnote in the text but in some in-

stances do not merit inclusion in the selected bibliography that fol-

lows. Other useful published material relating to Illinois science

consists mostly of journal and periodical articles. Many of these are

historical reports. Others, especially articles in scientific journals,

were helpful in gaining a better understanding of particular problems

faced by the surveys during certain periods.

The final group of source material cited in the following bibliog-

raphy is that of published material of peripheral importance to this

study. For the most part, these are works relating to various aspects

of science on a national scale. Others offer valuable Illinois and

regional historical background information. Although not providing

information directly useful in this report, these publications nonethe-

less helped place activities and developments in the three Illinois

scientific surveys in proper perspective in relation to broader devel-

opments in the state and nation.
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Unless noted otherwise in the entries, all

cities and towns are in the state of Illinois.

Abbott. T. \V. . 201

Ackeimann, William C: directs

State Water Survey, 163-66,

169-70, 172-73. 179. 1S2-84:

as presidential advisor. 170-71,

[72, 173: professional

associations, 199

Adams, Roger: service on Board of

Natural Resources and

Conservation. 20

1

Administrators: role in state

science, 50-51. 92. 98. 110.

191. 195. 199-200

Agassiz. Louis: advocates state

geological surveys. 7: supports

Amos Worthen. 9: visits Illinois

museum. 29

Agency for International

Development. U.S.. 174

Agricultural Society. Illinois State:

founding, 18; seeks state

entomologist. 19: interest in

practical science. 20: mentioned,

24

Agricultural Society. U.S.. 17

Agriculture: as scientific activity.

17-20. 192

Agriculture. Illinois Board of. 43
Agriculture. Illinois Department of,

93- 179. 189

Agriculture, U.S. Department of:

cooperation with Natural History

Survey. 106. 107. 108. 140:

cooperation with State Water

Survey. 159. 182: watershed

studies. 169-70; mentioned. 23.

91. 147

Air Force. U.S.: cooperative

studies. 152. 156

Allendale: oil production near. 102

Alvord. John W. : service on Board

of Natural Resources and

Conservation. 90

American Agriculturist, 31

American Association for the

Advancement of Science: early

leaders, 6: advocates state

geological surveys, 6-8: elects

Amos Worthen member, 1 1

:

mentioned, 90, 199

American Association of Petroleum

Geologists, 199

American Association of State

Geologists, 199

American Game Association, 129

American Geophysical Union. 199

American Institute of Biological

Sciences, 199

American Institute of Mining.

Metallurgical, and Petroleum

Engineers, 199

American Journal of Science and

Arts. 3

American Public Health

Association, 67

American Society for Testing

Materials, 1 19

American Society of Civil

Engineers. 199

American Water Works

Association, 158

Appropriations: for early Illinois

geological survey, 9. 12: for state

entomologist. 19: for State

Natural History Society. 26: for

Laboratory of Natural History.

42. 43, 47. 48: for State Water

Survey. 52. 53, 63. 64, 68. 103.

104. 106, 1 19. 130. 131. 132.

143-44. 157. 163. 166. 169.

187-88: for State Geological

Survey. 75. 78. 103-4. 113.
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i 14. 1 19, [28, [30, 143. 157,

[63, (66, [69, 187-8X: for State

Natural History Survey. 103-4,

io6, 1 19. 130. 143. [57, 163.

1(H). 1*7-88

Army Signal Corps, U.S.:

cooperative studies, 152

Arts Council, Illinois, 188

Association of American

Geologists. 6

Association of American Geologists

and Naturalists: leadership 6;

seeks government support of

science. 7

Association of Professional

Geological Scientists, 199

Atomic Energy Commission, 171

Augustana College. 70. 77
Aurora, 165

Bache, Dallas, 6, 7

Bain, H. Foster: directs State

Geological Survey, 72-77:

concern over federal influence,

73: mentioned, 70-80 passim,

174

Barringer, Dean: director.

Department of Registration and

Education, 189

Bartow, Edward: directs State

Water Survey, 58, 60-62: interest

in sewage treatment, 63-68, 96:

travels in Europe, 67:

mentioned, 93, 98, 194

Batavia. 172. See also National

Accelerator Laboratory

Bateman, Newton: gains public

support for science, 25:

mentioned, 23

Beer. Emil: insect specimen

collection, 142

Bell. Alfred H.: petroleum

mapping. 126. 127

Bement, A. L., 70
Bennett, George: headed Natural

History Survey section. 172

Beveridge, John L., 13. 14

Bigger, John: long-term Natural

History Survey staff member.

172

Big Muddy River. 75
Binks. Vera M.: director,

Department of Registration and

Education. 162

Birge. E. A.: on state science.

193-94

Black Hawk War. 3

Blair, Francis G.: state

superintendent of public

instruction, 85

Blatchley, Raymond S.: petroleum

studies, 75, 79-80
Bloomington, 21, 24, 25, 27, 29

Board of Health. Illinois State. 53,

55. 58

Bolter. Andrew: insect collection.

142

Boruff, C. S.: methane gas studies,

117

Bowman, Isaiah: president. Johns

Hopkins University, 130

Breden, C. R. : methane gas

studies. 1 17

Briggs, John F.: heads government

reorganization study, 188

Briggs Report, 188

Brown, Elmer E.: national report

on government science

administration, 87

Bureau of Mines, U.S., 78, 93, 95,

149

Bureau of Reclamation, U.S., 200

Burrill, Thomas J.: fungus disease

studies. 42: mentioned. 43, 49.

192

Business and Economic

Development, Illinois

Department of. 172. 189

Buswell. Arthur: directs State

Water Survey. 98-101, 1 17-20.

122-24. J3I-32, 143-45. 147.

148. 150-52; interest in sewage

treatment. 1 15-16, 125: dispute

with Morris Leighton. 124-25.
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[36-39, 14s. 200; mentioned.

135-97 passim

Cady. Gilbert H : definitive coal

study. 156

Cairo, 9

Carbondale: importance as science

center, 81—82; mentioned. 31,

33i 39. 96

Carter. J. C: Natural History

Survey seetion head. 172

Chamberlin. Thomas C: advocates

an Illinois geological survey. 70.

194: on Geological Commission,

72: on Board of Natural

Resources and Conservation. 90.

200

Champaign: natural history

agencies activities in. 27. 38-42

passim. 50. 58, 82. 96. 148;

sewage disposal study, 58;

natural history specimen

collecting center. 81: site of

wildlife conference. 129: water

resources building. 144. 147.

151, 166. 170. See also Urbana

Champaign County. 19

Chase. Harry Woodburn: president.

University of Illinois 113, 114

Chemical Warfare Service. 132

Chicago. University of. 70. 72. 77.

90. 91 . 101, 130. 152. 67. 194.

197

Chicago: World's Fair. 44: water

pollution studies. 55, 56, 58, 64.

66. 86. 120: groundwater

investigations. 116. 122. 145,

163. 164-65. 203: atomic energy

plant study. 171: mentioned.

passim

Chicago Academy of Sciences:

supports Powell expeditions. 27.

29

Chicago Sanitary District. 56, 96.

100

Chicago Tribune. 19. 29

Civil Administrative Code. Illinois:

reorganizes science agencies.

89-93. 97. 195: responsibilities

specified. 121; conflicts under,

137-39. 145-46. 201; revision

of. 189

Civil Works Administration. U.S.:

cooperative work with State

Water Survey, 123-24, 198

Clark County: oil production, 79
Clay County: Illinois basin oil

production, 126

Cleaveland, Frederick: study of

state science agencies, 191

Coal. See Geological Survey,

Illinois State; Mineral resources

Collingwood, D. M., 102

Columbian Exposition, 44, 90
Commission on State Government-

Illinois, 168

Commission to Study State

Government, 163

Conservation, Illinois Department

of: cooperative studies, 108,

140, 162-63, Io8 - l82

Cook County, 19, 123

Cook County Board of Health. 90
Coulter. John M.: on Board of

Natural Resources and

Conservation. 90
Council on Environmental Quality,

200

Cowles, Henry Chandler: on Board

of Natural Resources and

Conservation, 130, 200

Crab Orchard Lake, 159
Crawford County: oil production.

79
Cullom, Shelby M.. 28

Cumberland County: oil

production, 79
Cutler. Jervis: travels in Illinois

territory. 2

Dana. James Dwight: early AAAS
leader. 6: supports Amos
Worthen. 9
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Daniels. Arthur H.: president.

University of Illinois, 128

Danville, 185

Davenport, Eugene: develops

interest group support for

University of Illinois. 61

Decatur, 18. 20, 66, 67, 96, 185

Decatur, Lake, 159

Decker, George C: section head,

Natural History Survey, 154, 172

Deneen, Charles S., 71, 72

Depression, Great: effects on

scientific surveys, 118-21, 127,

128

DePue, Lake, 96
Des Plaines, 165

Des Plaines River, 55, 131

DeWolf, Frank W.: directs State

Geological Survey, 77-81;

mentioned, 93, 96, 97, 98, 101,

194

Douglas, Stephen A.: Freeport

debate, 35
Draper, Andrew S.: president,

University of Illinois, 48, 49
Dunkley. W. A.: coal gasification

research, 95
Dunlap, Matthias Lane: promotes

scientific agriculture, 18, 19

DuPage County: groundwater

investigations, 164, 165; urban

hydrology study, 170; atomic

energy plant, 172

DePage River, 170

Dutch elm disease, 129, 155

Earle, Parker: University of Illinois

trustee. 42

East St. Louis: groundwater

investigations, 145, 183-84;

meteorological study, 184;

pollution study, 185

Eaton, Amos: New York geological

survey, 4
Ecological Society of America, 199

Economic Planning. Illinois Board

of, 165, 169

Education, Illinois State Board o\':

sponsors Powell expeditions,

25-30 passim; mentioned. 38-40
Edwards. Richard: president.

Illinois State Normal University.

27

Efficiency and Economy
Committee, Illinois: considers

government science, 87-89;

mentioned, 69. 81, 86. 201

Ellsworth, Henry L.: promotes

government science, 17

Elmhurst, 165

Embarrass River, 75
Emerson, Alfred E.: concern over

level of government support for

scientific surveys, 167-68, 169

Emmerson, Louis F. , 113, 1 14

Entomological Commission, U.S.,

3i

Environmental Protection Agency,

Illinois, 182, 204

Environmental Protection Agency,

U.S., 177. 182, 183, 200, 204

Erie Canal, 3

Essington, Thurlow G.. 113

Everitt. William L.: service on

Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation, 201

Farm Bureau, 97
Farmer's Review, 3 1

Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration

Act, 129

Federal Power Commission, 199

Fell, Jesse: seeks return Powell's

natural history collection. 30

Finance, Illinois Department of.

93- 113

Fishes ofIllinois, The. 83, 86

Flint, Wesley P., 106

Fluorspar, 80, 95, 132. 155-56.

See also Mineral resources

Food and Drug Administration,

U.S.: requires insecticide testing,

161

Forbes, Stephen Alfred: Natural
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Historv Society curator. 30;

corresponds with Cyrus Thomas.

32; earl) history, 35 36;

becomes state entomologist, 36;

definition of "survey,*' 37,

94-95: moves to Illinois

Industrial University, 38-39;

enhances university's stature in

science. 41-42. 43: contributions

to ecology. 44-45: establishes

biological held laboratory,

45-48: influence on Illinois

science. 48-50: directs State

Laboratory of Natural History.

80-86: ornithological studies.

82-83: ichthyological studies,

83: directs State Natural History

Survey. Q2. 94-1 10 passim:

death. 1 10: contributions

assessed. 1 10-1 1: mentioned,

passim

Freeport. 35
French. Augustus C: calls for an

Illinois geological survey. 8

French. George H.: Southern

Illinois Normal University

scientist, 31

Frison. Theodore: plant lice study.

1 10: directs State Natural History

Survey. 118. 120-21. 134-35:

interest in wildlife research.

128-29: mentioned. 139. 197

Frye. John C: Directs State

Geological Survey. 157. 163.

166-67. '77-79- retirement,

186: mentioned. 172. 173, 199

Fuel Conference. University of

Illinois. 77-78

Funding state science. See

Appropriations

Galesburg. 54
Garfield. James A.. 28

Geological Commission. Illinois.

71-72

Geological Society of America.
186^

Geological Survey, Illinois State:

support for, 70-71; establishing

legislation. 71-72: staff. 72. 77.

114. 119. 157. 159 (l <>- [86-87;

cooperative research. 75. 77.

80-81,95, 152. 163-64. 1S4.

186: topographical surveys. 75.

95-96: stratigraphic studies. 76.

[85; interdisciplinary approach.

80-81. 92. 166-67. 179: road

construction. 95-96. 1 12;

physical facilities. 114. 127-28.

130. 143. 157: environmental

geology. 177-79. 184-85, 190.

See also Appropriations:

Geological surveys, state:

Mineral resources

—coal studies: coal chemistry. 73,

in. 1 78: geologic mapping. 74.

in. 156. 185: metallurgical

coke research. 74. 133. 149.

178: coal gasification. 95, 97.

in. 178. 183

—petroleum studies: early

explorations. 73. 75. 76-77,

79-80: petroleum geology.

101-3: Illinois basin

development. 126-27:

marketing. 161

Geological Survey. U.S.: founded.

5: John Wesley Powell as

director. 24. 30: cooperative

studies with state agencies. 59.

68. 95. 99, 1 13. 1 18. 120. 126.

158-59. 187. 203: mentioned.

passim

Geological Survey of Illinois. 12.

14

Geological surveys, state: North

Carolina. 4: South Carolina. 4:

Massachusetts. 4: economic

benefits of. 4. 7. 8. 12: New
York. 4. 7. 9: advocated by

AAAS. 7-8: early Illinois.' 8-16:

Iowa. 9: historical assessment.

12-13

Granite City, m
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Grant, Ulysses S. (general), 28

Grant, U. S. (professor):

contributions to Illinois geology,

70. 72

Graves, Gene H.: director. Illinois

Department of Business and

Economic Development, 172

Great Lakes, 24. 146. 165

Green. Dwight H., 131

Guyon. John C: on Board of

Natural Resources and

Conservation. 201

Habermeyer. George C: State

Water Survey engineer,

administrator, 93. 94, 100, 123

Hall, James: New York geological

survey, 7-8: mentioned. 9

Hallihan, John J.: director.

Department of Registration and

Education, 125

Hancock County: geology of

region. 9-10

Hansen, Paul: State Water Survey

engineering studies, 63, 66

Hanson, Harold: Canada Goose

studies, 172

Hardin County: mineral production,

80

Hart, James A.: named systematic

entomologist. State Laboratory

of Natural History, 82

Hatch Act, 43, 50
Havana, 45, 46. 47, 52, 81, 182.

See also Illinois. University of

Hayden, Ferdinand Vandiveer, 31

Hayes, C. W.: assesses state

geological surveys, 12

Hennepin, 24

Hennepin. Father: Mississippi

Valley exploration, 1

Henry, Joseph: AAAS leadership,

6, 7: supports Powell expedition,

28

Hewett, Edwin: president, Illinois

State Normal University, 38
Historical Library, Illinois State.

33, 188

Hoopeston. 96

Horner, Henry. 119. 120, 128, 130

Hornig, Donald F.: presidential

science and technology advisor.

170-71

Hottes, Frederick C: plant lice

study, 1 10

Houlihan, James: sponsors

reorganization of state

government science, 190

Hull. E. S.: advocates

entomological study. 18

Hutchins, Thomas: describes early

Illinois, 1-2

Illinois: early explorations, 1-2:

early growth and development.

2-3, 17: geology and natural

history, 14-15

Illinois, University of: founding,

early growth. 40-42: biological

field station. 45-48: center of

Illinois scientific activity. 48;

agricultural experiment station,

48, 108, 129, 130, 140, 174:

proposes state geological survey,

49: conducts state water study,

52-53: organizes interest group

support, 60-62; engineering

experiment station. 77: Stephen

A. Forbes's administrative work.

84-85: attempt to control state

entomologist funds. 85:

relationship to scientific

agencies, 88. 90, 93, 190. 192.

195. 204-5; Memorial Stadium

construction. 1 00- 1 1 : seeks

new mineral resources building.

1 13-14, 128; administration of

scientific survey research funds.

163; staff relationships with

scientific agencies. 174. 204-5;

TRIGA nuclear reactor. 178;

water resources center, 179;

mentioned, passim. See also

Illinois Industrial University

Illinois Academy of Science, 207

Illinois and Michigan Canal, 55
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Illinois Bankers Association:

influential special interest group,

6]

Illinois basin: oil production. 196.

See also Mineral resources.

Illinois

Illinois Canners Association. 140

Illinois Central Railroad. 82, 14S

Illinois Coal Operators Association:

supports State Geological

Survey. 78. 113

Illinois College, 21, 23
Illinois Industrial University:

supports Powell expeditions. 27.

29: hires Stephen A. Forbes.

38-39; gains State Laboratory of

Natural History. 39-40: name
change. 40-41: encourages

science. 40-41. 50: rapid

growth. 41-42. See also Illinois.

University of

Illinois Legislative Council. 145

Illinois Manufacturers Association.

78

Illinois Mineral Industries

Committee: reason for

organization of. 1 13

Illinois Natural History Society:

founded. 21: seeks state funds.

22-23: leadership of. 23:

financial difficulties. 24-25;

collections. 25. 29. 30: supports

Powell expeditions. 26-30:

reorganization. 32-33:

mentioned. 24. 35. 36. 50. 192

Illinois River: early exploration. 1.

2: biological field station. 45-48:

continuing biological study.

passim

Illinois Society of Engineers and

Surveyors. 62

Illinois State Fair. 141

Illinois State Horticultural Society:

founded. 18; seeks state

entomologist. 19: interest in

practical knowledge. 20:

mentioned. 85

Illinois State Museum: transfers

Worthen collection to State

Geological Survey, 127

Illinois State Normal University:

site o\ natural history museum,
23. 25; supports Powell

expeditions. 26-29; Stephen

Forbes joins faculty. 36:

mentioned, 21 . 30. 38, 40

Illinois Teachers' Association. 20

Illinois Water Supply Association.

62. 194

Illinois Wesleyan University, 24. 25
Indiana University, 36, 91

Inland Steel Company:
metallurgical coke study. 133

Institute for Environmental Qualitv.

Illinois, 188, 189

Interest groups: support State Water

Survey. 61-62: support State

Geological Survey, 70-71.

77-78. 1 13-14. 196; influence

on government assessed, 85,

191. 206

Interior. U.S. Department of . 147
Internal improvements: advance

science interests, 3. 5

International Association of

Scientific Hydrology. 199

International Council of Scientific

Unions, 199

International Union of Geodesy and

Geophysics. 199
Isakoff, Jack F.: government

reorganization study. 146

Izaak Walton League. 128

Jackson County, 20. 31

Jacksonville. 21. 23. 24. 54
James. Edmund: president.

University of Illinois. 60. 61

.

62. 83. 84. 85

Johnson. Lyndon. 170

Joliet. 54, 119. 131

Journal of the American Chemical

Society, 91

Journal of the American Water

Works Association. 67
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Kane County, 172

Kankakee River. 55, 131

Kaskaskia, 2

Kaskaskia River, 75, 96

Kennedy. John F. , 1 70

Kerncr, Otto. 175

Kinley, David: member. Board of

Natural Resources and

Conservation, 90

Koppers United Company:
metallurgical coke study, 133

Lake County, 123

Lake Forest, 58

Land Office, U.S. General, 6

Larson, Thurston E.: directs State

Water Survey, 159

Lauchner, Julian H., 186

Lawrence County: oil production,

79
Le Baron, Fannie, 42

Le Baron, William: state geologist,

19-20: entomological collection,

42

Leighton, Morris M.: directs State

Geological Survey, 10 1-3.

m-15. 126-28. 155-57:

dispute with Arthur Buswell,

118. 124-25, 136-39, 145, 200;

mentioned, 132-97, passim

Leonard, A. Bryon, 160

Lewis, Arthur W.: petroleum study,

73
Lincoln. Abraham, 21/7, 35
Lindahl, Joshua: edits Amos

Worthen publications, 12

Lockport. 1 19

Logan, John A.. 20

Lowden, Frank O. , 89, 90. 9 1 ,

188. 195

Lowden Code. See Civil

Administrative Code, Illinois

Luckmann. William: international

entomological research, 174

Macoupin County: coal production.

78

Manhattan Project: State Water

Survey contribution to. 133. 155

Mantcll. G. A.. 10

Marion County: Illinois basin oil

production, 126

Marshall, Charles E., 160

Maywood, 96
Medals of Creation, 10

Metromex. See St. Louis, Missouri

Michigan, Lake, 55, 58, 66, 165.

182, 184, 203

Midwest Wildlife Conference, 129

Millar, C. V. M., 53
Millikin University. 1 10

Mills, Harlow B.: interest in

wildlife research, 140; directs

State Natural History Survey,

141-43, 147, 152-55, 162-63,

172; mentioned, 149, 150, 197

Mineral resources, Illinois, 75-76,

77-81, 126-27, 146, 149,

156-57, 160-61, 185

Mine Rescue Station. 77, 78, 80

Mississippi River: early

exploration, 1, 11: pollution

studies, 55, 56: mentioned, 2,

24, 46, 140, 182, 183

Mississippi Valley Association of

State Geologists: reason for

organization of, 73
Monmouth, 58

Morgan, J. H.: U.S. Geological

Survey stream-gauging activities,

120

Morrill. Justin H., 40
Morrill Act, 21, 40
Morris, Delyte W.: representative

on Board of Natural Resources

and Conservation, 201

Morrow, George E.. 43
Moulton, Gail F. . 102

Nagashima. Kozo, 160

Naperville: State Geological Survey

and State Water Survey joint

regional office, 163

National Academy of Engineering,

199
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National Academj of Sciences, 200

National Accelerator Laboratory:

State Geological Survey role in

location. 171-72

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, 200

National Bureau of Standards. 91

.

95
National Defense Research

Council. 134

National Institutes of Health. 174

National Park Service, 173

National Recovery Act. 120

National Research Council. 98.

199. 200

National Science Foundation. 172.

173. 174. 183. 200

Natural History. Illinois State

Laboratory o\~: founded. 36: early

publications program. 37—38;

moved to Illinois Industrial

University. 39-40: Columbian

Exposition exhibit. 44; biological

field station, 45-48: combined

work with state entomologist,

48; mentioned. 50, 84. 85. 86.

87. 88, 89. 192. 195. See also

Forbes. Stephen Alfred

Natural History Museum. Illinois.

12. 33, 36,87, 89

Natural History Survey, Illinois

State: biological control of

insects. 43. 107. 149-50;

specimen collections. 81-82.

109. 1 10, 142. 173: wildlife

research. 82-83, 128-29.

162-63. 172: forestry survey, 84,

85. 86, 97: founded. 89:

interdisciplinary studies. 92;

plant disease studies. 97. 108-9.

129. 139. 150. 155; European

corn borer control. 105-8. 134.

140. 143- 149. 154. «54. 197:

economic entomology. 105-8.

152-55, 180-81: aquatic

biology. 108; chemical

insecticide studies. 108. 129.

140. 142. 154-55. 161-62. 173.

174. 1 So- Si: physical facilities,

12S. 130, 143. i So; cooperative

research. 129-30. 140. 152.

161 . 162. 174-75. 182; staff,

134-35. 142-4.V ib2, 1 72-73-

187: environmental research.

179-82. 190. See also

Appropriations; Forbes. Stephen

Alfred: Natural History. Illinois

State Laboratory of; State

Entomologist. Illinois

Natural Resources and

Conservation, Illinois Board of:

responsibilities, 89-90: early

membership, 90-91 , 195,

200-201: effectiveness, 201,

205; mentioned, passim

Natural Resources Building:

planning and construction.

127-28; dedication, 130;

mentioned. 143, 157, 197

Naval Research, U.S. Office of:

cooperative studies, 173

Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, U.S.:

cooperative study, 152

Nevins. Allan: University of

Illinois history, 61, 62

New Harmony, Indiana, 6

Normal, 29. 37, 38

Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan

Planning Commission. 164

Northern Illinois Horticultural

Society. 41

Northwestern University. 70, 77.

186

Norwood. J. G.: first Illinois state

geologist, 8-9; mentioned. 191

Noyes. William S.: service on

Board of Natural Resources and

Conservation. 90, 91. 200

Ogilvie. Richard, 188

Oglesby. Richard J., 26. 31

Ohio Oil Company: Illinois oil

production. 79, 80

Ohio River: early exploration, 1:

geological studv. 9: mentioned,

2. 1. 80, 182
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Oil. See Geological Survey, Illinois

State: Mineral resources, Illinois

Osborn, Fairfield: environmental

views, 148

Our Plundered Planet. 148

Owen, David Dale: surveys

Midwest lead region. 5-6;

mentioned, 8

Ozark uplift, 94

Packard, A. S., Jr.: U.S.

Entomological Commission, 32

Palmer. Arthur W.: on Illinois

River study, 46-47; directs State

Water Survey, 52-57; death, 57;

mentioned, 48, 49, 193

Paris, 185

Parr. Samuel W.: coal geology. 57,

72, 73
Patent Office, U.S.: as clearing

house for scientific information.

17

Peabody. Francis: advocates

geological survey of Illinois, 71

Peabody, Selim H.: University of

Illinois regent. 39. 40, 41

Pease, Theodore Calvin: early

Illinois history. 3

Peirce, Benjamin: AAAS leader, 6,

7

Pekin, 55, 56, 131

Penn Central Railroad, 185

Peoria: sewage treatment, 55. 56;

artificial groundwater recharge,

131-32. 150-51. 164; State

Water Survey laboratory, 198;

mentioned, 116. 120, 144, 145

Peoria Association of Commerce.
131. 150, 151

Peoria River. 55
Peoria Sanitary District. 125

Pillsbury. William L.. 85
Pittman-Robertson Wildlife

Restoration Act: strengthens

wildlife research, 163

Pollution Control Board. Illinois.

179

Pope County: mineral production.

80

Powell, John Wesley: early life,

23-24; seeks support for Natural

History Society, 25-26; Rocky

Mountain expeditions, 26-29;

heads U.S. Geological Survey,

30; mentioned, 33, 35. 38, 42,

50, 1 10, 192. See also Fell.

Jesse

Powell. Rev. Joseph, 24

Prairie Parmer: advocates scientific

farming, 19: mentioned, 20, 31

Publication: importance to science,

16, 50, 193; in early Illinois

natural history agencies, 37, 38,

42, 43. 83-84; in scientific

surveys, 101, 112, 188, 196

Public Health, Illinois Department

of. 92, 115, 179

Public health agencies: as

developing state activity. 52

Public Health Service. U.S., 140,

174

Public Works Administration:

funding for Natural Resources

Building. 128

Public Works and Buildings,

Illinois Department of, 93. 99
Pure Oil Company: role in Illinois

oil production. 126

Quincy. 58

Railroad Association, U.S.. 185

Railroads: importance in Illinois

expansion. 17; value in natural

history specimen collecting,

81-82; coal transportation. 133

Registration and Education, Illinois

Department of: administration of

scientific surveys, 89:

effectiveness of, 167-69, 195.

201-2, 205-6

Reynolds. Dr. Arthur R.: Chicago

public health commissioner. 56
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Reynolds, John P.: advocates

scientific agriculture, 20

Richardson, Robert E.: study of

Illinois fishes, 83, 86, 173

Riley, C. V.: U.S. Entomological

Commission. 32

Rivers and Lakes Commission.

Illinois: as pollution regulatory

agency, 66. 104

Robinson: area oil produetion. 79

Rochelle, 96

Rock Falls. 54
Rock Island. 64

Rock River, 108, 109, 182

Rolfe, Charles W.: advocates

geological agency. 49. 70, 71;

interdisciplinary contributions,

57: clay investigations. 72
Roosevelt. Franklin D.. 128

Ross, Herbert: acting Natural

History Survey chief, 172

Rural New Yorker, }i

St. Clair County. 78

St. Louis, Missouri: "Metromex"
precipitation study. 183. 184;

mentioned. 55, 56. 91. 130

Salem. 126

Saline County: coal production, 78

Salisbury. R. D.: advocates

geological survey. 70:

educational materials. 72

Sanderson. Glen: State Natural

History Survey section head. 172

Sanderson. M. W.: insect specimen

collection. 142

Sandoval: oil production in region.

126

Sangamon County. 78

Sangamon River: pollution. 66-67,

96: mentioned. 75
Sanitary Water Board. Illinois

State. 163. 170

Savage, T. E., 93
Schlesinger. Joseph A.: assesses

influence of interest groups. 206

Scholl, Clarence: radioactive water

investigation, 94
Scholz, Carl: advocates strong

geology program. 71

Science: as American activity, and

economic return. 3. 5, 7. 8. 12.

16. 18. 22, 31, 49. 71. 76-77.

91-92, [49-50, 191-92.

193-94: early state support for,

3-5, 16: early federal support

for, 5: growing professionalism

in. 6-7

Science Information Exchange,

Smithsonian Institution. 171

Scientific societies: early American.

6-7: scientific survey

administrators in. 199-200

Sewall. J. A.. 23

Shawneetown. 3. 9
Shell Chemical Corporation:

chemical insecticide

investigations, 161, 162

Shepardson, Francis W.: as

government science

administrator, 91-93, 97
Silliman. Benjamin: promotes

interest in science, 3

Simon. Jack A.: work on coal

resources, 156: directs State

Geological Survey, 186-87:

professional standing, 199

Small, Len. 103

Smithsonian Institution: supports

Powell expeditions, 27-28:

mentioned, 6, 26, 30, 32, 33.

171

Soil Conservation Service, U.S..

159. 179

South Bartonville, 58

Southern Illinois Normai

University. 31 . 39, 81 . See also

Southern Illinois University

Southern Illinois University:

representation on Board of

Natural Resources and

Conservation, 89, 200-201:

mentioned. [86. See also
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Southern Illinois Normal

University

Specimen collections, natural

history: Amos Worthen

collections, io-ii, 127; Natural

History Society collections,

24-26, 28-30; John Wesley

Powell collections, 24, 30; State

Laboratory of Natural History

collections, 42; William Le

Baron collection, 42; collecting

methods, 81-82; State Natural

History Survey collections, 82,

142; State Geological Survey

collections, 112, 127; Emil Beer

collection, 142; M. W.

Sanderson collection, 142;

Andrew Bolter collection, 142

Spoon River, 55, 182

Springfield, 25, 29, 33, 36, 61, 62,

169, 190

Springfield, Lake, 159

Sprugel, George, Jr.: directs State

Natural History Survey, 173-75;

professional standing in scientific

community, 199-200;

mentioned, 187-90

State Entomologist, Illinois:

appointed, 19; Benjamin D.

Walsh, 19; William Le Baron,

19-20; Cyrus Thomas, 31;

Stephen A. Forbes, 36-86

passim; mentioned, passim

State geological surveys. See

Geological surveys, state

State Government Study

Commission, 146

Stead, Illinois Attorney General

William H.: rules on funding

dispute, 85

Stephenson County, 35
Stevens, F. L., 97
Stonefort. 185

Stout, Glenn E.: radar rainfall

study, 158

Stratton, William G., 168

Superior, Lake, 1

Supreme Court, U.S.: rules on

Great Lakes water usage, 165

Tehon, Leo R.: directs State

Natural History Survey, 139-40;

mentioned, 197

Tennessee Valley Authority, 159

Thomas, Cyrus: calls for natural

history society, 20; promotes

natural history survey, 22, 23;

named state entomologist, 31; on

U.S. Entomological

Commission, 31; plans second

natural history society, 32-33;

joins Smithsonian Institution, 33;

impact on state science in

Illinois, 33-34; mentioned, 39,

50, 192

Thompson, Frank G.: director.

Department of Registration and

Education, 137

Thompson, James: reorganization

of state science agencies, 189

Thompson, M. L., 160

Transportation, Illinois Department

of, 182, 185

Trelease, William: on Board of

Natural Resources and

Conservation, 90, 91, 200

Truman, Harry, 150, 159

Trumbull, Lyman, 28

Turner, Jonathan Baldwin:

president of Natural History

Society, 21-22; attacks

University of Illinois, 41;

mentioned, 23, 192

Udden, J. A.: advocates state

geological survey, 70

Union Agriculturalist and Western

Prairie Farmer, 19

Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 64,

96

United Mine Workers of America:
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advocate stronger geological

program, ~>>

Urbana: natural history agenc)

activities in, 117. 118, 120. 154.

160. See also Champaign

VanDervoort, William H.. 47

Van Horn. F. B.: initiates annual

State Geological Survey mineral

products statistical report. 75

Vasey, George W.: on Powell

expeditions. 23, 28

Wabash Ri\er: early exploration. 2:

investigations. 6. 75, 182

Walker. Daniel. 188

Walsh. Benjamin D.: first state

entomologist. 19. 23. 107

Ward. Henry B.: contributions of

Stephen Alfred Forbes. Iio-H
War Department. U.S.: supports

Powell expeditions. 27

War Production Board. 133

Warsaw, i>-io

Washington County. 179

Water Resources Building. 143-44.

147. 166

Water Resources Policy

Commission. U.S.. 1 50, 159

Water Resources Research. U.S.

Committee on. 171

Water Survey. Illinois State:

founded. 52; as University o\

Illinois project. 52: given

separate agency status. 53;

chemical and biological analyses.

53-58, 59- 6l, 96, 98, 100:

interdisciplinary studies. 57, 92.

179; cooperative research. 59,

68. 99. 1 18. 123. 152. 158.

[63-64; staff, 60. 63. [18, 152.

166. 179. 187: engineering

studies. 63-65, 94- 96, 99:

sewage treatment studies. 63-64.

96.98. 115. 120. 125: pollution

regulation et torts. 65 67; fuel

gas studies. [17, 1 25; physical

facilities, 143 44- '4^- 166;

hydraulic laboratory. 143. 144.

[51-52, 19K; Peoria laboratory,

144. 147: artificial groundwater

recharge. 150-51:

meteorological studies. 158. 184;

environmental studies. 179,

182-83. 190. Sec nl.so

Appropriations: Illinois.

University o\

—water supply: stream-gauging.

99. 1 16. 1 18. 120. 123. 126.

158-59. 164. 187. 203: reservoir

studies. 158-59; urban

hydrology. 169-70

Waterways. Illinois Division o\\

[68, 170

Weller. Stuart: geological map of

Illinois. 72

Weisner. Jerome: presidential

science and technology advisor.

[70

Western Society of Engineers:

support for state geological

survey. 70. 71 . 113

West Frankfort. 126

Weston, 172. See also National

Accelerator Laboratory

Wheaton. 24

White. Charles A.: assesses work

of Amos Worthen. 14

Whittier. C.C., 113

Wilbur. C. D.. 23

Williamson County: coal

production, 78

Wing. Henry: travels with Powell

expedition. 28

Wolfner, Ira W.: water conservation

committee. Peoria Association of

Commerce. 150

Wonders of Geology . 10

Wood River. 79
World's Fair Commissioners.

Illinois Board of. 44
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World War I: effect on scientific survey, 15—16; mentioned. 17,

surveys, 93-9"- '95 23, 25, 32. 33, 50, 70. 76, 77.

World War II: effect on scientific 191. 192. 193

surveys. 131-35. '97

Worthen. Amos H.: state geologist, Yates. Richard. 1 1 . 22

9-15; supports natural history
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wii.liam L. eyeritt joined the University of Illinois faculty in 1944

as head of the Department of Electrical Engineering. He became

dean of the College of Engineering in 1949 and retired in 1968 as

dean emeritus. He was president of the Engineers' Council for

Professional Development in 1958-61 and of the American Society

for Engineering Education in 1956-57. He has been elected to the

Hall o\~ Fame for Engineering Educators, is a founding member of

the National Academy of Engineering, and has received ten honor-

ary degrees. Everitt. born in Baltimore. Maryland, was graduated

from Cornell University and earned advanced degrees from the Uni-

versity o\' Michigan and Ohio State University. He taught at Cornell.

Michigan, and Ohio State; was an engineer with the North Electric

Manufacturing Co. and American Telephone and Telegraph Co.; and

was director. Operational Research Staff. Office of Chief Signal Of-

ficer. U.S. Army. Among his many honors are the Medal of Honor

of the Institute of Radio Engineers; Lamme Medal. American Soci-

ety for Engineering Education; Mervin J. Kelly Telecommunications

Medal. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; Illinois

Award. Illinois Society of Professional Engineers; National Society

of Professional Engineers Award; Award of Merit. National Elec-

tronics Conference; Washington Award. Western Society of Engi-

neers; and Grinter Distinguished Service Award. Engineers Council

for Professional Development.
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